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Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities: 
Tools to Measure Co-operative Impact and Performance 
The Measuring the Co-operative Difference Research Network (MCDRN; 
cooperativedifference.coop) and the Centre of Excellence in Accounting 
and Reporting for Co-operatives (CEARC at Saint Mary’s University) joined 
forces to organize an international conference, focused on how and why 
co-operatives assess their performance and their impacts on society. 

Academics and practitioners gathered to share their research and experiences 
with a variety of accounting and reporting tools and practices. The event 
offered an unprecedented opportunity to recognize and debate various 

reporting needs and practices, to hear from practitioners regarding the 
purpose and methods of reporting in their co-operatives, and to 

identify the building blocks for the establishment of key 
supports for co-operatives engaged in performance 
measuring and reporting.  

The conference was exploring five  
interconnected themes:

1. Statistics and data collection 
2. Putting co-operative principles into practice
3. Community impact 
4. Member and stakeholder engagement
5. Reporting practices (co-operative 

identity and sustainability)

The chapters in this book are organized 
according to these five themes. They offer an 

international snapshot of the work being 
undertaken in these areas, with the intention of 
sharing the knowledge and experience obtained 
thus far. The authors advocate a critical analysis 
of these materials, and suggest ways forward 

as practitioners and researchers address the 
reporting and dissemination challenges identified  

during the conference.
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Chapter 1

PREFACE

LESLIE BROWN AND SONJA NOVKOVIC

The Measuring the Co-operative Difference Research Network
(MCDRN; cooperativedifference.coop) and the Centre of Excellence

in Accounting and Reporting for Co-operatives (CEARC at Saint Mary’s
University) joined forces to organize an international conference in May
2014 focused on how and why co-operatives assess their performance
and their impacts on society.

Academics and practitioners gathered to share their research and ex-
periences with a variety of accounting and reporting tools and practices.
The event offered an unprecedented opportunity to recognize and de-
bate various reporting needs and practices, to hear from practitioners
regarding the purpose and methods of reporting in their co-operatives,
and to identify the building blocks for the establishment of key supports
for co-operatives engaged in performance measuring and reporting.

Over a period of three days, co-operative practitioners and re-
searchers from Europe, North America, and Latin America discussed
the strengths and weaknesses of the various tools used by co-operatives,
and considered how best to obtain and share reliable and accurate in-
formation on co-operative performance and impact.  Participants agreed
that in addition to being useful for co-operatives as part of their self-
evaluation and strategic planning processes, the sharing of information
resulting from the use of various tools and reporting practices could
help co-operatives in the implementation of the strategy for sustainable

Preface        1
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growth of the co-operative movement, outlined in the Blueprint for a
Co-operative Decade (www.ica.coop).

The key questions posed by the conference organizers were: What
do co-operatives report and why? What tools exist, and what is missing?
Which tools set co-operatives apart from other business forms (and do
they measure the co-operative identity)? Which tools are standard in
respective industries, and are co-operatives leaders or followers in those
efforts?

The conference explored five interconnected themes:

1. Statistics and data collection

2. Putting co-operative principles into practice

3. Community impact

4. Member and stakeholder engagement

5. Reporting practices (co-operative identity and sustainability)

The chapters in this book are organized according to these five
themes. They offer an international snapshot of the work being under-
taken in these areas, with the intention of sharing the knowledge and
experience obtained thus far. The authors advocate a critical analysis of
these materials, and suggest ways forward as practitioners and re-
searchers address the reporting and dissemination challenges identified
during the conference.

— Leslie Brown and Sonja Novkovic

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities

2 Brown / Novkovic
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Chapter 2

INTRODUCTION

LESLIE BROWN1 AND SONJA NOVKOVIC2

“In an increasingly performance-oriented society, metrics matter. What we measure
affects what we do. If we have the wrong metrics, we will strive for the wrong things.”

— Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, and Jean-Paul Fitoussi
Mismeasuring Our Lives

CO - O P E R AT I V E  F I R M S are business enterprises exercising collec-
tive ownership, governance, and decision making. They are typi-

cally portrayed as businesses that combine a social mission with their
economic goals, placing them in the category of enterprises operating
in the social and solidarity economy. Exemplifying collective rather than
individual ownership, co-operatives are bottom-up organizations with
the distinctive purpose of addressing member and community needs
through mutual self-help. Many co-operatives claim to offer an alter-
native model of organization that prefigures a more humane and demo -
cratic system.

Unlike other firms and organizations, co-operatives are guided by
internationally recognized Co-operative Principles and Values3 which,
among other things, require that they be democratically governed,

Introduction        3
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emphasize member needs over profit, and seek financing from their
members. Grounded in the values of self-help, solidarity, equality, eq-
uity, and openness, the seven co-operative principles provide a reference
point for nearly one million co-operatives operating worldwide. Co-op-
eratives are seen as a fundamentally different type of enterprise — in
ownership, control, and purpose (Brown and Hicks 2013; Novkovic
2008; Spear 2000). While co-operatives world-wide increasingly recog-
nize that the co-operative values and principles offer a framework for a
“co-operative way” of doing business that may diversify the economy
and disrupt hegemonic discourse, it is also evident that some co-oper-
atives operationalize this framework more effectively than others.

The contemporary context for business is one in which responsible
business practices and standards that take into account economic, social,
and environmental objectives are increasingly valued, mandated, and
even regulated (Chaplier 2014). Businesses of all types are pursuing and
reporting Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and sustainability 4

practices, with many trying to show that they contribute to “shared
value” creation (Porter and Kramer 2011). CSR has certainly met with
important criticisms (Archel et al. 2011; Bannerjee 2014; Fleming and
Jones 2013), implicating CSR practices in maintaining the status quo
and in continuing damage to the global ecosystem. However, the drive
for “responsible business” is going mainstream, with business schools
introducing courses on social and ethical entrepreneurship, or even re-

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities

4 Brown / Novkovic

3. The International Co-operative Alliance (http://ica.coop/en/what-co-operative)de-
scribes co-operatives as “an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily
to meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through
a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise” (“Statement on the Co-
operative Identity”). Seven principles guide the international co-operative move-
ment: voluntary and open membership; democratic member control; member
economic participation; autonomy and independence; education, training and in-
formation; co-operation among co-operatives; and concern for community. These
will be referred to frequently by the authors of this book.

4. Sustainability is about “meeting the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (1987 UN Brundtland
Commission report). In other words, sustainability assures intergenerational equity.
Social responsibility, on the other hand, is about inclusion of various “stakeholders”
in the decision making of the enterprise. Future generations are also stakeholders.
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orienting their entire programs around doing business responsibly. Co-
operatives are taking part in the dialogue around CSR, as demonstrated
by the chapters in this book.

A definition of a responsible business (Laasch and Conaway 2015)
differentiates between sustainability and corporate social responsibility
and includes: (a) sustainability performance; (b) responsibility perform-
ance; and (c) ethics performance. The minimum requirement for a re-
sponsible organization is that it can demonstrate a sustainable triple
bottom line; social responsibility is embedded in all core processes of
the company; and it is ethically responsive — manages ethical issues
well (Laasch and Conaway 2015, 239). While the Blueprint document
(ICA 2012, 20) expresses confidence that corporate CSR claims cannot
hide the emphasis on profit and shareholder value maximization, which
arguably impedes the realization of the requirements for responsible or-
ganizations, it is necessary to demonstrate that co-operatives may be
better able to be responsible and to achieve a sustainable triple bottom
line.

In theory, co-operatives are well positioned to meet the objectives
of responsible organizations (Ridley-Duff and Bull 2015), especially to
the extent that they deepen and promote their commitment and ex-
pertise in delivering on the “co-operative difference,” including demo-
cratic governance and transparency. Co-operatives are often believed to
be the leaders in shared value creation given their member-base and so-
cial character, yet their distinctiveness is still poorly understood, and
their reporting practices may or may not reflect their unique character-
istics.

Two key questions arise: Are co-operatives genuinely responsible
enterprises, or do they simply mimic practices of their investor-owned
counterparts? Under what conditions are they leaders and strategic
builders of sustainable practices in their communities? 

There are many tools adopted by co-operatives to measure and re-
port on their practices. However, there is a need for conceptual and em-
pirical consolidation of research on the subject of co-operative social
responsibility and accountability, and performance measurement. This
research must specifically address the nature of co-operative distinctive-
ness. In this age of global crises and calls for greater responsibility by

Introduction        5
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consumers, citizens, and firms, the co-operative sector is being pressured
to operationalize their distinctive nature, to measure the impacts of the
co-operative form of business, and to assess what this means in their
communities. The co-operative movement adopted the seventh princi-
ple — Concern for community— in 1995, yet many co-operatives still
struggle with what that means in their own contexts. For example,
strategies for understanding and managing relationships that engage ex-
ternal stakeholders in actions of the co-op, while respecting
member/worker control of the enterprise, are crucial to progress in ad-
dressing the seventh principle.

Co-operative leaders and researchers alike recognize that merely
being structured as a co-operative does not guarantee social and envi-
ronmental responsibility. A number of obstacles can arise, including iso-
morphism(DiMaggio and Powell 1983) with conventional firms in
relation to governance and management education, limited member
engagement, and lack of a clear vision. Of specific concern in this book
are the ways that accounting and reporting can enhance performance
and co-operative social responsibility. In particular, the authors in this
book identify practices that connect measures of performance to co-op-
erative identity.

Issues with Measurement and Reporting for Co-operatives

The overarching need for a clear focus on, and measurement of, co-op-
erative functioning and impact arises from its potential to effect change
in the dominant economic model, address the root causes of socio-eco-
nomic marginalization, and illustrate the social and ecological achieve-
ments of co-operative enterprises. For example, if co-operatives claim
they contribute to building sustainable communities, organizations, and
society, this claim ought to be backed by evidence. A key differentiator
for co-ops is arguably the movement they are a part of, and its commit-
ment to enhancing the quality of life of members and their communi-
ties. At the same time, they operate in market economies, in industries
that exert competitive pressures and regulatory demands on co-operative
enterprises. Not surprisingly, both financial and non-financial perform-
ance assessment and reporting by co-operatives often follow industry
standards.

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities

6 Brown / Novkovic
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Industry standards have for the most part moved toward corporate
social responsibility and sustainability reporting. Since the early 1990s,
companies — large multinationals in particular — have included non-
financial indicators in their reporting practices (KPMG 2013). Some of
these indicators address sustainability, but they also reflect social respon-
sibility that feeds unsustainable practices. As an example, “Charitable
donations that relieve social problems are responsible, but they are not
sustainable if they do not resolve the underlying issue” (Bansal and Des-
Jardine 2014). Co-operatives may initially alleviate those underlying is-
sues. However, evidence shows that as co-ops mature, they often become
removed from their founders’ original social and economic conditions.
Finding their identity and maintaining the founders’ commitments can
become a struggle. It is then important to recognize to what extent in-
dustry standards will help co-operatives to connect with their values,
and which reporting practices can jeopardize their co-operative identity.
For example, the AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard 2011 en-
courages a multi-stakeholder approach, inviting a co-operative to move
away from a narrow understanding of its service to members, and
thereby encouraging application of the seventh principle 5 (Westwood
2014).

AA1000 and other reporting standards, including the widely used
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), need to be carefully scrutinized by
the co-operative movement for compatibility with the co-operative form
of business.6 To what extent do their performance guidelines and meas-
ures offer direction appropriate to co-operative forms of business? Do
they address the specific priorities and concerns of the co-operatives
using them? The unquestioning use of accounting and reporting prac-
tices and standards that mirror those of investor-owned firms are likely

Introduction        7
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5. Principle 7: Care for Community.
6. Being evaluated highly according to a particular set of standards or guidelines can
lead to misleading interpretations. The GRI Guidelines are not designed to rate an
organization’s sustainability performance. Rather, they relate to the level of disclosure
on an organization’s governance approach and on its material environmental, social,
and economic performance and impacts. This can result in situations whereby a re-
port from a corporation with risk-driven sustainability practices might receive as
high, or higher, overall accolades than a report from a business that is actually a
leader in sustainable business practices (Westwood 2014b).
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to be counter-productive, hampering the pursuit of alternative visions
of success. Developing performance measures grounded in co-operative
principles can help co-ops avoid isomorphic tendencies, strengthen al-
ternative practices specific to co-operatives, and contribute to broad
self-identification within the sector.

This volume is a contribution to these ongoing dialogues and de-
bates. It offers a compilation of some of the available tools that are
rooted in co-operative principles and values. It also presents explorations
of indicators of social responsibility suitable for co-operatives, and dis-
cusses appropriate reporting practices. Some of these follow industry
standards, while others depart from them to set new paths toward sus-
tainability and responsibility reporting.

The Content

The book is divided into five interrelated sections:

1. Statistics and Data Collection

2. Putting Co-operative Principles into Practice

3. Community Impact

4. Member and Stakeholder Engagement

5. Reporting Practices — Co-operative Identity and Sustainability

Data on co-operatives are imperfect at best. Co-operative statistics
are compiled for different purposes, and concerted efforts to produce
comprehensive data sets on co-operatives are rare. Researchers and prac-
titioners alike believe that this lacuna must be addressed if we are to be
able to study and accurately report on the impacts of co-operatives on
their socio-economic environment. The section starts with a collabora-
tive chapter (Carini, El-Youssef, and Sparreboom, chapter 3) discussing
the strengths and limitations of existing data collection assessed by the
International Co-operative Alliance (in particular from the point of view
of the World Co-operative Monitor project and the strategy of the Blue-
print for the Co-operative Decade), and by the International Labour Or-
ganization. Accurate data is essential to these organizations if they are
to meet their mandates. The next two chapters (Diaz-Foncea and Mar-
cuello, and Carini, chapters 4 and 5) describe efforts to collect data on

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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co-operatives in Spain and Italy, respectively. The authors offer clear in-
dications that while micro-level (firm level) data are not collected in a
consistent manner, these countries are quite advanced in their ability to
separate statistics on co-operatives from those on other enterprises.
Moreover, their chapters highlight the potential dangers of collecting
statistics primarily for commercial purposes. That type of data invites
possibly inappropriate comparisons with investor-owned firms without
revealing the unique aspects of co-operatives (e.g., training and educa-
tion, non-divisible reserves, and the like). Industry statistics are also bi-
ased toward large co-operatives that are mandated to report, or able to
afford the costs of reporting. To supplement government statistics, EU-
RICSE developed its own micro-level database.

The last chapter in this section (Vukmirovic et al., chapter 6) de-
scribes satellite accounts in the national statistics in Serbia. Satellite ac-
counts for co-operatives include a set of coherent, consistent, and
integrated accounts, and serve as a primary tool to ensure visibility and
measure the impact of co-operatives on the economy.

Section two of the book describes tools that use co-operative prin-
ciples and values to develop indicators or capture co-operative practices.
It starts with the Co-operative Sustainability Scorecard (Christianson
2008) developed as a universal tool to create triple-bottom-line bench-
marks for co-operatives of any size and in any industry. The Scorecard’s
sustainability measures include minimum recommended practices and
metrics in economic, social, and environmental areas of practice. This
is followed by the Sustainability and Planning Scorecard for retail food
co-operatives (Brown et al., chapter 8) developed in partnership with
Co-op Atlantic, and intended to help co-operatives assess their com-
mitment to be principled, socially and environmentally responsible, al-
ternative businesses. The chapter describes the tool, its development,
and use (Jackson-Wood), but it also posits that co-operatives need to
identify their strengths with respect to their highly competitive envi-
ronment, and capitalize on consumer and industry trends in line with
co-operative ethics. These trends include the rise of social justice and
food security movements sharing co-operative values and aspirations.
Hough (chapter 9) describes the development and use of the Co-op
Index, a tool used to diagnose worker co-operatives for their participa-
tory practices and adherence to co-operative identity. A case study of a

Introduction        9
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co-operative using the tool is also presented (Tusz-King). McNamara’s
(chapter 10) case study of Union Cab of Madison taxi co-op describes
social audit as a self-evaluation method that helps worker co-operatives
measure their ability to incorporate their mission and their co-operative
identity into their workplace and policies. The chapter discusses social
auditing as part of an emerging culture of measurement, and an entry
point toward building supports for the organization in different stages
of its co-operative life-cycle.

Section three offers discussions about the impact of co-operatives
on their communities, outlines limitations associated with the typical
indicators chosen, and proposes an agenda for future research in this
area. Gordon Nembhard (chapter 11) sets the stage for the importance
and challenges of impact assessment by co-operatives. “Documenting
and measuring […] benefits from co-operative ownership, and under-
standing and measuring the myriad impacts of co-ops on their com-
munities require a variety of tools — quantitative statistics and financial
data, qualitative interviews and social capital analysis, input-output
modeling, multiplier effects — and out-of-the box thinking.” (Gordon
Nembhard 2014) While challenges are clear, a common vision by the
co-operative movement is less apparent. It is therefore important to
identify and assess the “game changing” types of investments in com-
munities. Hammond Ketilson, Gordon Nembhard, and Hewitt (chap-
ter 13) document the kinds of products, programs, and services credit
unions provide and sponsor (illustrated by the case of Affinity Credit
Union). They report the results of a survey asking members to evaluate
these programs and discuss the strengths and limitations of this ap-
proach as one way to measure the impacts of credit unions on members’
well-being, financial stability, asset/wealth building, and skill develop-
ment.

Section four speaks to the key differentiating characteristic of co-
operatives — their democratic decision making and control. While
democratic decisions come in different forms, meaningful participation
by their members in various aspects of co-op governance is critical to
co-operative functioning. Simmons (chapter 14) talks about assessment
tools that are useful when using a broad conceptualization of participa-
tion, while Strube and Yuill (chapters 15 and 16) further deepen our un-
derstanding of the assessment of democracy and member loyalty,

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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respectively. Member engagement is a critical component in co-opera-
tives because members are their raison d’être. Besides enhancing cus-
tomer loyalty, evidence mounts that engaging employees is also vital to
keeping the enterprise afloat. Investor-owned businesses increasingly go
to great lengths to align corporate image with their employees’ values
(Fleming and Jones 2013, chapter 4). Often, they resort to CSR practices
to gain loyalty of their employees. Yet co-operatives, particularly in latter
stages of their life-cycle, do not capitalize on their member base, and
may even lose touch with their members. Simmons points out that if
the potential of member engagement is to be realized, it needs to be in-
tegrated in the operational life of the co-operative. Member participa-
tion should not be considered in isolation from the governance of the
organization, nor from its management. His chapter focuses on ratio-
nales and techniques for measuring member engagement and seeks to
establish the extent of current developments. He examines the accuracy
of measures, meanings of “good practice” and the role of benchmarking
in interpreting measurement data. This overview chapter is followed by
two case studies of tools relevant to discussions of co-operative democ-
racy. Yuill describes a loyalty index at the Scottish Agricultural Organ-
ization Society that provides a valuable diagnostic tool for member
engagement, while Strube outlines the Democracy Audit — a tool as-
sessing democratic processes in co-operatives.

The concluding section of the book encourages renewed reflection
on sustainability reporting practices for co-operatives, both by raising
key issues around the rationales and means of reporting by co-operatives
and by examining case studies of organizations offering leadership in
this area. Herbert (chapter 17) sets the stage by asking a tough question:
do co-operatives succumb to an inherently unsustainable paradigm
when they adopt reporting practices built for organizations that main-
tain the socio-economic status quo? While the intention of sustainability
reporting was to bring clarity to the relationship between firms and so-
ciety and the environment, all too often reporting is used to pre-empt
criticism and legitimize behaviour. For example, although the initial
purpose of GRI was to challenge large corporations and push them to
transform their behaviour, corporations often use the seeming trans-
parency that GRI affords them to avoid addressing the real issues (West-
wood 2014b; Herbert, chapter 17).
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Since the early days of social and ethical accounting, auditing, and
reporting (Zadek 1998), a number of co-operatives have provided lead-
ership in developing internationally respected sustainability and social
responsibility reporting standards and practices (the Co-operative Bank
in the UK, Rabobank in the Netherlands; Vancity Credit Union in
Canada), although co-operatives do not engage in sustainability report-
ing as often as investor-owned firms (Dale et al. 2013). Contemporary
leadership in social reporting is demonstrated by Mariño (chapter 18)
and Glas (chapter 19) in their discussions of a social audit tool used in
co-operative certification by the Co-operatives of the Americas, a re-
gional branch of the International Co-operative Alliance. Co-operatives
are certified for their social responsibility in an assessment that contains
measures and indicators of adherence to co-operative principles. Advo-
cating the value of this approach, Glas (p. 326) argues that “The audit
further helps raise awareness of the co-operative movement towards the
responsibility that they bear as social and solidarity economy enter-
prises.…”

Co-operatives in Latin America have built a consensus that co-op-
eratives belong to social and solidarity economy. Certification in that
context separates co-operatives from other organizations, demonstrating
that they are indeed responsible enterprises with respect to sustainable
practices, social responsibility, and ethics.

Rixon and Beaubien (chapters 20 and 21) describe two cases of co-
operatives demonstrating leadership in social and sustainability practices
and reporting. The first, Vancity Credit Union, was an early adopter of
social audits, GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and the AA1000
Framework. Vancity continues to play an international leadership role,
advancing integrated reporting efforts. The second case features Co-op-
erators Insurance, which embeds sustainability in their products and
operations. It is no surprise, then, that both organizations have won
awards for their sustainability efforts, reporting practices, and as best
employers. Connecting these achievements to co-operative ownership
structure and leadership remains an important goal.

A key element in most of the tools described in this book is member
(and often employee) participation in both the development of the tool
and in the assessment of their co-operative’s performance. These tools
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therefore directly or indirectly invite member and stakeholder partici-
pation, encouraging member engagement and potentially strengthening
loyalty.

Any discussion about measures and metrics must recognize, too,
that context matters, as does recognition of the often intense disagree-
ments about the centrality of co-operative identity (meaning co-opera-
tive principles and values) in managing a co-operative business.
Co-operatives in regions outside Latin America do not necessarily see
themselves as an integral part of the solidarity economy.7 Many co-op-
eratives function in a political and economic context that is hostile to
the very idea of a solidarity economy, either because it is perceived as a
threat to the entrenched capitalist model, or because of fears of a po-
tential return to socialism. This reality must be acknowledged. However,
even when these concerns are not a factor, co-operatives often see them-
selves as addressing market failures, and/or as being ameliorative — not
as part of the agenda for social and economic transformation advocated
by proponents of the social and solidarity economy. For some co-oper-
atives, often ones focused on competing for market share or on survival
in a market, a focus on the transformative potential of co-operatives as
a distinctive form of business seems more like ideology than like good
business. This kind of thinking can be damaging to the co-operative
movement as it makes it more difficult to see the co-operative advan-
tage, and thus increases vulnerability to isomorphic practices. Co-op-
eratives that mimic investor-owned businesses may be in danger of
losing their identity as co-operatives, perhaps coming to see themselves
as hampered rather than strengthened by the “constraints” of democracy
and other co-operative principles.

It is the premise of this book that co-operatives are distinctive forms
of organization that, while they can adapt and succeed in a wide variety
of social, political, and economic contexts, are rooted in alternative par-
adigms for meeting the needs of people for goods and services. Further,
there are signs that the range of alternatives offered by co-operatives
may be the very ones needed by a world faced with a series of crises —
economic, ecological, and social (a point made by Herbert, chapter 17).

Introduction        13
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Creating tools that allow co-operatives to assess their performance in
relation to the operationalization of co-operative principles and in rela-
tion to the priorities of their members, employees, and communities is
one step toward articulating and interrogating co-operative identity and
its relevance.

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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SECTION ONE

Statistics and Data Collection
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Chapter 3

THE IMPORTANCE OF STATISTICS ON CO-OPERATIVES:
WHY AND HOW SHOULD WE COLLECT DATA?

CHIARA CARINI,1 HANAN EL-YOUSSEF,2 AND THEO SPARREBOOM3

Introduction

IN  R E C E N T  Y E A R S , the issue of data collection and the measure-
ment of the impact of co-operatives has been the focus of scientific

and practitioner debate. In order to understand the role and potential
of co-operatives, it is necessary to realistically quantify the overall size
of the sector. Despite growing interest, knowledge about the economic
and social dimensions of co-operatives worldwide is still fragmentary.
A realistic estimate of the economic and social impact of co-operatives
is required to demonstrate that co-operatives are neither small nor mar-
ginal organizations. Evidence is needed to be able to show that a valid
model exists that is different from the for-profit model dominant in
today’s global economy. Developing such an estimate requires efforts to
define the target population, identify the most appropriate tools for data
collection and, finally, identify and define the key indicators for the as-
sessment of co-operatives’ economic and social impact.

Given these premises, this chapter will provide some considerations
on the subject of data collection, presenting the importance of collecting
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data on co-operatives from the perspectives of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) and the International Co-operative Alliance, two
organizations that are increasingly involved in promoting co-operatives
worldwide. In particular, we will explain why the two organizations ad-
vocate the collection of data on co-operatives, and we will present some
projects advanced by these organizations, including the World Co-op-
erative Monitor, a project promoted by the International Co-operative
Alliance in conjunction with the European Research Institute on Co-
operative and Social Enterprises (EURICSE).

The Importance of Statistics on Co-operatives:
The ILO Perspective4

Within the United Nations system, the ILO is the only organization to
have a general, explicit mandate to work on co-operatives. The Co-op-
eratives Unit of the ILO (COOP) was established in 1920 in recognition
of the role of co-operatives in employment creation and their contribu-
tion to the advancement of social justice. Located in the ILO’s Enter-
prises Department, COOP contributes to ILO’s overall mission of
creating decent work for all through the promotion of sustainable en-
terprises of all types and sizes. Within this broad mandate, COOP is re-
sponsible for ILO’s work on job creation and growth through co-op-
erative enterprise development, including applied research, policy ad-
vocacy and advisory services, technical co-operation, and partnerships.

Of particular importance, the implementation of ILO Recommen-
dation No. 193 concerns the promotion of co-operatives through advi-
sory services on legal provisions and policies at the national and
international levels. Paragraph 8 of Recommendation No. 193, adopted
by the International Labour Conference in 2002, encourages govern-
ments to ensure that national policies “seek to improve national statistics
on co-operatives with a view to the formulation and implementation
of development policies.”5

Statistics on co-operatives are essential, too, when it comes to quan-
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4. Theo Sparreboom, Statistics Department, ILO.
5. The text of the recommendation is available online at http://www.ilo.org/dyn/norm-
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tifying and analyzing the impact they have on their owner-members, as
well as on the economy as a whole. They can provide evidence, for ex-
ample, on how co-operatives fare with respect to employment and in-
come in comparison with other economic units and throughout
economic cycles. Statistics on co-operatives also help to elucidate how
different business models affect communities and workers, which is a
topic of growing interest. At a minimum, such statistics should include:
(a) the number of co-operatives and their characteristics; (b) the number
of members of co-operatives, the number of workers engaged in co-op-
eratives and their characteristics; and (c) statistics on the value of pro-
duction by co-operatives.

Compilation and analysis of statistics on co-operatives has been car-
ried out in many countries, but has generally been based on adminis-
trative information drawn from co-operative registers, and much less
on establishment and household surveys. Administrative information
serves as an important source of statistics, but may also suffer from
shortcomings in terms of, for example, timeliness, coverage, and (inter-
national) comparability. Furthermore, registers do not necessarily in-
clude information on membership of co-operatives or the number of
workers employed in co-operatives. Nevertheless, surveys targeting reg-
istered co-operatives represent a rich source of information on current
activities and challenges, which may relate to both economic and social
data.

A second source of data could be household surveys that have the
advantage that they allow for the production of complete statistics on
the number of members in co-operatives, as well as the number of work-
ers engaged in them. In contrast to administrative information, in prin-
ciple, household survey-based information prevents double counting of
workers engaged in more than one co-operative, and includes socio-
economic characteristics of workers that are difficult to obtain through
other means of data collection. Thus, regular household survey-based
information can be used, for example, to analyze relationships between
economic sectors, types of co-operatives, and characteristics of workers.
In contrast, household surveys do not allow for the production of ac-
curate statistics on the number of co-operatives or their economic value.

Current statistical standards make reference to “members of pro-
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ducers’ co-operatives” in the International Classification of Status in
Employment (ICSE), which was adopted in 1993. This figure can be eas-
ily misunderstood because the ICSE definition of members of co-oper-
atives only includes workers who work in a producers’ co-operative of
which they are also members. It therefore excludes workers who own a
farm and are members of a co-operative that provides services to them,
such as the marketing or processing of the goods they produce.6 This
means that in Indonesia, for example, no members of producers’ co-
operatives are reported in international statistics, while according to
government data there are more than 30 million members of co-opera-
tives in that country.7

At the 19th International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS)
held in Geneva in October 2013, governments and workers’ and em-
ployers’ representatives reaffirmed the importance of having more com-
prehensive and (internationally) comparable statistics on co-operatives.
It is worth mentioning that this was the first time in its history that a
specific item on co-operative statistics was included in the ICLS agenda.
This session at the ICLS provided an opportunity to share experiences
on the current production of statistics on co-operatives, as well as on
the statistical challenges faced in many countries.

The ICLS adopted a resolution concerning further work on statistics
of co-operatives, and several country representatives expressed their in-
terest in sharing more details of their experiences and in participating
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6. See Paragraph 11 of the resolution concerning the ICSE: “Members of producers’
co-operatives are workers who hold a ‘self-employment’ job … in a co-operative
producing goods and services, in which each member takes part on an equal footing
with other members in determining the organization of production, sales and/or
other work of the establishment, the investments and the distribution of the pro-
ceeds of the establishment amongst their members. (It should be noted that ‘em-
ployees’ … of producers’ co-operatives are not to be classified to this group.)” The
resolution is available at: http://www.ilo.org/global/statistics-and-databases/stan-
dards-and-guidelines/resolutions-adopted-by-international-conferences-of-labour-
statisticians/WCMS_087562/lang—en/index.htm.

7. ICA Committee on Consumer Co-operation for Asia and the Pacific – Indonesia,
retrieved from: http://jccu.coop/eng/public/pdf/asia_2012_04.pdf; and http://www.
depkop.go.id/index.php?option=com_phocadownload&view=file&id=338:rekapit-
ulasi-data-keragaan-koperasi-per-31-desember-2013&Itemid=93.
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in pilot exercises to test new or modified measurement approaches. The
resolution recommends that the Office, in co-operation with the ILO’s
constituents and interested national statistical offices, carry out further
developmental work on the measurement of co-operatives through ad-
ministrative registers, establishment or household surveys.8 Accordingly,
data collection on co-operatives in selected countries is being reviewed
by the ILO, and pilot activities are under consideration.

The Importance of Statistics on Co-operatives:
The International Co-operative Alliance Perspective 9

The International Co-operative Alliance has been the global voice for
co-operative enterprises since it was established in 1895 by co-operative
movements around the world. It is the guardian of the Co-operative
Values and Principles10 — the collective co-operative heritage and pat-
rimony — and is the advocate for the co-operative model of enterprise
in spheres of global advocacy and influence. The Alliance unites, repre-
sents, and serves co-operatives worldwide. Moreover, it provides a global
voice and forum for knowledge, expertise, and coordinated action for
and about co-operatives. It boasts members in 100 countries around the
world, representing 1 billion individuals.

The importance of data and statistics in advocacy work hardly re-
quires explanation. Understanding the true quantitative and qualitative
volume of the global co-operative economy is essential in the advocacy
efforts of the Alliance, as effective advocacy must be based on hard ev-
idence. If we are to claim the existence of a co-operative difference, that,
too, necessitates a robust body of research and analysis.
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8. For further information, see the documentation of the 19th ICLS, particularly Room
Document 6, the presentation and the report of the conference, which are available
at: http://www.ilo.org/global/statistics-and-databases/meetings-and-events/interna-
tional-conference-of-labour-statisticians/WCMS_222036/lang—en/index.htm; and
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/—-dgreports/—-stat/documents/meet-
ingdocument/wcms_223915.pdf; http://www.ilo.org/global/statistics-and-data-
bases/meetings-and-events/international-conference-of-labour-statisticians/19/WC
MS_234124/lang—en/index.htm.

9. Hanan El-Youssef, International Co-operative Alliance.
10. http://ica.coop/en/whats-co-op/co-operative-identity-values-principles. 
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Despite such requirements, standardized, harmonized, and com-
plete statistical data on co-operatives is scarce. Moreover, the application
of existing metrics to measure and capture the influence of co-operatives
often proves inadequate, as such metrics are largely founded upon an
enterprise paradigm into which co-operatives do not fit.

The need for statistics on co-operatives is twofold. On the one hand,
data are required to fill a significant gap in knowledge about the true
size and demeanour of the global co-operative economy in all its diver-
sity. Accurate evidence is at the core of advocacy efforts the Alliance un-
dertakes on behalf of co-operatives at the global level. On the other
hand, data — including the specific methodologies utilized to gather
and analyze data, the indices, metrics, and the approaches in and of
themselves — influence how co-operatives behave and how we assess
performance in non-co-operative sectors.

The need to address the “data challenge” is not particular to co-op-
eratives. In other sectors, the harmonization, standardization, and co-
ordination of data for comparability has allowed for the development
of nuance. A strategic approach helps to avoid duplication of effort and
reduces the disparity in methodologies that, while useful for some pur-
poses, do not yield a collective description of the size and quality of the
movement. Significant efforts have been made and excellent reports
have been generated, but these are not coordinated or made cohesive
in a way that would allow for more credibility and legitimacy. These
valiant and impressive efforts yield but a fragmented depiction of co-
operative economy — an incomplete mosaic.

The Alliance has a role to play in developing, guiding, and driving
a strategic approach to statistical data and research on co-operatives. A
closer and stronger collaboration between national statistical agencies
and co-operative federations would allow for more accurate and nu-
anced data. Closer, stronger collaboration between the UN and its agen-
cies’ efforts to depict co-operative economy and the Alliance would
provide additional credibility to the figures collected. A more robust
network of research and intelligence would facilitate the streamlining
— if not the standardization — of what is collected and how. Further-
more, data banks would become far more robust and cumulative in
both type and quality of data for long-term comparability. Such efforts
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would build the foundation for comparability, but also and especially
for the longevity of data gathered, so that changes, progress, and growth
would be captured in a more meaningful manner.

While the Alliance has a strategic role to play in coordinating efforts
and facilitating synergies, it does not seek to dictate the trends of re-
search and methodologies. Various institutions offer complementary
strengths and capacities for gathering data on co-operatives. For exam-
ple, the ILO brings national statistical agencies together in the Interna-
tional Conference of Labour Statisticians, which allows for the
development of international statistical standards, while the Alliance
can mobilize its members (themselves federations of co-operatives at
the national level) to support data collection efforts. The Alliance Com-
mittee on Co-operative Research provides a forum where professionals
in the field of (applied) research can exchange, coordinate, and synergize
efforts.

The Alliance is diversifying its institutional partnerships in order to
close the knowledge gap, establish baselines, and grow the global co-
operative data bank. EURICSE produces the World Co-operative Mon-
itor,11 which will be presented in the next section, in partnership with
the Alliance; this provides a powerful depiction of the world’s largest
co-operative enterprises. It is already proving to be a useful advocacy
tool. The International Organization of Industrial, Artisanal, and Serv-
ice Producers’ Co-operatives’ (CICOPA’s) work on co-operative employ-
ment12 sets the foundation for an increasingly robust understanding of
the employment generation — real and potential, direct and indirect
— of the co-operative model. A “Survey on Co-operative Capital”13 con-
ducted by the Filene Research Institute gathered data never before col-
lected on the finance mechanisms that co-operatives utilize, as well as
providing a taxonomy of such instruments from a specifically co-oper-
ative perspective.

The Alliance engagement in such initiatives paves a solid foundation
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11. http://www.euricse.eu/en/worldcooperativemonitor 
12. http://www.cicopa.coop/IMG/pdf/empl_report_fachsheet_cicopa___en_web_
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13. http://ica.coop/sites/default/files/352_ICA_Coop_Capital.pdf
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for a strategic approach that does not diminish the value of diversity in
research methodologies. However, if we are to amplify the global voice
of co-operatives, we must ensure that our figures provide us with solid,
evidence-based claims from which to construct advocacy messages. We
laud the co-operative difference; we know that its impact is real and
promising. Strategic collaborations, co-ordination, and synergy will take
all of these efforts to a new level of influence, as well as creating a deeper
understanding of co-operative contributions to a sustainable global
economy.

The World Co-operative Monitor

Aim and Methodological Issues

The World Co-operative Monitor 14 is a project promoted by the Inter-
national Co-operative Alliance with the scientific support of EURICSE.
The project is continuing the work started by the Alliance with the
Global 300, which brought together economic information about the
300 largest co-operative and mutual organizations in the world, broad-
ening its goals and reviewing its methodology.

The intent of this new project is to define a new process of data col-
lection, integration, and analysis, culminating in the creation of a reg-
ularly updated database containing economic, employee, and other
social data to monitor and demonstrate both the economic and social
impact of the largest co-operatives worldwide. The database is expected
to be useful in strengthening the Alliance’s role in building networks of
global co-operative leaders. It also has the potential to lead and coordi-
nate global, regional, and national initiatives on data collection and ev-
idence-based policy and advocacy. Finally, the development of this
database will further address the Alliance’s strategic objective of pro-
moting co-operatives as a special values-based business model by build-
ing a co-operative business intelligence service for analysis and
benchmarking performance, not only in financial terms, but also in
terms of co-operative values and principles.

The aim of this project is to collect robust economic, organizational,
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and social data — not only related to the top three hundred co-operative
and mutual organizations worldwide, but also an expanded number of
co-operatives — in order to represent the co-operative sector in its or-
ganizational, regional, and sectorial diversity. That said, providing a clear
and agreed-on definition of the population under study is the first
methodological issue that researchers face. For the purpose of the pro-
ject, it is important that the boundaries of the population under study
are understandable worldwide, and that they reflect the characteristics
of co-operative organizations in different areas of the world and in dif-
ferent contexts. The process of definition and classification, however, is
not trivial, as researchers working on this face two main issues: (a) the
diversity of national legislation and (b) the variety of co-operative forms.
Comparative studies show that legislation concerning co-operatives
varies widely from country to country — much more than does legis-
lation on for-profit enterprises (Roelants 2009). In particular, national
laws often do not consider all forms of co-operatives, and they are re-
strictive about various aspects, such as the minimum number of mem-
bers or the rules limiting the distribution of profits. In addition to the
legislative diversity, it is necessary to consider the organizational diversity
within the co-operative sector. In recent years, researchers have been
studying the varied and multifaceted nature of co-operative organiza-
tions (Hansmann 1988; Fici 2013), highlighting how co-operative or-
ganizations vary in the relationship between the co-operative and its
members and for the type of activity carried out. The co-operative sector
is generally characterized by a high prevalence of alliances and vertical
and horizontal collaborations (Zevi et al. 2011). For these reasons, hybrid
forms such as co-operatives of co-operatives, co-operative groups, and
co-operative networks, as well as investor-owned enterprises in which
co-operatives have a controlling interest, have also been considered in
the study.

To evaluate the role and importance of the co-operative movement
within the global economy, and of co-operatives within their economic
context, it is important to consider not only their direct, but also their
indirect, impact. In other words, the value created in the final produc-
tion process has to be added to those created in previous rounds of pro-
duction. Furthermore, in many cases, co-operatives develop a system of
relationships with other companies through which they gain advantages
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in the distribution of final goods, credit, and other services (Fontanari
and Borzaga 2010).

The variety of existing organizations that refer to the co-operative
model has been schematized for the purpose of the project in the typ-
ologies shown in table 1. Another stage of complexity derives from the
role played by members within the organization and their composition.
On this basis, co-operatives have been divided into the subtypes shown
in table 2 (overleaf ).

Table 1. The World Co-operative Monitor’s Types of Co-operative Organizations

The Importance of Statistics on Co-operatives        27

Co-operative type Definition

Co-operative An autonomous association composed mainly of persons
united voluntarily to meet their common economic, so-
cial, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly
owned and democratically-controlled enterprise. Members
usually receive limited compensation, if any, on capital
subscribed as a condition of membership.

Mutual Private co-operative type organization providing insurance
or other welfare-related services. Consider also micro-in-
surance and mutuals with both voluntary and compulsory
membership.

Co-operative of 
co-operatives/mutuals

Co-operatives composed mainly of co-operatives/mutuals
that carry out an economic activity for the production of
goods or the provision of services of common interest for
their members. It periodically publishes its own financial
statements.

Co-operative group A co-operative group: 1) is composed of organizations that
operate as a single economic entity, 2) regularly publishes a
consolidated financial statement, 3) includes mainly co-
operatives, 4) acts according to co-operative principles and
values, and 5) is controlled by co-operatives.

Co-operative network A co-operative network: 1) composed of organizations that
operate as a single economic entity, 2) does not publish a
consolidated financial statement, 3) includes mainly co-
operatives, 4) acts according co-operative principles and
values, and 5) is controlled by co-operatives.

Non co-operative
enterprise

Non co-operative enterprise in which co-operatives have a
controlling interest

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014
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Table 2. The World Co-operative Monitor’s Subtypes of Co-operatives
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Subtype Definition

Worker
co-operative

A co-operative owned and democratically controlled by its worker-
owners. Worker co-operatives enable members to obtain more
favourable working conditions than those available on the market,
both in terms of quality and economy.

Producer
co-operative

A co-operative owned and democratically controlled by producers
who band together to process or market their products.

Retail
co-operative

A co-operative formed to purchase and supply goods and services
at competitive conditions in the interest of members (retailers).

Consumer
co-operative

A co-operative owned and democratically controlled by its main
consumers. Consumer co-operatives enable members to obtain
supplies and/or durable goods on more favourable conditions than
those available on the market. They work to safeguard the quality
of products and services as well as sales prices.

Purchasing
co-operative

A co-operative formed to aggregate demand to get lower prices
from selected suppliers. It is often used to reduce the costs of
procurement.

Financial
co-operative

Co-operative bank, credit union, insurance, and other financial
service co-operative. Private co-operative enterprise providing
banking and financial intermediation services, democratically
controlled by its member customers (borrowers and depositors).
Consider credit unions and banks whose capital is composed by
individuals without rights regarding the management of the bank.
An insurance co-operative owned and democratically controlled
by its main insured. Insurance co-operatives enable members to
obtain insurance policies on more favourable conditions than
those available on the market.

Housing
co-operative

A co-operative formed to provide an owned or rented property
on more favourable conditions than those available on the market.
This category includes both housing co-operative and co-opera-
tives in the construction sector.

Social
co-operative

A co-operative that manages health, social, or educational services
and productive activities for the work integration of socially
disadvantaged people.

Other types Co-operatives not classified in the previous types.

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014
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Considering this population, the aim of the World Co-operative
Monitor is to collect a set of SMART15 indicators grouped into six cate-
gories inspired at the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards
(IRIS), a universal language of impact-related terms and metrics for so-
cial, environmental, and financial performance reporting promoted by
the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN). The six categories com-
posing the World Co-operative Monitor Metrics Framework Structure
are presented in table 3.

Table 3. The World Co-operative Metrics Framework Structure

The questions of the World Co-operative Monitor are mainly con-
centrated in three sections, namely, Organization Description, Financial
Performance, and Operational Impact. In the Organization Description
section, questions are designed to collect general data on organizations,
such as the name, year founded, location of the organization’s head-
quarters, organization type, sector of activity, and so on.

Looking at the Financial Performance section, the choice of eco-
nomic data to be collected is based on the analysis of the most recent
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ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION
Metrics that focus on operational
model, type of organization,
sector of activity, and location

OPERATIONAL IMPACT
Metrics that describe the organization’s
members, employees and volunteers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Metrics that describe the organization’s
products and services

PRODUCT IMPACT
Metrics that describe the performance
and reach of the organization’s products
and services

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Reported financial metrics

GLOSSARY
Definitions for common terms that
are referenced in the metrics.

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014

15. This means Simple, Measurable, Appropriate, Realistic, and Timely. For more
than three decades, the acronym SMART has been widely used and read in various
ways in management (Doran 1981).
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developments of scientific thought concerning the measurement of the
economic performance of co-operatives (Lerman and Parliament 1991;
Austin et al. 2006; Marin-Sanchez and Melia-Martì 2006; López-Es-
pinosa et al. 2009; Beaubien 2011; Beaubien and Rixon 2012).

Looking at the Operational Impact section, the questionnaire fo-
cuses mainly on the governance and ownership structures and on em-
ployees. The choice of data related to members is justified by the
objective for which a co-operative is formed.

Regarding the methodology used for data collection, the purpose is
to provide a new process with respect to the methodology used by the
Global 30016 in data collection, integration, and analysis, culminating
in the creation of a regularly updated database containing not only eco-
nomic data, but also employee-related and other social data about the
largest co-operatives worldwide. In selecting the tools for data collection,
a dual strategy was pursued that involved (a) defining an integration
process to create a single database from existing databases and other
data collected by national associations, research institutes, and other or-
ganizations and (b) the development of a questionnaire used to collect
new data.

With respect to the first strategy, in recent years, several federations
and research centres have initiated national or sectorial plans for the sys-
tematic collection of economic data in order to publicize lists of the
largest co-operatives at the national and sectorial levels. In addition,
some private companies have developed regional databases that capture
personal and economic data about co-operative organizations from dif-
ferent parts of the world.

The questionnaire explores different aspects of the organizational
structure of co-operatives (e.g., types of organization, internal proce-
dures, principles, etc.), and includes questions about economic, social,
and financial data. The questionnaire is made available in English, Span-
ish, and French in both online and PDF formats.17 The aim of this is
to increase the number of languages in which the questionnaire is dis-
tributed.
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16. http://ica.coop/en/global-300.
17. http://www.monitor.coop.
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Of these two paths, online data collection presents the greater chal-
lenge, especially given the need to explain the objectives of the project
to individual co-operatives, as well as the need to ensure that co-oper-
atives take ownership in realizing that a greater availability and variety
of data can lead to achieving the objective of visibility, and, above all,
recognition of the importance of the co-operative sector, as described
above. Despite these difficulties, the questionnaire has the greatest po-
tential for the project: it facilitates collection of a wider range of data
than is available in existing databases, and since definitions of the data
are common and detailed, the economic and social data collected are
robust, thereby allowing for a full comparison of co-operatives in dif-
ferent countries.

The 2014World Co-operative Monitor Report

The 2014 edition of the World Co-operative Monitor Report aimed to col-
lect economic and social data for 2012 on the largest co-operatives
around the world. The data obtained through the questionnaire are still
limited. Most of the data collected are economic in nature and come
from lists and databases of national or international federations.

These data were integrated with other economic data relating to
European co-operatives with turnover of above $100 million in 2012 and
extracted from the Amadeus database of Bureau van Dijk. For this rea-
son, the analyses presented in the 2014 report are purely economic and
define the largest co-operatives and mutual organizations in the world
in terms of turnover.

Data were collected on 1,926 co-operatives from sixty-five countries
(figure 1, overleaf ) with a total turnover of USD$2,623.1 billion in 2012.

To measure the economic dimension relative to the wealth of the
country in which the organization operates, rather than in absolute
terms, the ratio between the turnover of the co-operative and the coun-
try’s gross domestic product (GDP) per capita was calculated. The ratio
turnover on GDP is not proposed to compute the contribution of each
co-operative to the national GDP, but instead represents a first attempt
to relate the turnover of the co-operative to the wealth of the country
in which it operates. The GDP and GDP per capita in fact have different
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meanings: the GDP is the overall output of all the final goods and serv-
ices produced within a country during one year, whereas the GDP per
capita measures the purchasing power of an economy in an internation-
ally comparable way. Therefore, the ratio turnover on GDP per capita
measures the turnover of a co-operative in units of the purchasing power
of an economy, in an internationally comparable way.

The map in figure 2 shows the 300 largest co-operatives and mutuals
in the world in terms of turnover. The 300 largest co-operatives in terms
of turnover compared with GDP per capita are shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. The 300 largest co-operatives and mutuals in the world by turnover (2012)

32 Carini / El-Youssef / Sparreboom

Figure 1. Co-operatives in the World Co-operative Monitor Database by country
(2012)

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014
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Figure 3. The 300 largest co-operatives and mutuals in the world by turnover in GDP
per capita (2012)

Source: World Co-operative Monitor, Exploring the Co-operative Economy— Report 2014

Conclusions

This chapter has sought to provide an overview of why data on co-op-
eratives should be collected, and particularly how such data should be
collected. There are many aspects of co-operatives that are important
to monitor. The point of view of the ILO opens interesting questions
on the measurement of the employment and membership dimensions,
highlighting in particular the complexity of the process of collecting
this type of data both from the methodological and operational points
of view. The discussion of this data collection process is ongoing and
involves national statistical offices; the goal is to arrive at international
standards that allow for the production of solid and internationally com-
parable data. It will take a few years for the results of this effort to be
visible, but the interest aroused by this discussion bodes well for the
future.

The Alliance offers several reasons why data should be gathered on
co-operatives, highlighting the need to obtain data in order to promote
the role of these organizations both nationally and internationally. Ac-
cording to the Alliance, understanding the true quantitative and qual-
itative volume of the global co-operative economy is essential to their
advocacy efforts. For this reason, high-quality data are essential, and the
World Co-operative Monitor is an example of the work undertaken by
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the Alliance. By recognizing that a lack of accurate knowledge concern-
ing the economic and social impact of co-operatives affects the view of
how important these organizations are, the World Co-operative Mon-
itor project intends to promote an improved methodology for data col-
lection and analysis of co-operatives worldwide.

To summarize, this chapter has shown a strong need for method-
ologically robust, internationally comparable, and regularly updated
data to elucidate the role and importance of co-operatives. Achieving
this objective is not simple, and it will require a huge amount of work
by both the co-operatives and researchers. To provide some examples
of how to implement data collection, the next few chapters will present
some case studies on countries that have launched nationwide, system-
atic data collection projects related to co-operatives in recent years.
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Chapter 4

STATISTICAL DATA ON CO-OPERATIVES IN SPAIN

MILLAN DIAZ-FONCEA AND CARMEN MARCUELLO1

Introduction

SP A I N  I S  A  C O U N T R y with a long co-operative tradition, and it is
one of the world’s most dynamic countries with regard to the cre-

ation of co-operative firms (Díaz-Foncea and Marcuello 2015). In this
chapter we will investigate whether Spain ranks as one of the first coun-
tries in the world to collect statistics on these organizations. Specifically,
the chapter aims to present the data sources on the co-operative sector
in Spain and connect them with statistical databases available in this
country in the business field. To do this, we first describe statistical
sources on business in Spain that have historically been used by re-
searchers. Second, we describe the available data sources in the specific
field of co-operatives. Finally, we present the limitations of these sources
and some proposals to improve the current situation.

Business Statistical Sources in Spain

There is little statistical tradition in the business field in Spain (Carreras
and Tafunell 2005), which limits the existence of historical series and
sources of reliable data to understand the behaviour and structure of
companies. Historically, business studies in Spain have been based on

36 Diaz-Foncea / Marcuello

1. Both from the GESES Research Group at the Universidad de Zaragoza in Spain
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the analysis of individual companies and entrepreneurs, using a different
analytical methodology for each case (Carreras and Tafunell 2005).

Statistical data on companies in Spain come mainly from registries
and notary’s protocol. The motivation for collecting this data is the pub-
lic record of private contracts and the development of commercial as-
sociations (Chambers of Commerce have historical series of business
data). So, statistics on business trends begin in Spain in 1886 with the
creation of the Commercial Registry and the compulsory registration
of new and dissolved companies and of changes in their structures and
statutes (Carreras and Tafunell 2005). The statistical series obtained from
the Commercial Registry and the individual balance sheets of companies
deposited in this Registry or in regional Chambers of Commerce are
the oldest sources of statistical data on business dynamics. Administra-
tive tax collection records are a useful complement to the previous
sources and can be used to obtain data at the local and regional level to
study business dynamics.

From these sources, Carreras and Tafunell (2005) have compiled data
on entrepreneurship shown in figure 1 (see Carreras and Tafunell 2005,
711, for a discussion of the empirical evidence seen in the figure).

Figure 1. Creation of business in Spain, 1886–2001. Number and capital (millions of
pesetas, 1995).

Source: Carreras and Tafunell 2005 (using data from General Department of Registries
and Notaries, and Spanish National Institute of Statistics)
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However, this data has many limitations that prevent its widespread
use in research. Among other things, we can highlight the following:

• data is provided on the number of contracts and registries,
rather than on the internal data of companies or on the mone-
tary amounts related to them

• historically, there has been no obligation to report in some
contractual formulations

• there are cases of no evidence in registries, even where it was
mandatory

• there are errors in transcribing the data or unexplained jumps
in the series

• data is not broken down by province or sector

From 1936 onward, these sources have to be supplemented by the
Statistical Yearbooks of Spain and the Statistical Bulletins published by
the National Institute of Statistics (INE in Spanish), which extend and
complete the information about new and dissolved financial companies
contained in the Commercial Registry. It is undoubtedly the best sta-
tistical source on business dynamics in Spain from 1964 onward (Car-
reras and Tafunell 2005).

Traditionally, the main sources of microdata about businesses, be-
sides the Commercial Registry, were their own annual accounts. Cur-
rently, there are databases that collect and organize this information,
facilitating searches by various criteria (company name, location, activ-
ity, financial data, market data, and legal form — the latter is useful for
easily identifying co-operative firms). One of the most useful databases
is the Iberian Balance Sheet Analysis System2 (SABI in Spanish), which
has provided individualized information on over 850,000 Spanish com-
panies since 1995. SABI enables detailed, statistical, and comparative
analysis of companies and groups of companies, as well as macroeco-
nomic studies, analysis of sectoral ratios, market research, and micro-
economic studies of any parts of their balance sheets.

Despite co-operatives being identified under legal forms of compa-
nies, there is a lack of representation of co-operatives in these business
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2. SABI: https://sabi.bvdinfo.com/. 
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statistics sources, which nevertheless include peripheral collections of
data on co-ops. In this sense, SABI offers data on 6,037 co-operatives
(0.44 percent of the 1,369,186 companies collected by this database).3 Its
main interest is in access to the annual accounts and balance sheets of
businesses, information difficult to obtain by other means in terms of
time and money.

However, these databases are not adapted to co-operative realities.
In many cases, we need to interpret the information provided in a way
that suits the co-operative sector and make appropriate extrapolations.
For SABI, this information is governed by commercial parameters, thus
producing some isomorphism with capitalist companies with regard to
the data and hiding specific aspects of co-operatives (the allocation of
special reserves, special reserves for training and education, differences
between employees’ wages, and co-operative members’ incomes, etc.).
In addition, this data source is biased toward large co-operatives, since
co-ops are only obliged to publish business information in the Com-
mercial Registry if their annual turnover exceeds 600,000 (see Commer-
cial Code) or do so by their own choice (this is a costly process, so com-
panies avoid it). Despite these limitations and its private character (one
has to pay for access), SABI is one of the main sources of information
used by researchers to conduct studies of co-ops using microdata.

Another traditional source of business data is the directories (cata-
logs) of companies. They present microeconomic data on individual
companies, which are useful for studies of specific companies or specific
productive sectors. Historically, two of them are noteworthy: the Bilbao
Financial Yearbook and the Financial Yearbook of Corporations, although
these were not used for co-operatives due to difficulty of access to these
sources and the low reliability of the data on co-operatives.

With both a modern character and a more commercial spirit, new
censuses of companies have appeared; for example, Production Devel-
opment (Fomento de la Producción)4 and the Survey of Business Strategies
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3. Search on 7 April 2015, regarding the number of companies with legal form of
co-operative and the total number of companies listed.

4. Fomento de la Producción: http://fomentodigital.com/busqueda/empresa/ espana
25000.jsp.
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(Encuesta Sobre Estrategias Empresariales)5 have served as useful sources
of data for studies in the business field, including the co-operative sector.
This is due to the abundance of quantitative and qualitative variables
that they present, as well as the fact that they are constantly updated
and they have the ability to perform temporal comparisons among com-
panies.

In this sense, the Survey of Business Strategies (ESEE in Spanish) has
been used by Spanish researchers to infer data about the internal struc-
ture of Spanish companies, recording the responses of managers about
questions related to the strategy and decision making of their firms.
Specifically, the ESEE offers annual data on 1,800 manufacturing com-
panies (on average) with ten or more workers based on a questionnaire
with 107 questions, which likewise incorporates information from their
income statements and balance sheets. One of the main advantages of
the ESEE is the consistency and quality of the statistical series and the
amount of data collected. Its application to the co-operative field must
be qualified, since, although the ESEE shows a significant bias toward
large companies, the weight of co-ops in the survey is similar to the
weight of these firms in the Spanish economy (1.55 percent in the ESEE
compared to 1.46 percent of total companies in Spain; see table 1, p. 44).

However, the main drawback of these censuses is their bias toward
large (and some medium-sized) companies; they do not analyze and in-
terpret the evolution of the business population as a whole. To do this,
we had to wait until 1995, when the National Statistics Institute devel-
oped statistics regarding the business population: the Central Directory
of Companies 6 (DIRCE in Spanish). It is the first statistical overview of
companies in Spain (after the census of companies done by this Institute
in 1950) under the requirement of completeness that enables one to ob-
tain a true picture of the business dynamics (Carreras and Tafunell 2005).

The DIRCE is the main tool showing current business dynamics in
Spain. This free-access directory brings together in a single information
system all Spanish companies and their local units in the country. It
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5. ESEE: https://www.fundacionsepi.es/esee/sp/spresentacion.asp.
6. DIRCE: http://www.ine.es/jaxi/menu.do?type=pcaxis&path=/t37/p201/
&file=inebase.
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provides annual statistics by region according to legal status, main eco-
nomic activity, and number of employees, and focuses on the establish-
ment, functioning, and closing of firms. Co-operatives are partially
present in this directory, although they are not included separately, but
under the heading “Other companies.”

Specific Statistical Sources for Co-operative Firms

As indicated above, co-operatives have historically not been represented
in most of the statistical sources in Spain, and the existent statistics are
mainly available at the macro level. Therefore, we can say that in Spain
there is a need to provide reliable and homogeneous statistics on the co-
operative sector (and the social economy more widely) that enables
analysis and intertemporal and international comparisons based on a
generally accepted methodology (Monzón et al. 2010).

The reason is that co-operatives have been understood more as a
form of association conducting business activities than in terms of their
commercial nature, which appears very diluted in Spanish law (Chaves
2001; Guinnane and Martinez-Rodriguez 2009). Therefore, on top of
the traditional scarcity of business statistics in Spain, co-operatives have
been excluded from databases concerning the creation, dissolution, and
stock or corporate structure developed by public or private institutions
linked to the commercial sector of the Spanish economy.

Moreover, in Spain, co-operative federations (either of worker or
farmer co-operatives or other types) have not been stable or strong
enough to collect statistical data on these companies that reveal the re-
ality of the sector, unlike in other countries. Neither the regional nor
state Registries of Co-operatives — public entities devoted to the col-
lection of accounting and census data about these organizations —
maintain updated and accessible databases on these organizations at the
micro level. In fact, the monitoring of the presentation of financial state-
ments by co-operative firms is far from exhaustive.

However, there are official statistics on co-operatives with reliable
and extensive data at the macroeconomic level. Due to its continuity,
the Statistical Yearbook of Spain 7 compiled by the National Institute of
Statistics is particularly noteworthy; under the heading “Labor, Welfare
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and Social Action,” it collects data on co-operatives and their members
approved by the Ministry of Employment and Social Security (MEySS).
It has been freely available from 1942–1943 onward, with regional disag-
gregation, and with more continuity than for other economic variables
(GDP, unemployment rate, etc.) that are not available for these dates at
this level of disaggregation.

Figure 2 presents information from this data source on the creation
of co-operatives with regard to general and worker co-operatives in
Spain between 1949 and 2007. This series clearly shows that the creation
of co-operatives peaked in 1993 (3,300 new co-operatives in general and
more than 2,500 worker co-operatives), and subsequently the business
trend is steadily downward until 2007. Moreover, the increase in the cre-
ation of co-operatives is linked closely to the advent of democracy in
Spain in 1975, except for the period 1963–1969, which was of importance
to farmer co-operatives, as well as times of economic crisis (before the
entry of Spain into the European Union, during the 1992 crisis, and
during the short crisis in 1999).

Figure 2. Creation of co-operatives and worker co-operatives in Spain, 1949–2007.

Source: Statistical Report of Spain, Spanish National Institute of Statistics

Another major source of data is provided by the Ministry of Em-
ployment and Social Security.8 Since 1992, the MEySS has undertaken
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7. Statistical Report of Spain: http://www.ine.es/prodyser/pubweb/anuarios_mnu.
htm.
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the task of regularly providing free-access statistics on co-operatives and
“sociedades laborales” 9 that have positioned Spain at the top of Europe’s
labour statistics with regard to the market sector of the social economy
(Monzón et al. 2010). The best-known studies on this sector are based
on these statistics.

The provided information comes from various public bodies linked
to the MEySS and from state and regional Registries of Co-operative
Firms. The data is from 1999 to the present and covers new co-ops, new
members, active co-ops, workers, workers’ characteristics, survival, size
of co-ops, and added value (absolute data and by region, economic ac-
tivity, and type of co-op). This database includes all types of co-opera-
tives: worker, farmer, housing, education, etc.

Data from this source was used to compile table 1 (overleaf ). In this
table, one can see that the trend in the co-operative sector in Spain has
been downward since 2005–2006 in terms of numbers, members, and
workers (although on relative numbers the drop was since 1999). How-
ever, the weight of the value added created by these organizations has
grown steadily since the beginning of the series.

In recent years, there has been an effort to develop statistical sources
covering the gaps in reliable statistics on the social economy in general,
including co-operative firms. One of the major contributions comes
from CIRIEC–Spain, a scientific association specializing in social econ-
omy. It has carried out a number of studies (the main ones are the “Re-
port on Social Economy in Spain” and the “Satellite Accounts of the
Social Economy in Spain”), which are the first approaches to quantify-
ing the social economy in Spain. Particularly noteworthy is the report
“Major Figures from the Social Economy in Spain,”10 which includes
data on numbers, employees, added value generated, and employment
characteristics of co-operatives, among other things. Data was obtained
from the 2008 CIRIEC national survey of 24,738 co-operatives that in
2008 had employees participating in a social security system in Spain.
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8. Social Economy Statistics: http://www.empleo.gob.es/es/sec_trabajo/autonomos/
economia-soc/EconomiaSocial/estadisticas/index.htm.

9. It is an intrinsic legal form in Spain emerged during the eighties crises and in which
labour has very relevant presence, similarly to co-operatives.

10. Major Figures from the Social Economy in Spain: http://ciriec.es/fondo-
editorial/.
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Table 1. Basic data on the co-operative sector in Spain, 1994–2010.

Percent
of total Percent Percent Percentt

Year Co-op commer- Co-op of total Co-op of total Co-op of
firms cial members firm workers employ- added Spanish

firms owners ment value * GDP

1994 19,871 . 122,800 4.93 189,725 1.55 . .

1995 19,096 . 113,400 4.33 201,251 1.64 . .

1996 20,401 . 112,500 4.28 214,477 1.64 . .

1997 21,531 . 89,800 3.41 227,609 1.68 . .

1998 22,155 . 90,100 3.36 244,711 1.73 . .

1999 22,564 2.59 97,500 3.68 259,757 1.74 3,287,511 0.55

2000 23,334 2.50 87,100 3.20 269,063 1.70 3,718,650 0.59

2001 24,351 2.45 90,600 3.24 277,385 1.70 4,147,570 0.63

2002 25,336 2.42 85,500 3.10 284,675 1.69 4,320,950 0.64

2003 24,907 2.23 92,600 3.31 296,742 1.69 4,577,973 0.65

2004 25,354 2.11 82,800 2.84 308,808 1.69 4,622,049 0.65

2005 26,146 2.02 83,300 2.69 313,972 1.63 4,690,257 0.63

2006 25,555 1.85 97,000 3.04 317,806 1.59 4,846,862 0.63

2007 25,714 1.73 68,600 2.06 317,542 1.55 5,241,589 0.66

2008 24,779 1.58 62,400 1.90 311,922 1.57 5,202,212 0.65

2009 23,219 1.49 37,500 1.27 298,013 1.60 . .

2010 22,595 1.46 35,600 1.22 298,514 1.62 . .

* Added Value created by co-operatives in thousand of euros, current prices.

Source: Diaz-Foncea 2012 (using data from MEySS and INE).

Finally, the Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy
(CEPES in Spanish) has published a Ranking of Relevant Social Econ-
omy Enterprises 11 since 2010, which included 3,086 companies in 2013,
of which 284 were co-operative firms (which together generated €21.3
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11. Ranking of Relevant Social Economy Enterprises: http://cepes.es/Ranking.
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billion and employed 114,159 workers). This source of information is
useful, not owing to the provided variables, but because it is the largest
free-access catalog of social economy firms, including co-operative firms.

Conclusions

This chapter has presented the main sources of statistical data used in
Spain for the analysis of the business environment in general, and,
specifically, those related to the co-operative sector. After analyzing ex-
isting data sources and the data they provide, we can observe the fol-
lowing limitations in the statistics on co-operatives in Spain:

1. Currently, there is no doubt about the reliability and validity of the
main sources of data on co-operatives (from the Ministry of Employ-
ment and Social Security, mainly). However, there is still some room
for improvement in its compilation.

2. The available data is mainly at the macro level (number of active or
new co-operatives, number of employees, and value created), al-
though regional breakdown are provided. However, there is no micro-
level data available on co-operative firms to conduct generalizable
studies of their internal structures.

3. To obtain micro-level data, it is necessary to go to company censuses
or surveys that include the legal form of co-operative (Commercial
Registry, Survey of Industrial Strategies, Promoting Production, etc.).
However, these sources are biased toward large co-operative firms and
the variables they present are unsuited to the reality of these organi-
zations (this supports isomorphism with traditional companies).

4. Regional and state Registries of Co-operatives, whose tasks are to col-
lect individualized accounting data on these organizations, do not
computationally and publicly record such data nor update them an-
nually, as they should. This means that obtaining statistics on the so-
cial economy and the co-operative sector in Spain requires a large
expenditure of time and money.

5. Available statistics rarely differentiate by type of co-operative. Spanish
legislation includes the legal form of co-operative in general (with a
specific Tax Identification Number), but does not differentiate by
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type of co-operative (worker, farming, housing, etc.).12 This prevents
two things: first, conducting research on specific models of co-oper-
atives, and second, analysis of the idiosyncratic characteristics and
specific behaviours that occur in a certain type of co-operative, but
not the rest.

6. The most common sources of data are in the form of non-readable
information using common statistical analysis software, which greatly
hinders the work of scholars and researchers in this field.

However, these limitations may create room for improvement in
the availability of data on co-operatives in Spain, including:

1. Full implementation of Law 5/2011 on Social Economy, Article 6 of
which states that the Ministry of Employment and Social Security
shall develop and maintain a catalog of the different types of con-
stituent entities of the social economy, including co-operatives.

2. The regular development by the government of satellite accounts of
the social economy, including co-operative firms.

3. The developing and maintaining of micro-level data on co-operative
firms in Spain by representative entities of this sector (preferably
through a collective effort by the Federation of Worker Co-operative
Firms, the Business Confederation of Social Economy, and scientific
social economy associations such as CIRIEC). The data could be elab-
orated through regular surveys of managers of these organizations
(replicating the strategy of the Survey of Business Strategies) or in-
formation from regional and state Registries of Co-operatives. 

4. Improving public and online access to these databases to enable more
micro-level research on co-operatives. Databases at the micro level
are still scarce and scattered in Spain because of the difficulty of ob-
taining reliable and valid statistical sources.

46 Diaz-Foncea / Marcuello

12. The National Law on Co-operatives differentiates among fifteen types of co-op-
erative firms (worker, consumer, housing, farmer, community land use, services,
sea, transport, insurance, health, education, credit, social co-ops, mixed, and com-
prehensive co-ops). Worker and farmer co-operatives are the most important firms,
by number and by volume of employment. Regionally, co-operative laws may in-
clude other types of co-operatives to expand this range of models.
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Chapter 5

DATA COLLECTION ON CO-OPERATIVES: THE ITALIAN CASE

CHIARA CARINI 1

Context

IN  I T A L Y , the demand for statistics on business demography has
grown rapidly in recent years. Policymakers and analysts increasingly

request data on the births and deaths of enterprises, their life expectancy,
and their contribution to economic growth and productivity. Business
data provide important information to support the Europe 2020 strat-
egy 2 aimed at boosting the European Union (EU) economy with the
goal of transforming the EU into “the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable eco-
nomic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”
(Eurostat and OECD 2007). These goals can be reached through the sup-
port of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial dynamism, among other
factors, the presence of which can be revealed by the analysis of demo-
graphic statistics related to business over time. The government has rec-
ognized the importance of business statistics; following EU directives,
it promotes the collection and dissemination of statistics on enterprises,
including co-operatives, which represent an important part of Italy’s
economy since their formation in the nineteenth century.

48 Carini

1. European Research Institute on Cooperative and Social Enterprises (EURICSE)
2. http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/index_it.htm. 
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In 1854, the first Italian co-operative, Magazzino di Previdenza, was
established in Turin (Ianes 2010), thanks to the initiative of the Società
Generale degli Operai (General Workers’ Association). The second half
of the nineteenth century witnessed the development of consumers’ co-
operatives in towns and rural areas, as well as the setting up of the first
financial co-operatives (end of the 1870s) and the first farmers’ co-oper-
atives (Ianes 2010).

The first years of the twentieth century (between 1903 and 1914 in
particular) were characterized by the growth both of the Italian economy
and of the co-operative movement. The accession to power of the Fascist
regime (1919–1921) seriously inhibited — sometimes violently — dem-
ocratic co-operation of socialist, Catholic, and republican inspiration
and sharply interrupted the rapid development of the co-operative
movement. Nonetheless, by the end of the Second World War Italy had
more co-operatives in existence than at the beginning of the thirties.
The policy of the Fascist regime did not cause the disappearance of the
co-operative movement, but it led to a slower growth and a different
evolution of the various sectors of co-operation and to an important
development of farmers’ co-operatives.

Data of the Census of Industry and Services managed every ten
years by the Italian National Institute of Statistics (Istat) show the evo-
lution of co-operation over the second half of the twentieth century.

The census of 1951 reported the existence of almost 11,000 co-oper-
atives: most of them operated in the construction sector and were com-
mitted to the reconstruction of buildings destroyed during the war;
employees were more than 137,000, equal to 2 percent of the total num-
ber of employees in Italy.

Between 1951 and 1971, Italy witnessed its strongest economic
growth, determined mainly by the development of the manufacturing
sector. According to the census results, co-operatives contributed only
to a limited extent to this development, and the economic importance
of co-operation remained at a standstill: in 1971 there were 10,744 co-
operatives, about the same number as in 1951, but 12.1 percent fewer if
compared with the number of co-operatives in 1961. Yet, dimensions of
these organizations over the two decades increased considerably: the av-
erage number of employees rose from 12.8 percent in 1951 to 19.3 per-
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cent in 1971. The growth in number of employees in co-operatives re-
flected the growth of the Italian economy: about 2 percent of Italian
working people were employed in the co-operative sector.

The following ten years witnessed a remarkable increase in the num-
ber of active co-operatives and of employees in this sector (respectively,
an increase of 69.9 percent and 165.4 percent): the growth was noticeably
higher than the average growth of the Italian economy. The employment
rate in co-operatives kept pace with the growth: in 1991 about 4 percent
of Italian working people were employed in the co-operative sector; this
figure became 5.8 percent in 2001.

According to the 2011 census data, the total number of active Italian
co-operatives was 61,358 (table 1, EURICSE 2013), equal to 3.8 percent
of the total number of enterprises (excluding individual entrepreneur,
freelance, and self-employed).

Table 1. Number of active co-operatives, 2011

Number of active co-operatives (including social co-operatives) 61,398

Incidence on the total number of enterprises 1.4%

Incidence on the total number of enterprises (excluding
individual entrepreneur, freelance, and self-employed) 3.8%

Number of active co-operatives: change over 2001–2011 +15%

Source: EURICSE based on data of the ninth General Census of Industry and Services
and Census of Non Profit Institutions.

At the end of 2011, co-operatives, along with their consortia, gen-
erated more than €120 billion of turnover and invested over €114 bil-
lion.3 At the end of 2011, co-operatives employed more than 1.2 million
people. A large number of those employed held permanent positions,
while the less structured forms of employment — in particular, those
involving a project-based contract — proved to be marginal and de-
creasing in number.

Focusing on social co-operatives,4 data show that since their intro-
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3. These data do not include co-operatives that operate in the credit and insurance
sectors, or shareholder companies controlled by co-operatives.
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duction under Italian law, they have grown in number, increasing from
650 in 1985 to 7,400 in 2005, and to more than 11,000 organizations in
2011 (Centro Studi Legacoop 2013).

The Istat data also show a great diversification of forms of enter-
prises in Italy over the decade from 2001 to 2011, with co-operative en-
terprises, and more generally, non-profit organizations, growing at a
faster rate than other types of businesses, whether public or private.
Consequently, understanding the existence and characteristics of co-op-
erative enterprises should no longer be considered of interest solely to a
limited number of researchers or representative organizations of the co-
operative movement. Rather, this type of research now has broader im-
plications, and should be undertaken with renewed commitment. 

The next section will present a detailed discussion of the projects
currently under way in Italy relating to the collection and release of data
on co-operatives, starting with those promoted by the institutions that
are allowed to release official statistics, from the Istat and the Bank of
Italy, and moving to those promoted by other public and private insti-
tutions.

Analysis of the Case

Istat is a public research organization that has been the main producer
of official statistics in the service of citizens and policymakers in Italy
since 1926. It operates independently and engages in continuous inter-
action with the academic and scientific communities. In recent years,
Italy’s official statistics have been characterized by the reduced availabil-
ity of economic resources and the increasing demand for new statistical
information, determined by the need to analyze and govern the pro-
found social and economic changes registered in the country at various
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4. Social co-operatives were established by Law 81/1991 as member-owned organiza-
tions operating with the purpose of creating social value for their communities. Ac-
cording to this law, social co-operatives can either be involved in caring or in training
activities (Thomas 2004). Caring activities — type A — refer to social, health care,
educational, and cultural services, and nurseries and initiatives aimed at environ-
mental protection; training activities — type B — provide job-placement services
for disadvantaged people.
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levels. This situation has prompted Istat to develop conditions and to
promote actions to realize a systematic use of administrative sources for
statistical purposes.

Among the various data collection activities currently carried out
by Istat, there are two that need more attention — namely, the Registro
Statistico delle Imprese Attive (ASIA)5 and the Census of Industry and
Services. These projects are interesting because they allow the compar-
ison of data on co-operatives with those of other forms of enterprise.

The Statistical Register of Active Enterprises, established in 1996 ac-
cording to EU Council Regulation no. 2186/93 on community coordi-
nation in drawing up business registers for statistical purposes, is the
official source of data for the structure of the companies and their de-
mography; these data are harmonized at the European level. In addition
to providing basic information for the analysis of the evolution of the
structure of Italian companies and their demographics, the ASIA data-
base is the reference population for business surveys conducted by Istat.

The ASIA database includes all of the market-oriented legal forms
of companies governed by private law (Istat 2005) derived from the Ital-
ian Civil Code, of which the following are the most common forms:
sole proprietors, self-employed, partnerships, private companies, and
co-operatives (including social co-operatives). The register excludes units
in the central and local government sectors.

The economic activities covered by the ASIA database are Nomen-
clature statistique des activités économiques dans la Communauté
européenne (NACE) Rev 26 sections B to N, excluding group 64.2 (man-
agement activities of holding companies), and sections P to S. Thus, ac-
tivities relating to industry, construction, distributive trades, and services
are covered, but agriculture, public administration, non-market activi-
ties of households, and extra-territorial agencies are not (Istat 2012).

The variables included in the register can be classified into three
categories: identifying variables (name, address, and other variables use-
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5. Statistical Register of Active Enterprises.
6. Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community,
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-RA-07-015/EN/KS-RA-07-
015-EN.PDF.
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ful for the precise identification of the companies); stratification vari-
ables (economic activity classified according to the NACE classification,
legal form, size in terms of employees, and independent employees and
turnover); and demographic variables (date of establishment and date
of termination of the company; dates of events such as spin-offs, merg-
ers, or bankruptcy; bankruptcies, liquidations, etc.).

The ASIA database is updated annually through a process of inte-
gration of data from both administrative sources managed by public au-
thorities or private companies (including the database managed by the
Italian revenue agency, 7 the business registers managed by the Chambers
of Commerce,8 and the databases of the National Institute of Social
Welfare),9 and statistical sources (including the economic surveys that
Istat carries out on companies, small and medium-sized enterprises,
etc.).

In 2011, the ASIA database was used as a basis to reproduce the In-
dustry and Service Census 10 data. The census was divided into four dif-
ferent sections: the statistical register of active enterprises (ASIA), the
survey of non-profit institutions, the survey of public institutions, and
the sample survey of businesses. The survey of businesses is based on a
mixed-survey technique, comprising a sample survey of small- and
medium-sized businesses (with fewer than twenty employees) and a cen-
sus coverage survey of large enterprises (with twenty or more employ-
ees). The surveys of non-profit institutions and public institutions are
census-coverage surveys and involve institutions and their local units.

The General Census of Industry and Services in 2011 allowed the
collection of data on the companies (including co-operatives) and non-
profit organizations (including social co-operatives) in order to provide
a picture of the number of organizations, employment, and economic
performance according to the legal form of the enterprise, and to in-
vestigate issues such as governance, networks, innovation, competitive-
ness, internationalization, and users.
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7. http://www1.agenziaentrate.gov.it/english
8. http://www.registroimprese.it
9. http://www.inps.it
10. http://censimentoindustriaeservizi.istat.it
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Decennial censuses have so far made it impossible to monitor and
investigate the dynamics of these aspects of periods of less than a decade.
However, the process and product innovations introduced on the occa-
sion of the 2011 census will be repeated annually, and will provide the
basic structure of the so-called continuous Census of Business: in addi-
tion to the traditional ASIA variables, new information will be available
in the register each year, starting from 2012, with a dedicated publica-
tion.

Both the census data and ASIA data can be freely accessed online, in
aggregate form, through the data warehouse Istat.11 Access to microdata
is granted for the purposes of research and study of the organizations
in the National Statistical System (Sistan),12 with procedures issued by
the Committee for Directing and Co-ordinating Statistical Information
(Comstat) according to Functional Directive no. 9 titled “Criteria and
Procedures Concerning the Communication of Personal Data Within
the National Statistical System.” This brings Sistan fully into line with
the Legislation Concerning the Protection of Personal Data (Legislative
Decree 196/03).

Access to microdata is also allowed to researchers and scholars
through the ADELE laboratory, 13 a research data centre, allowing them
to compute their own statistical analyses in accordance with the rules
of the ADELE laboratory. Admission is subject to the submission of a
research project to be approved by the president of Istat.

In addition to Istat, there are several other institutions that system-
atically collect, analyze, and release data on co-operatives. These include
the Bank of Italy,14 which releases official statistics for the banking sec-
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11. http://dati.istat.it/
12. Sistan is the Italian network of public and private institutions that provide do-
mestic and international bodies with official statistical information. Established by
Legislative Decree no. 322 from 1989, Sistan includes the National Institute of Sta-
tistics (Istat); the agencies for public statistical information (INEA, Isfol); the statis-
tical offices of government departments and other public agencies; local government
offices; the regions and autonomous provinces; the provinces; the Chambers of
Commerce; municipalities, individual or group; and the statistical offices of other
public and private institutions that perform functions of public interest.

13. http://www.istat.it/it/informazioni/per-i-ricercatori/laboratorio-adele
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tor; the Italian Union of Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Crafts and
Agriculture (Unioncamere);15 associations in the co-operative sector;
and research institutes such as the European Research Institute on Co-
operative and Social Enterprises.

Italian law mandates that the Bank of Italy, the European Council,
and the European Central Bank (ECB) collect data from supervised fi-
nancial intermediaries and compute and disseminate statistics on such
intermediates. That said, the Bank of Italy is the primary source of data
on the number of banks and branches, as well as economic data on
banks, regarding both for-profit and co-operative banks.

The dissemination of statistical data, processed according to har-
monized European definitions and standards, complies with the law on
statistical confidentiality. The use and distribution of information con-
tained within the statistics section of the website are permitted under
the conditions concerning the use of ECB statistics. The statistics are
transmitted to the ECB, to Italian and foreign institutions, and to the
intermediaries, organizations, and institutions providing the basic data.
Statistics are also made available to markets and researchers through the
bank’s publications and publicly accessible databases (including the elec-
tronic Statistical Database [BDS]).16 It is also possible to request cus-
tomized processing, such as different representations of statistical data
that have already been published. The statistics are published on a
monthly and annual basis according to a schedule that is announced in
advance in a press release, which is available on the Bank of Italy web-
site.

Turning to the other institutions that collect and release data on co-
operatives, Unioncamere releases statistical analyses on local economies
with particular reference to the economic and employment size of Ital-
ian enterprises, including co-operatives. Statistics, released in aggregated
form, are based on the analysis of data of the businesses register managed
by the Chambers of Commerce (the same register integrated in the ASIA
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14. http://www.bancaditalia.it
15. http://www.unioncamere.gov.it
16. https://www.bancaditalia.it/statistiche/bds;internal&action=_setlanguage. ac-

tion?LANGUAGE=it
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database). Data on enterprise birth and death rates related to the total
number of enterprises, co-operatives, and small businesses are released
monthly, while in-depth analyses relative to the economic and employ-
ment size of co-operatives are released annually.

Analyses in aggregated form are issued periodically by the two main
co-operatives’ associations, Legacoop17 and Confcooperative,18 which
have been promoting data collection and analysis at the national and
regional level in order to monitor the economic and employment size
of Italian co-operatives over several years. In this case, the data are re-
leased to the public only in the aggregate analyses.

Finally, the difficulty in accessing microdata prompted the European
Research Institute on Cooperative and Social Enterprises (EURICSE) to
initiate a project to collect and integrate economic and employment
data on Italian co-operatives in a periodically updated data warehouse.
The aim of the work is the collection and integration of data from dif-
ferent administrative sources and statistics that allow in-depth analysis,
as well as the publication of periodic reports on the size of the co-oper-
ative sector and comparison between co-operatives and for-profit or-
ganizations.

In the current state of the work, the database on co-operation in
Italy contains general data (extracted from the Aida19 database and the
regional registers of social co-operatives),20 economic data (from Aida)
and employment data (INPS registers) for more than 80,000 Italian co-
operatives for the years 2008–2012.

Conclusion

The framework outlined in the previous pages has shown that in Italy
there are several data sources that provide data on the demographics of
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17. http://www.cslegacoop.coop
18. http://www.confcooperative.it
19. http://www.bvdinfo.com/Products/Company-Information/National/AIDA.aspx
20. As already stated, Law No. 381 from 8 November 1991 introduced social co-oper-

atives into Italian law. Article 9 of this law defers to the regions for the establish-
ment of the regional register of social co-operatives, in which general data and
data on activities carried out by co-operatives are collected.
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co-operative enterprises active in the country, along with their economic
and employment size. Data from official sources also make it possible
to compare such data with other forms of enterprises, and since all pro-
jects are updated over time, it is also possible to monitor the evolution
of the co-operative sector over time. We can therefore say that there is
no problem stemming from a lack of data: policymakers and society at
large can easily access the aggregated statistics made available by the
producers of official statistics and by other organizations. Researchers
have instead detected more difficulties related to accessing the microdata
required to develop in-depth analysis; this is what prompted EURICSE
to develop its own internal database. We should reflect on this point
with a view to opening a channel for discussion among all stakeholders;
in this way, it will be possible to engage in discussion and find a meeting
point between the needs of the producers of official statistics, who have
to operate within the rules of the code of ethics, and the needs of re-
searchers, who want to use these data only for the purposes of research
and study.

A second point of reflection is the need for greater integration and
coordination of the projects. Istat is already moving in this direction,
not only in terms of integrating different data sources — both admin-
istrative and statistical — in a unique statistical register, but also includ-
ing industry experts, stakeholders, and institutional representatives in
the definition of the processes of collection and integration of data. This
will allow robust data to be collected that genuinely meet the informa-
tion needs of policymakers, researchers, and practitioners.
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Chapter 6

SATELLITE ACCOUNTS: A NEW APPROACH FOR

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE CO-OPERATIVE SECTOR

DRAGAN VUKMIROVIC,1 RADE CIRIC,2 MIRJANA SMOLCIC,3

SVETLANA JELIC,4 AND JELENA BUDIMIR5

Introduction

PO L I C Y M A K E R S , co-operative representatives, local authorities,
and other stakeholders are increasingly interested in alternative

models for locally owned businesses that will be oriented toward com-
munity needs and stimulate local economic growth. Co-operatives
should be an obvious choice among those alternatives. Locally owned
and controlled, with net profits distributed to members-owners, many
consider co-operatives to be a perfect model for the socio-economic de-
velopment of their local communities. Their structure and objectives
compel them to behave differently than other community organiza-
tional structures. In addition, co-operatives play a vital and direct role
in rural economic development. In this sense, there is a strong need for
reliable statistical data and appropriate economic impact analysis, which
policymakers and community development practitioners can rely on in
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making more informed decisions regarding the support of alternative
business development options.

Since the official statistics use Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and
other macroeconomic aggregates as indicators of economic activity, it
is not possible to determine which part of national economic activity
was created by co-operatives. In fact, because of their presence in almost
every sector of economic activity, co-operatives stay statistically invisible.
Satellite accounts for co-operatives, which include a set of coherent,
consistent, and integrated accounts, are recommended as a primary tool
to ensure visibility and measure the impact of co-operatives on the econ-
omy. Calculation methodology is based on the same definitions, con-
cepts, classifications, and accounting rules as for GDP and national
accounts compilation, which ensures their quality, reliability, and com-
parability. The total economic impact of co-operatives in Serbia was as-
sessed using the satellite accounts approach, supplemented by basic
employment data and other indicators of non-monetary activity.

Methodological Basis

Data Sources

According to the Law on Accounting and Auditing in Serbia, co-oper-
atives, as well as any other enterprises, are obliged to maintain business
books and prepare and submit their financial statements and business
reports in line with the rules stipulated by the respective legislation. The
Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia regularly receives in electronic
form the individual financial statements of all legal entities in Serbia,
including co-operatives. Data required for satellite accounts compila-
tion, but not available in the financial statements, were obtained
through the Agricultural Census6 (carried out from 1 October to 15 De-
cember 2012 in the Republic of Serbia) and other statistical and admin-
istrative sources.
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Definition of the Main Macroeconomic Aggregates

The economic activity of co-operatives is measured in such a way that
enables full comparability with the central national accounting frame-
work established by the System of National Accounts (SNA).7 The Sys-
tem of National Accounts presents a comprehensive, unified, and
harmonized set of macroeconomic accounts, balance sheets, and tables,
based on internationally accepted concepts, definitions, classifications,
and accounting rules. It is defined in a form that provides systematic
and detailed information on the economic activity of a country, at the
same time enabling international comparisons. National accounts data
provide information that cover different types of economic activities
and sectors of the economy, and therefore enable monitoring of signifi-
cant economic categories such as production, investment in fixed assets,
consumption, imports, exports, and others. They allow researchers to
identify and explain the causal mechanisms that operate within the
economy. National accounts data are indispensable for economic policy
and decision-making processes at all levels of government and within
the enterprises.

Satellite accounts 8 are an integral part of national accounts. Their
importance is derived from the fact that they represent a consistent set
of indicators that provide an accurate picture of specific segments of the
economy. Many of the categories shown in satellite accounts cannot be
seen in the system of national accounts because they are either indirectly
used in the calculations or are an integral part of the aggregated cate-
gories. 

Satellite accounts can be defined as follows:

• they are based on clear definitions given in the system of na-
tional accounts, which ensure the availability, comparability,
and compilation according to international standards

• they present linked system of accounts
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7. EC, IMF, OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg,
New York, Paris, Washington, D.C., 2013).
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Companies in the Social Economy: Co-operatives and Mutual Societies (Liège, Belgium:
CIRIEC, 2006).
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• they are very detailed

• they include physical indicators (quantity, pieces, etc.) and
other non-monetary indicators (gender, age, occupation, etc.)
in addition to monetary indicators

Considering that satellite accounts contain a lot of information, the
best way for their systematic presentation is through the linked system
of accounts. The system of accounts shows how production creates new,
and transforms existing, goods and services, while at the same time gen-
erating income that is later distributed and redistributed. The accounts
consist of a left and a right side. On the right side of the account are
sources of funds or transactions that increase the economic value of the
units or sectors. The left side shows the use of resources associated with
the transactions that reduce the economic value of the units or sectors.
Each account also includes the so-called balancing item representing
the difference (the balance) between the right and the left side of the
account. This item closes one and opens the next account. In this way,
all accounts are linked.

The first and the most important account in a series is a production
account. The production account begins with the output on the right
side of the account — i.e., the sources. On the left, the side showing
use, there is intermediate consumption. Output consists of goods and
services that are produced within a production unit that become avail-
able for use outside that unit, plus any goods and services produced for
internal use. Co-operative financial accounts do not show the output
directly. For non-financial units, it can be calculated by adding up the
sales of goods and services, the changes in inventories of finished goods
and work-in-progress, and the trade margin. On the other side, inter-
mediate consumption consists of the value of the goods and services
consumed as inputs for a production process, excluding fixed assets,
which are recorded as consumption of fixed capital. The balancing item
of this account is the gross value added, calculated as a difference be-
tween output and intermediate consumption. 

There is a crucial difference between the turnover, which appears
in a co-operative’s business account and is typically used as an indicator
of economic activity,9 and output (the value of production), that repre-
sents one of the principal categories in the system of national accounts.
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Production Account

Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

P.2 Intermediate P.1 Output
consumption

B.1G Value added, gross

Source: EUROSTAT, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993)

Business accounting, as opposed to national accounting, does not deal
with the concept of output. Its focus is on sales and the cost of goods
sold in order to measure the net income of a company. Turnover repre-
sents a total value of the goods and services of a company sold to cus-
tomers in a certain period. Turnover is a principal measure of success in
meeting the customers’ needs, and the market position of a given com-
pany. In addition, the value of turnover is in direct proportion to the
level of operational profit generated, which is of utmost interest to the
company owners, creditors, and tax authorities. On the other hand, the
focus of national accounting is not the company’s profitability, but its
production capacity — i.e., its ability to create and add new value to
the national wealth. Therefore, for national accounts, the main indicator
of a company’s economic activity is the value of production, rather than
turnover. For example, a company need not produce any product during
the accounting period, but it can generate turnover by selling products
from the stocks accumulated during the previous accounting period.
Also, the value of products produced in the same accounting period
could be larger than the turnover generated, although the company has
in reality produced a certain amount of products and has created a cer-
tain value added. For these reasons, to estimate the output and gross
value added (GVA), the value of turnover generated has to be adjusted
by the changes in inventories of the finished goods and work in progress.
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The next methodological issue is the difference between profit in a
co-operative’s profit-and-loss account and value added in national ac-
counts. The difference between them is not only by way of estimation,
but also in the concept and components of these two indicators. Value
added is value that a company “adds” to the value of inputs used in the
production of its products or provision of services. Those inputs are
called “intermediate consumption” and include, apart from materials
and raw materials, all types of industrial and non-industrial services re-
quired to run the production process, except for wages and salaries and
other personnel costs that are not considered as intermediate consump-
tion, but as part of value added. Thus, value added is what is added to
those inputs by the owners of production factors engaged in the pro-
duction process — employee wages, the entrepreneurial income of busi-
ness owners working in their enterprise, and payments for using the
capital of other persons — rent for use of land, interest on borrowed
capital, and dividends paid to investors. All of these constitute value
added as opposed to profit, which in its essence is a growth of own-en-
terprise capital. Profit as a net income of the company owner is the dif-
ference between all costs and all expenses.

National accounts have in focus not the equity of stockholders, but
the production process of the national economy that creates incomes
not only for the owner of the company but for owners of all inputs used
in production — i.e., employees and other stakeholders, including gov-
ernment, in the form of taxes and social contributions. The total of all
those incomes created in a national economy, which, in the terminology
of national accounts are called “primary incomes,” is equal to gross do-
mestic product.

Apart from what is stated above, various sorts of non-operational
and extraordinary incomes and expenditures, which are acknowledged
from the point of view of taxation and accounting rules as components
of profit, are considered neither part of the production value nor as in-
termediate consumption in the system of national accounts. In relation
to this, it should be pointed out that the rents of land or premises are
not treated, in terms of the estimation of value added, in the same way
as in business accounting, where, together with other rental costs, they
represent current expenses, which are balanced with turnover and other
revenues of the company. It is further assumed that the renting of land
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does not create additional output of the national economy, nor does it,
on the other side, constitute an element of intermediate consumption
for a user of land. Rent is, in this way, the property income of an owner
of land resulting from that ownership, and, as such, it constitutes an el-
ement of value added.

Another difference between business and national accounting is the
treatment of a company’s tax obligations. Business accounting, being
oriented toward the determination of a company’s profit, treats all sorts
of tax payments (except tax on profit) as regular company expenses that
have to be paid from the revenues. However, the system of national ac-
counts treats taxes in a different way and makes a clear distinction be-
tween taxes on products, taxes on production, and other taxes and levies.
When calculating value added, national accounts are only concerned
about those taxes that are directly linked to the production process —
i.e., those that are paid according to the quantity or value of the goods
and services provided (VAT, excise duties, and customs and other import
duties). Other taxes, such as the tax on property, various local taxes and
fees, are not directly linked to the production process, and are consid-
ered to be paid from value added. Here we talk about taxes on produc-
tion. A distinction is made when it comes to tax counterparts in the
system of national accounts — subsidies — which are registered in busi-
ness accounting in the same way, irrespective of support that an enter-
prise receives from government. However, only those subsidies directly
linked to the production process enter into the estimation of value
added in the system of national accounts. Government support for the
purchase of capital goods, for example, has a different treatment and is
not considered a subsidy for products or production, as it is, instead, a
capital transfer from government to a company and will appear in the
system of national accounts in the capital account.

Generation of the income account is a continuation of the produc-
tion account. On the source side is gross value added, which is trans-
mitted from the production account. On the use side there are two
items that show how the gross value added is used. This is the compen-
sation employees have received as a result of engaging in production
and taxes, and the subsidies on products that have been paid as a result
of production. The balancing item of this account is the operating sur-
plus, the difference between the gross value added and the sum of em-
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ployee compensation, taxes on production, and imports less subsidies.
The operating surplus is the surplus that remained in production before
deducting interest expenses, rents, or other income from property. 

Generation of Income Account

Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

D.1 Compensation B.1G Value added, gross
of employees

D.2 Taxes on production
and imports

D.3 Subsidies 

B.2G Operating surplus, gross

Source: Eurostat, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993)

Next in the sequence of accounts is the allocation of the primary
income account. On the source side, it consists of the operating surplus
transferred from the previous account, and income from property re-
ceived. This income includes dividends, interests, income attributable
to equity holders of insurance policies, and similar income received by
the owners of financial assets, and rents on land received by owners.
The use side consists of property income paid to creditors, owners, and
shareholders. The balancing item is the balance of primary income,
which is equal to the difference between the income received and the
payable.

Allocation of Primary Income Account

Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

D.4 Property income paid B.2G Operating surplus, gross

B.5G Balance of primary incomes, D.4 Property income received
gross

Source: Eurostat, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993)
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The secondary distribution of the income account shows how the
primary income is transformed into disposable income by paying and
receiving current transfers. Transfers are transactions in which one in-
stitutional unit provides a good, a service, or an asset to another unit.
Disposable income is the balancing item of this account, and it is ob-
tained by adding net transfers to primary income.

Secondary Distribution of the Income Account

Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

D.5 Current taxes on B.5G Balance of primary
income, wealth incomes, gross

D.62 Social benefits D.61 Social contributions

D.7 Other current D.7 Other current
transfers paid transfers received

B.6G Disposable income,
gross

Source: Eurostat, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993)

The use of the income account shows how disposable income is al-
located to final consumption and savings. On the right side is the bal-
ancing item of the previous account (disposable income) while the left
side is composed of the adjustment for changes in the net equity of
households in pension funds. Savings is the balancing item of this ac-
count. When savings are positive, the unused part of disposable income
will be used for the purchase of property or debt relief. Otherwise, sav-
ings are negative when disposable income is lower than the value of
goods and services consumed.

Use of the Income Account
Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

D.8 Adjustment for the change B.6G Disposable income, gross
in net equity of households
in pension fund reserves

B.8G Savings, gross
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Source: Eurostat, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993

The capital account shows the transactions related to the acquisition
of non-financial funds and capital transfers involving the redistribution
of wealth. The right side is composed of the balancing item of the pre-
vious account and capital transfers receivable. On the left side there are
capital transfers payable, gross fixed capital formation, changes in in-
ventories, and the net acquisition of non-produced/non-financial assets.
The balancing item is net lending or net borrowing — net lending (if
it is positive)/net borrowing (if it is negative) representing the net re-
sources that co-operatives and mutual societies place at the disposal of
other economic agents in the case of lending or receive from them in
the case of borrowing.

Capital Account
Uses Resources

Code Transactions and Total Code Transactions and Total
balancing items balancing items

D.9 Capital transfers payable B.8G Saving, gross

P.51 Gross fixed capital formation D.9 Capital transfers receivable

P.52 Changes in inventories

K.2 Acquisitions less disposals  
of non-produced
non-financial assets

B.9 Net lending (+)
or net borrowing (-)

Source: Eurostat, European System of Accounts 1995 (Luxembourg, 1996); EC, IMF,
OECD, UN, WB, System of National Accounts 1993 (Brussels/Luxembourg, New York,
Paris, Washington, D.C., 1993

Results and Discussion

The data presented represent a good data base for policymakers, repre-
sentatives of the co-operatives, researchers, and other interested parties
in their decision-making process, the evaluation of economic and social
policies, scientific research, and the promotion of co-operative entre-
preneurship in Serbia.10 This section will refer to the main economic re-
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sults, as well as to other non-monetary indicators of the co-operative
economy in Serbia as an illustration. Finally, as agriculture has a rela-
tively significant share in Serbia’s GDP (about 9 percent) and agricultural
co-operatives have the most significant co-operative economic impact
(65.4 percent of all co-operatives are agricultural in 2010), the attention
will also be put on the role and potential of agricultural co-operatives
in both the agricultural sector and the overall economy.11 This part of
the analysis is supported by the first results of the Census of Agriculture
in Serbia, carried out in 2012.

The Number of Co-operatives and Unions (Federations)
and Distribution by Type and Size

In the observed period, 2009–2010, the co-operative economy in Serbia
shrank by 7.2 percent. In 2010, it consisted of 1,986 units (1,971 co-op-
eratives and 15 co-operative unions) compared to the previous year,
when their number was 2,140 units (2,124 co-operatives and 16 co-op-
erative unions).

Table 1. Number of co-operatives and co-operative unions

Units Number of units Relative change
2009/2010,

2009* 2010** percent

Co-operatives 2,124 1,971 -7.2

Co-operative unions 16 15 -6.3

Total 2,140 1,986 -7.2

* Source: Satellite Accounts for Cooperative Economy of the Republic of Serbia, 2009,
Belgrade

** Source: Serbian Business Registers Agency

Considering the type of co-operatives, agricultural co-operatives had
the highest share in the total number of co-operatives, 65.4 percent.
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10. Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, Measuring Economic Performances: The
Case of Serbia (Belgrade: Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, 2007).

11. Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, Inventory of the EAA� Methodology for
the Republic of Serbia, under IPA 2009 Multi-beneficiary programme on statisti-
cal cooperation — Component 15: Agro-monetary statistics (Belgrade: Statisti-
cal Office of the Republic of Serbia, 2012).
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Youth and students’ co-operatives contributed with 18.6 percent, hous-
ing with 6.7 percent, craft with 4.5 percent and all others with 4.7 per-
cent. When compared with the previous year, the number of
agricultural, youth and students, and housing co-operatives fell in 2010,
while the number of craft and other co-operatives increased, with the
consumer co-op sector remaining stable. It should be noted that in both
years there were no savings-credit co-operatives in the economy. The
figures are given in table 2.

Table 2. Number of co-operatives by type, 2009–2010

Type of Number of Relative frequency, Relative change
co-operative co-operatives percent 2009/2010

2009* 2010** 2009 2010 percent

Agricultural 1,425 1,290 67.1 65.4 -9.5

Youth and students 378 367 17.8 18.6 -2.9

Housing 146 132 6.9 6.7 -9.6

Craft 87 89 4.1 4.5 2.3

Consumers 8 8 0.4 0.4 0.0

Others 80 85 3.8 4.3 6.3

TOTAL 2,124 1,971 100.0 100.0 -7.2

* Source: Satellite Accounts for Cooperative Economy of the Republic of Serbia, 2009,
Belgrade

** Source: Serbian Business Registers Agency

The distribution of co-operatives by the type of industry was no-
ticeably unequal in 2010: 60.3 percent of co-operatives operated within
section A, agriculture, forestry, and fishing, and 17.7 percent were from
section N, administrative and support service activities, covering 78 per-
cent of the entire co-operative economy in Serbia. Another 22 percent
was allocated to other industries.

The size classification of co-operatives and co-operative unions in
Serbia was based on the international recommendations, taking into ac-
count the number of employees: 0–9 (micro), 10–49 (small), 50–249
(medium), 250 and over (large). As shown in table 4, according to this
criterion, 90.8 percent of co-operatives and co-op unions were micro,
7.9 percent were small and 1.4 percent were medium-sized in 2010.
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Table 3. Number of co-operatives and co-operative unions by type of industry, 2010

Section Industry Number Relative
of units frequency,

percent

A Agriculture, forestry and fishing 1,198 60.3

N Administrative and support service activities 352 17.7

F Construction 128 6.4

G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of vehicles 81 4.1

C Manufacturing 77 3.9

M Professional, scientific and technical activities 59 3.0

S Other service activities 50 2.5

Rest of industries together 41 2.1

Total number of units 1,986 100.0

Source: Serbian Business Registers Agency

Table 4. Number of co-operatives and co-operative unions by size, 2010

Size classes Number of units Relative frequency,
percent

Micro 1,803 90.8

Small 156 7.9

Medium 27 1.4

Large 0 0.0

Total 1,986 100.0

Source: Serbian Business Registers Agency

Employees

Table 5 illustrates the change in the total number of employees in Ser-
bia’s co-operative economy, which decreased by 7.1 percent in the ob-
served period. In 2010, the sector employed 7,959 compared to 2009,
when the number of employed was 8,563. The table also reveals that this
decrease was larger for co-operative unions (decline by 7.7 percent), than
co-operatives (by 7.1 percent).
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Table 5. Number of employees in the co-operative economy, 2009–2010

Units Number of employees Relative change
2009* 2010** 2009/2010, percent

Co-operatives 8,524 7,923 -7.1

Co-operative unions 39 36 -7.7

Total 8,563 7,959 -7.1

* Source: Satellite Accounts for Cooperative Economy of the Republic of Serbia, 2009,
Belgrade

** Source: Serbian Business Registers Agency

Analysis of Macroeconomic Aggregates
of the Co-operative Economy of Serbia

According to the satellite accounts compilation for Serbia, gross value
added (GVA) of co-operatives and co-operative unions decreased slightly
between the two years. In 2010 compared to 2009, the decrease equaled
0.42 percent. The share of GVA of the co-operative economy in the total
economy was considerably low, participating with only 0.16 percent in
total GVA for the country in 2010. The respective share in 2009 was 0.17
percent.

Table 6. Gross value added of co-operative economy,
shares in GVA and GDP, 2009–2010

Year GVA, mill. Growth rate, Share in Share in GDP,
RSD 2010/2009 total GVA, percent

percent
2009* 3,960.1 ... 0.17 0.15

2010** 3,943.3 -0.42 0.16 0.14

* Source: Satellite Accounts for Cooperative Economy of the Republic of Serbia, 2009,
Belgrade

** Source: The result of the authors’ estimates

When industries are considered (figure 1), the highest share in GVA
of the total co-operative economy (67.9 percent) was in agriculture, at
mil. RSD 2,677.9. At the same time, the co-operatives from this section
participated with only 1.1 percent in total GVA of the section at the
economy level. The next in size is section N, administrative and support
service activities, which amounted to mil. RSD 504.2, making up 12.8
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percent of the total co-operative economy GVA and only 1.2 percent
GVA at the economy level. GVA of section M, professional, scientific and
technical activities, amounted to mil. RSD 304.1, i.e., 7.7 percent of the
co-operative economy GVA. The next was section F, which equaled mil.
RSD 163.3, i.e., 4.1 percent of the co-operative economy GVA. All other
industries had a very small share in the co-operative economy GVA in
2010.

Figure 1. Breakdown of the Gross Value Added of the
Co-operative Economy in Serbia, percent

Source: The result of the authors’ estimates

Concerning the gross operating surplus (last column of table 7) of
the dominant section A, agriculture, hunting, and forestry in terms of
GVA, it took a negative value, i.e., mil. RSD 386.9. A positive but very
small gross operating surplus was realized in three sections: M, profes-
sional, scientific, and technical activities; G, wholesale and retail trade,
repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; and H, transportation and
storage. These co-operatives are surviving, but they are barely breaking
even. The GVA in these industries was sufficient to cover employee com-
pensation and net taxes on production. On the opposite side, in all other
observed industries where gross operating surplus showed negative
value, GVA was not sufficient to cover the compensation of employees
and net taxes on production. 
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Agriculture: 67.9%

Administrative and support
service activities: 12.8%

Professional, scientific and
technical activities: 7.7%

Construction: 4.19%

Other branches: 7.5%
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Table 7. Production and generation of income account by industries, 2010,
mill. RSD

Industry Interme- Compen- Taxes on Gross
diate con- Value sation of production Operating

Output sumption Added employees and imports Subsidies Surplus
P.1 P.2 B.1G D.1 D.2 D.3 B.2G

A 12,468.6 9,790.7 2,677.9 2,923.8 143.9 2.9 -386.9

B 10.1 8.0 2.1 2.5 - - -0.4

C 628.3 513.4 114.9 156.2 2.7 - -44.1

D - - - - - - 0.0

E 18.0 9.7 8.3 10.3 0.1 0.3 -1.9

F 1,889.9 1,726.6 163.3 242.7 22.3 - -101.7

G 200.8 102.5 98.3 42.0 5.0 - 51.3

H 215.0 202.3 12.7 9.9 0.2 - 2.6

I - - - - - - 0.0

J 28.0 21.6 6.4 16.4 0.2 - -10.2

K - - - - - - 0.0

L - - - - - - 0.0

M 642.8 338.8 304.1 108.3 9.4 - 186.4

N 4,313.4 3,809.2 504.2 540.7 31.4 - -67.9

O - - - - - - 0.0

P 1.0 0.6 0.4 3.2 - - -2.8

Q - - - - - - 0.0

R 2.0 1.1 0.9 0.9 - - 0.0

S 203.0 153.3 49.7 79.5 0.7 - -30.5

T - - - - - - 0.0

Total 20,621.2 16,677.9 3,943.3 4,136.6 216.0 3.2 -406.1

Source: The result of the authors’ estimates

Such weak economic performance of the co-operative economy in
Serbia brings up the question about its prospects and how long co-op-
eratives can survive under the circumstances.12 It also brings a policy
question: should co-operatives be supported, or allowed to fail? In some
of these co-operatives, the core business may be well grounded; they
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12. J. Birchall and R. Simmons, Co-operatives and Poverty Reduction (Manchester: The
Co-operative College, 2009).
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may just be unable to operate effectively due to external factors that are
beyond their control. This may be argued as the grounds to save them
and, above all, to provide them with a more supportive environment.
Of course, the decision is more likely to be appropriate if made on a
case-by-case basis. The distinction must be made between co-operatives
with negative operating surplus due to their inefficiency and those with
negative operating surplus due to unfavourable external conditions. In
order to establish the cause of their poor performance, more in-depth
research is required.

The picture of the co-operative economy presented does not repre-
sent the real economic capacity for the future economic development
of co-operatives in Serbia. Given the contribution of agricultural co-
operatives in the total co-operative economy in Serbia and the fact that
agriculture participates with 9 percent in the total GDP, there is a huge
potential for the revival of co-operative entrepreneurship in Serbian agri-
culture.13

The most significant property of Serbian agriculture is its duality
of units performing agricultural production in terms of their legal status
(family holdings and holdings of legal entities). Agricultural holdings
and their activities are now tightly linked with other economic activities
and have taken complex shape.14 Together with other parts of the
agribusiness sector, such as the pre-farming sector (the industry of input
suppliers for agricultural production) and the post-farming sector (the
food processing industry, trade, transport, services, financial industry,
etc.), agriculture plays a significant role in the Serbian economy as a
whole, employing a big portion of labour and contributing significantly
to the overall GDP.15, 16

Tools to Measure Co-operative Impact and Performance
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13. M. Sevarlic et al., The Strategy for the Development of Agricultural Cooperatives in
the Republic of Serbia (Belgrade: Serbian Association of Agricultural Economists,
2012).

14. Z. Zakic-Vujatovic, Cooperative Management; Basic Cooperative Principles and Con-
temporary Praxis (Belgrade: Dunav Grupa, 2000).

15. Srdan Šljukic, “Agriculture and the Changes of the Social Structure: The Case of
Serbia,” Sociology 48, no. 2 (2006): 137–48.

16. Randelovic S. Viden, Agricultural Economics and Cooperative Management (Bel-
grade: Faculty of Agriculture, 2001).
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On the other hand, the “agriculture-of-the-small” (AOTS) holdings
employ most of the production capacities in Serbian agriculture. Ac-
cording to the first results of the Agricultural Census (AC) carried out
between 1 October and 15 December 2012, there are 631,122 agricultural
holdings, out of which 628,555 are family agricultural holdings and only
2,567 are legal entities and unincorporated enterprises. Further, nearly
half of family holdings are submarginal (below 2.0 hectares), about 15
percent semi-medium (from 2.0 to 5.0 hectares); 15 percent medium (5
to 10 hectares) and 8 percent large (10.00 hectares and above). Such small
units of cultivation contribute to an unfavourable utilization of human
and other resources, a low marginal productivity of labour and land,
indebtedness, and other negative outcomes.

Conclusion

This chapter is an illustration of the use of satellite accounts to separate
the impact of the co-operative sector on the value added in the economy.
The official statistics use macroeconomic aggregates as indicators of eco-
nomic activity, making it difficult to determine how much of the na-
tional economic activity is created by co-operatives. Satellite accounts
for co-operatives are recommended as a primary tool to ensure visibility
and measure the impact of co-operatives on the economy as they pro-
vide coherent, consistent, and integrated accounts.

As an illustration, the overall economic impact of co-operatives in
Serbia was assessed using the satellite-accounts approach, supplemented
with basic employment data and other indicators of non-monetary
activity.

76 Vukmirovic / Ciric / Smolcic / Jelic / Budimir
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SECTION TWO

Putting Co-operative Principles into Practice
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Chapter 7

THE CO-OPERATIVE SUSTAINABILITY SCORECARD1

RUSS CHRISTIANSON2

TH E  C O - O P E R AT I V E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  S C O R E C A R D (2008)
was developed as a tool for co-operatives of any size in any sector

to create triple-bottom-line benchmarks for their organization. The ob-
jective was to provide a “do-it-yourself” approach using existing software
(Microsoft Excel) that is widely available and user friendly. A Creative
Commons license was used to share the scorecard freely. A co-operative
development funding organization, Carrot Cache, supported the initial
research and creation of the Scorecard.

80 Christianson

1. Russ Christianson’s Co-operative Sustainability Scorecard introduces this section
of Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities. Developed in 2008, this Scorecard
marked a significant advance in the tools available for small- and medium-sized co-
operatives in Canada and has stood the test of time. The Scorecard integrates the
now-standard approach of considering, in light of co-operative principles and values,
the economic, social, and environmental performance of co-operatives. Further-
more, in the supporting materials available to users of the Scorecard, Christianson
develops a lucid, accessible account of the rationale for considering these three di-
mensions to be intrinsically interrelated. Retail food co-operatives have been the
main users of this Scorecard, often adapting it to their own needs and context.
Chapter 8, “The Sustainability and Planning Scorecard,” presents a detailed exam-
ination of an example of an adaptation and elaboration of the Co-operative Score-
card, undertaken by a partnership of co-operatives and university-based researchers.
— The Editors

2. Russ Christianson is a co-op developer, consultant, and activist who pioneered the
development of the self-administered scorecard described here.
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The starting point in the Scorecard’s creation was the International
Co-operative Alliance (ICA) Statement on the Co-operative Identity.
Secondary research was performed to determine the congruence be-
tween Co-operative Principles and Values, and recognized Sustainability
Indicators. The most recent ICA review of the Co-operative Principles
and Values was undertaken by the Principles Committee in 2014. Their
draft document, “Guidance Notes P3, P5, P7,” reinforces the notion of
sustainability and the triple bottom line embedded in the Co-operative
Principles and Values:

Sustainability is present in various forms, which are not mutually
exclusive but complementary. In general, priority is given to eco-
nomic sustainability but social sustainability should also be taken
into account. Without social sustainability, economic sustainabil-
ity lacks purpose and sense from a co-operative perspective. In
addition, both of them depend on environmental sustainability,
which enables the other two kinds of sustainability to exist and
survive. This is why the Reference Document specifically states
that co-operatives “have a responsibility to constantly work for
the protection of the environment of their communities.” Co-
operatives have special responsibility for ensuring continuous
development in their communities in economic, social, and
environmental terms.

— Draft Guidance Committee 2014

The Scorecard’s sustainability measures include minimum recom-
mended practices and metrics (actual results compared to budgeted
benchmarks) in each of the key areas: economic, social and environ-
mental. The process of moving through and discussing the Scorecard is
participatory and democratic and needs to involve the membership of
the co-operative.

Since being introduced in July 2008, many co-operatives have
adopted the Scorecard. It was presented at the 2008 Ontario Co-opera-
tive Gala; The Co-operative Grocer published it in print and on their
website in their January 2009 issue; and the Government of Canada’s
Co-operatives Secretariat translated it into French. The Co-operative
Sustainability Scorecard has been adopted and adapted by Ontario Nat-
ural Food Co-op (ONFC), Co-op Atlantic, Conseil québécois de la
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coopération et de la mutualité, Bloomington Co-operative Services (In-
diana), The Big Carrot, Ottawa Valley Food Co-op, and Karma Co-op-
erative. Other food co-operatives that are members of the growing
network of Local Organic Food Co-operatives (now over seventy) are
in the process of introducing the Scorecard. The hope is that we will
begin to aggregate the results and use these to influence government
policy.

The Scorecard can be used by co-operatives of any size to begin doc-
umenting and benchmarking their triple bottom line. It provides an
opportunity to take the Co-operative Principles and Values and apply
them directly to a co-operative’s governance and decision-making
processes and its measurable financial, social, and environmental objec-
tives.

The first time the Scorecard is filled in, the co-operative may want
to adjust some of the recommended practices and metrics. As the board
and management work through the Scorecard, it will spark interesting
discussions and most likely identify the need for further information
gathering.

The Scorecard has been designed to be practical and easy to use. In
addition to the Excel spreadsheet (the Scorecard), there are three other
short documents in the Scorecard Package:

1. Co-operative Sustainability — Ecology, Society, Economy

2. Co-operative Sustainability — Principles & Values

3. Resources and References

The spreadsheet is available free online at The Co-operative Grocer
website.3 This spreadsheet allows co-operatives to record basic organ-
izational information, (e.g., type of co-op, age, and so on), as well as
minimum recommended practices and additional metrics for the three
aspects of co-operative sustainability: economic, social, and environ-
mental (see table 1 below). A triple-bottom-line summary page com-
pletes the tool. 

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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3. Http://www.co-operativegrocer.co-op/articles/2009-01-18/co-operative-solutions-
hard-times.
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Table 1: Summary of the Spreadsheet Content

Category Minimum Recommended Additional Metrics
Practices

Environmental 14 25

Social 20 35

Economic 17 18

TOTAL 51 78

The section on Co-operative Sustainability — Ecology, Society,
Economy — is rooted in the understanding that the economy and so-
ciety are embedded in the natural environment and the human econ-
omy is embedded within society (see figure 1).

Figure 1. The economy embedded in society and ecology

In the words of Karl Polanyi,
one of the world’s most original
and influential economic histori-
ans, “Man’s economy is sub-
merged in his social relationships”
(Polanyi 2000). In Polanyi’s view,
people are not simply rational ac-
tors who are motivated to further
their self-interest through the ac-
cumulation of material goods;
rather, people act to safeguard
their “social assets.” Material assets

are only of value in so far as they protect social assets — the mutually
beneficial relationships that bind people to one another. In other words,
the human economic system is run on the basis of non-economic or so-
cial motives.

This view is confirmed by scientific research in evolutionary psy-
chology. The primary adaptation of our species is not hunting, tool-
making, or language, but our ability to co-operate. While the process
of evolution is often characterized in terms of dog-eat-dog competition
and the “survival of the fittest,” this research reveals that our species’
success over the eons is due to the fact that we are among the most co-
operative creatures on Earth (Allman 1994).
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For the one billion people who are members of co-operatives around
the world, this is not surprising. They have each determined, individu-
ally, that their needs can be more effectively fulfilled by co-operating
socially and economically with others rather than competing against
them.

Human society is represented by the second circle in the diagram
and is embedded within the ecology — the entire natural world, or the
Earth. Today, we are rediscovering what our tribal ancestors always
knew: that we are only a part of nature, we are not separate from or
above nature. The ancient Greeks understood this when they created
the words, “ecology” and “economy.” Ecology, oikos or house, is our col-
lective house (the world), as well as our individual homes. Economy,
oikonomia or household management, is the management of our indi-
vidual homes, and our collective house (the Earth).

While the business pages of our newspapers would like us to think
of the economy as the “industrial, technological, or financial” economy,
Wendell Berry sides with the ancient Greeks when he talks about the
“Great Economy” (Daly and Cobb 1989). For Berry, the Great Economy
sustains the total web of life: all the other creatures with whom humans
share the world.

Why Use the Co-operative Sustainability Scorecard?

Benefits to each individual co-operative:

•     increasing understanding of opportunities and risks
•     illuminating the link between financial and non-financial
measures

•     informing long-term strategy and policy, and business plans
•     streamlining processes, reducing costs, and improving effi-
ciency

•     benchmarking and assessing sustainability performance with
respect to laws, norms, codes, performance standards, and
voluntary initiatives

•     being a leader in sustainability reporting
•     comparing performance internally, and between organizations
and sectors

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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Benefits to the co-operative movement and society: 

•     mitigating — or reversing — negative environmental, social,
and governance impacts

•     educating the public regarding the co-operative advantage
•     enabling external stakeholders to understand the co-operative
movement’s true value, and tangible and intangible assets

The Co-operative Sustainability Scorecard        85
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Chapter 8

THE SUSTAINABILITY AND PLANNING SCORECARD:
A TOOL DESIGNED FOR AND WITH LOCAL RETAIL
FOOD CO-OPERATIVES

LESLIE BROWN,1 ELIZABETH HICKS,2 ANDRÉ LECLERC,3 BONNIE PETERSEN,4

WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SIRI JACKSON-WOOD5

Introduction

WH O L E S A L E  A N D  R E TA I L  C O - O P E R AT I V E S  are in many re-
spects the most important non-financial Canadian co-operative

sector. In 2009, they had the largest number of members (5.8 million,
80 percent of total), the largest value of assets ($7.7 billion, 36.6 percent),
and the highest sales ($16.3 billion, 48 percent) (Industry Canada 2013).
Within this group, food stores count for 71 percent of the incorporated
co-operatives in Canada (317 food stores out of 445 wholesale and retail
co-operatives), and 54 percent of incorporated co-ops in Atlantic
Canada. However, while many individual co-operatives are doing well,
the retail food co-operative system in the Atlantic region is not thriving.
The Sustainability and Planning Scorecard (the Scorecard), developed
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1. Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Mount Saint Vincent University
2. Department of Business and Toursim, Mount Saint Vincent University
3. Department of Economics / Chaire des Caisses populaires acadiennes en gestion
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4. Graduate student, Department of Education, Mount Saint Vincent University
5. Board of directors, Co-op Atlantic, and board member, Morell Consumers
Co-operative
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as part of a partnered applied research project (the Scorecard project)
with Co-op Atlantic, makes a vital contribution to the repertoire of ac-
tions for local co-operatives as they individually and collectively identify
and address a complex variety of opportunities and challenges.6 The
Scorecard also shows promise as an easily adaptable tool for retail co-
operatives seeking to foreground their commitment to the seven co-op-
erative principles and their identity as principled socially and environ-
mentally responsible alternative businesses.

The Changing Environment for Food Retailing

Trends in the retail food industry and in consumer expectations place
external pressures on retailers in their efforts to grow and develop — or
even to simply sustain their current market share. These trends affect
every aspect of the retail market, the most significant of which are in-
creased competition, changing consumer tastes, and heightened expec-
tations related to developments in technology. While co-operatives face
many of the same challenges and opportunities as the rest of the sector,
they must address those using strategies that suit their local community
contexts, and that build on the strengths of the co-operative model as
an alternative form of business.

Competition within the food retail sector is intense (Condon, 2013)
and, in Atlantic Canada, is intensifying (Auld 2013; Atchison 2014; Tay-
lor 2014). Canada-wide, in 2012, approximately 60 percent of the retail
food market share was controlled by three companies, all of which are
among the top five retail companies in Canada — Weston (of which
Loblaw is a part), Empire, and Metro (Statistics Canada 2012; Office of
Consumer Affairs 2013, 13). US food producers and retailers are specif-
ically targeting the Canadian market, adding to competitive pressures
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 2014), and are joined by an increas-
ing number of small and often specialized independents unconnected
to the large corporate chains (Condon 2013; Holloway 2014).

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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6. Co-op Atlantic is headquartered in Moncton, New Brunswick. It is a second-tier
co-operative and is owned by more than sixty co-operatively owned businesses across
the Atlantic Provinces (http://www.coopatlantic.ca). Over the past ten years, the
number of retail food co-ops among Co-op Atlantic’s members has declined, a mat-
ter of significant concern in the Atlantic region.
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Grocery retailers use many strategies to increase competitiveness.
This can include cost-cutting measures such as shifting to part-time
staff, and introducing self-checkouts (Sherman 2014); and a focus on
increasing profits through strategies such as expanding product range
to include non-food products (such as gas, clothing, pharmaceuticals,
finance). Product incursion is also practised by general merchandise re-
tailers, who have now expanded into food sales (Avery 2013). For exam-
ple, by 2013, over half the Wal-Mart stores in Canada were Supercentres,
carrying the full range of food items stocked by traditional supermarkets
(Condon 2013).

Another major strategy for food retailers is to identify and respond
to changing consumer tastes and priorities, even shaping them where
possible. Such trends include increasing demand for foods and products
believed to produce health benefits (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada
2014); fresh and fresh-prepared foods (Shaw 2014; Watrous 2014); food
labelling and traceability; sustainable and ethical farming and produc-
tion methods (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada 2005; International
Markets Bureau 2012); and sourcing food through local economies and
encouraging local agriculture and value-added local food processing
(Province of NS 2013; Finnamore 2008). Small independent retailers —
e.g., natural food stores — often focus on niche markets such as natural
food stores, while large corporate stores may address the full range of
these potential markets — e.g., Loblaw’s President’s Choice Organics.

These factors are playing out in a context of dramatic technological
changes that both respond to and influence consumer tastes and con-
sumer expectations. Since 2010, for example, Wal-Mart, Loblaw, Sobeys,
and Metro have expanded their digital shopping systems, ranging from
on-line grocery shopping with pick-up or delivery options, to interac-
tive, in-store shopper support (Fraser 2010; Sturgeon 2014).

This overview makes clear that the changing environment for food
retailing presents both challenges and opportunities for growth. It has
become apparent that, if co-operatives are to survive and thrive in this
highly competitive sector, they need to understand the national and re-
gional patterns that provide the context for local experiences. Co-oper-
atives must carefully identify and choose among strategies to ensure
long-term viability, and to attract members and customers to their
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stores. What are the particular strengths of the co-operative model, and
how can co-operatives best mobilize these strengths? For example, co-
operatives may see opportunities in advice to retail stores that stress the
importance of retail store offerings tailored to local consumer taste
(Agriculture and Agri-food Canada 2014; Diekmeyer 2006). Co-opera-
tives have the potential to be nimble in responding to local trends and
needs, and have the added advantage of being able to ground such re-
sponsiveness in the International Co-operative Alliance’s (ICA) seven
principles, which embody the fundamental qualities of a member-
owned, democratic, and co-operative form of business.7 A number of
the other consumer trends (e.g., preference for healthy foods and local
foods) are both advantageous for co-operatives and consistent with the
core principles of the co-operative identity — they are opportunities to
be seized.

To capitalize on these opportunities, co-operatives need a deep un-
derstanding of, and relationship with, their members, employees, cus-
tomers, and communities. Only then can they develop appropriate
strategies for meeting local needs and enhancing the appeal of the co-
operative model (not to mention market share). Co-operatives have yet
another strength that is often underplayed: individual co-operatives are
linked through a co-operative wholesaler, through co-operative councils,
and through the movement that sustains the ICA (see the 6th principle).
The co-operative movement’s vision of a better world can nourish local
co-operatives and their members, joining their efforts to those of other
social justice movements.8 Building and drawing upon this energy and

Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities
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7. The International Co-operative Alliance’s (ICA) seven principles are (a) voluntary
and open membership; (b) democratic member control; (c) member economic par-
ticipation; (d) autonomy and independence; (e) education, training, and informa-
tion; (f ) co-operation among co-operatives; (g) concern for the community. Further
details on the ICA and co-op identity, values and principles can be found at
http://ica.coop/en/whats-co-op/co-operative-identity-values-principles.

8. “The International Year of Cooperatives is intended to raise public awareness of
the invaluable contributions of cooperative enterprises to poverty reduction, em-
ployment generation and social integration. The Year will also highlight the
strengths of the cooperative business model as an alternative means of doing business
and furthering socioeconomic development” (official website of the International
Year of Cooperatives (IYC) http://social.un.org/coopsyear/).
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support is vital to the long-term success of co-operatives (Diamantopou-
los 2012b; Brown and Winstanley 2008, 69).

The Scorecard project mentioned above assists retail food co-oper-
atives as they take up social accounting and reporting in order to obtain
information for continuous improvement and strategic planning. The
co-operatives that use this tool are guided through a process of self-re-
flection and self-assessment, measuring their achievements and shortfalls
in relation to co-operative principles and the co-operative’s own triple-
bottom-line priorities. Upon completion of the Scorecard they can use
the information to inform strategic planning and, if they choose, use it
as the basis of a social report to key stakeholders.

The next section of this chapter presents a review of social reporting
in Canadian co-operatives and the particular ways reporting fits with
the objectives of co-operatives. Section three reviews the process of de-
veloping the Scorecard, while section four describes the results of its ini-
tial implementation. To bring this to life, we are fortunate to be able to
include a reflection on the process as experienced by one of the co-op-
eratives that has been involved as a partner in this project since its in-
ception. The summary and conclusion wraps up the chapter, situating
our work within the ongoing dialogue around self-assessment and re-
porting by retail food co-operatives.

Sustainability Reporting by Canadian Co-operatives 

Debates about the social responsibilities of businesses date back as far
as business itself (Asongu 2007), and since the end of the twentieth cen-
tury the concept of sustainability reporting (often called corporate social
responsibility reporting)9 has been gaining in popularity. Neo-liberal
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9. Corporate responsibility reports go by many different names — accountability re-
ports; sustainability reports; corporate social responsibility (CSR) reports; sustain-
ability development reports; corporate citizenship reports; environmental and social
reports; People, Planet, Profit reports; and corporate responsibility and sustainability
reports — with sustainability reports being the term used most often globally among
the largest companies (KPMG 2013). The term “corporate report” is not commonly
used by co-operatives, and for the sake of consistency we will use the term sustain-
ability report throughout the remainder of this chapter.
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globalization of the economy, technological advances, and the liberal-
ization of trade (Pasquero 2005) are among the changes that have given
rise to demands for greater disclosure from stakeholders and for meas-
ures to address the ethical concerns of consumers, investors, and
prospective employees in their purchasing, investing, and employment
choices. While still largely a voluntary commitment, the introduction
of supplier codes of conduct by businesses (IISD 2011) and, since 2011,
the increase in mandatory sustainability reporting by governments and
stock exchanges (KPMG 2013) are among the many changes that have
led to the increasingly widespread practice of sustainability reporting.

According to the 2013 KPMG study of the largest companies in 41
countries, 71 percent of the companies engaged in sustainability report-
ing compared with 64 percent in 2011. Among the largest 250 companies
globally, the level of engagement was even higher, at 93 percent. Eighty-
three percent of the 100 largest Canadian companies produce reports
(KPMG 2013). At least for large companies, reporting has indeed become
the norm:

Companies should no longer ask whether or not they should
publish a CR report. We believe that debate is over. The high rates
of CR reporting in all regions suggest it is now standard business
practice worldwide. (KPMG 2013, 11) 

While in large part a response to external pressures, sustainability
reporting is also thought to offer benefits for the organizations that re-
port (Carroll and Shabana 2010). Sustainability reports are a communi-
cation tool, both internal (employees) and external (owners, customers,
and other stakeholders), that can enhance the organization’s reputation,
thereby improving employee morale, recruitment, and retention, as well
as trust and relationships with external stakeholders (Robins 2011;
Chang et al. 2013). Through the process of preparing sustainability re-
ports, the organization learns from its stakeholders and becomes more
aware of organizational risks and opportunities (e.g., population growth
and shift to urban areas, climate change, etc.). The information derived
is useful for strategic planning and prioritizing issues important to the
organization’s sustainability, thus improving performance and innova-
tion (KPMG 2013; IISD 2011).

Sustainability reporting for co-operatives has become both a matter
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of significant discussion and debate, and a practice increasingly engaged
in by co-operatives. This is in part a response to social currents support-
ing this form of accountability and self-promotion, and partly because
co-operative activists believe strongly that co-operatives have a very dif-
ferent take on sustainability than do corporations. Sustainability report-
ing for corporations is embedded in corporate priorities that necessarily
emphasize growth, profit maximization, and shareholder value (ICA
2013, 20). Co-operatives, on the other hand, can offer a genuine alter-
native to dominant organizational forms and practice (Hernandez 2006;
Restakis 2010; Conaty and Lewis 2012; Birchall and Ketilson 2009).

The ICA encourages sustainability reporting as one way to make vis-
ible the alternatives offered by co-operatives. For example, noting the
increasing demand for accountability and openness, the Blueprint for a
Co-operative Decade (ICA 2013, 10) argues that “participation is once
again becoming one of the co-operative sector’s most valuable assets”:

Uniquely amongst models of enterprise, co-operatives bring eco-
nomic resources under democratic control. The co-operative
model is a commercially efficient and effective way of doing busi-
ness that takes account of a wider range of human needs, of time
horizons and of values in decision making. (ICA 2013, 2)

One of the Blueprint’s five strategic goals10 includes positioning co-
operatives as builders of economic, social, and environmental sustain-
ability; another emphasizes participation within membership and
governance, while a third calls for securing the co-operative identity.11

Sustainability reporting can contribute to each of these goals.

While in the past co-operatives have been described as having dual
(even competing) priorities as businesses and as democratic associations,
the rise of social responsibility reporting offers co-operatives one way
to answer Birchall’s (2000, 93) call for action:
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10. (a) Elevate participation within membership and governance to a new level; (b)
Position co-operatives as builders of sustainability; (c) Build the co-operative mes-
sage and secure the co-operative identity; (d) Ensure supportive legal frameworks
for co-operative growth; (e) Secure reliable co-operative capital while guaranteeing
member control (ICA 2013, 6). Sustainability is covered on pages 14–18.

11. In discussing identity, the document explicitly rejects the more common term
“brand” (ICA 2013, 21).
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As globalisation and market competition intensifies, we cannot
continue with the old idea that a co-operative has a dual charac-
ter, as an association of members and a business, and that what
the managers and board of directors have to do is somehow to live
with the tension between them. If co-ops and mutuals cannot
fuse together the association and the business into something new
that builds on the strength of membership to gain market advan-
tages, then they will not be able to survive.

Claims to a “co-operative difference” by co-operatives typically rest
on the fundamentals of the Co-operative Identity Statement (ICA 1995).
The seven co-operative principles offer evidence that democracy, ac-
countability, and community responsibility are embedded in the very
nature of co-operatives. For example, see the language used in social re-
ports by Co-operatives Europe (2012) and Desjardins (2011), or the as-
sertion by Buendía Martínez et al. (2006, 112) that “la responsabilité
sociale est intégrée aux valeurs et aux principes spécifiques qui définis-
sent la configuration organisationnelle des coopératives” (social respon-
sibility is integrated into the values and principles that define the specific
organizational configuration of co-operatives).

To further investigate the idea of sustainability from a co-operative
perspective, in particular in relation to the seven co-operative principles,
the ICA commissioned a study: Co-operatives and Sustainability (Dale
et al. 2013). The report builds inductively to a definition of a sustainable
co-operative as one that implements all seven co-operative principles,
maintains or restores the ecosystem, and is a viable business (Dale et al.
2013, 23). The overall conclusion was that:

The UN is correct to place its hope in the co-operative model as
an engine of sustainability.… The linkages to social dimensions of
sustainability are stronger than the linkages to environmental and
economic dimensions, but all three are present. The results of the
crowd-sourcing demonstrate that co-operatives embed sustainabil-
ity into their operating model and values, but further study is re-
quired to understand definitively the degree to which
co-operatives are “walking the talk.” (Dale et al. 2013, 1)

We contend that this conclusion, coupled with the report’s defini-
tion of co-operative sustainability, draws attention to two related chal-
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lenges facing co-operatives: how best to conceptualize and measure co-
operative performance (using criteria appropriate for co-operatives), and
how to sustain the fundamental qualities of the co-operative difference
in the long term.

A number of Canadian co-operatives have been early adopters of
publicly available sustainability reporting, with Mountain Equipment
Co-op (2005), The Co-operators (2005), and Vancity Savings Credit
Union (1998) among them (Pratt 2007; Khoury et al. 1999).12 As early as
1985, co-operatives had access to their own social audit manual (Social
Audit Taskforce 1985), and the Canadian Co-operative Association con-
tinues to promote social auditing through its 2004 publication, “Ensur-
ing Good Value at Co-ops and Credit Unions.” While they draw on
tools developed primarily for corporations (with the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) being the most widely-used at present),13 a review of the
reports indicates that they often include measures specific to co-opera-
tives (e.g., measures of democracy and participation).

Since 2008, Canadian food retailers, whether co-operatives or not,
have begun to produce sustainability reports, addressing the consumer
desire for responsiveness and for access to information about retail food
products and the companies that provide them. Corporations have led
the way. Loblaw and Wal-Mart Canada, for example, each developed
what they called “corporate social responsibility reports” in 2008 (Loblaw
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12. The authors are aware of a number of co-operatives and credit unions that pro-
duced reports for their own internal purposes but without making them widely
available to the general public. 

13. There are many voluntary reporting guidelines and assessment tools available, and
the proliferation of such tools continues. For example, Future-Fit Business Bench-
mark from The Natural Step and S-CORE from 3-D Investment Foundation were
both released in 2014 (Bertram 2014). The most widely used tool is the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), and it continues to increase its penetration. In May
2013, the fourth version of GRI guidelines, G4, were issued (GRI 2013) (KPMG
2013). Meanwhile, organizations such as AccountAbility and Social Accountability
International develop principles-based standards and assurance practices for busi-
nesses practising social reporting, and provide training for assurance providers.
Co-operatives may borrow from these initiatives, but must ensure that the meas-
ures provided truly address co-operative performance criteria as embedded in the
co-operative identity.
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2013; Wal-Mart 2010); Sobeys released a similar report in 2009, calling
it a “sustainability report” (Sobeys 2009), while Metro’s first report was
in 2012 (Metro 2014). These reports offer integrated accounts of retail
food industry practices, often with a particular focus on the environ-
ment, and they are gaining attention.

For a variety of reasons, Canadian retail food co-operatives have
only infrequently produced publicly available sustainability reports.14 In
2013, the largest non-financial co-operative in Canada, Federated Co-
operatives, released its first Social Responsibility Report (Federated Co-
operatives Limited 2013). Co-op Atlantic has yet to release a sustain-
ability report. Instead, that co-op has chosen the innovative approach
of partnering with academic researchers and local co-op stores in a pro-
ject to bring social reporting to the local level through the Sustainability
and Planning Scorecard project. One result has been the collaborative
development of the Scorecard that is a focus of the next section of this
chapter.

ICA’s (2013) Blueprint for a Co-operative Decade raises the question
of how best to sustain and privilege the fundamental qualities of the co-
operative difference in the long-term. The answer to this must be multi-
faceted, but in the Scorecard project we emphasize (a) the self-conscious
assessment of a co-operative’s performance in relation to its mission,
goals, and other commitments; and (b) the value of the Scorecard as a
tool for internal planning and reporting, and for communication with
a wider audience. 

Sustainability and Planning Scorecard Development Process

The approach and the process through which the Scorecard was devel-
oped was presented in detail in Leclerc, Brown, and Hicks (2012). The
starting point was a model proposed by Christianson (2009a, 2009b; also
see chapter 7 in this volume). The Scorecard was created through a forty-
eight-month participatory process that included consultations with var-
ious groups of stakeholders and external expertise: five pilot Consumers
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14. We have no way of knowing how many retail food co-operatives produce internal
reports for limited distribution internally, but it is important to acknowledge that
this occurs.
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Co-op boards, three Co-op Atlantic employees, and three researchers
from two universities.

For the participating retail co-operatives, the main goals were to as-
sess their performance on financial, social and environmental aspects of
their operations; provide co-operatives with the ability to assess their
adherence to their values and principles; assess performance on the co-
operative difference; contribute to strategic planning and continuous
improvement; and to engage member-owners and other stakeholders
in assessing and improving their co-operative. For the research team,
the main goals were to build a profile of retail co-operatives in Atlantic
Canada; demonstrate the social, economic, and environmental contri-
butions of the co-operative difference; and strengthen the community
of sustainability and planning practice in this region.

On a conceptual basis, the Scorecard finds its origins in what Strang
(2010) called the “benchmarking management technique.” For Strang,
“[t]he logic of corporate benchmarking is that of learning from others:
specifically, from the sources of best practice” (2010, 29). In the case of
the Scorecard, it refers to the fact that participating co-operatives agree
to self-assess their behaviour on a large number of issues, and then com-
pare themselves with other co-operatives within the Co-op Atlantic net-
work and/or a desired norm set by Co-op Atlantic. That is the source
of the learning process for co-operatives, and the logic behind the strate-
gic planning suggested by a completed Scorecard.

As it stands, the Scorecard is a web-based expert system supported
by two surveys: the first designed to evaluate employee engagement and
satisfaction, and the second built to study member and non-member
shopper satisfaction with different aspects of their retail co-operative
services.

The Scorecard is the core of the website. Accessible using a pass-
word, it is organized into seven sections:

1. a welcome page

2. a map of the website

3. three guideline documents explaining the Scorecard: introduc-
tion, the structure, and steps on how to complete it
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4. the co-operative profile: a form asking for details on the co-oper-
ative such as the board profile, financial data, etc.

5. the performance measures organized into four themes: co-oper-
ative principles, economic measures, social measures, and envi-
ronmental measures

6. a table on co-operative values providing a place for the co-oper-
ative to reflect on how these values have guided their decisions
and actions

7. the Scorecard summary, which scores the co-operative on each of
the four sections and identifies main areas for celebration or to
focus on for improvement

Table 1. Scorecard terminology exemplified

Practice Indicators

Score Priority Measure Benchmark

10 Practice
The co-op board
and manager
develop a stra-
tegic plan.

A Yes/No

If priority level is set at 5 (high), Associated Practices open up. Example: 

10.1 Associated Practice
The co-op board
makes sure that the
strategic plan is up-
dated regularly, to
reflect the current
situation

A Yes/No

B Date that the
strategic plan
was last updated 
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Yes

Yes

1–5

1–5

Last step: Co-op
scores itself based
on measures

First step:
Co-op sets its
priority level

(Co-op inserts
its answer)

(Set by various
sources. See
endnote 15)

(within one
year of review)
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The Scorecard is a tool for the board, which may decide to work
alone or together with management, a volunteer committee, and other
stakeholders.

The co-operative’s self-evaluation for each of the four themes is or-
ganized through Practices (identifying the desired behaviours) and In-
dicators (measuring the implementation of these practices). There are
two types of practices: “Basic Practices,” which are central to the co-op-
erative difference; and “Associated Practices,” which dig deeper into the
co-op’s performance in areas considered a high priority. For each Basic
Practice, the first step is for the co-operative to fix a priority level from
one to five, i.e., very low to very high (Associated Practices are hidden,
and will only appear if a very high priority is set). The co-operative
works through the various “Indicators,” self-assessing their performance.
Indicators are made up of the “Benchmark”15 that the co-operative
should be aiming for, and the “Measure,” which indicates the degree to
which the Benchmark has been fulfilled. The final step is to determine
the “score.” A co-operative would give themselves a higher score — on
a scale of 1 to 5 — if a majority (or all) of the performance Indicators
linked to that Practice have been met.

Table 2 (overleaf ) presents the structure of the Scorecard. More than
half of the Basic Practices address various aspects of the seven Co-oper-
ative Principles (29 out of 52), as do close to half of the associated prac-
tices. Social Measures are the second-largest theme. If a co-operative
completes the indicators for every basic and associated practice in the
Co-operative Principles theme, for example, they will have 65 different
scores for that theme.

Two surveys complete the Scorecard. The employee survey, meas-
uring employee engagement and satisfaction, contains 105 elements of
information (questions, statements, and personal information). It in-
cludes 88 questions and statements on different aspects of employee
work life, grouped into 19 themes (as shown in table 3, overleaf ). The
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15. Wherever possible, benchmarks have been set (e.g., where legally mandated, where
mandated by Co-op Atlantic policy, or where there is guidance from other co-op
literature). However, where none have been previously set, we plan to use collected
Scorecard data to create regionally based benchmarks in the future.
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Table 2. Number of Practices and Indicators for the four themes

Themes Basic Practices* Associated Practices **
Practices Indicators*** Practices Indicators***

Co-operative Principles 29 104 36 76

Economic Measures 5 18 11 23

Social Measures 11 51 19 59

Environmental Measures 7 36 13 32

Total 52 209 79 190

* Identified by whole numbers in the Scorecard; ** Identified by decimal numbers;
*** Identified by letters.

Table 3. Employee survey structure

Theme Number of
statements

1. Organizational commitment

a. Affective commitment 3

b. Normative commitment 2

c. Continuity commitment 2

2. Overall satisfaction 1

3. Vision, governance, and co-op strategy 4

4. Relations with supervisor: people skills 5

5. Relations with supervisor: supervisory skills 2

6. Relations between and with colleagues 5

7. Organizational culture and communication 8

8. Training 5

9. Employee responsibilities and career plan 5

10. Work evaluation 9

11. Physical work environment 4

12. Salary and benefits 7

13. Autonomy on the job 2

14. Social status and personal life 2

15. Service quality 4

16. Performance assessment and management 5

17. Co-operative difference 2

18. Absenteeism 1

19. Specific questions for the Scorecard 10
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Scorecard Indicator Examples of related Employee Survey Questions
(the employee rates the degree to which they agree/
disagree with the statement)

24. The co-op keeps employees
informed about their co-op
(Yes/No)

a) percent of employees who feel
adequately informed about
their co-op

• I understand the long-term strategy of the co-op.

• In my present job, I am satisfied with the information
I receive about this co-op’s strategic orientations.

• In my present job, I am satisfied with the information
available regarding the impact of changes in the
organization. 

40. The co-op regularly assesses
employee satisfaction
(Yes/No)

a) percent of employees satisfied
with employment

• Overall, how satisfied are you with this co-op as an
employee?

• What can this co-op do to increase your satisfaction
as an employee?

• I would recommend employment in this co-op to
a friend.

42. The co-op invites employees
to play an active role in the
organization (Yes/No)

a) percent of employees who take
an active role in the co-op

In my present job, I am satisfied with…

• The opportunities I’m offered to take part in
decisions having direct impact on my job.

• Being able to help my colleagues at this co-op.

• Being able to help this co-op’s members and
customers.

Table 4. Examples of links between Employee Survey and Scorecard Indicators

last part of the survey contains two comment boxes (“What can this co-
op do to increase employee satisfaction?” and “Other comments”) and
the respondent profile. Ten statements are directly linked to specific In-
dicators in the Social Measures section of the Scorecard.
The member/non-member shopper satisfaction survey contains 58

statements for members; or 37 for non-members. Both versions end
with a respondent profile containing nine questions. This survey covers
a range of aspects of the shopping experience: variety and quality of
products and services, employee knowledge and courtesy, payment
methods, hours of operation, accessibility, pricing, etc. The version for
members also looks into the co-operative nature of the organization:
the extent to which the co-operative educates members about environ-
mental issues, the co-operative’s reputation in the community, pride in
being a member, etc.
The two surveys’ results are also directly linked to some of the In-

dicators in the Scorecard, offering local co-operatives additional encour-
agement to adopt the Scorecard. Tables 4 and 5 present examples of
questions that are directly associated with scorecard Indicators.
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Scorecard Indicator Examples of related Membership Survey Questions
(the member rates the degree to which they agree/
disagree with the statement)

22A. Indicate the percent of
members who feel adequately in-
formed about their rights and op-
portunities as an owner-member

At my co-op, I am satisfied with…

• The information the co-op provides on the rights
and opportunities of owner/members.

• The information the co-op provides to me about
its products and services.

• The amount of member education at the co-op. 

30D. Indicate the percent of
members satisfied with opportu-
nities to give input/feedback

At my co-op, I am satisfied with…

• How the co-op solicits information on member
satisfaction regarding the election process and the
representativeness of the board.

• The opportunities the co-op presents for me to
become involved.

• The opportunities the co-op provides for me to
give input and feedback.

Table 5. Examples of links between Member/Non-member shopper survey
and Scorecard Indicator˚

The two surveys are administered and analyzed by the research team
as part of the overall support offered to participating co-operatives. This
is part of a broader support program including presentations of infor-
mation about completing the Scorecard (in person, by email, Skype, or
phone); a “Moodle” site (a free, open-source web application for pro-
ducing modular Internet-based courses that support a modern social
constructionist pedagogy)16 for document transfer; a chat room for par-
ticipants and the development team; and preparation of a global report
based on all the information gathered with the Scorecard. 

At the end of the process, a Scorecard Summary Table is produced
automatically through the web-based expert system on the website. This
Summary synthesizes the scores reflecting the extent to which practices
are followed by theme; identifies areas to celebrate with members and
other stakeholders (Annual Report, AGM, etc.); and, for strategic ini-
tiatives, identifies areas to improve. It provides information to

•     demonstrate the co-op’s contribution to its primary stakeholders
(members, employees, and community)

16. https://moodle.org/.
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•     provide individuals with ongoing opportunities to be engaged
with their co-operative

•     help the board and the management team as they plan for
continuous improvement

•     engage employees in assessing and improving their place of
employment

•     recognize and report on the co-operative’s impact on
community and the environment

•     demonstrate transparency and accountability

•     foster greater resilience, innovation, and sustainability

To respect confidentiality, data access is protected by a password.
Data are available only to the co-operative and the research team. It is
up to each co-operative to decide how widely it will share the informa-
tion from their Scorecard.

Initial Implementation of the Scorecard

Since the research team presented the Scorecard at the June 2013 Co-
op Atlantic AGM, retail co-operatives have been invited to use it to eval-
uate themselves. Four of them have since undertaken the self-assessment
process deciding, based on their own circumstances, whether to com-
plete all or only some of the Scorecard. The sections requiring informa-
tion from the employee and member/non-member shopper surveys will
be added as soon as they have been administered by the research team.
Throughout the process, the team has provided support in understand-
ing the basics of the Scorecard and the different steps of self-assessment.

The data from the Scorecards will be used in several ways. First and
foremost, the information will allow the individual co-operatives to see,
when evaluated against their own priorities, which areas of performance
they are weak on and in which areas they are doing well. Second, once
enough co-operatives have completed the Scorecard, it will be possible
to provide summaries of the similarities and differences across co-oper-
atives. A regional profile of the retail co-operatives will emerge from this
work.

For the purposes of this chapter, we have to work with partial data
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from only four co-operatives. Table 6 presents a compilation of the self-
assessment results for all the practices (each indicator evaluated counts
as one item) scored by any of the co-operatives. For each practice, the
co-operative has first to indicate the level of priority for this practice on
a scale of 1 – 5, with 5 being the highest priority. Second, based on their
performance on the Indicators associated with each practices, the co-
operative assigns itself a “Score” indicating the extent to which their co-
operative fulfills the Practice (also on a scale of 1–5). In interpreting the
table below, it is important to remember that, as indicated in table 2,
there are different numbers of practices and indicators for each section
of the scorecard. 

Table 6: How co-ops have prioritized and scored Practices
in different sections of the Scorecard

(low) Score Options (high) # of Practices
Section of the Scorecard 1 2 3 4 5 evaluated*
1 Co-op Principles
Priority (percent) 4.9 7.7 13.4 14.1 59.9 142
Score (percent) 8.4 9.5 12.6 13.7 55.8 95

2 Economic Measures
Priority (percent) 0 4.9 12.2 17.1 65.9 41
Score (percent) 11.8 5.9 11.8 14.7 55.9 34

3 Social Measures
Priority (percent) 1.5 0 22.1 8.8 67.6 68
Score (percent) 15.4 11.5 11.5 15.4 46.2 26

4 Environmental
Priority (percent) 6.7 20.0 31.1 13.3 28.9 45
Score (percent) 57.1 3.6 10.7 21.4 7.1 28

Global
Priority (percent) 3.7 7.4 17.9 13.2 57.8 296
Score (percent) 17.5 8.2 12.0 15.3 47.0 183

* As indicated above, it is practices that are scored and prioritized, so one might expect the
numbers to be the same. However, it is also possible to set priorities for practices and then
decide not to score them.

If we first look at the priority (percent) for each measure, and at the
final column of the table, we observe that, at the global level, 57.8 per-
cent of the 296 evaluated items received the highest priority rating of 5.
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This result is not surprising if we consider that the Scorecard was built
with a participatory approach. Since the practices included in the Score-
card were important to the participating co-ops when they helped de-
sign the Scorecard, they are likely to give them a high priority as they
complete their self-assessments.

The results for the prioritization of practices also allow us to explore
the relative importance of the four themes covered by the Scorecard.
Thus far, of all the items evaluated, those related to the Social Measures
and the Economic Measures received the highest priority rankings: 67.6
percent of the practices related to Social Measures and 65.9 percent of
practices associated with Economic Measures. The corresponding fig-
ures for Co-op Principles and Environmental Measures are 59.9 percent
and 28.9 percent, respectively.

As reported in the rows marked Score (percent), the assessments in-
dicate that the four participating co-operatives have a generally positive
perception of their work: 62.3 percent (15.3 + 47.0) of the scores are equal
to or higher than 4 (with a top rating of 5). All of these Practices would
therefore be noted in the “Main Areas to Celebrate” category of the
Scorecard summary. As already mentioned, the indicators for many of
the practices offer benchmarks, and we can analyse how well the co-op-
erative is doing relative to those benchmarks. For example, of the indi-
cators that were evaluated in the Economic Measures section of the
Scorecard, 85.2 percent of those for which benchmarks were supplied
were given scores at or better than the benchmarks.

A comparison of results by section shows that the scores for the En-
vironmental Measures are lower than for others. This means that these
indicators are more difficult to fulfill and/or were perhaps not as high
a priority. If we concentrate on the last two options (4 and 5) of the
“Score” columns for each section, we see that for Co-operative Princi-
ples, a total of 69.5 percent of the Practices were given scores of 4 or 5.
For the Economic Measures and Social Measures sections, the total is
70.6 and 61.6 percent, respectively. In the case of Environmental Prac-
tices, the total is a low 28.5 percent. 

This analysis of the results thus far clearly demonstrates how precise
the Scorecard can be. Co-operatives that use the Scorecard as a self-as-
sessment and planning tool will find that it clearly identifies main areas
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to celebrate, and areas where work has to be done. It is a tool to com-
municate success and pinpoint areas for improvement.

Lessons from Morell Co-op: A Personal Perspective

Siri Jackson-Wood *
Morell Consumers Co-operative Store 

Using the Tool 

The Morell Consumers Co-operative first became involved with the
Sustainability Scorecard in June 2009, following an introductory
workshop held at the Co-op Atlantic annual general meeting and an
invited presentation by one of the researchers at a board meeting.
The development process took the better part of a year, through that
process we learned not only about the assessment Tool, but a great
deal about each other and how we fit within our Co-op and ulti-
mately within our community.

The final Scorecard is broken down into four sections, each con-
taining questions that, when answered honestly, will give a co-op a
starting point to grow from. Within each section, the co-op is asked
to determine whether the information being discussed is a high prior-
ity to them. Once the priority level is established, the Tool then digs
into the meat of the area and helps to uncover, through professional
and personal introspection, what individuals as members, manage-
ment, staff and/or directors can do to set the co-op on the path of
continuous improvement. Long before completing the Scorecard,
though, we experienced benefits. To cite an example, at the time we
started working on the Scorecard, Morell Co-op was experiencing
communication issues between management and staff concerning
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who was responsible for particular tasks. Working through the gover-
nance section of the Scorecard, a discussion arose around the routing
of such communication. As a direct result, the manager developed a
“Communication Tree” to be posted in the break room, giving all
staff an understanding of who to approach when direction is needed,
thus eliminating confusion and improving overall efficiency. 

The Scorecard is not a tool to be used once and filed away. It is
meant to be a continuous process, and the efforts put in will be re-
flected in the future results seen by the co-op. The initial use will take
time. We found that it was best when broken into blocks of two to
three hours at a time. Many of the questions led us to discussions,
which inevitably taught us more about our co-op and its inner
workings. 

The first time the Scorecard is completed, the overall assessment
designates the baseline. It also provides direction into which areas
need more immediate attention. An example of this for us occurred
while we were using the portion of the Scorecard concerned with the
seven co-op principles. While answering the questions pertaining to
strategic planning, it became obvious to us that we had never really
had a formal strategic planning session. This led to a discussion about
goals and objectives, mission and vision statements, and the impor-
tance of having an operational plan, updated regularly, for our man-
ager to follow. It was decided that we would hire a facilitator imme-
diately following our annual general meeting to help us develop a for-
mal strategic plan. This end result was again directly related to our use
of the Sustainability Scorecard. 

We learned a great deal in the development phase of the project
and, as we work to complete the second phase of using the Scorecard,
the learning continues. 

Overview: Lasting Impacts and Troubleshooting

We experienced a re-occurring misconception that the Scorecard was
a test, which posed some problems for us as it led to feelings of being
judged or tested. Initially, this led us to give what we thought were
the desirable answers, instead of the truth, which would consequently
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set us up with an inaccurate baseline. I found it helpful to continually
remind participants that this was an assessment and that it was OUR
assessment. 

Other challenges were of a more basic nature, like finding people
willing and able to dedicate their time. We found that when mem-
bers, staff, management, and directors were reminded that it is “their”
store and that they are the owners, the desire to see and be a part of
improvements came through. Sharing a meal, in our case, was also
helpful; it lessened the feeling of doing “work,” improved cama-
raderie, and made our meetings more of a group effort to help our
store and benefit the community. 

Another issue for our group was finding reliable Internet connec-
tions at our chosen venues. We bypassed this by assigning one person
to take notes on a hard copy of the Scorecard. The answers could then
be entered into a computer at a later date. 

One of our finest achievements, in my opinion, was how we
learned to work together as a board. Previous to using the Sustainabil-
ity Scorecard, I would have described us as a quiet board, basically
putting in our time as directors but not using that time to create
change. Today, we face challenges together concerning our co-op,
look forward to on-going developing of our strategic plan, and antici-
pate the up-coming board meetings where we can hear what each di-
rector has to offer and build on those offerings. Our current president
did a fantastic job facilitating the Scorecard with our board and cred-
its that to having been a participant in the initial Scorecard develop-
ment team. 

Through its work with the Scorecard, Morell Consumer’s Co-op-
erative has realized benefits specific to its membership as well as to the
organization. Completion of the Scorecard is not limited to the em-
ployees and directors, and participants from the community as mem-
ber/owners are encouraged to become involved. In our experience,
this aspect brought our membership into the actual ownership realm
of our store. Results have become a consistent agenda item for the an-
nual general meeting, sparking discussions and new ideas about future
improvements. Within the store, lines of communication between
staff and management have opened up and are becoming more fre-
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quent and fluid. Transparency is now noted and recognized as such.
Directors have a better understanding of their role and with that
came the awareness of a proper governance structure. Completing the
Scorecard does take strong commitment, but so does any worthy un-
dertaking capable of effecting change. 

One additional and welcome impact has been that the Prince Ed-
ward Island Co-operative Council has offered to make itself available
to provide further information or to answer questions concerning the
Sustainability Scorecard. The Council brings all types of co-operatives
together as a co-operative movement, and its mandate includes co-op-
erative development, governance, and raising public awareness.

Summary and Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a particular tool, the Sustainability and Plan-
ning Scorecard, and some preliminary results from four co-operatives
that have used the tool. The Scorecard provides valuable organizational-
level data that, when aggregated, can also inform regional level analyses.
Grocery businesses are doing CSR reports, making claims about social
responsibility; co-operatives may be seen to be losing ground if they do
not also produce reports. Besides, if they are true to their nature as co-
operatives, they should be able to make a strong case for themselves.
Consumer preferences are changing, and reporting is one way to re-
spond to these changes.

We noted that use of such tools is affected by context, and described
the changing environment for food retailers in the region. A number of
food co-operatives have closed, while others are vulnerable. Even those
doing well are not taking success for granted. While they may be aware
of the value of rigorous self-assessments and reporting, it is difficult for
the co-operatives to take on new projects, such as the Scorecard Project,
which may seem time consuming and remote from daily pressures. Fur-
ther, as with other small and medium-sized enterprises, Atlantic co-op-
eratives face challenges such as lack of time, money, and limited human
resources (Hohnen and Potts 2007). 
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These and other challenges mean that, despite their recognition that
the tool was developed through a participatory approach, it has not been
easy to entice large numbers of co-operatives to the implementation
phase. Those co-operatives that have participated have given leadership
and extraordinary commitment to the development and use of the
Scorecard. Their work is crucial for demonstrating the value of the tool,
generating findings that contribute to our knowledge of retail co-oper-
atives in the region, and encouraging others to get involved.

Our partnership is based in the premise that to be sustainable, co-
operatives must draw on the strengths of their identity as co-operatives
in ways that build capacity for meeting the needs and priorities of mem-
ber-owners, strengthen relationships with their shoppers, and deepen
their relationships with the community at large. In the task of re-invig-
orating their businesses and their sense of mission, taking the idea of
co-operative identity seriously is one place to start. A successful co-op-
erative has a clear sense of what it is and what it can offer its members
and their communities, and it expresses these in terms that resonate in
the environment it inhabits — the relationships it cultivates. The pre-
liminary research finding, that Scorecard users prioritize both social and
economic themes, is encouraging. 

If the co-operatives successfully make this Scorecard project a re-
gional effort, they may find themselves closer to reinvigorating not only
their individual organizations, but the co-operative movement itself.
Themes of diversity, inclusion/exclusion, identity, and social and envi-
ronmental justice, are basic to public debate and to the development
and sustainability of organizations in today’s world. Co-operatives can
be leaders in these areas, as were the Rochdale pioneers with their refusal
to let differences of religion, sex, or political affiliation hamstring the
efforts to provide healthy food at affordable prices to its members. 

Some co-operatives address challenges by becoming defensive, de-
veloping a strong preoccupation with business development at the ex-
pense of other priorities. Others choose to address challenges by
focusing on the particular alternatives that the “co-operative way” offers,
and by working with like-minded constituencies that support co-oper-
ative solutions to economic and social problems.17 Possible natural con-
stituencies in the Atlantic region include those concerned about local
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and sustainable food systems, food security, the environment, and the
civic agriculture movement. 

The Scorecard, together with its supporting surveys, contributes to
a process by which co-operatives draw upon co-operative principles and
values as they determine their way forward. The Scorecard can help At-
lantic retail food co-operatives as they strive to be very clear about their
mission, their identity as co-operatives and their place in the social and
economic fabric of the communities they serve. It is a tool that tailors
self-assessment measures, benchmarks and performance criteria to the
specific characteristics of co-operatives, and the priorities of the co-op-
erative using the tool. The process of completing the Scorecard and the
data it provides can support the innovative leadership and governance
practices that are necessary for individual and system-wide sustain ability.
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Chapter 9

“WALKING THE TALK”: PUTTING CO-OPERATIVE PRINCIPLES AND
VALUES INTO PRACTICE WITH THE HELP OF THE CO-OP INDEX

PETER HOUGH1

Introduction

TH E  G O A L  O F  T H I S  C H A P T E R is to briefly outline the Co-op
Index (Co-op Index 2014), a diagnostic tool that has been developed

for use by worker co-operatives. To illustrate the nature and, hopefully,
the value, of the tool within the context of this section on “Putting Co-
operative Principles into Practice,” this chapter provides one illustrative
example that highlights the approach of the Co-op Index to help a
worker co-operative assess whether or not their co-operative embodies
the Co-operative Principles and Values (International Co-operative Al-
liance 2014) in its day-to-day operations. The chapter includes an ex-
tended reflection on the experience of using the tool by a member of
EnerGreen Builders Co-operative, one of the early adopters of the Co-
op Index. This is presented as a case study at the end of the chapter.

Co-op Index Context and Assumptions 

The challenge of “walking the talk” provides the context for the use of
the Co-op Index, and also informs its goals, approach, and outcomes.
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The developers of the Co-op Index started by identifying the “ideal
characteristics” of a worker co-operative — characteristics that would
enable the co-operative to meet the needs and aspiration of the members
in a way that gives real expression to co-operative values and principles.
This goal is articulated in two of the Co-op Index’s stated purposes: to
help measure the degree of adherence to co-operative principles and val-
ues, and to build and maintain the co-operative identity as a core strat-
egy within the co-operative. 

In addition to being a response to co-operative values and principles,
the Co-op Index was developed within the framework of Total Partici-
pation Management (TPM) developed by Ryszard Stocki (Stocki et al.
2010). The theory of TPM assumes persons grow and develop by partic-
ipation in shared action, organizations, and communities that meet their
needs and aspirations. It assumes that personal growth and development
are fundamentally shared goals for persons, and thus for a co-operative’s
members and employees. For these shared goals to occur, TPM assumes
(a) people actively participate in making sense of their environments,
and this sense-making then guides their choices regarding their actions
and involvement in that environment; (b) that people must be in posi-
tions in which they have the capacity (knowledge, ability, commitment)
to take responsibility for actions of importance to the co-operative’s ac-
tivities and results; and (c) that they share a vision of the common good
toward which they are striving that also has an important component
of individual and organizational success (Stocki 2008).

In summary, in articulating the “ideal characteristics” of a worker
co-operative, the tool focuses on:

•     the members’ sense of co-operative identity
•     the formal co-operative principles that underpin the interna-
tional co-operative consensus regarding the key co-operative
governance and organizational features, such as one member,
one vote and member economic participation

•     the co-operative values of self-help, self-responsibility, democ-
racy, equality, equity, and solidarity

•     the ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility,
and caring for others

•     the key organizational dimensions that enable the worker
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co-operative’s members to have the knowledge, capacity and
opportunities for true efficacy within their workplace

Worker Co-operatives — Participatory Organizations

A worker co-operative is a democratically governed and owned enter-
prise, and potentially has all the components for producing a partici-
patory organization, as outlined by TPM, that embodies co-operative
values and principles. The members, through their collective ownership
and control expressed in the co-operative’s democratic governance, have
the right, opportunity, and responsibility to determine the goals and
the means used by the organization to achieve them. In other words,
the members determine the outcomes and values that guide the organ-
ization, the practical approaches for conducting the enterprise, and the
systems put in place for involvement in the collective decision making. 

However, worker co-operatives, like other entities within the mar-
ketplace, make choices and decisions only within conditions that im-
pinge upon the co-operative, setting the context within which it
operates. These conditions include external ones such as environmental,
social, and economic competition, and internal ones such as organiza-
tional capacities, including capitalization. The worker co-operative’s
choices and decisions necessarily occur in “dialogue” with these condi-
tions. I use the term dialogue to indicate that the choices are made based
on the perception, reflection, and understanding of these conditions,
and the creative responses to them that are engendered by the processes
of interaction among the members of the co-operative. These processes
have at their core dialogues between members that take place in various
forums within the organization. Because of the importance of worker-
members in this process of dialogue, one could perhaps say the key in-
ternal condition for the co-operative is the capacity, self-understanding,
knowledge, and commitment of the co-operative’s members and em-
ployees that they bring to these dialogues. This, in many ways, is the
definitive condition, for it is the members who must assess and decide
the ways forward for the co-operative, who determine how the co-op-
erative will respond to and navigate the challenges presented by the total
context in which the enterprise operates.

Although a worker co-operative may embrace the vision of the
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“ideal co-operative” as articulated by the Co-op Index, the worker co-
operative must strive to embody this ideal in often challenging and ever-
changing circumstances. In seeking to make decisions that will develop
the co-operative as a real expression of the co-operative identity, the co-
operative faces various options that compete for attention. These op-
tions are of necessity part of a whole complex of choices and outcomes
resulting from previous decisions, as well as the co-operative’s non-con-
trollable external conditions. The crucial question for the Coop Index
is: can it provide a useful assessment for the co-operative to assist it in
making its way forward?

“Walking the Talk”

In focusing on the challenges co-operatives have in ensuring that they
“walk the talk” in embodying the co-operative values and principles
within the day-to-day life of the organization, I posit two key issues for
consideration. The first is the abstract nature of the values and some of
the principles, which provide a frame or ethical guide for behaviour,
but don’t tell us what is the specific behaviour required in any particular
circumstance to fulfill the value or principle. The second is the demo-
cratic nature of co-operative governance, in which members co-deter-
mine the vision, aspirations, and directions used to guide management,
others, and themselves when in positions of responsibility. This means
that there are two essential challenges for the worker co-operative: to
creatively determine what goals and means will give practical expression
to the particular value or principle, and to create a form of organization
that ensures the members have the capacity and scope required to cre-
atively contribute to this determination.

Values and Content — An Illustrative Example

To highlight the issue of value or principle in the life of a co-operative
organization, I will focus on just one value — equity — and one prin-
ciple — democratic member control. I discuss equity in the context of
determining wages within a worker co-operative, and the democracy
principle as it relates to the type and level of participatory management.
The value of equity, clearly embraced by co-operators, is expected to be
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used in determining what people are paid within a worker co-operative.
Although it is easy to say we all want a fair income policy, it is not nec-
essarily easy to determine just what a fair policy is. People of good will
and even shared values do not always agree on what they imply or re-
quire. 

The way a person evaluates and frames a value depends on a broad
array of elements and conditions — character, personality, family
norms, personal needs such as for recognition, education, social loca-
tion, peer groups, beliefs, political orientation, religion, capacity for ab-
stract thought and reflection, etc. Needless to say, these are a complex
and at times personally vexing set of conditions, of which any given
person is often only moderately self-aware. What’s more, our knowledge
and understanding of these influences upon our interaction with one
another is also moderate. Yet these influences are the frames for the
members’ discussion in determining the decisions made by the co-op-
erative. Nonetheless, people within the worker co-operative must and
do act as agents making choices and developing collective norms of be-
haviour as they interact with one another. Given the opportunity, they
listen, critique, innovate, and create together as they assess the issue be-
fore them that needs a decision and an operational implementation. 

Determining wages provides one concrete example of such an ac-
tion, and a necessary one, that the co-operative must make as an eco-
nomic enterprise. A worker co-operative makes this determination
through its governance and management processes — the processes it
has developed in response to the principle of “democratic member con-
trol.” These internal processes may or may not be structured to ensure
adequate means for “real” member participation. 

A brief reflection on a few of the members of the Canadian Worker
Co-operative Federation demonstrates diverse wage policies within
worker co-operatives. Worker co-operatives’ wage rates are sometimes
simply based on job-based market rates; others see all hours contributed
by any member as of equal economic value, and hence have a single pay
rate; still others will ignore the market and set rates simply based on
what the co-operative can afford; and yet others have a job-based rate
with a set maximum differential between the highest and the lowest pay.
The examples can go on.2 In all these cases, the members have the ulti-
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mate authority for approving their co-operative wage policy, whether
directly at a members’ meeting or through their election of directors. It
is fair to say that all these co-operatives (if not all their individual mem-
bers) believe that through their democratic processes they have imple-
mented a fair policy, and thus are manifesting the co-operative value of
“equity.” Not unexpectedly, different worker co-operatives come to very
different conclusions as to what is an equitable wage structure, and al-
though this may not reflect all of a worker co-op’s individual members’
notions, it does reflect their working agreement as to how the value of
equity will be manifested in the wage policy of the worker co-operative.
So what roles can the Co-op Index play in helping them to assess
whether or not this determination is truly reflective of this value? 

Role of the Co-op Index

The Co-op Index (Hough and Novkovic 2012; Novkovic et al. 2012;
Stocki et al. 2012) has as its core a questionnaire that allows the members
and employees to express their perception of various states of affairs and
processes within the co-operative by rating their level of agreement or
disagreement with specific statements regarding their co-operative. The
rating scale for each statement is: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Some-
what Disagree, Neutral, Somewhat Agree, Agree, and Strongly Agree.
As well, the answer options include the null answers: I Don’t Know,
Not Relevant, and I Don’t Understand. The statements act as indicators
regarding the situation in the co-operative. Each question is correlated
with one or more organizational dimension as well as a co-operative
value or principle. The responses to the different questions are correlated
with each dimension, value, or principle to provide a score/indicator of
the members’ and employees’ perception of the co-operative’s life re-
garding a particular dimension, value, or principle. The null answers
can be particularly important in providing indicators of the lack of
members’ and employees’ knowledge about critical situations or issues
within the co-operative.
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A key assumption underlying this approach is that the condition of
the organization is reflected in the convictions and attitudes of the work-
ers, and these may be diagnosed by questionnaires. The assumption is
based on one of the three elements of TPM identified above; that is, peo-
ple actively participate in making sense of their environments, and this
sense-making then guides their choices regarding their actions and in-
volvement in that environment. These choices and actions are a “reality”
of the co-operative, as its processes and outcomes are an aggregate of its
members’ and employees’ actions as they interact within the formal or-
ganizational and external context of the co-operative. Thus, the Co-op
Index attempts to provide an assessment of the current state of the or-
ganization. This assessment becomes the common understanding and
starting point to determine which areas of the co-operative’s life require
interventions if the co-operative is to move closer to meeting the “ideal
characteristics” of a worker co-operative.

The Co-op Index provides a broad overview of the life of a co-op-
erative by inquiring into organizational dimensions and co-operative
values and principles. The thirty organizational dimensions of the Co-
op Index are organized into four broad areas: 

1. The Organizational Systems include Communication Systems,
Transparency, Feedback Systems, Development of co-operative
members, Remuneration, Innovations, Personnel Policies, Pro -
cesses, and Strategies.

2. The Organizational Climate, which indicates the general tone
and mood among members and employees within the co-op.
This includes the following dimensions: Mutual Respect, Leader
Competence, Trust in Leadership, Trust in Co-workers, Partici-
patory Management Style, Relations with Co-workers, and Fun. 

3. The Personal Attitudes and Actions include Participatory Knowl-
edge, Ownership, Process Improvement, and Responsibility. 

4. The Outcomes — Individual, Organizational, and Social include
Identification, Satisfaction, Self-realization; Independence, Via-
bility, Products and Services; Co-operation with other Co-oper-
atives, Care for Community, the Environment, and External
Relations.
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The Co-op Index has enhanced the ICA Co-op Principles by adding
Concern for the Environment, Labour Control, Participatory Manage-
ment, Payment Solidarity, and Social Transformation. The last four in
this list are adapted from the Mondragon Co-operative,3 while the Con-
cern for the Environment is an extension of the ICA Principle, Concern
for Community. These additional principles were added because the
Co-op Index developers felt they represent key aspects in the life of
worker co-operatives. 

Equity and Wages 

By assessing organizational dimensions, values, and principles, the Co-
op Index indicates whether or not the conditions necessary for member
and employee participation (as identified in the characteristics of the
ideal worker co-operative) are in place, and whether the compensation
system of the co-operative is perceived to be equitable by the members
and employees. This assessment provides commentary on the equity of
the wage policy; first by determining whether the process used to arrive
at the policy reflects the kind of participation one expects within a
worker co-operative; and second by assessing the compensation itself as
determined by the members and employees.

In order to make this assessment using the indicators from the Co-
op Index analysis, a number of values, principles, and dimensions need
to be reviewed. These include the co-operative values of Equity and
Democracy; the co-operative principles of Democratic Member Con-
trol, Member Economic Participation, Labour Control, and Payment
Solidarity; and the organizational dimensions of Transparency, Remu-
neration, Participatory Knowledge, and Viability. Although not all the
questions in each of these aspects would be relevant, some of the ques-
tions would speak to both the members’ perception of fairness of the
wage distribution and the processes and understanding upon which the
policy decision was based. 

Here are just a few examples of the “statement indicators” included
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in one or more of these aspects that are relevant in assessing whether
the wages within the co-operative can be seen as meeting the value of
Equity: 

•     My compensation is adequate, taking into account my
competencies and duties.

•     Compensation is fairly calculated in the co-operative.
•     Members and employees have an influence on the
compensation system.

•     Our co-operative ensures that hours available for work are
shared fairly.

•     Our co-operative cares about keeping wage differences
between managers, members, and employees small.

•     Co-operative members have the final say on key decisions.
•     I understand the financial statements well enough to recognize
their implications for the future of the co-operative.

•     The training I have received gives me the confidence to fully
participate in the co-operative.

•     Members of the co-operative understand the requirement to
make the business successful.

•     Our co-operative is earning enough to cover its operations and
members’ needs.

Some of these indicators speak specifically to equity and remuner-
ation, while others address the level of understanding and participation
that the members experience, which affects the co-operative’s dialogue
when making a decision regarding its wage policy. Combined, these
statement indicators provide a strong indication of the members’ sense
of the equity of the wage policy and the contextual understanding and
co-operative processes by which it was developed.

Conclusion — A Contribution to 
the Members’ Co-operative Dialogue 

The Co-op Index is not a magic wand. It doesn’t provide simple, quan-
tified information to which the application of basic logic will supply an
obvious solution. It does not absolve members or put distance between
the membership and their need and responsibility to make difficult
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choices about how to express the principles and values within their co-
operative. The example regarding equity and wages, however, shows
that the Co-op Index can provide important information for ongoing
dialogue within the co-operative regarding wages and the democratic
process by which they are set. It does this by helping members know
where they stand (i.e., how members and employees perceive the co-
operative’s current efforts), and whether or not they have put in place
the approaches needed to ensure that the members and employees of
the co-operative have the opportunity and capacity to understand, in-
fluence, and direct this policy choice. 

Embodying the “ideal characteristics” of a worker co-operative is an
ongoing process that requires a good understanding of the principles
and values and the creativity to operationalize them in the specific con-
text of the particular organization. The Co-op Index provides a useful
tool to assist a co-operative in assessing its many dimensions of co-op-
erative life, so that detailed interventions can be made to move toward
its members’ vision of how to best embody those ideal characteristics.
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Case Study

USING THE CO-OP INDEX —
ENERGREEN BUILDERS CO-OPERATIVE’S EXPERIENCE

ERIC TUSZ-KING 4

Introduction

AF T E R  T H R E E  Y E A R S  of being in business, members of Ener-
Green Builders Co-operative knew what to look for with respect

to financial reports and administrative procedures to judge how the
business was going. They also knew that there were accountants and
management consultants who could help. However, when it came to
assessing themselves as a worker co-operative against co-op principles
and values, measuring equitable wage rates, and how to improve their
collaboration, there were no tools and few professionals to assist. In
2009, EnerGreen engaged Peter Hough of the Canadian Worker Co-op-
erative Federation using the Co-op Index (at the time called Diagnostic
Tool) to help them “to come closer to the ideal worker co-operative.” 

The references contained in this article are cited from the report
“EnerGreen Builders’ Co-op, Diagnostic Tool Report” written in March
2010 by Peter Hough. The full report is confidential and the property
of EnerGreen Builders Co-operative.
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Buy In

Peter Hough, staff for the Canadian Worker Co-operative Federation
(CWCF), approached EnerGreen because EnerGreen’s manager had par-
ticipated in the initial development of the Co-op Index, and Peter hoped
the manager could help promote it with EnerGreen’s members to win
their participation. Peter was right, but, as with most autonomous co-
operatives, just because the national federation thought it would be
good did not guarantee that EnerGreen’s members would accept it. 

The manager recommended EnerGreen’s participation to the board,
which included all eight members of the co-op. The board had three
concerns: 

1. What would be the value of this exercise to EnerGreen? 

2. How could those members who did not have a computer or feel
comfortable responding by computer participate? and

3. What was it going to cost EnerGreen?

Using some illustrations of what types of issues the exercise would
address, such as communication, and including all members in gover-
nance decision making, the members agreed that it would be of some
value. When the logistics were arranged for some members to use
printed surveys, and the CWCF agreed to subsidize part of the cost, the
Board agreed and there was good participation from then on.

Participation

Surveys were sent to all members and they responded either by email
or by post. The manager also sent Peter financial information for the
past three years, their revised bylaws, initial drafts of job descriptions,
and any policies that EnerGreen had created since it began in 2006. Peter
then interviewed the manager and a cross-section of members, some in
leadership on the Board, and some not.

Unfortunately, at this stage in the Co-op Index’s development as a
tool, it was not available on-line. This meant that the responses had to
be manually tabulated. Some members were tardy in responding, and
with Peter’s busy schedule, the final twenty-page report took a pro-
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tracted time to prepare before it was presented back to EnerGreen. This
delay was frustrating for some members who wanted to see the results.
However, as noted below, the very act of asking the questions and the
ensuing discussion about the questions within EnerGreen’s membership
had a value even before the report was presented.

Report and Recommendations

The final report assessed EnerGreen’s responses and the supporting doc-
uments using two indices. 

The first index was the Organizational Maturity Index (OMI), which
places the worker co-op on a maturity continuum. This measures the
extent to which the co-op embodies the key features of successful worker
co-ops. Hough reported:

The OMI for EnerGreen Builders’ Co-op as a whole was 76.1 per-
cent. Considering the age of the organization, it is impressive that
the co-operative has put into place effective practices in so many
areas of the co-op. It should also be noted that the OMI as per-
ceived by various groups within the co-operative has a very lim-
ited range of about five points. This indicates that there is little
difference in the co-op’s maturity depending upon one’s position
or tenure with the co-op. This again is a strong result as it indi-
cates a consistency of approaches and treatment to all members
and employees in the co-operative.

The second index was the Organizational Trust Index (OTI), which
provides a general assessment of the level of organizational trust within
the co-op — i.e., how secure the members and employees feel within
the co-op.

Overall the OTI for EnerGreen Builders’ Co-op was 96.15 percent.
This indicates a very healthy and secure environment in which
members and employees feel comfortable letting others know
their thoughts, feelings and positions on issues.

Hough’s report also included an index of how each Co-op Principle
and Value is perceived to be embodied in the life of the co-op. Lastly,
the report also included an assessment of thirty different dimensions of
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the co-op’s life, including key information on how the dimensions are
perceived by different groups within the co-op.

The assessment of the co-op’s embodiment of the Co-op Princi-
ples was calculated in the same fashion as the OMI and OTI. In
addition to the seven International Co-operative Alliance princi-
ples, six additional principles were calculated based upon princi-
ples developed for worker co-ops within the Mondragon
Co-operative System in Spain. 

The results of the Co-operative Principle Index are depicted on the
following graph:

The results of the Values Index (facing page) were also depicted on
a graph. The scores on the Co-op Index were very good and indicate
that the co-op is experienced and strongly value driven.
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The report had four general categories with nineteen recommenda-
tions in total. For the sake of both confidentiality and brevity, after each
area, only one or two recommendations are provided to illustrate the
type of issues identified:

Organizational Systems

Recommendation— In chairing meetings the chair should be looking
for commonalities in the positions of the members and proposing so-
lutions that try to integrate various viewpoints, while members should
recognize that their own viewpoint should contribute to a solution that
encompasses other members concerns as well.

Recommendation— An annual strategic planning session should take
place with a rolling three-to-five-year vision and goals and that the
process clearly outlines the key goals and success factors that must be
addressed.
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Organizational Climate

Recommendation — At least several times a year, have a social event
to celebrate the success of the co-op independent from any work-related
meeting or activity.

Personal Attitudes and Actions

Recommendation— When making decisions at the board level, be sure
to highlight the business and or co-op context for the decision.

Outcomes: Individual, Organizational, Social

Recommendation — Investigate options for providing some form of
retirement provision to members. Although this will have only modest
benefit to the older members, it will provide a significant benefit to the
younger members and help to attract longer-term commitment from
the members.

Recommendation — Ensure through training that all members and
potential members understand the business model that is the basis of
the co-op’s viability.

This sampling of recommendations needs to be seen within the de-
velopment cycle of EnerGreen. EnerGreen was three years old when the
Co-op Index tool was used, and most members had little experience
with co-operatives. The manager and the incoming president had ex-
perience with leadership in non-profits, labour organizations, and co-
operatives, but some members had no experience being a member of a
formal democratic organization. All the members had been working
hard to make the business successful and few had taken the time to at-
tend to the long-term sustainability of EnerGreen, or group insurance
and pensions for its members.

Immediate Benefit

As noted above, there was a lengthy period between when the surveys
were completed and when the report was presented to the board. Dur-
ing this interval, there was considerable talk about the questions of the
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survey, why the questions asked were important, and how each other
had responded. As a result of these conversations, the board initiated
several things before the report was received to address the themes and
values that undergird the exercise. Some of those areas were: a better ar-
ticulation of the responsibilities of manager, chair, and site-supervisors;
the development of better communication procedures so that all mem-
bers were aware of and prepared for board meetings; and strengthening
the long-term sustainability of the co-op through attracting younger
members and getting commitments from older members to retain
membership for five more years.

When the report was presented to the board, members were pleased
to see several recommendations that matched some of their own initia-
tives. They had discerned for themselves some of the things the inde-
pendent review had identified.

The review was much more holistic than the members could have
achieved by themselves, and identified issues, opportunities, and re-
sources that had been learned from other worker co-ops that have trav-
elled this road before. Some examples of those recommendations were:

•     Have clear performance criteria for all roles within the co-op,
including governance — i.e., board of directors and members
and for the operation, management, site-supervisors, workers.

•     Ensure through training that all members and potential mem-
bers understand the business model that is the basis of the co-
op’s viability.

•     As part of the strategic planning process, set clear annual goals
and budgets for the co-op’s contribution to its community.

Long-Term Impact

In 2015 EnerGreen is moving into its ninth year. Two of the original
members have left and the manager will be leaving this year. Five new
members have joined and stayed and two members have come and gone
since EnerGreen started in 2006. When the co-op used the Co-op Index
tool, EnerGreen was still in its development phase, and the Co-op Index
helped raise important questions for EnerGreen to consider. Some of
the recommendations were easily followed up and implemented, and
the co-op has benefited from its participation in using it.
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However, some new members may have read the report but have
never discussed it. Some of the newest members probably have never
heard of the Co-op Index diagnosis. Also, there are several recommen-
dations that were never pursued, not because of any disagreement, but
merely because other concerns or events took the attention of Ener-
Green, and the Co-op Index recommendations moved lower on the pri-
ority list.

In 2015, EnerGreen is in a different context than in 2009, when it
initially used the Co-op Index. EnerGreen is now a more mature co-op
with different needs, it has confidence in its ability to address tough sit-
uations, and there is a change in leadership. In 2015, there will be a new
manager, and more of the founding members will be looking to retire.
It may be beneficial for the co-op to undergo the diagnosis again. 

Advice for Other Worker Co-operatives

There is no firm set of conditions that would determine the co-opera-
tive’s readiness for using the Co-op Index on one or more occasions.
Co-operatives are complex, dynamic organizations. EnerGreen Builders
Co-operative’s experience with the Co-op Index at an early stage in co-
operative development reveals it to be a valuable tool. The Co-op Index
provided EnerGreen with a new set of goals to work toward, and rec-
ommended policies and practices to help achieve them. At that time, it
was still early in its life, so organizational patterns and culture were still
in formation, and recommendations and changes could still be relatively
easily undertaken. An outside assessor provided objectivity and new en-
ergy for the exercise.

The hope in using the Co-op Index is for a co-operative to have
continued improvement. It is advisable, therefore, to repeat the use of
the Co-op Index as circumstances change.
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Chapter 10

SELF-HELP AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
CREATING MEASUREMENTS FOR NON-FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

JOHN A. MCNAMARA 1

“I came for the job; I stayed for the democracy.”

— Anonymous Union Cab member

WO R K E R  C O - O P E R AT I V E S provide two vital functions within
their workplace: the prospect of decent wages and humane

working conditions. By combining capital and labour, workers have the
ability to divert the value added by their labour to either wages and ben-
efits or humane working conditions and social advancement (including
the development of individuals). In addition, since each worker has an
equal voice within the co-operative paradigm, workers also enjoy the ben-
efit of being heard and being able to influence the policy and strategy of
the organization. This creates a social cohesion that can offer a secondary
value for members that may be as important as wages and benefits.

Creating a means to measure the co-operative difference of a worker
co-operative can be challenging. While co-operatives in other sectors
may see the measurement of their social benefits to their members as a
marketing tool, for worker co-operatives, it is an expense without an
immediate return (since they live the benefits through the quality of
work life). The hiring of consultants can be a challenge for budgets de-
signed to create safe and humane workplaces with good pay and bene-
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fits. This case study considers one means of bringing such work in-house
and incorporating it with the duties of existing staff. This process may
be replicable in other worker co-operatives (depending on staffing lev-
els). It uses the concept of social auditing to create a “do-it-yourself ”
auditing process that helps worker co-operatives measure their ability
to incorporate their mission and their co-operative identity into their
workplace and policies. The case study presents a useful process for di-
rectors, managers, and members in terms of understanding the compli-
cated definition of “success” in an organization with multiple
“bottom-lines” beyond the simple income statement. The study devel-
oped from the practical experience of the author, who served on Union
Cab of Madison’s Strategic Planning Committee for over ten years and
helped design and implement social audits in addition to serving as the
general manager and business manager.

The Social Audit

Social auditing has been around for decades, corresponding to the rise
of public demands for corporate social responsibility (Bauer and Fenn
1972). The Canadian government formally endorses social auditing as a
means of sharing “information with stakeholders to gain their trust and
be viewed as credible” (Industry Canada 2014). In the United States,
however, the government is silent on social auditing, leaving it up to
the separate leadership of corporations (Buhr and Freedman 2001). In
the US, “social audits” operate under a more narrow concept of Cor-
porate Social Responsibility (CSR) and can be highly dependent on the
specific leadership within an organization based on their stockholders’
needs and wishes (Heard and Bolce 1981; Orlitzky 2013).

For co-operatives, social audits play a key role in identifying the “co-
operative advantage” by making such distinctions visible in the market-
place (Spear 2000). By engaging an accounting of the social goals of a
co-operative, leaders of these organizations can engage continuous im-
provement strategies to meet the social mission of the organization.
While accounting for financial goals seems straightforward, given the
quantitative nature of the subject matter, creating a means of measuring
concepts found in the co-operative identity such as “solidarity” and “car-
ing for others” may present some challenges. Part of the value of engag-
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ing a social audit arises out of the construction of tools for measurement.
This process helps leaders see the co-operative difference at work in their
organizations as they engage quantitative and qualitative means to doc-
ument the successes and areas in need of improvement for the organi-
zation.

Case Study: Union Cab of Madison Co-operative

Union Cab of Madison (Union) developed its social audit process over
several years as part of strategic planning in which the board of directors
mandated that the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) engage the
membership in the development of the annual strategic plan (Union
Cab 2014a). By developing a social audit organically, the co-operative
created a higher level of commitment to its implementation by the
members. An organically developed tool also allowed the SPC to alter
the questions as different issues found resolution or new issues became
relevant to the strategic vision of the co-operative.

Table 1: Union Cab Snapshot 

Union Cab of Madison Co-operative Snapshot

2013 Revenue and Surplus $7,100,000

$145,000

Number of Members 256 members as of May 2014

Vehicles 40 Toyota Prius, 7 Wheelchair Accessible Dodge 
Caravans, 35 Toyota Siennas, and 3 Ford 350 Vans

Vision To serve the community in such a way that we are 
seen as a sustainable asset and valued resource by all

Mission To create jobs at a living wage, or greater, in a safe, 
humane, and democratic environment by providing 
quality transportation to the greater Madison area

Member Share $25 for one share of Voting Class Stock (Madison 
2014) 

Governance Flattened hierarchy with system of boards, commis-
sions, and teams

Source: Union Cab of Madison Business Manager, April 2014
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Union’s base of operations is Madison, WI, the state capital of Wis-
consin, with a population of approximately 243,000 (Bureau 2014) and
home to the University of Wisconsin–Madison whose College of Agri-
culture has played a significant role in agriculture research and hosts the
UW Center for Cooperatives. Major employers include the State of Wis-
consin and Oscar Mayer Foods, Epic Systems, and American Family
Insurance. Union provides transportation service to the entire County
of Dane (population approximately 500,000), South-Central Wisconsin,
and even to O’Hare International Airport in Chicago, IL (about 150
miles to the southeast). Madison has a rich co-operative history and
hosts a number of co-operative support institutions such as the Credit
Unions of North America and The Co-operative Network.

Union Cab of Madison

Union Cab began operations on 29 October 1979, after close to a decade
of bitter labour struggles between the drivers of Checker Cab and its
owner. After the owner closed his doors in 1978 rather than negotiate
with the union, the workers decided to take matters into their own
hands and set about establishing their own cab company. In deference
to their struggles and to express solidarity with the larger worker move-
ment, they chose the name Union Cab and organized as a co-operative
under Wisconsin State Statutes Chapter 185 (Chamberlin 1989). Unlike
many taxicab co-operatives, Union owns the vehicles and equipment,
and the drivers are employees of the company instead of independent
contractors. In addition, all workers must join the co-operative upon
passing probation. This means that, in addition to the drivers, dispatch
staff, mechanics, administration staff, and management, all join the co-
operative and have an equal voice in the co-operative. This structure
can create conflict between the needs and desires of different internal
stakeholders in terms of pay, benefits, and working conditions.

In 1995, the same year as the adoption of the Statement on the Co-
operative Identity (ICA 1995), Union found a similar need to further de-
fine its identity in light of a period of growth and a new generation of
leaders who came of age after the initial founding of the company. The
membership adopted a set of core values (see table 2). The seventh core
value was added in 2004 as part of a discussion regarding the effects of
the co-operative’s operations on the environment.
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Table 2: Union Cab Core Values 

Source: Union Cab Board Minutes (30-12-1996 and 23-06-2009)

Union Cab has developed a unique management structure (see fig-
ure 1, overleaf ) based on committees, teams, and councils. Committees,
appointed by the board of directors, develop and review policy. Teams,
appointed by the steering team, implement policy and develop pro -
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We are dedicated to the principles of worker
rights and member responsibility.

Open and honest communication and direct
involvement are our rights and responsibili-
ties as members.

Managing growth carefully is fundamental to
creating quality in our work life and fostering
a strong sense of community.

A living wage at a forty-hour work week is a
priority.

Customer satisfaction is everyone’s job and
critical to our success.

We accept responsibility for our actions and
accept the rules governing the co-operative.

We respect everyone’s roles as necessary for
the co-operative’s success, and uphold the
rights of workers within our structure.

We must tell the truth and keep informed.

Trust is a key for open communication.

We shall maintain an environment where it
is safe to express ideas and respect other’s

opinions, even if we don’t agree.

We accept individual responsibility to find
positive resolutions to problems.

Growth is not a goal in and of itself.

Decisions shall be based on performance as
it effects customer service and quality of

work-life.

Job stability with a fiscally and socially
responsible wage.

We take pride in what we do.

We will strive to improve.

We will reach for the top in the provision of
public transportation.

We will work to establish and meet or
exceed customer expectations. 

Core Value Key Aspects
The safety and health of our members and the public are of paramount importance.

We are dedicated to operating our business in an environmentally responsible way.
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cedures and issue directives to staff. Commissions, nominated by the
steering team and approved by the board of directors, resolve conflicts
among the membership. Managers and supervisors do not issue disci-
pline. The membership elects a nine-member board of directors as well
as three alternate directors. The directors set policy, approve the annual
budget and strategic plan, hire a business manager, and oversee the steer-
ing team. The business manager facilitates the steering team, which co-
ordinates the activities of the teams, managers, and key staff, and
manages the operations of the co-operative. Effectively, no one individ-
ual has the power of a traditional “boss” in a hierarchical-style manage-
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Figure 1: Union Cab Organizational Chart (Source: Union Cab of Madison
Co-operative 2014)
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ment system. While the business manager is responsible to the board
of directors and coordinates the steering team, the position does not
have authority over other members of the team. The “Policy Code” has
become the effective “boss” of Union Cab, and changes to it go through
a lengthy process of discussion and decision making that give all con-
cerned members a voice.

This structure wasn’t always the case. Prior to 2008, Union Cab op-
erated with a traditional hierarchy, although it maintained a third-party
review process for discipline issued by a general manager (Hoffman
2005). The process of measuring the co-operative against non-financial
expectations and goals led to this overhaul of management.

Social Audit Development

Developing a social audit of Union Cab began with consideration of a
governance document entitled “The Shared Governance Policy.” This
includes the values and principles listed in the International Co-opera-
tive Alliance’s Statement on the Co-operative Identity as well as Union
Cab’s vision statement, mission statement, and core values. This docu-
ment provides the guiding principles for directors, managers, and mem-
bers while making decisions that affect the co-operative from policy
decisions to customer interactions.

The Social Audit subcommittee created a matrix connecting the dif-
ferent aspects of the key documents (mission, core values, and co-oper-
ative identity) as a means of determining the scope of the audit. Table
3 (overleaf ) shows the connection between the three documents and
provides the emphasis of the audit. This essentially boils down a lot of
concepts into five meta-categories that allow for an understandable
audit.

Determining the methodology of measurement depended on which
aspect was being measured. Quantitative data allowed the sub-commit-
tee to examine voting rates and attendance at meetings, but that did
not necessarily measure an “open” or “honest” environment. Likewise,
qualitative measures catalogued how members perceived issues such as
a safe and humane workplace and a living wage, but required some level
of quantification to understand how wage policies and disciplinary
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actions engaged those perceptions. The result was a mixed methodolog-
ical process in which members completed scaled surveys with room for
commentary and the sub-committee data mined information on wages
(compared to the industry standards), worker compensation claims,
complaints, retention rates, collision rates, demographic information
(compared to the larger community of Madison), and discipline to de-
velop a broad picture of the social environment within the co-operative.
In addition to the scaled questions, members were asked a series of
open-ended questions that included standard questions such as, “Why
did you choose to work at Union Cab?” and “Why do you continue to
work at Union Cab?” with other questions that were based on the pre-
vious social audit results and on issues that members of the sub-com-
mittee heard discussed among the membership. Statistical analysis of
the quantitative data and narrative analysis of the qualitative data pro-
vided a snapshot of the social state of the co-operative equivalent to the
fiscal snapshot provided by the audited financial statements. Like the
fiscal audit, the snapshots could be compared from year-to-year to un-
derstand trend lines and develop plans for moving forward in accor-
dance with the Shared Governance Policy.

The process was not scientific as much as an attempt to provide in-
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Table 3: Social Value Matrix 

Mission Core Values Co-operative Identity

Living Wage Living Wage Member Economic Participation

Safe Safety & Health; Environ- Social Responsibility; Caring for Others;
Environment mental Responsibility Concern for Community; Open & 

Voluntary Membership

Humane Worker Rights & Member Self-help; Self-responsibility; Solidarity;
Environment Responsibility; Managing Autonomy & Independence; Co-operation

Growth among Co-ops; Open and Voluntary
Membership

Democratic Worker Rights; Open and Democracy; Equality; Equity; Honesty;
Environment Honest Communication Openness; Democratic Member Control;

Education, Training, and Information

Quality Customer Satisfaction Caring for Others; Social Responsibility
Transportation

Source: Union Cab Social Audit
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formation to the organization related to its social goals. As a result, the
validity of the measurements may be questioned from a scientific point
of view. This represents one of the drawbacks of a “do-it-yourself” strat-
egy. In developing the survey, the committee considered other tools
available such as the Co-op Index, WorldBlu Democratic, and SA8000.
By working from existing tools, the survey was able to capture language
allowing the committee to measure the organization to the point that
leadership could make decisions.

The process generally took the three-person committee approxi-
mately fifty hours (including bi-weekly meetings) over twelve weeks.
Most of the quantitative data (aside from the survey) came from stan-
dard reports that managers maintained as part of their normal duties.
The committee provided the role of pulling that data together and plac-
ing the results into context with the qualitative data and survey results,
drafting the report and making the recommendations. The resulting
audits, over a number of years, provided an organic method that has
the support of the membership. This helped the board and managers
address issues that may have been less meaningful with a more external
focus.

Results of the Audit

The process of the social audit fed into a larger strategic planning
process, while the social audit provided important information regard-
ing the key stakeholder group for the organization (worker-owners in
the case of worker co-operatives). In some cases, this led to major
changes within Union Cab’s structure, such as the addition of a seventh
core value regarding environmental responsibility, a commitment to the
transition to alternative-fuel vehicles, and a wholesale change in the
manner in which discipline and accountability were conducted, which,
in turn, helped lead to a flattened hierarchy.

The 2010 Social Audit was conducted during a year in which the
committee enjoyed the presence of a skilled statistician who was work-
ing at the co-operative between academic assignments. This allowed a
more thorough analysis of the questions and the data. The first step was
to narrow the number of survey questions by examining the level of sig-
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nificant correlation between scales, and eliminating those questions that
effectively asked the same question. By lowering the number of scales,
the committee saw an increase in participation to almost 70 percent of
the membership. Further, the committee gained the ability to statisti-
cally analyze the results and found a set of questions (see table 4) whose
variance from the previous year met the threshold of statistical signifi-
cance (p = 0.05). This allowed a greater focus on these specific areas and
provided the means for the co-operative to begin a membership-wide
discussion.

Table 4: Social Audit Survey Results 

Questions 2009 2010 2011

I am proud to be a member of Union Cab 4.602 4.364 4.512

I am encouraged to work ethically 4.508 4.305 4.504

The equipment that I use to do my work
is properly maintained 4.500 4.239 4.475

My work makes sense 4.240 4.063 4.225

I feel like an owner 4.376 4.028 4.195

The atmosphere at Union Cab is friendly 4.117 3.979 4.158

Systems appropriately reward collective efforts 3.738 3.511 3.696

Source: Union Cab Social Audits, 2009–2011

The primary result of the 2010 audit provided support for addressing
the disciplinary system. While work addressing how to change account-
ability in the co-operative had already begun, this documentation pro-
vided by the audit added strength to those arguing for a more significant
overhaul. It lent credence to efforts that ended up recreating an account-
ability structure organically consisting of a system of commissions to
review collisions and behaviour, as well as provide mediation services
for members. In removing discipline from the role of managers, the co-
operative raised the question of what managers actually manage in a
worker co-operative.

While the fundamental change in how the co-operative managed
accountability is a major result from using a social audit, the process
provides a number of benefits, such as helping communication between
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the elected and appointed leaders of the co-operative and a membership
that is dispersed by time and space. It meets the principal of education
and information for co-operatives by providing an in-depth report to
the membership on how their co-operative functions beyond the in-
come statement and balance sheet. This, in turn, helps to create social
cohesion and productivity.

The Pros and Cons of Working Alone

While the concept of a financial audit (and the cost associated with it)
has become generally accepted by businesses (and is often a legal re-
quirement of stock corporations), the same cannot be said for social au-
dits. Creating the support to develop and execute measurements of the
social goals of an organization can be difficult, and may be a key reason
that many co-operatives do not engage in this practice. By using a “do-
it-yourself ” method as presented in this case study, co-operative leaders
who champion measurement of the social goals as equally important as
the financial goals can develop the infrastructure for measurement in a
manner that is cost-effective. This process, in turn, can educate the
membership and leaders on the economic value of measuring and im-
proving social aspects of the organization through greater efficiency and
marketing. This builds “managerial competencies and contributes to
organizational knowledge” (Orlitzky et al. 2003) which, in turn, pro-
motes the goals of worker co-operation while also presenting a market-
ing advantage. Social auditing provides a simple way to measure the
co-operative and hold it accountable to its mission and identity. In ad-
dition, it can become an integral part of strategic planning that includes
the voices of the members in the development of the plan (and with it,
a greater level of “buy-in” of the adopted plan).

Going alone, without the aid of skilled development consultants,
also presents challenges. The social audit requires some level of internal
infrastructure among the staff charged with conducting the audit. This
includes knowledge of question modelling to ascertain the reliability
and validity of the questions posed to the membership. A basic level of
statistical analysis can also be helpful to understand the correlation of
questions and the level of significance of the responses. Most impor-
tantly, the staff will need time to engage in the process, and committed
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persons will need to encourage the members to participate in surveys.
Larger co-operatives will have an easier time of finding the staff and
committee members to create and implement the process. Smaller co-
operatives may consider the relative value of conducting an in-house
process or seeking a co-operative support organization such as Co-op-
Zone in Canada or the Democracy at Work Network in the United
States. Further, co-operatives might find that there is little need to re-
invent the wheel, as this book presents a number of ready-made tools
that might make a do-it-yourself strategy less necessary.

Conclusion

Co-operatives in general, and worker co-operatives in particular, exist
for reasons that go beyond the bottom line. Worker co-operatives exist
to provide jobs with decent pay and benefits along with democratic con-
trol of the organization and an expression of the values, ethics, and prin-
ciples of co-operation to create a quality of work that leads their
industry. As a result, developing a means of measuring the non-financial
goals of worker co-operatives plays a key role in their success and acts
as a bulwark against isomorphism within their industry. While a num-
ber of tools exist to assist worker co-operatives, especially the Co-op
Index, social auditing also offers a means of creating a co-operative-spe-
cific tool that encompasses the co-operative identity along with the co-
operative’s sense of core values and identity. Social auditing may provide
an entry point toward building a culture of measurement, and support
the organization as it develops its maturity in expression of the co-op-
erative principles that allow it to create a workplace known for its ability
to meet the basic demands of workers (good pay) while also helping
them develop their humanity.
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Chapter 11

UNDERSTANDING AND MEASURING THE BENEFITS
AND IMPACTS OF CO-OPERATIVES1

JESSICA GORDON NEMBHARD 2

CO - O P E R AT I V E S  H AV E  B E E N  F O U N D to provide many benefits
to communities, and to have a significant positive impact on the

economy. Co-operative survival rates are longer than conventional small
businesses. They enable their members to stabilize and increase their in-
comes, and to accumulate assets. Many co-operatives create jobs, im-
prove working conditions, and provide superior employment benefits.
As local businesses, co-operatives increase community economic devel-
opment and sustainability, and recirculate resources. Co-operatives pro-
vide economic benefits, but also social and health benefits. Co-operative
ownership enables affordable housing and worker ownership; enhances
community relationships (community-business partnerships), well-
being, leadership development, and women’s and youth development. 

Co-operative businesses are community-owned private enterprises

152 Gordon Nembhard

1. This is a slightly revised version of Jessica Gordon Nembhard, “Benefits and Impacts
of Cooperatives: White Paper,” 2014. Available digitally through the Center on Race
and Wealth, Howard University, http://www.coas.howard.edu/centeronrace-
andwealth/reports&publications/0213-benefits-and-impacts-of-cooperatives.pdf.
Thanks to funding from the Center on Race and Wealth, Department of Econom-
ics, Howard University (and Ford Foundation). Many thanks to Charlotte Otabor
for research assistance.

2. John Jay College, City University of New York, and Centre for the Study of Co-
operatives, University of Saskatchewan
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that combine consumers with owners, and buyers with sellers in a dem-
ocratic governance structure.3 This solves the general economic problem
of overproduction and business uncertainty, eliminating the middle man
and reducing costs (Warbasse 1918). Co-operatives address market fail-
ure and fill gaps that other private businesses and the public sector ig-
nore: provision of rural electricity or other utilities in sparsely populated
areas, provision of affordable healthy and organic foods, access to credit
and banking services, affordable housing, quality affordable child
or elder care, and markets for culturally sensitive goods and arts, for
example. 

A co-operative’s purpose is to meet member needs, not just earn a
return on investment (which is the main purpose of a traditional in-
vestor-oriented corporation). Profits, or what co-operatives call surplus,
are distributed to members in proportion to use, compared with cor-
porations where profits are distributed according to stock ownership —
i.e., in proportion to investment. According to the University of Wis-
consin Center for Co-operatives (2012), tax liability in the US is also
different, but co-operatives still contribute to local, state, and federal
tax revenues. According to US law, members pay income tax on “qual-
ified profit distributions based on patronage,” and the co-operative pays
taxes on unallocated surplus and nonqualified profits (University of
Wisconsin Center for Co-operatives 2012). Under worker co-operative
ownership structures, the board of directors is voted on by the em-
ployee-owners, and often consists of all employee-owners. Workers
(members of the local community) decide the company’s policies, com-
pensation, and the distribution of the surplus. In worker co-operatives,
“the relationship between the worker and the firm is membership”
(Ellerman 1990, 206), not the labour contract per se.4
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3. Co-operatives are autonomous internationally recognized enterprises owned dem-
ocratically by their members, the people who created the co-operative to satisfy a
common economic, social, or cultural need or fill a gap left by market failure. They
operate according to the values of self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality,
equity, and solidarity; and seven guiding principles: voluntary and open member-
ship; democratic member control; member economic participation; autonomy and
independence; education, training and information; co-operation among co-oper-
atives; and concern for community. See http://ica.coop/en/what-co-op/co-opera-
tive-identity-values-principles; and Gordon Nembhard, 2008b.
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Co-operatives have enabled low-income residents, women, immi-
grants, and others (who often are without any avenue to gain income
or assets) to provide affordable, quality goods and services, generate jobs
and income, stabilize their communities, and accumulate some assets,
and at the same time be family and community friendly (Gordon Nem-
bhard 2002, 2004b, 2008a, 2014; Fairbairn et al. 1991; Logue and Yates
2005; WAGES nd; Yes! Magazine 2013). They are effective with middle-
income residents who have adequate resources to contribute to estab-
lishing an enterprise that satisfies an expressed need. Co-operative
businesses stabilize communities because they are community-based
business anchors that distribute, recycle, and multiply local expertise
and capital within a community. They pool limited resources to achieve
a critical mass. Co-ops and their members pay taxes, and are good cit-
izens by giving donations to their communities, paying their employees
fairly, and using sustainable practices (Gordon Nembhard 2013; Iowa
Association of Electrical Co-ops 2011). Collectively and co-operatively
owned enterprises often provide not only economic stability, but de-
velop many types of human and social capital. Members acquire a va-
riety of general business and industry-specific skills. They also develop
leadership skills and team building by participating in “joint action by
a social group sharing a collective identity” (Borzaga and Galera 2012,
11; also see Gordon Nembhard 2014). Co-operative development there-
fore provides an alternative model of development based on recognizing
and developing internal (to the individual and to the community) ca-
pacities. This creates mechanisms that distribute, recycle, and multiply
local expertise and capital within a community, creating a solidarity
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4. For more details, see Gordon Nembhard, 2014 (Collective Courage); and Artz and
Younjun 2011.

5. The term “solidarity economy” is becoming increasingly popular since the first
World Social Forum in Brazil. The US Solidarity Economic Network (www.ussen.
org) describes a solidarity economy as an alternative economic framework grounded
in shared values, solidarity, and co-operation that promotes social and economic
democracy, equity in all dimensions (e.g., race, class, gender …), and sustainability.
It is pluralist and organic in its approach, allowing for different non-hierarchical
forms and strategies in different contexts, always building from the grassroots up.
The term economic solidarity refers to economic activities whose purpose is to sup-
port, promote and develop a particular group, using shared values, trust, and loyalty
(see Gherardi and Masiero 1990).
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economy; 5 and economic independence from the mainstream society
if necessary (Gordon Nembhard 2004a, 2014). 

“Co-operatives are oriented to solving local problems by organizing
local people into stable organizations … and [they] have an explicit mis-
sion to keep funding, distribution of benefits, and responsibility and
accountability in local users’ hands” (Zeuli et al. 2003a, 1). Fulton and
Hammond Ketilson (1992, 16) note that both the diversity as well as the
success of co-operatives suggest that co-operatives hold “characteristics
that have enabled them to address problems” in their communities and
among their members. Similarly, Borzaga and Galera (2012, 7) find that
co-operatives tend to address the needs of communities and “should be
regarded as collective problem solvers.” Fulton and Hammond Ketilson
find that “co-operatives play a critical role ensuring the continued eco-
nomic existence of most of the smaller communities” in Saskatchewan
(1992, 36). In a survey performed by Bhuyan et al. (1998), of 162 non-
agricultural co-operatives, 44 percent of the respondents said they could
not have opened their business had it not been organized as a co-oper-
ative.

Co-operatives “aggregate people, resources, and capital into eco-
nomic units that overcome the historic barriers to development”
(Ziewacz 1994, 189). According to Zeuli, Freshwater et al. (2003a), since
most co-operatives are owned and controlled by local residents, this
model has a vested interest in and is more likely to promote community
growth than an investor-oriented firm (IOF) controlled by non-local in-
vestors. Co-operatives are more likely to ensure that their objectives
within the community are met, and are interested in promoting com-
munity economic development. Many co-operatives are created to serve
a local need and/or to help people gain control over their local
economies (Fulton and Hammond Ketilson 1992; see also Fairbairn et
al. 1991). The objectives set by their members therefore may not include
profit maximization at the firm level. The objectives are usually needs-
oriented; therefore, co-operatives may be more likely to stay in the com-
munity, unlike investor-owned firms that may be under pressure by
investors to grow as fast as possible, which may lead the business to out-
grow the community and relocate to a place where the supply of labour
is larger and other inputs can be more easily and efficiently obtained
(Zeuli et al. 2003a).
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Gordon Nembhard (1999, 2006a, 2006b, 2008, 2011, 2013), Haynes
and Gordon Nembhard (1999), and Fairbairn et al. (1991) suggest that
co-operative development is an important community economic devel-
opment strategy. In particular, these scholars propose that co-operative
enterprises can contribute to revitalizing inner cities and redeveloping
areas (such as New Orleans and the Gulf Coast after disasters; Gordon
Nembhard 2006b). Borzaga and Galera (2012, 7) argue that “Historical
evidence shows that co-operatives not only survive crises better than
other types of enterprises, but also more successfully address the effects
of crises.” Similarly, credit unions are important asset-building enter-
prises that are an alternative to payday lenders and subprime lending
(Gordon Nembhard 2013).

This paper summarizes the literature in this area and provides more
details on the above ways that co-operatives benefit and positively affect
their communities.

Longevity

Co-operatives stay in business longer than for-profit, investor-oriented
firms. They have a long history, exist in almost every society, and adapt
to changing conditions and to new economic and social concerns
(Borzaga and Galera 2012). Williams (2007) cites World Council of
Credit Unions data that demonstrate that only about 10 percent of co-
operatives fail after the first year, compared to 60 to 80 percent failure
of traditional corporations after the first year of startup.6 This counters
conventional wisdom that assumes that co-operatives have a higher fail-
ure rate. Smith and Rothbaum (2014) confirm similar findings for some
Canadian provinces (most notably Quebec), as well as throughout Latin
America.

Williams reports further that “The initial success of a co-operative
most likely arises from the fact that starting a co-operative requires a
great deal of support from the community” (2007, 9). Because many
people are involved in startup and are needed to file for incorporation
or limited liability, the first year for most co-operatives is successful, ac-
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6. From the World Council of Credit Unions, 2003, Statistical Data: United States
Credit Union Statistics 1939–2002; www.woccu.org; in Williams 2007, 9–10.
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cording to Williams. For African Americans, the first years are often
precarious, because the enterprise is underfunded and competition is
fierce from hostile white businessmen and financiers, yet the support
from members and their immediate community keeps them going
(Gordon Nembhard 2014). In addition, after five years, while only three
to five percent of traditional businesses are still operating, more than 90
percent of co-operatives are still in business (Williams 2007, 9-10). Busi-
ness success is actually an important accomplishment of co-operative
enterprises, and an important contributor to community stability — as
a business anchor in a local economy, in an increasingly global economy
(see, for example, Williamson et al. 2003; and Gordon Nembhard
2004a). Co-operatives also have a long-term perspective (Borzaga and
Galera 2012) that contributes to their longevity and the stability they
provide to their members and communities.

Asset Accumulation

Some studies find that successful co-operative businesses create wealth
and help their members accumulate wealth and/or assets (Gordon Nem-
bhard 2002a, 2008a, 2013; Franklin 2014; Logue and Yates 2005; William-
son et al. 2003; Ownership Associates 2003; and Scharf 2001). Co-op-
eratives are a form of communal, joint, and democratic ownership of a
business whose equity is an asset that can contribute to an individual
member’s wealth portfolio. Members of co-operatives put equity into a
co-operative enterprise. A successful enterprise gives a return on that
investment. In the case of co-operatives, the return is sometimes annual
dividends or patronage refunds (often distributed on exit from mem-
bership); and sometimes the return takes the form of job security and
living wages and benefits, or reduced costs of products and services. In-
dividual co-operatives decide democratically how much of the surplus
should be allocated to members and how much unallocated or retained
in the business. Because of the democratic nature of co-operatives, dis-
tribution occurs in an equitable fashion, which places the wealth gen-
erated from the business into the hands of the owner-members (and
sometimes other stakeholders). This means that co-operatives as a busi-
ness are also a democratic mechanism for wealth creation.7
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7. Much of this comes from Gordon Nembhard, 2008a; also see Gordon Nembhard
2013 and 2014.
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Co-operative enterprises and employee-owned businesses provide
dividends and financial returns to members.  Examples of co-op mem-
ber investment and return include the equity share (which earns income
and may be paid back after a certain number of years or upon termina-
tion of membership) and the patronage refund (at least some of which
is usually paid annually in a profitable year). US agricultural co-ops have
higher average payout rates to members than shareholder dividends
from public agribusiness corporations. US dairy co-operatives, for ex-
ample, paid 14.3 percent of equity in total member patronage dividends
in 1997 — better than the long-term rate of return on publicly traded
equities in the US (Logue and Yates 2005). 

Worker co-operatives and other employee-owned enterprises gen-
erally pay wages that are competitive or better than local prevailing
wages (with profit sharing, bonuses and dividends), and tend to offer
better fringe benefits than conventional companies in their field (Logue
and Yates 2005).  For example, some co-operatives such as Co-operative
Home Care Associates (New York City) provide retirement accounts
and encourage their members to be banked and to have a savings ac-
count, in addition to paying bonuses and dividends, and living wages
(Schneider 2009). Other co-operatives offer retirement accounts for their
worker-owners, and in some industries are actually more likely to pro-
vide retirement accounts and higher-valued retirement plans.8 In addi-
tion, Childspace (Philadelphia) provides an IDA (Individual Develop-
ment Account) program (Clamp 2002), linked to the federal program
that matches the savings of low-income people for education and busi-
ness development. Another example is Mandela Food Co-op, which
plans to partner with People’s Federal Credit Union in Oakland, CA,
to donate some of the co-operative’s surplus earnings toward matching
credit union members’ savings (in Individual Development Accounts).
The Atlanta Cooperative Development Corporation received a waiver
in order to create an IDA program that allows participants to use their
savings to contribute their equity share in a cooperative business not
just a sole proprietor business or investor-owned firm.
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8. See Scharf 2001. 
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Credit Unions

Credit unions, like all co-operatives, address market failure, market in-
sufficiency, and asymmetric information. Credit unions are democrat-
ically owned, community-based, not-for-profit (in the USA) financial
institutions whose purpose is to provide affordable, high quality finan-
cial services to their members. Community Development Credit Unions
(CDCUs) are credit unions that serve underserved communities, and are
part of a larger group of community development financial institutions
(CDFIs) whose purpose is to provide accessible financial services and to
open capital markets to low-income communities. Credit union data
and the findings from the interviews reported in Gordon Nembhard
(2013) suggest that community development credit unions in particular
are important community-based institutions that provide fair, low-cost
credit and financial services to the under-banked and the un-banked,
and to low-wealth communities. Specifically, they provide lower-cost,
stable loans and services; higher rates on deposits (savings) and overall
stability of rates leading to economic stability (especially for those on
fixed incomes, such as retirees). Credit unions tend to focus on their
members, provide convenient branch locations, invest within the com-
munity, reinvest in the community, tailor services for members, and
practice relatively conservative lending (see Gordon Nembhard 2013
and 2014). 

Credit unions provide financial options, loans, and education. They
are also good employers, providing stable jobs with decent wages and
benefits, and good neighbours, giving donations (financial and in kind),
sharing meeting space, and supporting community development proj-
ects and affordable housing. Credit unions provide decent jobs for em-
ployees. This is part of their commitment to provide quality services
and to be good neighbours. A recent study I conducted of ways that
credit unions, particularly community development credit unions
(CDCUs), benefit their members and their communities (Gordon Nem-
bhard 2013), concludes that most CDCUs are deeply involved in their
communities, and the larger ones actually provide donations, encourage
their employees to volunteer in the community, and are generous em-
ployers. Most credit unions provide salaried jobs with benefits, and
often with job ladder opportunities.
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Gordon Nembhard and Hammond Ketilson (chapter 12 in this vol-
ume) find that Canadian credit unions are active in their communities,
provide access to comprehensive financial services, personalize and
sometimes customize the services, and are good employers. Respondents
believe that credit unions help their members build assets because they
make many financial products available to members. Hammond Ketil-
son, Gordon Nembhard, and Hewitt (chapter 13 in this volume) high-
light Affinity Credit Union in Saskatchewan, and find that it enables
members to feel more empowered, to access services they would not ob-
tain from other financial institutions, and to move toward achievement
of their financial goals. In addition, as it has grown larger and merged
with other credit unions, Affinity has developed a governance structure
committed to maintaining representation at the local level. This model
is highly decentralized to retain contact with the various communities
that make up the membership of the credit union. It allows “the needs
and the identity of the local communities around the province” to be
“well represented in the decision making of the Board and the credit
union itself.” 

Improved Working Conditions and Compensation

Co-ops are often able to provide meaningful work, and a good work at-
mosphere for their members and/or employees. Levine and Tyson (1990)
find that co-operatives provide superior working conditions, and that
both participation and ownership have a positive effect on productivity.
Logue and Yates (2005, 56) report that “Co-operatives facilitate people
in pooling their greatest asset, their labour, along with small amounts
of cash (perhaps all the cash they have), to create a larger enterprise from
which they will receive a benefit and return.” More than what they
could do on their own, “employee ownership of the means of produc-
tion and farmer and small business ownership of purchasing and mar-
keting co-operatives increase income and wealth for employee owners,
farmer and small business owners” (Logue and Yates 2005, 57). 

Many worker-owned co-operatives, in particular, increase industry
standards in wages and benefits, as well as provide self-management or
team work between management and “labour,” job ladder opportuni-
ties, skill development and capacity building, job security, and general
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control over income and work rules (for example, Co-operative Home
Care Associates, Childspace, Workers’ Own Sewing Company, APRMa-
sonry Arts, Colors Restaurant) (see Gordon Nembhard 2004b, 2014; Artz
and Younjun 2011; and Franklin 2014). Women-owned catering and
house-cleaning co-operatives provide women with control over their
hours of work, work rules, health and safety, benefits, and income gen-
eration that allow them to balance home, family, and work lives and
own their own business (for example, Emma’s Echo Clean and the other
co-operatives developed by WAGES, and the co-operatives developed by
Co-operative Economics for Women in the 1990s). Co-operative music
production companies (such as the emerging Rhythm Collective in New
Orleans), similarly bring musicians together with social entrepreneurs
to create their own company so that musicians can control their own
production, distribution, and profits, and remain local. There are many
other such examples (see Gordon Nembhard 2014, and other references
at the end of this paper).

Co-operatives also provide more stable employment levels than in-
vestor-owned firms: “conventional firms tend to adjust employment
levels, while worker co-operatives adjust pay, thus safeguarding employ-
ment” (Borzaga and Galera 2012, 9).

Community Economic Development,
Stability, Sustainability, and Recirculation

In many neighbourhoods, particularly communities of colour, the un-
employment rates and poverty rates are disproportionately higher than
in the rest of the nation. Money and other resources go outside the com-
munity because most of the businesses in the community are owned by
people who don’t live there. Many underserved areas do not have needed
and/or quality goods, services, or jobs. The dollar often does not recir-
culate within local communities. Co-operatives are a strategy to address
these problems (see Fairbairn et al. 1991, for example). Self-sustaining
businesses, where the goal is not to increase bottom-line profits but to
sustain and create jobs with livable wages, address the challenges of low-
wage jobs and unemployment (see Franklin 2014). Because the emphasis
is not on maximizing profits, and there are no huge payouts and bonuses
to top managers, that money goes to creating more jobs for workers,
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and producing goods and/or services with low or uncertain profitability,
that neither the private nor the public sector are interested in or able to
supply. Co-operatives solve problems that would otherwise be the re-
sponsibility of the public sector (Borzaga and Galera 2012, 12). “Since
co-operatives are created to meet the needs of their members and are
not conceived to accumulate profits, they tend to redistribute their re-
sources either to workers by increasing wages or employment or to con-
sumers by charging lower prices” (10).

In addition, when co-operatives reduce market failures, they im-
prove “the functioning of the economic system and the well-being of
large groups of people”; and improve market competitiveness. “The co-
existence of a plurality of enterprises that have diverse ownership struc-
tures and pursue different goals contributes to improving market
competitiveness, which in turn provides more choices to consumers,
helps prevent the formation of monopolies, lowers retail prices, provides
opportunities for innovation, and limits information asymmetry”
(Borzaga and Galera 2012, 9–10). Because of their flexible structure and
democratic governance, co-operatives respond to a variety of  commu-
nity challenges.

Food co-operatives in the US, for example, spend more revenues
locally (38 percent compared with 24 percent spent by conventional gro-
cers), buy more products locally (20 percent versus 6 percent), buy more
organic produce (82 percent versus 12 percent), recycle more plastic (81
percent versus 29 percent), and create more jobs than conventional gro-
cers (for every $1 million in sales, 9.3 jobs are created versus 5.8 by con-
ventional US grocers) (Yes! Magazine 2013, 23). For every $1,000 spent
at a US food co-op, $1,606 goes to the local economy — translating to
17 percent more money recirculating in the immediate community (Yes!
Magazine 2013, 23). Credit unions approved more mortgages for low-
to moderate-income households, had lower denial rates for all non-
whites, and had lower loan delinquencies, while doing more lending,
than commercial banks during the great recession (Yes!Magazine 2013).
The establishment of a co-operative helps to provide needed services
and products in the community while creating sustainable jobs, and
even savings for member-owners. They provide competitive prices and
services that might not otherwise be provided (Fulton and Hammond
Ketilson 1992, 36). Similarly, co-operatives have been found to be a vi-
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able business model for new immigrants (see Bransburg 2011). WAGES
(nd), for example, raises the income of its immigrant women members
in addition to providing less toxic job conditions and social benefits.

Many areas suffer from under-utilized resources, and are host to
multiple abandoned properties. Community-owned and co-operative
businesses might utilize properties that would not be viewed as viable
by traditional corporations, and/or locate in communities overlooked
by corporations, because the member- or worker-owners would be from
that community, with an interest in producing in the community, rein-
vigorating the community, and working where they live. These proper-
ties may also be cheaper for them to rent or purchase. Apex Cab in
Milwaukee in the 1970s, for example, served neighbourhoods that other
taxi companies would not enter (Gordon Nembhard 2014). In addition,
a co-operative formed to meet a need in the community, also helps to
develop the community by hiring local residents, providing livable
wages, and utilizing local resources. This stabilizes the economy, which
in turn renders the community more viable for other opportunities, and
more attractive to current and new residents and businesses. 

Mather and Preston (1980) found that the benefits to farmers of
agricultural co-operatives include ownership and democratic control of
business enterprises for procuring supplies, services and marketing their
products. Being in a co-operative also led to an increase in farmers’ in-
come by a rise in the general price level for products marketed or low-
ering the level for supplies purchased, or by branching out into new
markets that farmers otherwise would not reach. The indirect benefits
came through their effects on local prices, supplies and services. Co-op-
eratives are known to improve economic competition by providing serv-
ices at cost to members, which leads to pricing adjustments by other
organizations. Co-operatives can also provide services not available or
improve existing services like rural electric co-operatives. For the rural
community as a whole, co-operatives present added community income
since most of the income received by the farmers is then spent on goods
and services within the community. Stronger rural communities are also
built with local co-operatives that have hundreds of members using their
services frequently. These co-operatives can help bring new patrons to
other local businesses that would otherwise have gone elsewhere. Par-
ticipation in co-operatives has also been known to encourage involve-
ment in state and local government affairs. 
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As for the consumers, their benefits include higher quality products
as well as more varieties of goods and services available to them. Also
lower production and marketing costs brought about by co-operatives
correspondingly leads to lower food cost for the consumers. In addition
to benefits to members, for example, Mather and Preston (1980) find
that consumers are also impacted by the existence of farm co-ops: higher
quality products as well as more varieties of goods and services are made
available to consumers; lower production and marketing costs from the
co-operatives means lower food cost for the consumers. Altogether, there
is a general improvement in the welfare of members of the communities,
co-operatives and consumers (Mather and Preston 1980). Other litera-
tures on co-operatives show that the economic impact of the model can
be quantified in terms of annual sales and employment and qualified
in terms of environmental concerns, access to goods, changes in com-
munication, education and building leadership capacity. Zippert (2014),
Folsom (2003), and Gordon Nembhard (2004b and 2014) also mention
the importance of intangible impacts from co-operative activity and
membership in a co-operative.

Isolation is increasingly a problem in modern societies, and many
communities are disconnected and unsafe because crime and disaffec-
tion grow from feelings of isolation. Community-owned businesses tend
not to be vandalized because the residents are aware that community
members own them, and are respectful and supportive (see Gordon
Nembhard 2006a). Members of co-operatives also form a stronger con-
nection to the community because now they own a business in the com-
munity and so are invested in the community. The co-operative
connects people because they need to attend co-op meetings and par-
ticipate in group activities initiated by the co-op. They need to trust
each other in order to make joint financial decisions. Co-op members
learn leadership skills and develop other human and social capital,
which helps them become more self-assured, more connected to each
other, and more involved in their communities (Gordon Nembhard
and Blasingame 2006; Mather and Preston 1980; Fulton and Hammond
Ketilson 1992; Borzaga and Galera 2012). Co-operatives, especially in
smaller communities, play a “significant” social role by requiring team
work, and providing mechanisms that enable the pursuit of community
interests above individual interests (Fulton and Hammond Ketilson
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1992, 36). Community organization and social connections are strength-
ened, as people learn how to work together and get used to working in
teams. Borzaga and Galera (2012, 11) emphasize that “co-operative so-
lutions are more inclusive and more oriented to promoting general-in-
terest goals with a beneficial impact on well-being.”

This also increases the level of safety in the community where nat-
ural partnerships are formed with other civic organizations and local
schools. The co-operative might provide internships and training,
and/or give donations. In addition, school-based co-operatives allow
students to own their own company and connect with others to the for-
mal economy (see below). Human and social capital are developed, as
well as a job and an asset. Altogether, there is a general improvement in
the welfare of members of the communities, co-operatives and con-
sumers.

Affordable Housing

In housing, because the purpose of the co-operative is not for profit but
to be self-sustainable and affordable, housing costs are reduced. Also
with a housing co-operative, the co-operative business is the entity that
owns the property. The co-operative combines members’ equity with
outside loans. Obtaining a mortgage is not dependent on individuals
who may have a poor credit history and/or who cannot raise the deposit.
Resources are pooled and lenders look at the whole, not the individual.
Home ownership is therefore more possible and viable for a greater
number of low-income people. In addition, owning a house or a hous-
ing complex together builds a sense of community, and keeps people
more invested in the community because they own property and are a
part of a group. Housing ownership also reduces community turnover.
Co-operative housing gives people a reason to stay, and the ability to
stay in their community — as well as to own an asset.

Housing co-operatives are concentrated in ten states in the US. Be-
cause states report property values in different ways, it is difficult to cal-
culate national statistics about co-operative housing (Deller et al. 2009).
Several narrow local studies of housing co-ops (reported by Deller et
al., 32) find that co-operative ownership of housing is associated posi-
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tively with improved safety and security, building quality, more pro-so-
cial norms (social contact, life satisfaction, etc.), longer residency, and
reduced operating costs. 

Youth Development and Women’s Leadership Development

Engaging young people and students in co-operatively owned businesses
motivates and excites them, and often encourages them to further their
education. Experience in democratic decision making and group learn-
ing using real-world experiences helps to develop their social capital and
leadership skills (Gordon Nembhard 2008c). Gordon Nembhard (2004b,
2008c) notes gains in confidence, general and technical skills, motivation
to learn, and incentive to go on to college for students who engage in
entrepreneurial projects, especially co-operative businesses. Toxic Soil
Busters co-operative in Worcester, MA, is a good example.9 Student-
owners of co-operative businesses learn math, research, communication,
and business skills “on the job.” They also have opportunities to apply
problem solving, team work, and facilitation skills. Moreover, they de-
velop or operationalize concern for community, and engage in commu-
nity building strategies (Gordon Nembhard and Pang 2003; and Pang
et al. 2006). Gordon Nembhard (2008c) concludes that “schools can fa-
cilitate experiences that develop good learning habits and creative, flex-
ible thinking by teaching co-operative economics and providing
co-operative entrepreneurship experiences.” 

In addition to supporting youth development, connecting young
people more to their communities and social justice activities, motivat-
ing them to stay in school and helping them to apply knowledge, co-
operatives have the ability to empower women who have been
historically left behind in the workplace. Co-operatives enable women
to create enterprises that provide control over work rules and income,
and dignified work. Co-ops also offer women economic security and
balance between work and home responsibilities. Co-ops, particularly
worker co-operatives, offer the flexibility needed to meet family needs
while at the same time deepening women’s ties to their community (see
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Conn 2001). Women-owned co-operatives such as Freedom Quilting
Bee, Childspace, Co-operative Home Care Associations, Ujamaa Col-
lective, and Opportunity Threads provide meaningful work with decent
jobs, and opportunities to problem solve in their communities. Like
young people, women co-op member-owners develop leadership skills
in addition to entrepreneurship skills, and self-confidence (see Weiss
and Clamp 1992, for example, and Gordon Nembhard 2011 and 2014). 

Measuring the Impact of Co-operatives

Identifying benefits and measuring impacts are slightly different. Above
we mainly discussed benefits and gave examples of ways in which co-
operatives in general, and specific co-operatives, benefit their members
and their communities. Efforts have also begun to measure economic
and other impacts on communities from having a co-operative enter-
prise in its area. Impacts — significant or major effects or consequences
from the contact or relationship — are more difficult to measure. Inter-
co-operation and interconnections between co-operatives produce mul-
tiplier effects (resources/money re-circulate within the community and
enable other economic activity). Co-operative businesses often help cre-
ate other co-operatives by donating money to co-op revolving loan
funds, and/or investing in co-operative development. They also might
pass resolutions to only use services and buy supplies from other co-
ops. Residents can develop additional co-operatives that trade with and
support each other, creating interlocking businesses and services, and
thus increasing the benefits to the community. Consumers who want
to support such community-ownership and revitalization would buy
from and utilize the co-operative. This would attract more businesses,
social entrepreneurs and social investors. The growing Fair Trade move-
ment,10 and Community Supported Agriculture,11 are examples of al-
liances between conscientious consumers and grassroots producers that
create win-win relationships between them, and viable businesses.

Folsom (2003, 5) finds that “co-operatives, by nature of their being
locally owned and having benefits accrue to the local member-owners,
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result in a higher level of impact than businesses such as a corporations
where benefits (dividends) are mainly distributed outside the commu-
nity and local ownership is missing.” Zeuli et al. (2003a, 3) list the fol-
lowing impacts:

•     Community interest: since most co-operatives are owned and
controlled by local residents, this model has a vested interest
in and is more likely to promote community growth than an
investor-oriented firm (IOF) controlled by non-local investors.
Co-operatives are more likely to ensure their objectives within
the community are met and are interested in promoting com-
munity economic development.

•     Flexible profit objectives: many non-agricultural co-operatives
are created to serve a local need so that profit maximization at
the firm level may not be a major objective. The objectives are
usually more needs oriented so co-operatives may be more
likely to stay in the community, unlike IOFs, which can be
under considerable pressure by investors to grow as fast as pos-
sible, which may lead businesses to outgrow the community
and relocate to a place where the supply of labour is larger and
other inputs can be more easily and efficiently obtained.

•     Financial advantages: co-operatives can have a low start-up
cost due to the fact that they are eligible to apply for loans and
grants from a number of federal and state agencies designed to
support co-op development. There are also other “non-govern-
mental financial institutions like co-operative banks that pro-
vide relatively low cost loans to co-operatives either because
they are chartered to do so by the federal government or be-
cause they have been established to assist co-operatives and
non-profit firms” (4). There are also the tax advantages that
co-operatives have as well that make the model attractive. 

There have been some efforts to quantify such and other impacts
of co-operatives on communities, states, and nationally, using input-
output models and standard economic analysis. In the United States,
Deller et al. (2009) report on 30,000 co-operatives operating in 73,000
locations with total assets over $2 trillion. They estimate (by calculating
direct, indirect and induced effects) that these co-operatives contribute
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$154 billion to the nation’s total income. These co-operatives have also
helped to create over 2.1 million jobs, with an impact on wages and
salaries estimated at almost $75 billion. Total revenues are almost $653
billion. In Canada, close to 7,000 co-operatives report around $300 bil-
lion in assets, provide 565,961 jobs (direct and indirect employment)
and over $50 billion in revenue (Karaphillis and Lake 2014). Karaphillis
and Lake (2014) also calculate that in 2009 the cooperative sector in
Canada paid more than $10.7 billion in all types of taxes.

A number of studies in the US (Folsom 2003; Zeuli et al. 2003) and
in Canada (Karaphillis and Lake 2014) use input-output analysis models
to measure the economic impacts of co-operative businesses on their
local economies. The input-output analysis model measures the flows
of economic transactions for a defined area, and shows how the inter-
actions and behaviours can be measured in that specific economic region
on a sector basis (Folsom 2003). The model basically “predicts the effect
a given change in output will have on final demand within the econ-
omy” (3). Economic impact analysis uses regional modelling methods
to identify such linkages between various economic sectors using rev-
enue, wage and salary, and tax data. The various linkages and effects
from a change in outcome may be direct, indirect, or induced. The com-
bined effects (direct and indirect, or all three) are expressed as a multi-
plier. Zeuli et al. (2003, 4) also measure the multiplier effect, which
“refers to the multiple layers of economic activity linked to an industry.”
This is where a dollar spent in a co-operative recirculates several times
over in a community because of local connections between the buyers
and sellers within the co-op, among co-ops and other businesses, and
within a community. 

Measurement Issues

The above studies show that co-operatives provide many benefits to
their members and communities, and have many positive impacts on
the economy as well as on the lives of their members. Places that have
stronger laws in support of co-operatives, and that have more co-oper-
atives, experience more of the benefits from co-operatives. The studies
shared in this chapter list the following as challenges to co-operatives
living up to their potential: the model is not well known and is often
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denigrated (which reduces people’s exposure to the model and precludes
potential services and supports from agencies that help small businesses);
capitalization and access to capital are limited; and laws are not equiv-
alent across states/provinces and countries; and often preclude the li-
censing of certain kinds of co-operatives.

Borzaga and Galera (2012, 15) explain the lack of supports because
of the “low esteem in which co-operatives are generally held.” Zeuli et
al. (2003a, 3) also blame the lack of public education about the co-op-
erative model. Similarly, Franklin (2014, 34) notes that “while the ben-
efits of worker co-operatives are clear, they are widely unknown and
underutilized in the ongoing and ever present fight against poverty and
unemployment.” This lack of recognition of and knowledge about co-
operatives means that entrepreneurs, business incubators, community
developers, workers and community members often have little or no
idea that a viable co-operative ownership alternative exists, or dismiss
this model without full information. 

“Co-operatives normally benefit from public policies that have been
designed to support the start-up and consolidation of business initia-
tives” (Borzaga and Galera 2012, 15). Folsom (2003, 11) finds that “sup-
porting infrastructure that helps to develop and grow locally owned
businesses” is needed. Strong regulations and supports for co-operatives
would also address the challenges and limitations to advancing the co-
operative model discussed in this section: need for more information
about them, more uniform laws, and capitalization strategies. The Que-
bec government provides a good example of ways a government sup-
ports co-op development (Tusz-King 2013; Mendell 2008; Labelle
2000–01; Franklin 2014). Access to capital is important at start-up and
for expansion and growth. Also, tax incentives or credits for local in-
vestors to make local investments in co-operatives would help to support
co-operative financing and development. Enabling laws and support
for co-operative development make a difference.

Mather and Preston (1980, 1) find that the benefits of co-operatives
are sometimes difficult to measure as “some are tangible or direct as in
the case of net margins or savings,” while others are “intangible or in-
direct such as co-operatives’ effect on market price levels, quality, and
service.” There are of course difficulties in measuring the full benefits
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of co-operatives in dollar terms. Folsom (2003) reiterates: “Because the
relationship between co-operatives and their communities is so impor-
tant, co-operatives face the challenge of clearly documenting and de-
scribing the benefits they create, not just for their members but also for
the broader community.”12

Hammond Ketilson and Gordon Nembhard’s project to measure
the impact of credit unions, for example, continues to struggle with
measuring and articulating the Credit Union Value Added particularly
in terms of asset building and community development. Are asset build-
ing access and opportunities provided by credit unions the same as those
of other financial institutions, and if not, what is different, for example?
We continue to search for better ways for our research and findings to
help credit unions and their members and other stakeholders recognize
and articulate their impacts and advantages. 

Statistics about co-operatives and measurement of co-operative im-
pacts are difficult to obtain or calculate for a number of reasons. First,
in countries like the United States, no government agency collects spe-
cific data about co-operatives or compares co-operatives and investor-
owned firms. Second, co-operatives have indirect and induced impacts
as well as direct effects on members, communities, and the economy.
And third, co-operatives are social as well as economic organizations,
so that even when co-op data are collected, no one type of measure cap-
tures all the impacts and benefits.

Economic and financial analyses do not capture or reflect the myr-
iad market and non-market benefits and impacts of co-operatives.
Deller et al. (2009, 2), for example, explain that “Co-operative firms are
fundamentally different from other forms of business organizations. As-
sessment of economic impact solely in terms of the magnitude of busi-
ness activity provides an incomplete perspective on the total impact of
co-operatives.” Gordon Nembhard (2004b) notes the difficulty in meas-
uring the full panoply of co-op benefits and impacts, as well as the ad-
vantages of expanding the kinds of indicators and measures we use. We
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need multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary analyses. We want to un-
derstand social capital, leadership development, and several levels of in-
dividual and community well-being. Including qualitative analysis is
desirable but difficult. Qualitative studies are complex, and require both
effective instruments (questions and measures) and the willingness and
ability of co-ops to participate. Therefore, even as we learn more and
more about the impacts of co-operatives and how to measure them,
challenges remain.

The chapters in this section report on efforts to identify and solve
some of these measurement challenges.
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Chapter 12

IDENTIFYING THE APPROPRIATE INDICATORS TO MEASURE

THE IMPACT OF CREDIT UNIONS AND OTHER CO-OPERATIVES
ON THEIR COMMUNITIES1

JESSICA GORDON NEMBHARD 2 AND LOU HAMMOND KETILSON 3

Introduction

IN D I V I D U A L  A S S E T  B U I L D I N G and wealth accumulation are as-
sumed to be outcomes from co-operative ownership. This is in addi-

tion to individual and community benefits such as job creation,
education and training, income generation, affordable quality products,
social capital development, and economic stability (Gordon Nembhard
2002, 2004). Many co-operative studies scholars and co-op practitioners
believe that successful co-operative businesses create wealth and help
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1. This chapter relies heavily on the 2014 published version (“Measuring the Impact
of Credit Unions on Wealth Building in Communities: Identifying the Appropriate
Indicators,” in Cooperatives’ Power of Innovation: Texts Selected from the International
Call for Papers, ed. L. Hammond Ketilson and M-P. Robichaud Villettaz (Quebec
City: Quebec 2014 International Summit of Cooperatives) of a 2013 working paper,
except for the sections on multipliers added for this chapter. Both articles are based
on an earlier working paper with Patricia Thomas, “Measuring the Impact of Credit
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tors” (Centre for the Study of Co-operatives, University of Saskatchewan).
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their members accumulate wealth and/or assets. In this article we apply
this notion to credit unions and explore whether credit unions provide
unique measurable benefits to all stakeholders. We report on our explo-
ration into identifying and testing a set of indicators that would increase
our understanding of the economic impacts of credit unions on their
local economy, including impacts that circulate multiple times within
a community.

The question remains: how best to identify and measure outcomes,
impacts, and benefits from co-operative ownership. This study aims to
better understand the precise benefits that credit unions provide their
members and communities, and the specific ways that credit unions
help their members create wealth, financial stability, wellbeing, and lead-
ership skills.

The Research Problem

How do we measure impacts, wellbeing, and wealth through co-opera-
tive ownership? There is not a strong body of scholarly data or analysis
on wealth accumulation from co-op business ownership in general
(Gordon Nembhard 2008). Most co-operatives retain the co-ops’ wealth
within the enterprise, rather than distribute it; they often do not dis-
tribute dividends; and do not trade publicly or even trade stock. This
makes it difficult to use traditional indicators (such as value of stock)
to measure the investment value of, or business equity in, a co-operative
(Gordon Nembhard 2002, 2008). We can gather existing evidence anec-
dotally, from isolated examples in case studies of specific co-operatives
that report equity values, refunds, patronage refunds, or reduced costs
of goods and services, and employee benefits. Moreover, co-operatives
often face what appear to be conflicting goals of affordability and capital
appreciation (Gordon Nembhard 2002, 2008). Many members have am-
bivalent feelings about whether they should be in the business of ap-
preciating assets. If wealth creation is not the primary goal of a
co-operative enterprise, how do members “legitimately” accumulate it
and benefit from it? (Gordon Nembhard 2008). There is a need to clarify
conceptually and empirically the elements by which, and mechanisms
through which, co-operative businesses contribute to wealth building
(help their members build assets and create wealth for stakeholders and
the community).
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To address some of the data limitations, as well as tensions around
wealth accumulation goals in co-op enterprise missions, here we focus
on credit unions whose purpose is to provide its members with access
to savings and investment instruments, and opportunities for asset ac-
cumulation. The problem in studying asset-building through credit
unions is that members do not always recognize their use of financial
services as an asset-building strategy, and do not always recognize their
credit union as a co-operative, or democratic organization. Below, we
delineate the processes we have gone through to identify appropriate
indicators of asset accumulation, and other economic as well as non-
market benefits from engagement in credit union services, programs,
and activities.

The following are the research questions we applied to this study:
How do credit unions benefit their members and surrounding commu-
nities? Do and how do credit unions create wealth, develop assets,
and/or help their members (and their families, employees, and commu-
nities) build assets, accumulate wealth, and increase the quality of life?
What benefits do credit unions provide, and how do they contribute
to enhancing the wealth of their members and their communities? What
mechanisms and structures do credit unions use to facilitate asset build-
ing and wealth accumulation among their members? Do and how do
credit unions contribute to wealth accumulation and the democratiza-
tion of capital for under-served and marginalized populations?

Previous research (summarized by Gordon Nembhard 2004, 2008,
and Thomas 2009; also see Lyon et al. 2002 and Garoyan and Mohn
1984) suggests identifying various relevant indicators to measure a wide
variety of kinds of impacts; the importance of using multiple measures
and multiple methods (being interdisciplinary); and integrating without
relying on accounting methods. We therefore focus on developing meth-
ods and identifying indicators to measure traditional and non-tradi-
tional, market and non-market, economic and social impacts of the
social economy on members, employees, their families, and their com-
munities. In the process of finalizing our indicators, we examined ex-
isting data and the range of annual statistics already collected,
particularly by credit unions. We postulated that the examination of
various reporting methods (social accounting, environmental impact,
social responsibility) would assist us in providing a comprehensive un-
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derstanding of credit unions’ impacts as socially mandated enterprises
on community, social, and economic life. In addition, we hypothesized
that the examination of both the assets credit union members hold, and
the ways credit union borrowers use their loans, would contribute to
understanding how assets are built through use and ownership of a co-
operative financial institution. We use participatory community-based
research to involve co-op members, co-op leaders, and co-op developers
in articulating social, cultural, and political as well as economic impacts.
We are working specifically with credit union managers, directors, and
members.

Understanding and documenting the variety of co-operative out-
comes requires an “expanded notion” of impacts and outcome meas-
urement, and “the creative use of interdisciplinary and possibly newly
designed tools” (Gordon Nembhard 2004). In this study we focus on
impacts. Unlike most other investigations, such as social audits, social
accounting, and performance evaluations of co-operatives and social en-
terprises, this study is most concerned with measuring credit unions’
impacts on communities and their role in asset building. Therefore,
while performance and business viability are important, as are their en-
vironmental practices, we also focus on credit union services, programs,
and activities, and how the ways they conduct themselves affect their
stakeholders and the communities in which they function. We want to
ask questions about how the treatment of employees, benefits to em-
ployees, and the education and training of members and employees, as
well as the public education that many co-operatives provide, affect the
members and the community(s). We examine the effects of economic
interrelationships, leveraging, and business spillovers on local economies
and communities.

Proposed Indicators 

We thus chose the following set of indicators, or categories of possible
indicators, and measures of impacts, and benefits of credit unions. In-
terestingly, as we developed these indicators from our own research and
a thorough research of the literature, we found the Lyon et al. (2002)
study. We borrowed their format for our table of potential indicators
(Appendix 1). They divide the effort into identifying types of impact,
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types of indicators, specific indicators, and the particular questions that
address the specific indicators. While their findings of impacts and in-
dicators are similar to ours, many other of our references in the literature
also indicate the importance of using many of the same measures (see
also Gordon Nembhard 2004 and 2008; Gordon Nembhard and
Blasingame 2002; Bouchard et al. 2006; Garoyan and Mohn 1984; Fair-
bairn et al. 1991; Deller et al. 2009; Foundation Centre 2003; Quarter et
al. 2002). In addition, we added categories from Credit Union Central
of Canada’s Social Responsibility Index (Credit Union Central 2007).
Credit Union Central of Canada has continued to ask Canadian credit
unions to report on corporate social responsibility (CRS) to demonstrate
ways that credit unions balance social, economic, and environmental
factors with business decisions to improve services and increase benefits
to stakeholders. They include the following categories of credit union
practices: governance, ethics, and management systems; environment;
community involvement; employee relations; member (customer) rela-
tions; products and services; supplier and business partner relations;
human rights, Aboriginal relations, and communications (Canadian
Credit Union Social Responsibility nd; also see Strandberg 2010; Des-
jardins 2010; Corporate Knights 2006). See Appendix 1 for a delineation
of our instruments and examples of how we framed specific questions
to identify impacts. Below, we briefly explain the terminology and ele-
ments we included as indicators: economic activity, quality of employ-
ment, enterprise level asset ownership, financial transparency, access-
ibility and affordability of goods and services, profit sharing, individ-
ual/member asset building, economic linkages, direct donations, cul-
tural development, policy advocacy, education and training, and social
capital.

Economic Activity and Viability

We use economic activity and viability, scope and scale of business, to
gauge the credit union’s impact on the local economy. There is signifi-
cance in how effective the enterprise is, how big it is, if it can grow,
which all reflect on how much it can impact the community. Types of
transactions — monetary, local currency, volunteer, barter, in-kind
transactions — help to gauge what kind of exchanges, how much of
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each kind, and if the enterprise is engaging in community-friendly or
community-engaged forms of exchange. Access to capital signals health,
stability, and ability to grow, which are important for the enterprise’s
viability (also see Bouchard et al. 2006; Lyon et al. 2002; Desjardins 2010).

Standard employment data about how many people are employed
by an enterprise and general conditions in terms of how much they are
paid — if paid living wages, etc. — also provide information on the
credit union’s impact on the community and contribution to commu-
nity stability and quality of life. Also, some employees may be members
of the credit union. Job creation and steady jobs with good wages are
important impacts on communities. Job ladder opportunities retain and
develop the best employees, and increase stability. Many credit unions
pride themselves on being good employers. Allowing their employees
to volunteer in the community provides another kind of community
asset. In addition, good benefits to employees provide a safety net and
asset accumulation — which help to stabilize a community if the em-
ployees are from the local community, which most credit union em-
ployees are. If job turnover is high, grievances are high, and job safety
low, these indicate that the jobs are low quality: employment is not help-
ing the community, and employment is not stable. If many, or even
most, employees are members of the neighbourhood or community,
then the enterprise is creating or stabilizing employment and strength-
ening a community with good jobs. Also, wages and salaries re-circulate
throughout the community and create a multiplier effect (see Fairbairn
et al. 1991; Gordon Nembhard 2008; Lyon et al. 2002; NCBA 1998).

Asset Ownership

In investigating enterprise-level asset ownership, we explore if the credit
union owns real estate, its own office building and equipment; and
therefore has assets and invests in the community. This indicates enter-
prise impact in terms of stability and income generation. If the credit
union owns its own property and other real estate, it is more stable and
has supporting income, but also contributes to the tax base and to its
community more broadly. Many credit unions also use their real estate
to support community economic development projects, and allow com-
munity organizations to utilize or rent space.
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Dividends, patronage refunds, profit sharing formulas: all help to
show how members and/or employees may benefit from a surplus, and
how profits are distributed in the enterprise. As part of understanding
individual asset building, the wealth of the enterprise, and the democ-
ratization of capital, the ways that credit unions distribute savings and
surplus to members and use surplus in the community are important
(see Gordon Nembhard 2002, 2008, and Chesnick 2000, for example).

At the member/employee/stakeholder level, individual asset build-
ing can be measured by the value of the member’s equity share, savings,
and investment accounts, and/or opportunities to invest in and own fi-
nancial assets. Does access to a loan for a vehicle, house, real estate, or
business ownership increase the credit union member’s asset holdings
and net worth? Does access to credit union services and programs in-
crease financial stability? (Gordon Nembhard 2008.)

Financial Transparency

Financial transparency signals community-friendliness and helps all
stakeholders better understand the enterprise, its viability, and potential
impact on the community. Open-book accounting policies may also
train stakeholders in financial literacy, which is a community benefit
and could spill over into increased civic participation (credit union
members now expect transparency in other enterprises and transac-
tions). (See Strandberg 2010, Desjardins 2010, and Gordon Nembhard
and Blasingame 2002, about transparency, for example.)

Accessibility and Affordability

The accessibility and affordability of goods and services (or at least ac-
cessibility to competitively priced goods and services) are an important
benefit, by reducing costs and increasing quality of life. How to measure
affordability and accessibility is the challenge. A researcher can compare
the enterprise’s products/services and others accessible by the same peo-
ple, the “mark-up” policy/procedure, even the offering of stable prices
and/or member/employee discounts, or special access (see Gordon
Nembhard 2004, 2008; NCBA 1998.)
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Direct donations and contributions to community organizations,
projects, and activities tell a lot about what a “good neighbour” the en-
terprise is, and extent of its involvement in the community. What kind
of neighbourhood projects the credit union supports provides informa-
tion about how embedded in the community the credit union is, and
how much the local community is impacted by the credit union. Staff,
board, and member volunteer hours contribute to community building.
Giving employees time to volunteer; encouraging employees, boards,
and members to be active in the surrounding community — all are sub-
stantial contributions that indicate a measure of benefit to a community
(see Lyon et al. 2002; Gordon Nembhard 2004; Credit Union Central
2007; Desjardins 2010; Quarter et al. 2002).

Cultural Development

Cultural development and support in the form of buying art, displaying
art, supporting cultural activities, and promoting cultural development
also directly affects and supports communities, particularly different
racial, ethnic groups and nationalities, and women. This can be a direct
financial help if the credit union buys art from local artists, but also can
be more symbolic and cultural support (Gordon Nembhard 2004).

Policy Advocacy

Policy Advocacy is another nontraditional indicator. Do members/staff
of the credit union play an active role in developing and/or lobbying
for certain policies to support efforts or constituents — to promote the
allocation of public funds and/or to devise, uphold, or change regula-
tions? This usually supports the mission of the organization in a more
proactive and public way. In addition, the activity and education around
policy development and policy advocacy, as well as the policy itself, af-
fect the community (see Gordon Nembhard 2004; Gordon Nembhard
and Blasingame 2002). 

Education, Training

Education and training includes: human capital development; member
and employee orientation, training programs, and opportunities
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(frequency, content, products such as an employee or member manual);
board training; public education: informational brochures and flyers,
information boards, website (and number of hits), public presentations
and programs; leadership development among members, staff/employ-
ees, board; social capital development and conscious leadership devel-
opment; quality circles, team or committee management; women and
youth development; even expenditure on employee training (see Cooper
2004, 97; see also Gordon Nembhard 2004 and 2008; Garoyan and Mohn
1984). 

Social Capital

People who participate in democratic organizations and education and
training opportunities develop social capital or expertise and comfort
with inter-personal interactions, social networking, leadership develop-
ment, concern for community, and human development activities (see
Shipp 2000 and Gordon Nembhard 2004 and 2008). Staff and members
develop the capacity to work well in teams, to utilize cultural attributes
in a positive way, to bring people together and/or to strengthen the en-
terprise. Participation builds trust and solidarity among members and
staff. Leadership development also occurs. Leadership development
among staff, board, and members strengthens families and increases
civic participation, as well as strengthens the enterprise (Gordon Nem-
bhard 2004; Gordon Nembhard and Blasingame 2002). Members and
staff often increase their effectiveness in the enterprise and in commu-
nity, and go on to participate in other community organizations and
run for political office, etc. (Gordon Nembhard 2004; see also Lyon et
al. 2002).

Economic Linkages

Economic linkages of the enterprise help to gauge how connected the
enterprise is to the local economy. Does the credit union buy supplies
and procure inputs from and/or sell supplies and goods and service to
local enterprises? If so, how many, how often? How connected is the
credit union to the community economically, and does its presence have
an economic impact on the community? This information will help
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with developing a multiplier and measuring re-circulation of resources
locally. Additional positive side effects that may be unintended from
the way the credit union does business with local businesses and organ-
izations, and how it treats its employees, are also relevant. Buying locally
can support and stimulate other social enterprises and other business
activity. New business can develop or existing businesses may expand
because of the business from the credit union, or because of the business
atmosphere or economic stabilization provided by the credit union —
or because of a loan from the credit union. In addition, a credit union
may use its own resources (monetary donation, equipment, use of office
space or administrative services, volunteer time) to leverage other re-
sources for its stakeholders and the community. Some will help a com-
munity to raise money for a special project, beyond the specific amount
an enterprise donates (see Lyon et al. 2002; Gordon Nembhard 2008;
Fairbairn et al. 1991; Desjardins 2010).

Economic Multipliers

Multipliers measure the effect $1 of spending has on some aspect of the
economy (GDP, jobs, labour income, etc.). There are direct, indirect,
and induced effects. If a credit union (or any other kind of co-operative
or enterprise) hires ten employees, then that sector gains ten employees.
The multiplier is calculated based on how many jobs are created with
the money the credit union spent on employment and then weighted
back to the $1 scale. The multiplier can also measure the effect of the
wages or salary of the ten employees on wages in the industry, employee
benefits, etc. Those measures are considered direct within-industry ef-
fects or multipliers. If the credit union lends money to a local business,
and that business hires employees, we can calculate an indirect, inter-
industry effect on job creation (wages, etc.). Simple multipliers calculate
combined direct and indirect effects. Total multipliers also add induced
effects on household spending or local spending. If a credit union hires
ten employees, those employees spend at least some of their money buy-
ing goods and services from local venders, such as grocery stores. If the
credit union lends money to a local business, that business may buy
supplies and services locally, and their employees may buy goods and
services locally. The total multiplier will calculate an estimate of the im-
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pact of $1 of spending in each of these areas on a local economy (com-
munity level), or province wide, or nationally.

To calculate the effects for a specific credit union (co-operative or
enterprise):

a. Suppose the credit union loans $100 to small businesses, and
donates $10 to charity. 

b. Those small businesses then spend $90 locally, and the charities
spend $10 locally. 

c. The credit union has therefore added its initial loans and dona-
tions ($110) PLUS the small businesses’ and charities’ spending
($100) to the local economy, for a total of $210.

d. Thus the credit union’s simple multiplier is $210/$110 = 2.1.
(Every $1 loaned/donated adds $2.10 to the local economy.)

There are three ways to gather the data needed to actually calculate
these measures:

1. Statistics Canada’s methodology (Leung and Secrieru 2011 and
Statistics Canada 2014) gives industry and province-wide multi-
pliers, but not multipliers for local communities. Based on the
multipliers calculated by Statistics Canada, we would use the
credit union’s financial statements and employment data to cal-
culate provincial multipliers.

2. For more precise multipliers at the community level we would
combine the information from a credit union with in-depth in-
formation on users, using the credit union’s financial statements
and data, and supplement that information with surveys and/or
interviews of the credit union’s members, businesses that have re-
ceived loans, charities, and programs that have received donations
or grants. This database methodology includes examining cus-
tomers’ bank statements to determine how much was spent lo-
cally. Then, we would randomly survey the credit union’s
customers and partners for further information (local cash pay-
ments, number of employees hired, etc.). This requires personal
financial records from members/customers and is the most in-
trusive, yet the most accurate, method. Since it may not be pos-
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sible to be that intrusive, we are exploring a compromise survey
method with random sampling.

3. The random sampling survey method would randomly sample
several local communities served by the credit union. In each of
these communities, we would survey customers on basic spend-
ing habits, asking simple questions such as “Where do you buy
most of your staples?”; “How much of your income do you spend
locally?”; etc. Since many people do not calculate that, we may
need to conduct interviews, and help the respondents think it
through and estimate that kind of spending, and what percentage
of their total spending, it represents. We would use the insights
and calculations from these surveys/interviews to estimate local
spending from credit union members and clients. We would cal-
culate local multipliers from the credit union information and
from compiling the answers to our surveys. We would survey a
representative sample of the credit union’s branches (urban, rural,
Aboriginal, etc.). We would need to survey at least 40 people from
each branch (debtors, depositors, employees, charities), in order
to gain meaningful information. We would then impute a local
spending multiplier from this information. 

We are also interested in calculating a leadership and civic engage-
ment multiplier. Here we would use:

•     Staff volunteer hours — multiply total hours by minimum
wage (or comparable wage) and add to total dollar donations
to the community.

•     Member participation — if members participate in the credit
union’s governance, and/or other programs or activities spon-
sored by the credit union, we would multiply the number of
credit union members times the number involved in credit
union governance and the number involved on other credit
union committees, etc. 

•     Civic Engagement — how many credit union members are
active members in other organizations, or participate in other
organizational leadership in the community? We would multi-
ply the number of credit union members times the number
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holding positions in other organizations. We would also inves-
tigate what kinds of civic engagement credit union members
and employees are involved in.

Results from the First Pilot Study: Advantage Credit Union

Responses from the first pilot interviews are best summarized in the an-
swers to three questions: What do credit unions do best? What are the
most important services your credit union provides? How do credit
unions help build assets?

What credit unions do best, according to our respondents, is to be
involved with schools; provide useful, understandable information to
members about their accounts; provide personalized service; and in gen-
eral be involved with their surrounding community. In addition, most
respondents agreed that credit unions “do a really good job of knowing
our members.”

The services respondents felt were most important were simply
being in the community and donating to the community; and providing
regular service to all members, regardless of location. Also providing fi-
nancial services that are sensitive to the life cycle stages (which change
as you go through life) — the credit union has services for each stage
and provides personalized information to members. Providing fairly
priced (competitive) financial services was also considered important.

Respondents believe that credit unions help in asset building be-
cause they make many financial products available to all members (even
in small communities). Moreover, some financial products are not avail-
able anywhere else. They also note that a credit union’s provision of fi-
nancial literacy and access to credit are important to asset building,
especially among the low-income and under-served.

Discussion

Unlike most other investigations such as social audits, social accounting,
and performance evaluations of co-operatives and social enterprises, this
study is most concerned with measuring social enterprise and co-oper-
ative business impacts on communities. Therefore, while performance
and business viability are important, as are their environmental prac-
tices, we mostly focus on the ways in which what social enterprises do
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and how they conduct themselves affects their stakeholders and the
communities in which they are located and function. We ask questions
about how the credit unions’ treatment of employees, benefits to em-
ployees, and the education and training of members and employees im-
pact communities. We examine the variety of services, programs, and
activities in which credit unions engage.

Most respondents in the pilot study answered that asset building
would occur regardless of whether they were using a credit union. The
task for researchers and our project, then, is to determine if asset-build-
ing access and opportunities are the same at other financial institutions,
and if not, what is different? What is the Credit Union value added in
terms of asset building and community development? Also, how will
our research and findings help credit unions and their members and
other stakeholders recognize and articulate these impacts and potential
advantages?

From our interviews and focus group discussions, we began to get
answers about what credit unions do well and what are their most im-
portant services. The credit union provides access to comprehensive fi-
nancial services, personalizes the services, and sometimes customizes
services, and is active in the community. Participants were not able,
however, to articulate how what the credit union does well differs sig-
nificantly from other financial institutions or businesses. Therefore, the
credit union value proposition needs strengthening. In addition, the
questions failed to elicit detailed answers about the actual impact of
credit union activities on members and the community. For example,
respondents listed what their credit union did in the community, but
few gave specific examples of the impact of those activities. The funda-
mental challenge of the study remains, to discover: what difference does
the credit union make in its community? The next phase of the study
will attempt to get closer to that answer, with the use of more in-depth
interviews and by calculating multipliers as discussed above.

Lessons Learned So Far

We have learned that when asked, credit union staff and members can
delineate significant services and programs. However, they have more
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difficulty answering questions about outcomes, and articulating the im-
pact and significance of those services and programs on individuals and
the community. It is important to ask directed questions about how a
service or program helps someone, and what would be different if the
credit union did not engage in a particular activity. 

We have begun to explore what kinds of questions might get at the
distinction between services, economic relationships, and impacts. We
began to revise some of the questions. One new question we have added
is to name the credit union activity in the community and then ask
specifically how it benefits the community. For example: your credit
union participates in the “Relay for Life.” How does this event help the
community? Do you know anyone who has personally benefited from
the money raised through this or other events? Another revision asks
specifically about impacts rather than what events staff participate in:
the staff participate in many local events. How would the community
be affected if they reduced the number of volunteer hours?

In addition, we are moving toward measuring multiplier effects (di-
rect, indirect, and induced), and figuring out how to design and collect
the appropriate data in order to calculate local multipliers. Multipliers
provide us with a method to monetize multilevel economic and social
capital relationships and interactions, which will provide additional and
alternative ways to measure and understand impact on communities.

Understanding and documenting the full panoply of credit union
impacts on community and wealth accumulation requires an expanded
notion of impacts and outcome measurement, and the creative use of
interdisciplinary and possibly newly designed tools. This is a process
that takes years and successive trials, so it is not a short-term, single-
survey endeavour. On the other hand, asking credit union staff and
members difficult questions provides important and unique informa-
tion, and often increases the insights of both the interviewee and the
interviewer. In addition, designing and calculating multiplier effects
helps us to better understand impacts and how they reverberate
throughout the economy and the community. We are able to measure
not only the direct effects, but also indirect and possible induced effects,
which gives us a more detailed picture of the effects on communities,
and deeper understanding of community impacts.
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Chapter 13

ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CREDIT UNIONS ON THEIR COMMUNITIES:
A PRE-TEST OF POSSIBLE INDICATORS

LOU HAMMOND KETILSON,1 JESSICA GORDON NEMBHARD,2

AND MYRNA HEWITT 3

Introduction

TH E  P U R P O S E  O F  T H I S  C H A P T E R is to share the results of one
phase of a larger, and still ongoing, research project.4 The larger

project explores the many ways that credit unions benefit their members
and their communities, with the objective of documenting and meas-
uring the impacts of their programs and services on members’ well-
being, financial stability, wealth building, skill development, civic
engagement, and overall community economic development (see chap-
ter 12 in this volume).

This chapter focuses specifically on the design and results of a survey
of Affinity Credit Union members that asked respondents about their
participation in, and evaluation of, the various programs offered by
Affinity.
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Building in Communities.” It is one of two projects in the Prairie Cluster, and part
of the Measuring the Co-operative Difference Research Network http://www.co-
operativedifference.coop.
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Setting the Context

The massive public bail-out of private, investor-owned banks in 2008–
09 has underlined — and revealed to many for the first time — the
virtues of a customer-owned co-operative banking system that is more
risk-averse and less driven by the need to make profits for investors and
bonuses for managers. In the year following the economic crisis of 2008,
credit unions and co-operative banks all over the world reported that
they were still financially sound. They had experienced improvements
in almost every facet of their business, including membership growth,
an increase in assets and deposits, an increased volume of lending, a bet-
ter rate of interest, and greater stability (Birchall and Hammond Ketil-
son 2009).

As we moved into 2012, the International Year of Co-operatives, the
majority of co-operative banks and credit unions were still in an unusu-
ally strong position around the world. They reported that they had not
been damaged as much by the banking crisis and were growing strongly
as customers switched their business away from the discredited investor-
owned banks to what they saw as a more risk-averse and trustworthy
sector.

As noted by the Co-operative Bank Panel addressing the United
Nations General Assembly in New York during the official launch of
the International Year of Co-operatives,5 co-operatives as institutions
are generally an underestimated and overlooked opportunity. In partic-
ular, ordinary citizens see banks as responsible for many of the world’s
economic difficulties, whereas they are more likely to trust co-operative
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5. United Nations Launch of 2012 International Year of Co-operatives, 31 October
2011, New York. See http://www.canada2012.coop/en/about_IYC_2012/United-Na-
tions-IYC-launch.

6. Richard Stringham and Celia Lee found that the three-year survival rate for co-ops
incorporated in Alberta between 2005 and 2008 was 81.5 percent, compared to 48
percent for conventional businesses. Co-op Survival Rates in Alberta (Port Alberni,
BC: BC-Alberta Social Economy Research Alliance, and Alberta Community and
Co-operative Association, 2011), 10–12. This publication references earlier, five-year
survival studies in Québec and British Columbia that showed similar, if less spec-
tacular, results — 64 percent (in Québec) and 65.8 percent (in British Columbia)
for co-operatives, compared to a survival rate of 35 percent and 39 percent, respec-
tively, among conventional businesses.
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banks and credit unions. Successive Canadian studies have demon-
strated that co-operatives have a higher survival rate than traditional
businesses.6 And with these characteristics, co-operatives are capable of
addressing tremendous need in remote and underserved communities
(Hammond Ketilson and Brown 2009).

Across Canada today there is a trend toward consolidation in the
credit union and caisse populaire sector. But while the total number of
credit unions and caisses populaires is decreasing, the average asset size
of credit unions and caisses populaires continues to grow. The combined
assets of credit unions and caisses populaires in Canada increased from
$131 billion in 2001 to over $380 billion in 2014. As well, total member-
ship in credit unions and caisses populaires continues to grow steadily,
while the number of credit union and caisse populaire locations has de-
creased only slightly. Seven hundred and twenty-one credit unions and
caisses populaires serve over 11 million members in 2,610 service loca-
tions across Canada (Credit Union Central of Canada (CUCC) 2015, 1;
Desjardins 2015). 

Type of ownership and methods of capitalization are two of the key
factors that brought financial co-operatives through the economic crisis
in better shape than the banks. Because credit unions are member owned,
they tend to be more risk-averse compared to other financial institutions
(Birchall and Hammond Ketilson 2009). 

With a broader set of objectives, credit unions are not driven solely
by profits or shareholder interests, so they did not feel compelled to
force people into inappropriate loans (McDougall 2008). As a result,
credit unions stayed away from offering the riskier sub-prime loans. At
the local level, co-operative banks and credit unions are not reliant upon
the capital markets for funding, but are funded through member de-
posits.7 They are strong in retail banking, which is characterized by sta-
ble returns and comparatively good access to savings and deposits. 

The different governance structure, where local credit unions and
co-operative banks scrutinize the decisions of the central institutions,
cause them to be more aware of the fact that the loan they offer to their
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members is another member’s money. The direct link of savings and
loans, which may not be as apparent in some banks, acts as a moral con-
straint, and keeps the focus of decision makers on strengthening the
“real” economy.

How Should Credit Union Performance and Impact be Measured?

It is important to measure and report on these behaviours in a way con-
sistent with what co-operatives are trying to achieve in keeping with co-
operative principles. In addition to measures of business growth and
stability, it is critical to measure the outcome of the relationship between
the social and economic objectives of the co-operative. The seventh co-
operative principle, for instance, motivates co-operatives to demonstrate
a commitment to community.

Within the Desjardins system, this commitment is reflected in the
goal to bring long-term prosperity to small business and society. The
view is that a financial co-operative must be responsive to ordinary peo-
ple, and support and contribute to the real economy. Monique Leroux,
president and CEO of Desjardins, in her comments to the Co-operative
Bank Panel, indicated that the motivation of co-operatives is different
— “The motivation is not to provide earnings and profit every quarter
but to bring a prospective that is long term, not a quarterly approach.”8

Within the credit union system in Canada, this commitment is re-
flected in a number of ways. The easiest to measure is the amount in-
vested through donations and sponsorships, scholarships and bursaries,
charitable fundraising and contributions to community economic de-
velopment. In 2010, credit unions donated $37.6 million to support
communities across Canada, an amount equal to 4.0 percent of their
pre-tax net income and almost four times the average pre-tax contribu-
tion of the big six banks of 1.1 percent (CUCC 2011). In 2013, the
amount equaled $49.3 million. In a similar vein, the Desjardins Financial
Group returned $79.6 million to the community through sponsorships,
donations, and bursaries (CUCC 2014, 1; Desjardins 2015).

Commitment to community is demonstrated in other ways. Despite
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the strong trend toward mergers within Canadian credit unions, the
system as a whole has maintained service delivery points, even in less-
profitable rural areas. For example, in 2000 and 2001, credit unions pur-
chased a total of seventy-two bank branches. While the pace has slowed,
this trend continues (CUCC 2014, 1; Desjardins 2015).

Further evidence of differential behaviour is reflected in the number
of communities where credit unions and caisses populaires are the only
financial institutions in the community. CUCC estimates there are 380
outlying Canadian communities where credit unions are the only
bricks-and-mortar-based financial services. In the provinces of Saskat-
chewan and Manitoba, more than 55 percent of communities are served
only by credit unions; in Nova Scotia, PEI, and Newfoundland, the
number ranges between 40–47 percent (CUCC 2014, 1; Desjardins 2015).

Credit unions have also built a strong relationship with small and
medium-sized enterprise markets. Connection to community enables
credit unions to assess credit risk on factors other than dollars and cents
(Hammond Ketilson and Brown 2009). Nationally, credit unions affil-
iated with Credit Union Central of Canada are responsible for more
than 11 percent of commercial loans with SMEs. In Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, credit unions are the leading provider of loans to SMEs
(CUCC 2015, 4).

The Challenge to Researchers

How do we measure the true impact of these statistics? What does it
mean to a community that the credit union or caisse populaire is the
only service provider in town? One way is to measure the impact of
credit unions and caisses populaires in terms of wealth creation through
asset building (see also chapter 12 in this volume).

Co-operatives are a democratic mechanism for wealth creation.
Members of co-operatives put equity into the enterprise, and a success-
ful co-operative enterprise gives a return on that investment. Sometimes
the return takes the form of patronage refunds, and sometimes the re-
turn is in the form of job security and living wages and benefits, or re-
duced costs of products and services. Individual co-operatives decide
democratically how much of the surplus should be allocated to members
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and how much unallocated or retained in the business. Because of the
democratic nature of co-operatives, distribution occurs in an equitable
fashion, which places the wealth generated from the business into the
hands of the member-owners. In this research we are concerned with
how to identify the benefits and the nature of the wealth created, and
how to measure and account for the assets and wealth that are not allo-
cated to individual members but accumulate to the collective, and spill
over into the community.

Our Approach

The study explores the many ways that credit unions benefit their mem-
bers and their communities by documenting the kinds of products, pro-
grams, and services credit unions provide and sponsor; and by
measuring the impacts of these programs and services on members’ well-
being, financial stability, asset/wealth building, and skill development.

This study also focuses on the impact of credit unions on commu-
nity economic development and civic engagement. The research aims
to better understand the benefits credit unions provide their members
and their communities, and the ways that credit unions help their mem-
bers build wealth.

The research focus is on credit unions whose purpose is to provide
its members with access to savings and investment instruments, and op-
portunities for asset accumulation. In keeping with previous research,9

we have focused on identifying indicators to measure traditional and
nontraditional, market and nonmarket, economic and social impacts of
financial co-operatives on members, employees, their families, and their
communities. We have concluded that an examination of both the assets
that credit union members hold, and the ways credit union borrowers
use their loans will contribute to understanding how assets are built
through use and ownership of a co-operative financial institution. Finally,
we have made the assumption that the various benefits credit unions
provide to their communities can be considered community assets.

This analysis has led us to use a participatory, community-based
model of research, which involves members and leaders in articulating
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1984.
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social, cultural, and political as well as economic impacts — in this case,
to work specifically with credit union managers, directors, and mem-
bers. While performance and business viability are important, as are
their environmental practices, we focus on credit union services, pro-
grams, and activities, and how the ways they operate affect their stake-
holders and the communities in which they locate and function.

Most credit unions and caisses populaires record in detail their ac-
tivity in terms of commitment to community, assuming that the mem-
bers see value in these activities. The focus of our work has been to
develop an instrument that will assess a member’s level of awareness re-
garding specific activities, their perception of the importance of these
activities, and the outcomes for the member. Ideally, a credit union will
be able to track changes in performance on these indicators over time.
Our partner in this work is Affinity Credit Union.

Affinity Credit Union 

Affinity Credit Union today is one of the largest credit unions in
Canada. It has $5.3 billion in assets under management, with 916 em-
ployees (Affinity Credit Union 2013, 2). A product of eighty years of
partnerships with fellow credit unions across Saskatchewan, Affinity
Credit Union has emerged as a province-wide credit union with sev-
enty-seven branches in sixty-nine communities.10

The current organization is the result of many amalgamations of
smaller credit unions, urban and rural. With each successive merger,
the boards of these smaller credit unions were absorbed into the larger
entity. Despite its increasing size, Affinity leadership is committed to
maintaining representation at a local level. It has developed a highly de-
centralized model of representation whose goal is to retain contact with
the communities from which the larger entity has emerged, and to en-
sure that the needs and the identity of the local communities around
the province are well represented in the decision making of the board
and the credit union itself. 
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District Council Model: A Unique Governance Model 

Affinity’s branches across the province are grouped into twelve districts,
typically comprised of clusters of branches in a given geographical area.
This structure includes one province-wide district specifically for First
Nations representation. The First Nations District is unique, and was
developed to provide improved access to financial services for First Na-
tions individuals, families, and to support new business and economic
growth. It has the same powers and responsibilities as all the other dis-
tricts and represents the voice of the First Nations people of Saskat-
chewan.

Each district is governed by a council elected by member owners
from each of Affinity’s communities. The delegates play an impor -
tant role in the governance of the credit union. Their locally based
knowledge and decision making ensures the voice of the members is
heard, responded to, and becomes part of Affinity’s strategic direction.
They also provide leadership in allocating community investment funds
to reflect the needs and wishes of the region. Delegates are elected for
three-year renewable terms. In return, they are offered professional de-
velopment opportunities, including training on governance, financial
management, and leadership.

Each district elects a director to the Affinity board of directors based
upon the number of members within their district. The board consists
of twenty-three directors, with one-third of the director positions up
for election each year.11

The District Council model enables Affinity’s leadership and man-
agement to maintain close contact with all communities, and facilitates
information sharing in both directions. Regular strategic planning ses-
sions at the district level provide direct input into product and service
decisions. This structure maintains a sense of ownership in communities
of all size and provides a mechanism through the district councils to re-
place boards and control at the local level.
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Commitment to Community

In addition to the unique governance structure focused on maintaining
a connection with its many communities, Affinity Credit Union has a
strong commitment to investing in community economic development
initiatives. In 2012, this distinguishing focus secured it a spot, along with
only two other Canadian financial institutions, as a member of the
Global Alliance for Banking on Values (GABV). GAVB is comprised of
twenty-five of the leading sustainable banks from around the world, in-
cluding Asia, Latin America, the US, Canada, and Europe.12

Affinity follows a strategic investment model with a specific focus
on community economic development. It is a leader in the financial in-
dustry in terms of employing dedicated staff to seek out and support
community development initiatives. 

Their focus includes four specific areas:13

1. Economic opportunities to enhance financial and social well-being
This is accomplished through investing in initiatives that improve
educational outcomes for at-risk youth; create employment skills
and/or job opportunities for vulnerable populations; build finan-
cial assets, literacy skills, and knowledge; and create the condi-
tions to reduce and prevent poverty and social exclusion.

2. Building community assets, facilities, and infrastructure
Support is provided to enhance the capacity of communities to
develop, maintain, and increase access to the physical assets and
facilities vital to community well-being. Examples include afford-
able and appropriate housing, from below-market rental to af-
fordable home ownership and seniors’ housing; community-
owned facilities, and buildings that meet community needs.

3. Facilitating sustainable community economic development
Affinity believes that its success depends on the strength of the
local economy and local businesses. They use community invest-
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you-can-bank-on.aspx, accessed 15 February 2015.

13. https://www.affinitycu.ca/Community/Investing/Pages/Where-we-focus.aspx, ac-
cessed 15 February 2015.
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ment tools, funding, and loan capital, to support the creation
and retention of small business, including co-operatives and so-
cial enterprises, that create jobs and deliver needed goods and
services in communities; local economic development planning
and revitalization programs.

4. Enhancing and promoting environmental sustainability

Affinity promotes environmental sustainability through investing
in initiatives such as green building and energy efficiency initia-
tives; sustainable energy and transportation; local/sustainable
purchasing; and ecosystem and habitat preservation and restora-
tion, sustainable agriculture and resource management.14

Measuring Impact

Affinity Credit Union has developed a sophisticated Scorecard that
measures and reports annually where and how member deposits are
being used to strengthen the surrounding communities. At the close of
2014, member deposits totaled $3.93 billion, with 90 percent of these
deposits invested in more than 49,000 loans. An average of 75 percent
of those loans stay in the same region, supporting local residents, busi-
nesses, and organizations. This includes over $50 million in loans to in-
dividuals and organizations that face challenges in accessing credit. This
capital was invested in $3.55 billion in loans to 51,077 members, meaning
that more than 100 percent of ACU’s existing loans are funded by their
members. ACU invested $2.1 million in its communities through District
Council funding, corporate sponsorships, scholarship programs, and so
on, representing 8.1 percent of 2014 pre-tax profits.15

In partnership with the City of Saskatoon, Affinity provided twenty-
eight mortgages and $7 million in financing to low-to-moderate income
families who were able to move from rental accommodation to home
ownership. ACU also partners with Westcap Management Ltd. and other
Saskatchewan credit unions in the delivery of the HeadStart on a
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14. Ibid.
15. https://www.affinitycu.ca/Community/Impact/Pages/Impact-At-A-Glance.aspx,

accessed 15 February 2015.
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Home® program, which leverages funding made available from the
Government of Saskatchewan to build entry-level homes in the
province. Since August 2011, the HeadStart program has approved more
than $370 million in financing to builders and developers. In turn, 2,040
new entry-level homes have been built or are under construction to ease
entry-level housing demands.

But while these indicators are one way of thinking about measuring
impact, they are primarily a measure of input or activity, as opposed to
a measure of the impact that these investments have on the communities
in which Affinity is located.

The goal of this research is to move beyond measures of input or
activity, to attempt to assess the difference that these activities make in
the lives of individuals or the community as a whole. The following sec-
tion describes one phase of our research whose objective was to achieve
this goal. 

Pre-Testing the Indicators

We developed a survey instrument containing scale items designed to
measure the impact of credit union activity within its surrounding com-
munity. The items were identified through in-depth interviews with
senior management, board members, and general members of one of
our partner credit unions. The items were then modified to reflect the
specific activities of another partner, Affinity Credit Union. In the sum-
mer of 2012 we had the opportunity to include a subset of these scale
items in a province-wide survey of credit unions. The results presented
in subsequent sections are specific to Affinity Credit Union.16
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16. Acknowledgement and gratitude is given to Sigma Analytics for conducting the
interviews and compiling the data included in this article. This data was collected
as part of the PMR survey, a province-wide survey sponsored by Credit Union
Central of Saskatchewan. This survey of credit union members around the
province was designed to gather information about public opinion and market
data as it related to banking and banking needs. The section assessing the impact
of credit union presence was included as part of the Measuring the Impact of
Credit Unions in Saskatchewan research project, a partnership between Affinity
Credit Union and the Centre for the Study of Co-operatives.
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Methodology

A random sample of 400 telephone interviews were conducted over a
seven-week period with Affinity Credit Union members in Saskat -
chewan aged nineteen or older from the end of June 2012 to mid-August
2012. To supplement the sample, all respondents from the Provincial
Market Research (PMR) survey who indicated using Affinity Credit
Union as a financial institution were included. The sample totaled to
478, yielding a margin of error of ±4.5 percent at the 95 percent confi-
dence level.

Demographics — Of the 478 respondents, there were slightly more
women (58 percent) than men. The mean age was fifty-two years of age
and ranged from nineteen to ninety-seven years of age. The majority of
respondents (64 percent) were fifty years of age or older. Most of the re-
spondents (70 percent) had post-secondary education. More respon-
dents (60 percent) were from a rural area than urban area. Incomes
generally ranged between $25,000 and $149,999, with more than 40 per-
cent of the sample having an income of $25,000 to $75,000. The majority
of respondents (54 percent) reported a net worth of between $250,000
to more than $500,000. These latter two demographics were heavily in-
fluenced by age, with the older respondents indicating higher net worth,
while the younger (thirty to forty-nine years of age) respondents had
higher incomes. Participants generally were not overly active within
their credit union. Six percent identified as having participated as an
elected board or committee member; 18 percent had attended an annual
general meeting, and 20 percent had participated in credit union elec-
tions. There was more involvement in member appreciation days (42
percent), but 40 percent of respondents said they did not participate in
their credit union in any way other than financial transactions.

Where applicable, respondents were asked to provide their responses
on a five-point numeric scale where 1 is very negative, 5 is very positive
and 3 is a neutral response. Mean scores above 3.00 reflect overall positive
response, and those below 3.00 reflect an overall negative tendency.

Importance and Use of Affinity Credit Union Programs — Respon-
dents were asked to evaluate the importance of various programs offered
by Affinity Credit Union. The programs included financial literacy, mi-
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croloans for businesses, affordable housing, specialized products for
youth and seniors, and community loans. While most respondents had
not used the programs offered by the credit union, respondents gener-
ally agreed that the programs were important (mean score 3.8 to 4.2; see
Appendix A, figure 1).

Perceived Value of Specific Policies and Practices in the Community
— Respondents were asked to assess the value to the community of a
number of Affinity policies and practices. Each was assessed as being of
very high value (all mean scores over 4.1) to the community, with the
exception of paying staff for time spent volunteering in the community
(3.4). These results reflect a high level of support for Affinity’s emphasis
on poverty reduction, leadership development, use of local services, pro -
fit sharing, and reinvesting in the community (see figure 2).

Although support was still expressed, there were statistically signif-
icant differences in mean responses between income level, with those
in the highest and lowest income brackets having a tendency to provide
higher ratings than those in the middle income brackets. The most
marked differences were for the following practices: share profits, help
reduce poverty, and improve literacy (see figure 3).

Credit Union Membership— To assess individual motivation for join-
ing Affinity, respondents were asked to agree or disagree with a series of
statements regarding the benefits of membership. Although response
was positive toward each benefit (mean response of 3.1 to a high of 3.9),
the highest agreement was with benefits to the entire community: en-
sured a strong local business economy, helped community organizations pro-
vide services that would not be available otherwise, and enhanced the
quality of life of others in the community. As an aggregate, respondents
were neutral on their membership helping them consolidate debt or access
services not provided by other financial institutions, but showed higher
agreement with items reflecting the ability to participate in credit union
decision making and to achieve greater control of their financial situa-
tion (see figure 4).

There were, however, statistically significant differences across in-
come brackets and net worth. Those in the lower income brackets
tended to provide higher ratings of the value of their membership than
those in the higher income brackets (see figure 5).
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Those with the lowest level of net worth (negative or less than
$50,000) agreed strongly with statements regarding benefits for the entire
community: ensured a strong local business economy, helped community
organizations provide services that would not be available otherwise, and
enhanced the quality of life of others in the community. They also agreed
that their membership gave them access to services they would not obtain
from other financial institutions, as well as a voice in managing the credit
union. Respondents whose net worth was negative, however, did not
agree that their membership enabled them to consolidate debt, acquire
assets or reach their financial goals (see figure 6).

Investment in Community— Respondents were asked how active they
felt Affinity Credit Union was in terms of giving back to the commu-
nity. Most of the respondents (73 percent) believed that Affinity was ac-
tive to very active (mean responses of 4 on a 5-point scale). There was,
however, a statistically significant difference between income brackets
on this question, with those in the higher-income brackets having a ten-
dency to provide lower assessments of activity than those in the lower-
income brackets.

There was also statistically significant difference between income
brackets on the question, do you feel Affinity Credit Union should give
more? with those in the higher-income brackets were more likely to in-
dicate that Affinity should give more (see figure 7).

Relative Importance of Specific Community Development Programs
— Respondents were asked how important it was for Affinity Credit
Union to support a number of different initiatives or programs within
the community. Respondents indicated the strongest support (mean of
4–4.3) for school programs or scholarships, affordable housing initia-
tives, health causes, agriculture programs such as 4-H, and financial lit-
eracy programs. Environmental, sport and fitness, arts and culture
initiatives and community celebrations were rated as relatively impor-
tant (3.6–3.9), and respondents were least supportive of naming rights
(see figure 8).

There was a statistically significant difference between income levels.
Those in the lowest and highest income brackets had a tendency to in-
dicate that the programs were more important than their counterparts.
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Significant differences were found only on some items (e.g., statistically
significant differences on agricultural programs but not on affordable
housing; see figure 9).

Discussion 

What Can Affinity Credit Union Conclude from These Results?

It is clear from the survey results that there is a perception among the
membership that Affinity’s community economic development initia-
tives are valuable, and that they are having a positive impact on the
communities within which the credit unions are located. Members with
higher levels of income were very supportive of the types of programs
that Affinity was supporting or delivering, but also felt that their credit
union should be doing more to support community well-being. 

The programs targeted at lower income and/or vulnerable members
of the community are enabling those members to feel more empowered,
to access services they would not obtain from other financial institu-
tions, and to move toward achievement of their financial goals. This
same group of respondents saw greater value in their membership
overall. 

Affinity’s leadership can feel confident that these outcomes are con-
sistent with the goals identified within the strategic investment model:
creating economic opportunities and improving the well-being of vul-
nerable populations; building community assets, facilities and infra-
structure; facilitating sustainable economic development; and enhancing
and promoting environmental sustainability. As an organization, they
have been able to successfully position themselves within the financial
industry according to these values.

What Can the Researchers Conclude from These Results?

As described earlier, the focus of our work has been to develop an in-
strument able to assess a member’s level of awareness regarding specific
activities, their perception of the importance of these activities, and the
outcomes for the member. The survey instrument has succeeded par-
tially, in that it has captured the perceived importance of Affinity’s com-
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munity economic development policies and programs. It has also pro-
vided an assessment of the impact on individual members in terms of
the benefits they have received as a result of their membership. We have
not, however, been able to capture information regarding asset building
or wealth creation with the questions contained in this survey.

Limitations and Further Research 

While we had an opportunity to pre-test some of the scale items de-
signed to measure impact across a number of indicators, we were not
able to test our entire instrument. The Provincial Market Survey was
quite lengthy prior to the addition of our questions, so we were con-
strained in the number we could use. In addition, we were asked to
modify the wording of the questions such that they were more consist-
ent with the tone of the overall survey. Finally, the questions designed
to capture information regarding asset building or wealth creation, were
not included. 

Discussion with the leaders in our partner credit union has led us
to the conclusion that is it also necessary to conduct in-depth interviews
with recipients of community development funding, such as the afford-
able housing program, community loans, and district council funds.
Such interviews would enable us to explore the difference that receiving
the loan has made in the life of the individual or the organization. This
aspect of the research is ongoing. 
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Appendix A

Figure 1: Importance and Use of Programs

Figure 2: Perceived Value of Specific Policies and Practices in the Community
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Figure 3: Perceived Value of Specific Policies and Practices in the Community,
Mean Response by Income
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Figure 4: Credit Union Membership

Figure 5: Credit Union Membership: Mean Response by Income
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Figure 5 (con’t): Credit Union Membership: Mean Response by Income

Figure 6: Credit Union Membership: Mean Response by Net Worth
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Figure 6 (con’t): Credit Union Membership: Mean Response by Net Worth

Figure 7: Assessment of Affinity’s Investment in Community,
Mean Response by Income
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Figure 8: Relative Importance of Specific Community Development Programs

Figure 9: Relative Importance of Specific Community Development Programs:
Statistical Difference by Income 
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Figure 9 (con’t): Relative Importance of Specific Community Development Programs:
Statistical Difference by Income 
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Appendix B: The Survey Instrument 

B2. The following are questions about the social programs offered by
Affinity Credit Union. From the following list of activities, indicate how
important is it to you that your credit union offer the following: 

Please indicate your answer on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being “Not at all
Important” and 5 being “Very Important”

01 02 03 04 05

B2a. Financial
education /
literacy programs�

B2b. Micro loans
for start-up
businesses�

B2c. Affordable
housing programs�

B2d. Specialized
products and
services for groups
such as youth
and seniors.�

B2e. Community
loans 

B3. Have you used any of the following programs?
Read and check all that apply

Financial education / literacy programs 01

Micro loans for start-up businesses 02

Affordable housing programs 03

Specialized products and services for groups such as youth and seniors 04

Community loans 05

Have not used programs 06

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99
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B4. In terms of policies and practices by your local credit union, how
valuable do you feel it is for your credit union to do the following in
your community? Please indicate your opinion from 1 to 5, 1 being “Not
much Value” to 5 being “Very Valuable” 

01 02 03 04 05

B4b. Hire local
residents�

B4c. Pay staff for
volunteer time�

B4d. Use services
from local businesses�

B4e. Develop leaders
to participate on the
credit union board /
council

B4f. Reinvest dollars
into local economy�

B4g. Help reduce
poverty�

B4l. Share profits with
a rebate of fees/service
charges�

B4j. Work with
government on
financial legislation
and regulation changes�

B4m. Improve literacy� 

Any other valuable contribution you would like to identify?

Type in box 01

Don’t know/Refuse 99
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B5. To what extent do you agree with the following statements about
your credit union membership? Please indicate your response on a scale
from 1 to 5, 1 being “Strongly Disagree” and 5 being “Strongly Agree.”

My Credit Union Membership:

01 02 03 04 05

B5a. Provided me
services or benefits
I could not obtain
at another financial
institution�

B5b. Helped me
consolidate my debt�

B5c. Allowed me
to reach my
financial goals�

B5d. Helped me
acquire assets to
improve my net
worth�

B5e. Helped
community
organizations
provide services
that would not be
available otherwise�

B5f. Gave me
advice to allow me
more control over
my financial future�

B5g. Ensured a
strong local business
economy in my
community�

B5h. Allowed me
to have a voice in
managing the credit
union�

B5i. Enhanced the
quality of life of
others in the community
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B6. From the following list, please indicate which credit-union-related
activities you have participated in. Read and check all that apply.

Annual general meeting 01

Credit Union elections 02

Board of directors or committees 03

Member appreciation days 04

Information meetings 05

Other; specify 06

Did not participate in activities 07

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99

B7. How active do you feel Affinity Credit Union is in “giving back” in
your community? Please rate your response on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1
being “Not Active” and 5 being “Very Active.”

01 Not Active 01

02 02

03 Neutral 03

04 04

05 Very Active 05

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99

B8. In your opinion, do you feel Affinity Credit Union should give
more, less, or is giving the right amount to your community?

Give less 01

Gives the right amount 02

Give more 03

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99
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Q9. How important are the following programs for Affinity Credit
Union to support? Please rate your response on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
being “Not at all Important” and 5 being “Very Important” 

01 02 03 04 05

Q9a. Community
celebrations (parades,
fireworks)�

B9b. Sport /
fitness events�

B9c. Health causes�

B9d. School programs /
scholarships�

B9e. Agricultural
programs�

B9f. Naming rights
of a community /
civic facilities�

B9g. Arts and
cultural initiatives�

B9h. Affordable
housing initiatives�

B9i. Environmental
initiatives�

B9j. Literacy
programs

Section D: Demographics

RECORD GENDER (do not ask, leave blank if undetermined)

Male 01

Female 02

Thank you for your opinions. Finally, I have a few short questions for
classification purposes. 
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What is your highest level of education?

Less than Grade 12 01

Grade 12 02

Some University or a Trades/Technical Certificate 03

University Degree or Higher 04

Refuse 99

What is your primary occupation?

Management 01

Business, Financial, or Legal 02

Computer or Information Technology 03

Engineering 04

Research or Sciences 05

Health (e.g., doctor, nurse, other) 06

Government or Social Services 07

Education (e.g., teacher) 08

Sales, Food, or Other Services 09

Mining, Farming or other Resource Industry 10

Trade (e.g., electrician, mechanic) or Construction 11

Administration 12

Other 20

Are you a Treaty Card or Indian Status Card holder?

Yes 01

No 02

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99
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Which category best describes your annual household income?

Less than $25,000 01

$25,000 to $49,999 02

$50,000 to $74,999 03

$75,000 to $99,999 04

$100,000 to $149,000 05

More than $150,000 06

Refuse 99

Which category best describes your personal net worth?

None, negative net worth 01

Less than $50,000 02

$50,000 to $99,999 03

$100,000 to $249,999 04

$250,000 to $499,999 05

More than $500,000 06

Don’t know 98

Refuse 99

That’s all the questions I have. Thank you very much for your help! 
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Chapter 14

MEASURING MEMBER ENGAGEMENT:
BUILDING A MODEL OF CHANGE?

RICHARD SIMMONS 1

Introduction

TH I S  C H A P T E R  focuses on some of the rationales and techniques
for measuring member engagement. It seeks to establish the extent

of current developments examining the accuracy of measures, meanings
of “good measurement practice,” and the role of benchmarking in in-
terpreting measurement data. It also considers how to deal with meas-
urement uncertainty, particularly in the combination of numerical and
non-numerical data, as a way to build a more contextualised under-
standing. 

Various measurement tools are considered. In particular, the poten-
tial of the “Outcomes Star” approach, drawn from outside the co-oper-
ative sector, is reviewed. This is linked to a “model of change” that
examines such key dimensions of member engagement as democracy,
participation, loyalty, commitment, and identity. The chapter empha-
sises the need to ensure that members’ interests and identities are both
positively represented in members’ ability to both have a say and make
a difference, and have a meaningful sense of commitment and loyalty.
In turn, it emphasizes the role of measurement tools — and the ways
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in which they are used to promote change — in enhancing organiza-
tional performance, members’ well-being, or both.

Why Measure Member Engagement?

Many co-operatives have a keen interest in better understanding mem-
ber engagement. At a strategic level, co-operatives face the same issues
as those confronting all business organizations, including the search for
meaning and legitimacy, how to mobilize value-based action, and how
to inspire loyalty (Freeman and Harrison 2010; Visser 2011). This means
finding ways to be a learning organization and, in the case of service or-
ganizations, becoming more person-centred (Stirk and Sanderson 2012).
Engaged members tend to be more committed to making the co-oper-
ative successful, proud of their co-operative and the work it does, and
willing to talk positively about it to others. Moreover, accommodating
multiple views through member engagement can add to the quality of
decision making through an improved understanding of the key issues
and the selection of appropriate solutions. This can help establish trust
and common ground, and reduce conflict between members. Together,
these things make member engagement a valuable organizational goal.

Many argue that co-operatives are suited by their nature to address
these kinds of issues through close relationships with their members
(Côté 2000). Yet, in many co-operatives, this advantage is often held as
potential, rather than kinetic, energy. There is a need to ensure that co-
operatives are able to capitalize on this advantage through effective
member engagement. This process needs to be managed, and can cer-
tainly not be taken for granted. If the potential of member engagement
is to be realized, it needs to be integral to the operational life of the co-
operative. Member participation should therefore not be considered in
isolation from the governance of the organization, nor from its man-
agement (see figure 1; Simmons et al. 2007). However, the nature of the
overlaps between participation and governance and between governance
and management are not always clear. To bridge between them, the
views of the membership need to be accurately represented; these rep-
resentations, in turn, need to be appropriately connected to the steering
of organizational activity.
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Figure 1: Member Engagement, Governance, and Co-operative Management
(Simmons et al. 2007)

A healthy process of engagement, therefore, has its foundation in
member participation and democracy. Affected parties, it is thought,
are the best judge of their own interests (Fiorino 1990). In this manner,
participation is hoped to promote fairer, more just decisions, as well as
provide useful intelligence about member needs. The important Inter-
national Joint Project on Co-operative Democracy (IJPCD) was con-
ducted in the 1990s. This project found that where participatory
democracy was working well, co-operatives were more likely to be ful-
filling the needs of their members and “making membership meaning-
ful” (IJPCD 1995). This goes to the heart of the “value of co-operative
membership,” based on the three key criteria of member control, mem-
ber benefits, and member ownership (Birchall 2011). Giving members
control rights and entitling them to share in the distribution of benefits
means that co-operatives can deliver against members’ perceived inter-
ests. However, member democracy also symbolizes inclusion in the co-
operative and reinforces members’ sense of ownership and belonging.
In this way, the extent to which people incorporate their co-operative
membership into their identity is an important part of how likely they
are to be loyal to it (Simmons and Birchall 2009). 

In short, members’ hearts and minds are more likely to be aligned
with the goals of co-operatives where they are able to satisfy their inter-
ests and experience a meaningful sense of member identity (Simmons
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and Birchall 2009; Mazzarol, Simmons and Mamouni-Limnios 2011;
Côté 2000). Simmons (2011) observes that it is possible to see “normal
distributions” of these characteristics among members. Where member
engagement is healthy, we might expect these distributions to have a
“positive skew,” and vice versa. Figure 2 provides a way to understand
why member engagement is so important. Only in scenario A can co-
operatives feel confident about strong member engagement and “mean-
ingful membership.” Scenario B leads to instrumentality and side-
selling, requiring a greater depth of connection to develop member loy-
alty (Mazzarol, Mamouni-Limnios, and Simmons 2012; Wollni and Fis-
cher 2014). Scenario C leads to poor member value, requiring escalating
commitment from “alert” members and patience from “inert” members
to avoid further deterioration of the business (Hirschman 1970). This
may be feasible in the short term, but is unsustainable in the longer
term. In scenario D, the situation is such that organizational failure or
demutualization becomes a realistic possibility.

Figure 2: Interests, Identity, and Member Engagement
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In sum, strong member engagement is most evident where members
are able to both “have a say and make a difference,” leading to a mean-
ingful sense of commitment and loyalty. Other things being equal, these
factors should contribute positively to organizational performance. In
one example of this, a case study of a financial co-operative (la caisse
Desjardins de Saint-Roch-de-L’Achigan), Côté (2000) used a diagnostic
tool to examine its business practices “in comparison with best practices
known to support loyalty.” Using this as a basis for change, the co-op-
erative worked first on internal issues to gain employee support. It then
focused on key weaknesses identified by the diagnostic, mostly building
a stronger dialogue with members using focus groups, surveys, and per-
sonal interviews. The aim was to significantly enhance the value propo-
sition to members, segment-by-segment (Côté 2000). From an initial
score of 56 percent, the co-operative went up to 76 percent when this
exercise was conducted again one year later. It did so by emphasizing
strong values, putting members first, and offering the best deal possible
without members having to negotiate for it (Côté 2000). Within two
years, the assets of this caisse populaire had grown from around $50 mil-
lion to around $110 million (Canadian) while nothing of significance
had happened in its community (Côté 2000).

Understandably, the importance of member engagement has led to
a burgeoning interest in how to measure and improve it. This chapter
takes a look at some of the tools that can help co-operatives to better
understand their member engagement. In particular, it thinks about the
need for tools that are fit for the purpose. As the term “member engage-
ment” covers a range of important inter-related ideas (such as democ-
racy, participation, commitment, and loyalty), the chapter also considers
whether one tool for understanding member engagement is enough, or
whether there is instead a need for co-operatives to have access to a small
box of tools.

What Kind of Measures?

Problems of Measurement

What kinds of resources are available to measure and improve member
engagement? If we take a strict definition of what is required for suc-
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cessful measurement, this would include accurate instruments and ap-
plication of good measurement practice, along with benchmarking to an
agreed standard. All these things, where available, help to enhance the
quality of the measurement process. They provide “dials” (such as a tem-
perature gauge) from which reliable measurements can be taken and
compared directly between different time periods and/or between dif-
ferent organizations. 

For example, the UK apex body, Co-operatives UK, has developed
a practical framework of non-financial indicators (CESPIs) that includes
“member democratic participation” (e.g., average number of members
voting in elections as a proportion of total membership; average atten-
dance of members at General Meetings). Measuring co-operative per-
formance on these common indicators over a period of years has enabled
Co-operatives UK to develop benchmarks based on shared data, and a
revision of these indicators has been developed as a result (Co-operatives
UK 2011). 

In the Democracy Audit developed by Martin Strube (chapter 15
in this volume), similar quantifiable indicators such as attendance rates
and voting turnout are used. However, this instrument goes further to
examine other straightforward indicators (such as turnover rates for
elected officers, how long officers stay in a post, how long any posts go
unfilled, and the proportion of total posts this represents), as well as
more sophisticated measures, such as the “coefficient of decision mak-
ing” (which is arrived at by dividing the number of decisions taken at a
meeting by the total of person-hours involved). 

In perhaps the most all-encompassing approach to gathering nu-
merical measures, the Co-operative Index (CI) developed in Canada by
a group of academics and practitioners, is computed using a detailed
168-item survey instrument with a number of indices (see chapter 9 in
this volume). Although only some of these are concerned directly with
member engagement, it can be useful to see how member engagement
fits alongside other pertinent indicators in giving a holistic picture. The
CI is now being developed into a “Co-op Index 2.0” for all forms of co-
operatives (Stocki 2014). 

An important question arises over whether the instruments for gath-
ering the above data meet the definitive criteria for accurate measure-
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ment: yet it may be that this is a difficult condition to meet. Even for
such seemingly straightforward indicators as the calculation of voting
turnout, Co-operatives UK (2011) recognize that co-operatives need to
verify that their membership data truly represents current membership
levels. Similarly, Strube laments that more accurate coefficients of deci-
sion making could be extracted if timings of meetings were more metic-
ulous. These examples demonstrate that, even for ostensibly “hard”
figures, there is a risk of misinterpretation. 

This emphasizes a further key component of successful measure-
ment — an understanding of uncertainty. There is both uncertainty
about the accuracy of measures themselves and uncertainty about
whether some of the important dimensions of member engagement can
be measured effectively at all. Albert Einstein is famously reputed to
have had a sign on his office wall proclaiming, “Not everything that can
be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted.”
Sometimes it is possible to establish “dials” from which to take readings.
However, often these measures need to be seen as “can openers” rather
than dials (Carter et al. 1995) — they simply allow us to lift the lid on
member engagement for further discussion. Of course, “hard” measures
do matter, and it makes sense to take them where it is feasible. The im-
plication here is simply that a wider range of tools is often needed to
capture what is important about member engagement. 

What this demonstrates is that numerical and non-numerical data
are each important. While measuring matters, gathering non-numerical
data helps build more detailed understandings about members’ needs,
experiences, and relationships with the co-operative. Good practice ap-
pears to be developing to take this into account. It is therefore no sur-
prise that the member loyalty tool used by the Scottish Agricultural
Organisation Society (SAOS, see chapter 16 in this volume) allows space
for free text answers against each of its four quantifiable indicators, nor
that the Democracy Audit tool supports its quantitative measurements
with more qualitative data such as observations at meetings, documen-
tary analysis, and personal interviews. Similarly, the Co-operative Index
also prefers to employ a range of methods — employee survey, docu-
ment review, and key informant interviews — before making recom-
mendations (although a “partial diagnosis” is possible using the
employee survey only (ICDS 2014).
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Moving Forward with Measuring Member Engagement

The inputs of apex bodies, academic researchers, and specialist auditors
are helping considerably to move forward understanding of member
engagement in co-operatives. Yet increasingly co-operatives themselves
are grasping this agenda. For example, in her account of the formal “so-
cial reporting” process in Italian co-operatives, Costa (2014) shows how
one such co-operative, Bessimo, voluntarily integrates detailed descrip-
tions of its stakeholder relationships with quantitative data to better ex-
plain the social value they are creating. Another co-operative, Acli, uses
the social report proactively alongside their financial report to present
stakeholder engagement practices that capture the perceptions and
claims of the main recipients of the services offered. This enables them
to reconsider annually “what is our task?” and “are we being faithful to
it?” (Costa 2014) — or in other words: “are we meeting the needs of our
members?”

The first important step for co-operatives is to recognize the impor-
tance of measuring and reporting on their member engagement. Open-
ness to do so will improve their sensitivity to what measurement
instruments are available, how they apply good measurement practice,
and how they might benchmark their practice effectively. The next im-
portant step is to acknowledge that there may be gaps in understanding
that require further interpretation. This may require new evaluative ac-
tivities within the co-operative. Self-assessment tools that can be used
internally may be helpful, at least as can openers for further discussion.
For example, participatory evaluation with members can take place
through surveys or interactive events.

However, it may be the case that external support is considered to
be necessary. The SAOS, for example, follows up on its measurement
tool by offering high-quality advice from an experienced and respected
team that knows each of their members intimately and are able to move
quickly and expertly in partnership with them to resolve any problems.
External support may also be available from specialist external auditors
who, while they may have no prior knowledge of the co-operative, are
able to use standardized measures and experience from similar cases to
quickly evaluate its member engagement. Or it may take the form of
more detailed analysis, in which the co-operative works in partnership
with academic researchers to explore these issues.
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Table 1: Knowledge Domains (after Jerome Ravetz, originator of post-normal science)

Form of knowledge (Critique)

Individual (biased)

Local (anecdotal)

Specialized (inaccessible)

Strategic (disconnected)

Holistic (abstract)

Self-evaluation, audit, and research tools are all legitimate. Each of-
fers slightly different ways of addressing the measurement of member
engagement, and each will prioritize different forms of knowledge. For
example, table 1 shows a number of different knowledge domains.
While each is legitimate in its own way and brings certain strengths,
each is also subject to a different critique. The knowledge of individual
members and local groups and communities is crucial to the co-opera-
tive, but can sometimes be dismissed as biased or anecdotal. The equally
important specialized and strategic knowledge of staff and managers
may sometimes be viewed by the membership as inaccessible or discon-
nected. Similarly, holistic knowledge (largely associated with academics)
can provide a useful way to build understanding, but may sometimes
be seen as rather abstract. The important point is that co-operatives
should aim to bring together the types of knowledge that are required
to address the purpose to which measuring their member engagement
is addressed, whether this is to gain a better understanding of the out-
comes and impacts of member engagement on organizational perform-
ance, members’ wellbeing, or both. 

What Kind of Tools?

Tools that work need to be fit for the purpose. Work is ongoing on the
comprehensive, multi-functional Co-op Index (chapter 9 in this vol-
ume). However, a single tool may be too limited, and a range of tools
may be required. In this section of the book, Bob Yuill and Martin
Strube introduce the tools they use specifically to consider how member
engagement and democracy feed into decision making and influence
loyalty and commitment. These tools are each at different stages of de-
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velopment. Yuill describes the process of refining the SAOS tool down
to four “killer” questions from an initially longer list (based on work
with Daniel Côté at HEC, Montreal). This now provides a valuable di-
agnostic tool and acid-test for member engagement. Strube has also de-
veloped his audit tool with academic support — this time from Roger
Spear and his colleagues at the Open University in the UK — but seeks
to develop it further through more practical applications. These are ex-
citing developments that deserve to be shared more widely. 

In searching for tools that may be useful, however, it is also possible
to draw on learning from beyond the co-operative sector. For example,
one tool that has been developed specifically to gain a better under-
standing of outcomes and impacts — and is currently gaining in pop-
ularity — is the “Outcomes Star” approach. 

Figure 3: Example of a Ten-Point “Outcome Star” Chart 
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Outcomes Stars are premised on an attempt to “enable value-driven
organisations to ‘count what really counts’ in their work” (Triangle
2014a). An advantage of the Outcomes Star, its initiators claim, is that
it aims to both measure and promote change (MacKeith 2011). There are
now more than twenty different applications. Outcomes Stars consist
of a number of scales. These are based on an explicit “model of change,”
which creates coherence across the whole tool (Triangle 2014b). The
scales are plotted on a Star Chart (See figure 3), which shows the dis-
tance travelled toward the optimum point on each scale.

Expectations at each of the points on each scale are clearly defined.
Self-evaluation is possible through collective discussion around detailed
scale descriptions and summary ladders, or by aggregating individual
responses from a questionnaire. Whether the drive to understand mem-
ber engagement is “supply-led” (i.e., measuring the effectiveness of
member engagement strategies from an organizational perspective), or
“demand-led” (i.e., measuring the quantity and quality of member en-
gagement from a member perspective) becomes superfluous. The flex-
ibility of this approach allows different stakeholders to contribute their
own perspectives to the evaluation, which, in turn, allows different ques-
tions to be answered for different people (see table 2).

Table 2: Different questions for different stakeholders (adapted from Triangle 2014c)

Members need a tool that enables stronger member engagement.
The questions for them are:

•     Does it measure the things that matter to me?

•     Does it help me make sense of my membership?

•     Does it empower me to have a say and make a difference?

Staff need a tool that helps them work effectively with members.
The question from their perspective is:

�•     Does it help me work more effectively to meet members’ needs?

Managers need a tool that helps them manage services effectively
and identify areas for service improvement. The questions from
their perspective are:

•     Does it enable me to identify how effectively member democ-
racy and member relations are working in the co-operative? 
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•     Does it help me assess how effectively the co-operative is serv-
ing members’ needs and achieving its intended outcomes?

•     Does it help me to manage more effectively so that positive
impacts can be increased? 

Co-operative developers, advisors, auditors, and researchers need
a tool that helps establish which interventions are most effective.
Their questions are:

•     Does it measure reliably over time and consistently across co-
operative members?

•     Does it measure what it is supposed to measure?

The Outcomes Star approach is by no means the only tool available
for such forms of self-assessment, and it is important to meet the diver-
sity of co-operative organizations with a range of tools to ensure they
can cater for everything their situation demands. However, given this
approach has already proved its ability to serve a number of uses (in-
cluding a “Community Involvement Star”), there may be some promise
in adding to the tools available to co-operatives with the development
of a “Co-operative Star.” The pursuit of this endeavour would require
a “model of change” to be devised to give coherence to the important
issue of member engagement in co-operatives.

Finding a “Model of Change” for Member Engagement 

It is quite common for measurement tools to be underpinned by a
“model of change.” Models of change are generally constructed with
reference to frameworks that map out what is important to measure.
These frameworks represent broader, conceptual tools that can be har-
nessed to practical, everyday experience. They can be used to generate
working assumptions and propositions that can be modelled and tested
through measurement. So, what frameworks might be helpful when it
comes to member engagement? Earlier we identified that member en-
gagement covers a range of significant inter-related ideas, such as
democracy, participation, loyalty, commitment, and identity. It would
therefore seem to make sense to bring these ideas into the model of
change. 
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1. Democracy and Participation

In section 2 above, some important measures of different aspects of the
democratic participation of members (attendance at meetings, voting
turnout, and so on) were considered. However, on their own, these
measures do not give a complete picture of member engagement. Other,
less directly accessible measures are also helpful in building deeper un-
derstanding. For example, leading researchers on democratic participa-
tion agree that people participate “because they can, because they are
asked, and because they want to” (Verba et al. 2000; Lowndes et al. 2006).
These ideas are central to one leading approach to member engagement
in co-operatives, the “Participation Chain” (Birchall and Simmons
2001a, 2001b, 2004a, 2004b; Simmons and Birchall 2005, 2007; see figure
4a). This framework links the ways in which members: 

•     “Can participate”: have the resources and knowledge to
participate 

•     “Are asked to participate”: are given good opportunities and
are mobilized effectively

•     “Want to participate”: are sufficiently motivated,
individualistically and collectively

This framework also recognizes how the dynamics of participation
need to promote positive outcomes, so that members are satisfied and
feel their views have received due consideration (see figure 4b). The “par-
ticipation chain” metaphor is used advisedly. It suggests that if a weak
link is not strengthened, it may cause the chain to break. 
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In terms of whether people can participate, co-operatives need to
look at whether individual members have the appropriate skills and re-
sources. Skills range from the capacity to understand corporate infor-
mation and communications to the ability and confidence for public
speaking and letter writing, to the capacity to support and sometimes
organize initiatives and events. Resources include time, money, and
knowledge — for example, do people have the time for participation,
and, if not, what can be done to overcome the major factors restricting
their availability? At the level of the community, it is also important to
know the level of social capital available as a resource. The more social
capital is available, the more likely that relationships of trust and reci-
procity are able to develop through member engagement (Birchall 2011;
Mazzarol et al. 2011). The level of social capital can also influence
whether members are asked to participate effectively. Participation in
isolation is more difficult and less sustainable (unless an individual
member is highly motivated). While the availability of groups and net-
works is important, explicit mobilization attempts where co-operatives
actively ask members to participate are also vital (Birchall and Simmons
2001a; 2004a). This links to the nature of the opportunities that are made
available for member engagement. However, what is regarded as a “good
opportunity” may differ across the membership. Co-operatives can have
a significant effect by extending “choice about voice” to their members
through a variety of options (Simmons et al. 2012). 

In terms of whether people want to participate, it is important to
think about the nature of members’ motivations. A validated measure-
ment tool has been developed to measure members’ motivations using
“mutual incentives theory,” which considers the balance between peo-
ple’s individualistic and collectivistic motivations (Birchall and Simmons
2004a; Simmons and Birchall 2005). Individualistic incentives include
personal benefits such as “having my problems solved” or “gaining status
in my community.” Collectivistic incentives are divided into three cat-
egories. “Shared goals” (or being part of a unifying mission), “shared
values” (the core values that guide organizational behaviours) and “sense
of community” (a shared identification that brings a “we” mentality,
whereby we win and lose together). Finally, if people are to maintain
their motivation and remain mobilized and engaged, the dynamics of
member participation must also be conducive. In short, members need
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not only to feel they have a say, but also that their involvement is making
a difference (IJPCD 1995). For people to participate they have to believe
they are going to be listened to, even if they are not always agreed with
(Simmons 2011). 

In sum, for the purposes of a “model of change,” the above frame-
work for understanding democracy and participation in co-operatives
could contribute seven scale-points to a “Co-operative Star.” These is-
sues can be operationalized in a number of questions that can be asked
to enable their measurement: 

•     Level of participation in the co-operative

•     Skills and resources available to members

•     Quality of opportunities for participation available
to members

•     Extent of active mobilization attempts by the co-operative

•     Strength of individualistic motivations of members

•     Strength of collectivistic motivations of members

•     Members’ ability to influence decision making

In themselves, however, the above factors only address one part of
the story on member engagement. For a more complete picture, it is
necessary to examine the role of another set of factors around member
loyalty, identity, and commitment.

2. Loyalty, Identity, and Commitment

Côté (2004) identifies a number of important issues from his extensive
work on the role of loyalty in co-operatives. Noting that loyalty is a
source of competitive advantage, he claims that co-operatives are better
able to achieve this than conventional enterprises, as their distinctive
business model incorporates many of the best practices known to sup-
port loyalty (e.g., democratic function, member education, communi-
cation and transparency, engagement toward community, ethics based
on honesty and social responsibility, focus on people). Côté (2004) as-
serts that “it is important to offer a world-class value proposition to
members and employees through mutually beneficial relations, based
on trust.” This involves both:
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•     Building and maintaining satisfaction (i.e., being close to its
customers and capable of acting on their enthusiasms, taking a
true interest in them long after sales, anticipating their future
needs and delivering on promises) 

•     Building faith in the fidelity of the enterprise (i.e., demonstrating
ethics and integrity without compromise, providing transpar-
ent access to information, and developing mutual trust) 
(Côté 2004).

As part of a broader framework, Mazzarol et al. (2011, see figure 5,
facing page) have explored similar notions of how the co-operative busi-
ness model feeds a member value proposition that can define service
quality and lead to member satisfaction, perceived value, and a strength-
ening of member loyalty and identity. This framework seeks to elucidate
further the key principles involved, and show their relationships with
one another. 

The framework has since been operationalized in survey work with
some Australian co-ops (Mazzarol, Soutar, and Mamouni Limnios
2012). This has led to the logic model in figure 6 (overleaf ). The scores
indicated with dots in this preliminary model show how important fac-
tors such as emotional value and affective commitment are (relative to
factors such as functional value and value for money) when it comes to
member loyalty and members’ identification with the co-op. In short,
as Côté found in his study of la caisse Desjardins de Saint-Roch-de-L’Achi-
gan, and as Bob Yuill describes in this volume, relationships do matter.
Conformance with the best practices known to support loyalty means
taking these things seriously as a core part of the business strategy.

Co-operatives may assume they are being “hard-nosed” by focusing
on the tangible benefits that drive co-operative membership. However,
this is looking only at one side of the coin. On the flip side are the so-
called “softer,” intangible factors that drive the extent to which members
feel a sense of loyalty, commitment, and identity. If a co-operative is re-
ally going to take a hard-nosed business approach, it will focus relent-
lessly on all the things that can make a difference. Soft outcomes can
result in hard outcomes, and vice-versa. This means giving attention to
both sides of the membership coin. 
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Figure 5: A Conceptual Model of Member Relations (Mazzarol, Simmons,
and Mamouni-Limnios 2011)
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Figure 6: Key Drivers of Member Loyalty in Some Australian Co-operatives

For the purposes of informing a “model of change” for member en-
gagement, the above framework is able to contribute five further scale-
points to an embryonic “Co-operative Star”: 

1. Level of fidelity and integrity

2. Extent of “tangible” benefits: functional value and VFM

3. Extent of “intangible benefits”: emotional value/affective
commitment 

4. Extent of member loyalty

5. Extent of member identification with the co-operative

In combination with the seven democracy and participation scales,
this model of change would generate a twelve-point star. As with exist-
ing uses of the Outcome Star approach, this could then be populated
by scores from a survey questionnaire, or through discussion and scoring
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of the co-operative’s situation by different stakeholders against a pre-
defined scale. Comparison between different stakeholder populations,
or between similar populations at different time periods, could serve a
useful basis for considering what is needed to strengthen member en-
gagement. 

What Next? 

It is one thing to gather measurement data using various tools for un-
derstanding the different elements of member engagement, and quite
another to put that data to good use. This section considers two further
aspects that need to be taken into account. The first acknowledges how
differences in co-operatives’ contexts can influence the way in which
measurement data is interpreted and used. The second considers some
examples of how measurement data can be used to promote change and
help build organizational sustainability.

Interpreting Measurement Data

The process of benchmarking is important in interpreting measurement
data. Benchmarking seeks to both standardize the criteria for measure-
ment and enable direct comparison between different organizations,
different time periods, and so on. Such standardization seeks to control
for variables that might confound these comparisons. However, this is
not always possible. Co-operatives are diverse (Birchall 2011). Therefore,
in the interpretation of measurement data, it is often as necessary to ac-
knowledge how they differ as it is to consider how to standardize their
features. An important consideration is which criteria matter when it
comes to the interpretation of evidence; a similar score on a particular
measurement scale for member engagement may mean something very
different to a small, community-based housing co-operative, for exam-
ple, and a large, national consumer co-operative. While it is beyond the
scope of this chapter to detail the many ways in which this diversity
might be captured, a number of key criteria suggest themselves:

a. Co-operative type, such as producer, consumer, or worker co-op-
eratives. Birchall (2011) further differentiates each of these types
by “genus,” “species,” and “hybrids”
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b. Size and complexity; i.e., small scale v. large scale (Birchall and
Simmons 2004a), and simple v. complex (Simmons et al. 2007)

c. Member types; investors, owners, patrons, and community mem-
bers (Mazzarol et al. 2011, after Nilsson 2001) 

d. Single or multi-stakeholder; commonality of need or aspiration v.
interdependencies (Turnbull 2000)

e. Stage of development in the co-operative life-cycle, such as “economic
justification,” “organizational design,” “growth-glory-heterogene-
ity,” “recognition and introspection,” and “choice” (Cook and
Burress 2009)

f. Governance structure, from “100% member control,” through “tra-
ditional model,” “extended traditional model,” and “managerial
corporate model” governance structures to “loss of member con-
trol” (Chaddad and Iliopoulos 2013)

g. Cultural context, whereby the expectations from member engage-
ment in one culture may be different from those in another.

In short, different perspectives or “lenses” are needed through which
to interpret measurement data. This makes the task of interpretation
difficult, but it is a task that cannot safely be ignored. Each perspective
has implications for how the co-operative’s business model and member
value proposition is organized (see figure 4). It is therefore important
that effective measurement and enlightened interpretation are combined
to provide a firm foundation for the promotion of change.

Promoting Change

Building consensus on a model of change for the co-operative, based
on its unique context and characteristics as well as on standardized and
benchmarked measures, is an excellent starting point. However, while
measurement can help answer the question of “What is going on?”, the
questions that follow are “So what?” and “Now what?” Kolb (1984) iden-
tifies three important opportunities for learning here:

1. Reflection-for-action — thinking ahead (e.g., the construction
of a model of change)

2. Reflection-on-action — review our experience (e.g., adminis-
tration of the measurement tool)
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3. Reflection-in-action — thinking on our feet (e.g., using meas-
urement data to adapt or transform our everyday organiza-
tional behaviours)

In other words, if the information provided by measurement tools
is going to be of use to co-operatives, it needs to help promote change
with a purpose (namely, enhancing organizational performance, mem-
bers’ well-being, or both). As Co-operatives UK (2011) assert in the
guidance for their non-financial indicators,

Member democratic participation is fundamental to co-operative
identity and co-operatives should be working to ensure that this
indicator shows an upward trend (i.e., an increase in democratic
participation)… there is a need to ensure that this is maximised
wherever possible.

Yet Côté (2004) neatly summarizes how co-operatives, particularly
large and mature ones, can come to face an identity crisis: 

As the size of the association of members increases for reasons of
economic efficiency, this leads to free rider problems and weakens
member’s participation. This increasingly large number of mem-
bers undermines the relationship between members and their co-
operative, making it more abstract and more individualistic, and
the association of members becomes a fictive community.

Rather than meekly accepting this as a truism, co-operatives need
to redouble their efforts to develop and maintain an effective approach
to member engagement. Measurement can help drive this forward. For
example, through academic research into member participation in the
Co-operative Group in the UK, Birchall and Simmons (2004a, 2004b)
were able to construct a member typology according to the level of com-
mitment: 

•     TYPE I: “Dynamic insiders”: committed and highly active 

•     TYPE II: “Supporters club”: dutiful believers and “wise owls” 

•     TYPE III: “Lower identifiers”: peripheral insiders, less active 

•     TYPE IV: “Inactive members”: self-excluders and discon-
nected/alienated members

Following this with observations and interviews enabled the pro-
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duction of a strategic-level, “umbrella” approach to member engagement
(see table 3). This was linked to the findings of a training needs analysis
for elected member representatives conducted in tandem with the re-
search by the UK Co-operative College. The implementation of a strat-
egy like this in a business of the size of the Co-operative Group is always
a challenge, however, and there is a sense that while considerable pro -
gress was made with stages 1 and 2, implementation did not fully follow
through to stages 3 and 4. 

Table 3: An “Umbrella Strategy” for Member Engagement in the UK Co-operative
Group (Birchall and Simmons 2004a)

At a more grounded level, Wilson et al. (2003) (see also Simmons
and Birchall 2004) conducted action research with a number of co-op-
erative retailers and housing co-operatives in one English region. This
led to the production of the “Just Ask” Membership Toolkit,2 which in-
cludes a useful set of resources (activities, metaphors, case studies, re-
search findings, and examples of good practice) to guide conversation
and promote action. 

Measurement tools that generate data that can be used to create
win-win situations for different stakeholders are therefore important in
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2. See http://www.co-op.ac.uk/bookstore/member-participation/membership-
toolkit/#.VGX_3GByb4g

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

IDENTIFY MAKE BUILD REMAIN
“MOBILIZATION MEMBERSHIP CONFIDENCE ACCOUNTABLE AND
POTENTIAL” MEANINGFUL AND TRUST REWARD LOYALTY

1. (Re)activate 1. (Re)establish 1. Allow members 1. Make accountabililty
membership democratic time and space central to corporate
(update databases, processes to re-orientate governance and strategy
etc.)

2. Conduct member 2. Provide good, 2. Reinforce the 2. Reinforce the importance
research clear, relevant values and benefits and value of member

information about of mutuality democracy
the co-op

3. Recruit/select 3. Resist temptation 3. Ensure that democratic
“Type I” and “II” to use an involvement structrues are continually
members to task- strategy to “hard sell” renewed, and therefore
oriented roles to members remain legitimate

4. Engage “Type III” 4. Engage widely and 4. Member benefits as the other
and “IV” members as responsibly with side of the same coin —
creatively as possible the community “co-op dividend”
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gaining buy-in to the change process. It remains for co-operatives to
decide whether what is needed is a single universal tool, or whether dif-
ferent tools are required to complete the job effectively. 

Conclusion

This chapter has sought to identify some of the rationales and tech-
niques for measuring member engagement. It has demonstrated that
member engagement is an important part of co-operatives’ function
and purpose, and that if it is harnessed effectively it can contribute in
many positive ways to organizational performance. Measurement plays
a crucial role in ensuring this process is, indeed, positive.

If it is accepted that good measurement requires accurate instru-
ments and benchmarking to an agreed standard, along with the appli-
cation of good measurement practice, then it must also be accepted that
there remains much to do to measure member engagement effectively.
Of the tools currently available to measure member engagement, there
are a number that show promise. Benchmarking of some of these meas-
ures is now taking place and this will strengthen their interpretation.
However, as the nature of member engagement mitigates against fully
quantitative measurement, there remains a need for more contextualized
ways of building understanding. 

This becomes clear in individual contexts, such as the caisse popu-
laire in Daniel Côté’s research. Here, good measurement practice in-
volves all those with an interest in the organization in defining the
questions they want answered, and uses imaginative and creative ap-
proaches that engage all those involved. It highlights and celebrates suc-
cesses and achievements, but also encourages an honest appraisal of
progress at all levels. Learning from what has not worked as well as what
has is then used in informing future planning, delivery, and support.

If the importance is accepted of members’ ability to both have a say
and make a difference, and have a meaningful sense of commitment
and loyalty, there may be some scope in developing a co-operative “Out-
comes Star” around the twelve-point “model of change” outlined in this
paper. Flexible and versatile, this approach can help us both see better
and work smarter. For example, by linking the views of different stake-
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holders in a single framework, it can also help overcome uncertainties.
Linking this to performance data can provide a robust way to ensure
that members’ interests and identities are both positively represented.
The Outcomes Star is a useful tool for self-evaluation. However, this
chapter has argued that self-evaluation, audit, and research all have their
place in helping to achieve better outcomes. Each can address different
levels and dimensions of measuring member engagement. Each also has
a different set of useful knowledge and expertise attached to it. 

Nearly twenty years ago, the International Joint Project on Coop-
erative Democracy concluded that there is no one solution that can be
used to increase member participation, but that it is vital for co-ops to
set goals and measure performance or progress in these areas (Zimbel-
man 1997). Twenty years on, the progress that has been made has been
patchy. It is time to ensure that the process of member engagement is
taken seriously in today’s co-operative businesses. Accurate instruments,
good measurement practice, and benchmarking must all play a role in
making this happen. In turn, an understanding of uncertainty must
feed a careful interpretation of the measurements taken. Only at this
point will co-operatives begin to fully appreciate what must be done to
promote positive change in pursuit of the “co-operative advantage.”
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Chapter 15

DEEPER MEASUREMENT OF MEMBER ENGAGEMENT:
THE DEMOCRACY AUDIT

MARTIN STRUBE 1

Introduction

MA N Y  O RG A N I Z AT I O N S  such as voluntary bodies, trade unions,
or co-operative societies may be democratic in the sense that this

was always the intention and is still the assumed norm. However, a
scratch at the surface may illustrate that all is not quite as it should be
from a democratic decision-making perspective. Organizations often
lapse into customs and practices that may save time or appear simpler,
but in fact slowly diverge from the intent of founders or independent
reviewers to be truly democratic organizations. Common examples of
the gradual erosion of democracy are the perfunctory nature of annual
general meetings or the pre-determination of decisions made in com-
mittees. These in themselves are not necessarily “bad” things, but they
illustrate the beginnings of a divergence from the principles. 

A democracy audit endeavours to show what divergence is taking
place and suggest a course of action to bring practice and principle more
closely together. In some cases, the solution may be to alter the practices;
in others, it may be to revisit and modify the principles. Assessing
democracy — performing a democracy audit — is not, so far as we were
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able to ascertain, practiced anywhere. Occasionally, organizations may
revisit their principles and their constitutions in order to update them
in line with current thinking or modern practices, but rarely do they
set out to qualitatively assess the extent to which they may or may not
be functioning in an objectively observed democratic way. 

This chapter provides an outline of a tool specifically evolved for
such a purpose. The “Democracy Audit” is a tool for measuring the ex-
tent and nature of democratic involvement within co-operative organ-
izations. It is not an audit that is democratically controlled; it is an
independent audit intended to “measure” the state of an organization’s
internal democratic processes. Such an audit could be carried out in-
ternally, if only as an informal indication of where an organization
might be with regard to its democracy, but if perceived to be necessary
as a full blown audit process, external verification is essential. 

The procedure has been developed from theory evolved out of first-
hand experience and observation by co-operative development profes-
sionals, and has been put into practice in several commercial
co-operative settings. A particular area of interest for the audit is the
scope for democratic involvement in meetings and other decision-mak-
ing processes. Still in a “beta” phase of development, the procedure
needs refinement through practical applications in more settings. This
need for comparative data means more audits need to be undertaken.
As things stand, there appears to be little need for expansion of the field
of vision, but wider discussion of some of the concepts — decision
tracking, decision grading, coefficient of decision making, focus of at-
tention (as discussed below) — would be very useful. 

The Democracy Audit examines a number of indicators and prac-
tices. On a formal level, these include the organization’s adherence to
constitution and mechanisms for accountability and demarcation/dele-
gation. More informally, indicators include levels of clarity among mem-
bers about organizational democracy and their satisfaction with it. These
issues are considered using a range of strategies, including an analysis
of documentation, direct observations, and surveys and interviews. In
the following sections, these indicators and the current methodology
are outlined in more detail, and an example is provided of the Democ-
racy Audit in practice. The chapter concludes with a set of reflections
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on the difficulties of auditing democracy in co-operatives, and also on
the opportunities that such an audit creates. 

The Democracy Audit Tool 

Indicators

In a Democracy Audit, what would be the elements under review? There
is a need to establish formally how closely the co-operative is adhering
to its constitution, how it demarcates and delegates responsibility within
the organization, and how it stays accountable to its membership. How-
ever, formal indicators do not always capture the democratic experience
of co-operative members. To do this, it is necessary to engage people
informally to establish how clearly they understand the purpose of the
co-operative (and their own role within it), as well as how satisfied they
are in subjective terms. 

To address some of the key questions in relation to organizational
democracy in co-operatives we considered a range of possibilities. After
considerable discussion, debate, and exchange of professional experi-
ences, we refined the issues and parameters down to four basic elements
and adopted the following as primary indicators:

1. adherence to constitution

2. responsibility and accountability

3. clarity of purpose, procedure, and performance

4. member satisfaction 

In terms of adherence to constitution, frequently co-operatives may
have a formal constitutional structure that outlines where authority/re-
sponsibility should lie, but where does it actually lie in practice? There
are questions about where real decision making is taking place — and
by whom, for whom? These questions allow co-operatives to consider
how closely this is all related to what the drafters of the constitutional
structure intended. It may be that the co-operative needs to counter
“democratic mission-drift” by reverting to its original democratic prin-
ciples, or it may be that the constitution itself needs to be changed to
reflect new realities.
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In terms of responsibility and accountability, there are questions about
how well the various mechanisms for this work. For example, how is
responsibility defined and applied through demarcation/delegation?
Good democratic practice does not require all members to participate
in all decisions, so proper delegation of collective authority to smaller
executive teams or individuals with a clear understanding of the nature
of the working brief is vital. The audit asks whether members delegate
effectively. In particular, can members “switch hats” effectively as they
shift from general collective to executive or from one works team to an-
other? Do they recognize and respect the limits of their delegated au-
thority/responsibility? This leads on to how accountability is defined
and monitored. To whom are the decision makers accountable, and to
what degree? How far “down” does it go? In a small co-operative, where
communication between all members is easy, this is less of a problem,
but where delegation takes place, accountability mechanisms become
very important. 

In terms of clarity of purpose, procedure, and performance, it is im-
portant to know how well these aspects are understood by members.
For example, how accurately do the participants perceive all of the above
arrangements? Is there introductory documentation and adequate in-
duction for new/potential members? Also, how is organizational per-
formance information presented and understood by members as a
means to hold their representatives to account? 

This leads on to further questions about member satisfaction. In
other words, how happy, in subjective terms, are participants with the
above? And what is the nature of members’ democratic experience in
the co-operative?

Methods of Assessment

In order to assess co-operatives and other democratic organizations
against the above indicators, a number of conceptual and practical
methods are used. The conceptual methods include “decision tracking,”
the “coefficient of decision making,” “decision grading,” and “focus of
attention.” 

Decision tracking involves poring over all the meeting minutes
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within the stated period of review and identifying every decision docu-
mented in the minutes. Each decision is tagged and then traced through
every following meeting. The decisions are also graded as either Routine
(R), Major Policy (Ma), Minor Policy (Mi), Supplementary (S), or Car-
ried Forward (CF). With all these in place, it is possible to see if there is
any further reference to specific decisions and, ultimately, if any action
arose and any outcomes derived. 

Dividing the number of decisions taken at a meeting by the total
of person hours (number of people in attendance times the duration of
meeting in hours) involved determines the “Coefficient of Decision
Making.” More specific coefficients could be extracted for each of the
above grades of decision if the timings of meetings were more meticu-
lous. The purpose is to have a stab at producing reasonable quantitative
empirical data for comparative purposes. The coefficients themselves
don’t make sense in a vacuum, but as more organizations produce more
coefficients for wider and wider ranges of meetings, patterns will begin
to emerge and norms will begin to be established. 

The Focus of Attention involves subjective assessments by neutral
observers to capture when the focus of a meeting’s attention shifts from
one individual to another. The duration of the focus is timed (by stop
watch) and the movement patterns (to chair, to male, to female, to fre-
quent speaker, to infrequent speaker, and so on) noted. Again, the pur-
pose of this is to produce comparative data. 

Practical methods for assessing co-operatives’ democratic perform-
ance include documentary analysis, observations, surveys, and inter-
views.

1. Documentary Analysis

In the Democracy Audit, documentary analysis focuses on three main
areas: strategic constitutional and operational documents such as the
articles of association and business plan, minutes of meetings (including
records of attendance, voting, and the turnover of elected representa-
tives), and performance information (such as the annual report and ac-
counts and information about the distribution of surpluses, staff
turnover, and so on). 
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In order to familiarize auditors with the stated structure and purpose
of the co-operative, the constitutional documents are first inspected. A
number of questions are asked; for example, to what extent do the Ar-
ticles of association vary from standard? What is the intent of any vari-
ations? What liabilities are attached to membership? Are there secondary
rules? To what extent are they utilized? When were they last updated? 

Next, the audit considers the current or on-going business plan. Is
it in keeping with the stated organizational aims? Is it good in business
terms? Is it clear how many members were involved in its drafting?

Democratic practice in the co-operative is considered next. The first
port of call is the minutes of meetings. There is some obvious informa-
tion about democratic practice here — for example, the ratio of atten-
ders to non-attenders and voting turnout. What proportion of those
eligible actually attend meetings with any regularity? What is the
turnout for any voting that may determine who sits on the body in
question? Is there a high turnover of officers? How long do officers stay
in post? How long do posts go unfilled and what proportion of the total
posts does this represent? A look at the use of subcommittees can also
be instructive. In relation to the size of the organization, how many and
how big are the subcommittees? How often and with what regularity
do they meet? How accountable are they? Are their minutes freely avail-
able to members? Are there confidentiality issues? 

Importantly, a more detailed assessment of the minutes is also un-
dertaken. Here, auditors look for decisions translated into actions. For ex-
ample, over a certain period, how many decisions for action are taken?
Of these, how many are successfully actioned and within what period
of time? What proportion of the members who are able to take action
do so? Are decisions requiring actions consistently carried over? To what
extent is there reporting back, and how much of this is clearly related
to actual tasks undertaken and completed? 

Performance information such as the annual report and accounts
and any supporting documentation provide further useful insights.
These are examined for a number of things. What proportion of profits
goes directly to members and what proportion is retained? How much
goes to outside donations and for what purposes? Are there any pay dif-
ferentials? If so, how much variation and how often is this reviewed? Is
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the trend towards greater or lesser disparity? What proportion of staff
turns over annually and on what grounds? What is the ratio of members
to non-members? What is the involvement of non-members? 

2. Observation

Observation of meetings is also undertaken in the Democratic Audit.
These observations are useful in understanding the formal scope of dem-
ocratic practice. For example, who controls the agenda? How easy is it
for members to get items on? Is the agenda adhered to? Is business con-
ducted efficiently? Is there sensitivity to less-frequent speakers? How
frequently are meetings held? How regularly (predictably) are meetings
held? Are they at times and on days convenient to members? Who can
attend meetings? Are observers allowed and may they speak? Is infor-
mation about topics readily available? What is the proportion of regular
speakers compared to non-speakers? How are these distributed in terms
of interest groups?

Key expectations of formal democratic practice are also considered.
For example, are the minutes central to the functioning of the meetings?
Are matters arising dealt with thoroughly? How long are attention spans
on average? Does this accord with time allocated to items? What are the
longest, the shortest, and the average speaking times? To what extent is
the Focus of Attention spread among the participants? Is there sensitivity
to too much speaking from specific individuals?

There is also consideration of the extent to which formal democratic
processes drive action in the organization. For example, are past deci-
sions pursued for action? Do people apart from the minute-taker take
notes for personal use — especially if they are called upon to take action?
To what extent are powers of delegation used? Is there a variance of dele-
gation depending on whether management issues or personnel issues
are at stake? Is there resistance to delegation, and if so, on what grounds?
Are delegated matters reviewed and decision makers held to account?

3. Subjective Views

Finally the Democratic Audit seeks the subjective views (or “operative
truths”) of different stakeholders in the co-operative. These can be de-
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termined by questionnaire surveys, by interviews, or by both. It is im-
portant to discover how the members themselves perceive the organi-
zation. Interviews and surveys cover things like work place
“atmosphere,” ease of relations between “ranks” or capacities, informal
communication (gossip), flexibility of members in task sharing/co-op-
eration, willingness to learn, pay differentials, induction and training,
commitment to learning/teaching democracy, control of information,
and the physical working environment. 

Making an Assessment

Decision tracking allows us to assess how effectively decisions are being
made and how soon they are acted upon and completed. Decision grad-
ing and the Coefficient of Decision Making allows us to assess the rate
and quality of decision making and to compare like for like in terms of
norms for company size, geographical location, primary trading sector
and so on. Focus of attention allows us to assess the spread of discussion
and participation within meetings. A good spread would indicate better
democratic engagement. A poor spread may indicate too much influ-
ence in the hands of too few individuals. 

Ideally, comparisons should be made with similar groups involved
in similar industries. Clearly, there is not much comparative data at this
point, but with the increasing use of “democracy audits,” perhaps na-
tional, regional, or sectoral norms could be developed. 

The Democracy Audit in Practice

The most in-depth democracy audit to date was carried out at an alter-
native technology centre in the UK. The company is run as a co-oper-
ative with about thirty member employees and between fifteen and forty
paid non-members and non-member volunteers. 

Owing to external circumstances, not enough time was available to
complete the audit properly. As a result, the audit involved one re-
searcher/writer on location for a total of six days over three weeks, read-
ing through one year’s minutes in isolation and writing in his spare time.
Ideally, there should have been a team of three on location for three or
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four weeks over two or three months. More meetings should have been
observed and notes compared. Elements such as decision tracking are
greatly enhanced by two or three people going through the same data
and comparing results before committing to draft. Moreover, in the
course of the on-site interviews, it became apparent that few people un-
derstood about the audit and what it was trying to achieve. This meant
that considerable time was spent explaining the project to potential in-
terviewees. For future reference, it is vital that everybody within an or-
ganization understands what is taking place and why. Finally, the period
of review was set as fifteen months, commencing one year prior to the
previous January and ending in March of the current year at the time
of the audit. A longer review period would have been more useful if re-
sources had allowed. Nevertheless, despite the above limitations, the
Democratic Audit was able to make the following assessment.

1. Adherence to Constitution

There are two sets of Memorandum and Articles of Association (M&As)
that apply to this co-operative. Previously, it was trading as a registered
charity (and was therefore not strictly speaking a co-operative at all).
Because there was a requirement to raise share capital, a second set of
M&As was raised and a private limited company (PLC) was constituted
— with A shareholders being employees (with voting rights), B share-
holders being friends, supporters, and ethical investors (without voting
rights), and “Guardian” shareholders (with fairly specific rights of veto).
The charity has ten trustees (elected by members of the trust) and the
PLC has three elected directors. There is also an Employee Share Own-
ership Trust with elected trustees. In practice, none of the above has
anything whatsoever to do with the management of the centre. There
is a separate, semi-formal structure, evolved over time, and theoretically
enshrined in the minutes of the Permanent Staff Meetings (PSM) or its
equivalent going back many years. The period of review for this audit
only goes back to the previous January, so extraction of all the decisions
that defined this semi-formal structure was not possible. 

Interestingly, most members (permanent staff ) had a very clear idea
of the semi-formal structure; especially when compared to their hazy
idea of the formal structure. The semi-formal structure consists of an
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elected management group called Overview, which meets weekly, and
a PSM, which meets monthly. In addition, there is an emphasis on “de-
partments” and on departmental autonomy, which means many initia-
tives are taken at root level without reference to Overview or the PSM.

Overview has four members elected by secret ballot of permanent
staff for eighteen-month terms and two ex-officio members — the di-
rector and the finance officer. Any decisions that cannot be taken at an
individual or departmental level are referred to Overview. Overview
considers the matter and makes a decision. The decision is listed in the
Overview minutes, which are posted on the staff bulletin board for all
to see. If no objections are written directly on to the posted Minutes
within seven days, the decision is considered ratified. If any objections
are posted, the matter must be taken up at the following PSM. 

Generally speaking, the mechanisms of balance between formal and
semi-formal structures actually work quite well. There is rarely any in-
terference in the work of the semi-formal structure by the representatives
of the formal or constitutional structures. The semi-formal structure
exists almost by virtue of an oral tradition. As many Aboriginal societies
will attest, there is nothing wrong with oral tradition. The essential dif-
ference is the way in which the tradition is passed on. Aboriginal soci-
eties devote considerable time and energy to ensuring that the correct
traditions and their interpretations are duly passed on. Members of this
co-op, for a variety of reasons, devote much less time to this.

What is perhaps less satisfactory is the balance between the semi-
formal structure and the informal structure of the centre. It is apparent
that, besides the Overview and PSM channel for arriving at decisions,
there is also a lot of collective decision making taking place in other,
smaller, less formal clusters of influence.

2. Responsibility and Accountability

In terms of demarcation, the collective appears (and is perceived by the
bulk of members) to delegate generously to individuals and to depart-
ments. The autonomy afforded to departments is extensive. So, in a
sense, the need for delegation is pre-empted — departments may uni-
laterally take action in a given area anyway. This seems to work well as
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far as departmental interests are concerned, but where the collective in-
terest as a whole is at stake, there appears to be some discrepancy. Prob-
lems seem to arise with regard to following up the delegation. The
collective is not always aware of the outcomes of delegated actions or
undertakings. A problem for the audit, and therefore one assumes for
the collective, is that decision tracking (and especially outcomes from
decisions) was not easy from the minutes (this is partly due to the nature
of the minutes themselves; see below).

A number of working groups have been at various times empowered
to carry out specific tasks. Recently, teams were delegated to deal with
staffing strategies, organization of finance, winter opening, and per-
formance monitoring. These have reported back with varying degrees
of coherence and success.

In terms of accountability, formal decision makers are clearly ac-
countable to the constituents described in their M&As. The fact that
very few decisions are taken through formal channels, however, means
that this accountability is rarely put to the test. The semi-formal decision
makers on Overview are also clearly accountable to their constituents.
And all of their decisions are very evidently open to review by members.
The accountability of informal decision makers is less clear, as is, of
course, their actual influence.

3. Clarity of Purpose, Procedure, and Performance

Long-standing members appear to have a very good sense of the work-
ings of the semi-formal structures. There is slight variation in the per-
ception of procedures, but by and large there is a good common
understanding. Where this clarity breaks down is with regard to the for-
mal structures by all members, the semi-formal structures by newer
members, and the informal structures by less “connected” members.
There is little introductory documentation for newcomers. There is an
induction procedure involving “mentors,” which is inconsistently applied
and ranges from “very good” to “useless” in the eyes of participants.

Overall, the subjective interviews indicated a variety of feeling with
regard to all of the above. Some were content though acknowledging
scope for improvement; others were resentful of some aspects and de-
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spairing of others. Most of the contentment came from full-time em-
ployees and most of the resentment and despair came from the volun-
teers and part-time staff. 

Conclusions and Future Development

Plausibly, using the Democracy Audit to track decisions and actions as
they pass through the co-operative could help quantify and improve in-
ternal communications, member engagement, and partnership working.
Something along these lines might move an aspiring “learning organi-
zation” toward establishing and embedding a more productive culture
— whereby participants are conscious of the need for outcomes — and
“collective time” consciousness. Whatever the problems associated with
tracking, it is clear that knowing how ideas, decisions, and actions flow
through an organization would be hugely beneficial in terms of improv-
ing that flow. 

Because the Democracy Audit is, for the most part, relative, there
is a great need for much more comparative data. This is true particularly
in the area of “decision tracking” and the “coefficient of decision mak-
ing,” but also in other norms. Increased use of democracy audits will
perhaps begin to determine national, regional, and sectoral norms, but
in the meantime the measures are reporting largely in a vacuum with
reference to insufficient context. 

There is also a need for more credibility. This will come as usage in-
creases and both the audit itself and its outcomes become more refined,
but it could take some time. There is the possibility, however, that sub-
stantial credibility could be precipitated by one or two large democratic
organizations committing to and implementing the procedures. With
sufficient take-up by some key organizations and support from aca-
demic institutions, it is possible that an ISO standard could be estab-
lished and meaningful award systems put into place. 

As all this unfolds, it should be remembered that co-operation and
democratic processes in general tend to run in relatively barren (at best)
or hostile (at worst) environments. There is no systematic groundwork;
no preparation in national education systems for involvement in demo-
cratic organizations. Most school and even university students graduate
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without an inkling of how such systems work or how they might them-
selves become involved. This also affects democracy at the political level
as, for the vast majority of voting adults, the exposure to the workings
of a democracy has been kept to a minimum. This makes the whole
business of making organizational democracy meaningful and efficient
that much more difficult. 
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Chapter 16

DEVELOPING AND MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STRATEGY:
LOYALTY, THE ESSENCE OF SUCCESSFUL CO-OPERATIVES

BOB YUILL 1

Introduction

TH I S  C H A P T E R underlines the importance of measuring and de-
veloping member engagement and loyalty. It opens with an episode

in the Scottish agricultural sector that exemplifies the implications of
failing to do this. It then considers the thinking that led the Scottish
Agricultural Organisation Society (SAOS) Ltd., the federation owned by
the agricultural co-operatives in Scotland providing development advice,
to act with its members to address shortcomings in this regard. The
combination of these ideas and the practice of actively supporting co-
operative members in their strategic approach led SAOS to the develop-
ment of a survey tool for measuring two complementary areas: 

a. members’ understanding, approval, and support of the
strategic intent of their co-operative

b. levels of member loyalty

The design and constitution of the measurement tool itself is dis-
cussed in relation to how to generate satisfactory response rates, the spe-
cific questions asked, and the availability of space for respondents to
add text freely. For each co-operative, the chapter shows how a “loyalty
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index”’ can be generated, which allows benchmarking and can prompt
further investigation. It is therefore recognized that the survey is best
not carried out in isolation; it should be supported by other members’
communications, focus group meetings, board strategy workshops, and
so on. The chapter concludes that a member loyalty strategy and the
process to measure member loyalty proves to be a powerful tool for Scot-
tish agricultural co-operatives. What has become apparent is that co-
operatives with a high loyalty index are very resilient, and that this
resilience is built on a foundation of strong member engagement. These
co-operatives are highly capable of adapting to changing member needs,
and able to develop new strategy or update existing strategies quickly,
with the full understanding of members and staff. 

A Prompt to Action

During November 1997, a headline in the farming section of the Glas-
gow Herald shouted, “Restructured co-operative sees bright future de-
spite third year of losses NEF feeling bullish.” 2 In October 2000, the
same newspaper headline was “Bannermill sell-off puts NEF in black;
Boost to balance sheet sees co-operative upbeat again after years of fi-
nancial woe” and in June 2002 the headline proclaimed “NEF and Har-
bro in merger talks,” later explaining that “it is five years since NEF made
a profit and in its most recent accounts show a loss of £215k.” A state-
ment from Harbro Farm Sales Ltd. (a private company) said it hoped
negotiations could be completed by August and the business would ex-
tend its choice of products and create cost efficiencies for customers.

Scotland had lost one of its century-old and largest co-operatives,
with a membership of 7,300 and net assets in 1997 of nearly £8 million
over a five-year period. NEF’s members didn’t know why. SAOS Ltd. had
lost one of its largest members and also did not really know why. At the
time the general explanation from the NEF board was that it was the
members’ fault for “not supporting the business” and “there is just no
loyalty any more.”
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It was clear to the agricultural co-operative community that this
should never happen again, but it was entirely unclear what could be
done, or developed, as a prevention strategy. It was the role of SAOS to
figure out and provide solutions. Today the NEF story is used as one of
a number of practical case studies within directors’ governance work-
shops provided by SAOS — the case study is as follows:

The 100-year-old requisite business faces real trading difficulty.
Competition is targeting the co-op as a source of dissatisfied cus-
tomers to grow their own business. The co-op has sold a series of
substantial assets to provide cash and has relocated out of town by
purchasing a previous competitor’s mill site. The manager has not
met his own targets since his employment but is quite clearly able
to garnish the support of the Chairman. The bank is putting se-
vere pressure on the business to develop a new strategy, but has re-
jected a report from PwC as being inadequate. The board had
been hand-picked over the years at each AGM, which has had a
vanishingly small support from members, although there were al-
ways attendees dressed in suits and ties. — What are the issues
with this business? 6–8 short bullet points.

The governance weaknesses commonly identified in the case study
include:

•     the business being controlled by outside influences —
the bank

•     clearly no member control of their co-op

•     a manager who should have been told to move on

•     a chairman who was too close to the manager to make that
fundamental call

•     a board that was deferential to its chairman and thereby the
manager

The concept of developing member engagement as a core strategy
toward building a competitive business was missing at the time and had
yet to be “discovered.” This chapter tells the story of this discovery and
relates the importance of the coincidence between academic search for
answers and practical application of a concept that makes a significant
difference.
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Engaging Co-operative Members

In the NEF case study, control rights had moved from members — in
some dim and distant past — to the board, then to a defiant manage-
ment, and finally to the main creditor. Indeed, within NEF’s history pre-
vious to the case study, the business had been governed solely by an
egotistical management who demanded a measure of deference. Mem-
bers had not been able to exercise any control rights for decades and
had become subdued, illustrated by poor attendance at general
meetings.

During the first decade of the new century, it had become evident
to SAOS that its relevance to its own co-operative members, during a
period of rapid change within the industry, would require a fundamen-
tal re-think about the role of co-operatives and applicable governance
tools that would be simple and effective. The catalyst that made the re-
think feasible was the Saint Mary’s University graduate program in co-
operative management (MMCCU — Master of Management, Co-op-
eratives and Credit Unions), which concentrates on the effectiveness
and applicability of co-operative principles to drive competitive strate-
gies — the co-operative advantage. At the heart of effective co-operative
governance is the understanding that members have a cardinal role in
the effectiveness and relevance of their co-op. Members must be engaged
within participative strategies because they have (must have) control
rights over revenue streams, contracts, and the property of their co-op-
erative. This is the uniqueness of the co-operative business model, which
is particularly poignant within farm co-operatives. 

Daniel Côté, professor of Strategy at HEC Montreal who delivers
the MMCCU module “Co-operative Management and Strategic Plan-
ning,” noted that to earn member loyalty a co-operative must apply a
number of inviolate principles to its management practice. The first is
a partnership with members based on ethics and uncompromising in-
tegrity. The second is the ever-important added value performed by the
core activities of the co-operative. Third is mutual trust and an openness
and sharing of information, particularly of markets and product speci-
fications; and finally, mutual, active, concrete help between members
and employees. Many co-operatives would claim that they follow these
principles to a greater or lesser degree. While this may be true, they
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most often do not tie them together within a loyalty strategy that in-
creases the cohesiveness and effectiveness of the co-operative. Loyalty
must be incorporated into the co-operative’s basic strategy, and this
starts by analyzing its management practices to identify processes that
need improvement. 

Members are “passionately” loyal to co-operatives that they trust to
always act in their best interest, without exception. This different way
of doing business is the concept of total trust, where the co-operative
and its people never take advantage of customer vulnerabilities. One of
the most difficult aspects of delivering a member engagement strategy
is getting management support, particularly where management has had
a free rein and effectively exercise their own control rights over the co-
operative, despite their board.

The challenge of breaking the noose of ineffectual governance and
member disengagement is onerous and requires a supporting mecha-
nism with a complete confidence of making an effective change. The
real difficulty illustrated by the NEF case study is that the business was
run by an ineffective controlling management/board, who took advan-
tage of members in search of a trading margin to cover business ineffi-
ciency. 

The only way is to re-engage members to become the power base
of the business — give them back control rights over their co-operative.
But this requires:

•     the board to agree to the introduction of a loyalty-based
strategy

•     loyalty to be a key factor in management style

•     it to be the business of everyone

•     that employees understand it as a set of practices that affects
their daily work

Measuring Loyalty — Its Development

SAOS quickly recognised that the beginning of the journey to fully engage
members with strategies that would lead to increasing loyalty was to carry
out member research. The specific aims of this research were to:
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•     improve understanding of members’ businesses
•     identify factors influencing member’s decision making
•     gather members’ honest views on the co-ops’ current services

provision and operations
•     interpret members’ future intentions
•     gauge interest in developing new services and operations
•     describe emergent strategies from ongoing change 

Over the last decade and as a result of working with co-operatives
working to engage their members, there have been some significant
learning points: 

First, any membership survey needs to be one component of a
membership engagement process that involves the whole of the
co-op, including the chairperson, the board, management, and
staff. The SAOS survey is generally not carried out in isolation, but
supported by other member communications, focus group meet-
ings, board strategy workshops, and so on. The process is depend-
ent on the size and complexity of each co-operative.

Second, co-operatives need to be convinced of any survey’s
effectiveness and the change process. The starting point for SAOS
was to develop the necessary proofs that loyalty is a legitimate
measure of the effectiveness of a co-op. SAOS started with its ex-
emplary member co-operatives. It would not have been possible
to start with the NEF case study — hence why it was entirely un-
clear what could be done or developed as a prevention strategy at
that time.

Third, a loyalty strategy cannot be developed in isolation
from a multiplicity of member-engaged strategy. Loyalty does not
come first; it is developed as result of member understanding, ap-
proval, and support of the strategic intent of their co-operative.
This means, therefore, that any survey to measure loyalty cannot
be done in isolation because to do so would be virtually meaning-
less — “So there is no membership loyalty — now what?”

Design of the Survey Tool

The basic tool for working on a loyalty programme is the member’s sur-
vey. The design of the survey raised several important issues around the
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introductory wording, the ordering of questions, the number of ques-
tions, and the need for free text to help answer both the “so what?” and
“now what?” questions. SAOS found the survey had to be short and very
much to the point. A survey that is perceived to take longer than a few
minutes to complete generally will not be completed by an “average”
farmer-member. The survey takes just a few minutes to complete, and
this is stated up front. The following illustration from a recent survey
provides the introductory wording from the chairman and the managing
director:

Your board will be delighted if you could take a few (about 4)
minutes to complete this feedback form. We will publish the re-
sults, but please note that your responses are confidential. How-
ever, you may give your name if you wish and we will follow up
on any comments you make. We have set aside £xxxx worth of
(Co-operative) Vouchers as a prize draw. All members and cus-
tomers who complete their feedback form and provide their name
will have a chance of winning a £xx voucher.

With thanks __________ (Chairman) and __________(MD) –
Co-operative Limited

PS. To keep the costs of this form as low as possible we have com-
bined the form to include both members and non-member cus-
tomers; so please bear with us where the feedback form asks
questions you think we should already know.

In terms of question ordering, SAOS found it best to place survey
questions that involve members with the working decisions of their co-
operative (that is, members taking an active role in developing new strat-
egy or services) first. These questions develop engagement by the
member and demonstrate their importance to the strategy development
process. This draws members into their survey and recognises the im-
portance of their participation. The following is an example of this type
of question/statement:

We have recently employed a nutritionist to help members
develop high-quality, cost-effective feed rations. With the cost of
fertiliser having increased substantially, impacting on farm prof-
itability, there is much to be gained from carefully managing soil
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nutrition by best use of lime, fertiliser, straights, slurry and ma-
nure. Do you think it will be a benefit to provide technical assis-
tance concerning soil nutrition and fertiliser management? 

Yes, No, Not applicable

In terms of the number of questions, SAOS discovered that members
did not particularly understand the need or reason for nuanced ques-
tions, particularly if they are reluctant to provide the time to complete
the survey in the first place. In an initial draft of the survey, members
were invited to give their answers to fifteen questions.

Strongly Agree Strongly
agree Agree somewhat Disagree disagree

Members can rely on the co-op
to provide quality service.

The co-op works to build a
relationship of trust with me.

The co-op hires and retains
quality people.

The co-op sets the standard
for excellence in its field.

The co-op communicates
openly and honestly.

The co-op values people and
relationships above profits.

The co-op knows how to listen
to its members and meet their
needs quickly.

I will do extra business with the
co-op if I need additional
products or services.

The co-op rewards member
loyalty appropriately.

I understand the values and
principles that guide the co-op.

I recommend the co-op
wholeheartedly.

I trust the staff of the co-op
for their integrity and honesty.

I am proud to be a member
of the co-op.
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I believe the co-op has earned
my loyalty.

My loyalty to the co-op has
increased during the year.

However, if two questions seem similar, then the humble member
will regard them as identical, answer them the same way, and may be-
come cynical. For example:

(The co-op) communicates openly and honestly.

(The co-op) knows how to listen to me and meet my needs quickly. 

Arguably, these two questions are asking nearly the same thing.

Finally, SAOS finds that a clear space for each member to provide free
text is a most powerful feedback mechanism. The following examples
provide just some of the insights gained from free-text feedback from a
co-operative member survey:

Q. Please provide any other suggestions as to how (Your Co-op)
might help farmers and the wider rural community:

•     “Sales staff need to keep in closer contact with members so they know who
to speak to in the office about their individual requirements.”

•     “Members” discussion night — perhaps once or twice a year with a quick
update on all the products handled and perhaps someone to lead a discus-
sion.”

•     “There may be some synergy in closer co-operation between veterinary
practices and yourselves.”

•     “How about branching into fuel supplies, or you could start a bio-diesel
plant.”

•     “Store to remain open at lunchtimes — office workers only chance to use
the shop.”

•     “Emailed orders to be acknowledged by responding email with informa-
tion on availability and expected delivery.”

•     “I’m not a member, and have traded with the co-op for over 30 years and
the question of membership has never been raised.”

•     “Get together with other co-ops and supply businesses and stand up to
the cartel that has been allowed to develop in the fertiliser manufacturing
sector.” 

•     “Perhaps customers should be made more aware of the wide range of
products you sell (or have I missed something?).”
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Most interestingly, free text almost always provides insight into a
potential strategy for the co-op, or an emergent strategy that is begin-
ning to engage members but not known to the co-op management. Re-
sponses can indicate a most basic solution to a member’s difficulty in
engaging with their co-operative that the board/management have
missed.

The Loyalty Component of the Survey

Following the communication and feedback about potential services,
or new strategy, the loyalty component of a survey is able to gain honest
feedback on some fundamental questions. The surveys do not refer to
loyalty per se, but rather, have an introduction to why the “loyalty”
questions are being asked. The following statement is typical:

(Your Co-operative) is a unique business and is rightly proud of
its heritage and closeness to the communities of the southwest. To
make sure that your co-operative is developing in the right way
we would like to understand how satisfied, or otherwise, you are
with the business.

After much feedback from co-operatives, having carried out mem-
ber communications and initial loyalty survey work, SAOS has distilled
the loyalty survey to four fundamental, “killer” statements: 

1. I can always rely on (My Co-operative) to provide a quality
service.

2. (My Co-operative) sets the standard for excellence in its field.

3. (My Co-operative) knows how to listen to me and meet my
needs quickly.

4. I am proud to be a member/customer of (My Co-operative).

Members are able to mark these statements as to whether they:
Strongly agree, Agree, Somewhat agree, Disagree, or Strongly disagree.
These statements have become an “acid test” for member loyalty. SAOS
staff are able to work with boards and management to quickly interpret
the results in conjunction with both earlier survey answers and/or work-
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ing knowledge from other communications with members, such as
focus groups, to be able to make clear recommendations for action.

For example, in one co-operative where there was a low score on
question 1, it became clear that their database system of members and
their requirements had become outdated and needed re-development.
As a result, and with SAOS, they worked with other, similar co-operatives
in different areas to enhance their IT capabilities.

In another, where a low score was found on question 3, it became
obvious that the logistical operations to quickly and efficiently move
crop were inadequate, but the problem was seen on farm. As a result,
the board worked with members to make a substantial investment in
crop intake and handling systems to remove backlogs on any busy har-
vest day.

Benchmarking from the Loyalty Survey Results

Benchmarking is an important use of the loyalty measurement tool.
Most often the board will ask for a comparison with other co-operatives.
SAOS has applied a simple weighting to each of the member agreements
to assist an easy understanding by co-operatives. This allows a compar-
ison between different co-operatives using the Loyalty Index. It should
be noted that many farmers will be a member of two or three different
co-ops so will use their experience to help interpret any comparison. 

Co-operative Response Loyalty
Name rate % Index

1 BNR 28 120

2 TRF 33 127

3 ADG 57 112

4 RS 14 106

5 GG 91 143

6 CSF 36 89

7 SA 57 148

8 HG 67 148

9 TFMR 28 126
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10 SBP 78 109

11 SPP 55 142

12 SL 60 146

13 ESG 79 129

14 RNK 13 132

Mean 49.6 126.9

The table above provides a table of fourteen loyalty survey results
in which loyalty index scores have been created from a combination of
the four “killer” statements above. Similar co-operatives can be directly
compared — e.g., BNR, RS, TFMR, and RNK are all similar co-operatives
working in different geographic areas. The Loyalty Index allows them
to compare best practice and also highlight any weakness each may have. 

Interpretation of the above results is key to further understanding.
The following commentary provides some context to comparisons.
First, the co-operatives with the highest loyalty indexes — GG, SA, HG,
SPP, and SL — are all particularly close to their members and in nearly
all cases have a close “technical” interaction and work in sophisticated
markets that are difficult for members to service adequately on their
own. Members all have substantial control rights throughout these co-
operatives. The significance of these high-loyalty indexes is that these
co-operatives can develop and engage new strategy sufficiently quickly
to outwit any competitor or counter strategy arising from the market-
place. For example, SPP and SL have recently entered a joint venture to
purchase and upgrade a large processing plant in collaboration with a
Danish Co-operative.

Second, the lowest index score CSF, is a co-operative not dissimilar
to the case study NEF; it is not a member of SAOS. The survey was com-
missioned by the board without the input of management and no fol-
low-up to the survey was commissioned. It might be that the intention
to move control rights from management to members has not been al-
lowed.

Third, RS, with a low index score and a low response rate has always
had difficulty within their market sector, struggling to remain relevant,
and are facing competition from other, similar co-operatives. The board
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and management have been working to develop better loyalty, but are
finding that their internal strategic capability to do this is limited.

Fourth, SBP, with a very high response rate and a low loyalty index,
had been struggling with internal issues that required fixing. The survey
concluded to the board, in very stark terms, what had to be done, and
quickly, by the board — they couldn’t hide from member demands.

Fifth, RNK with a low response rate and a high loyalty index, illus-
trates that there is not always a close correlation between response and
loyalty. In this case, the survey was carried out entirely by using the in-
ternet. Using this method alone in this case was a test to understand a
particular segment of the membership using the Internet and email for
communications.

The interpretations that SAOS is able to bring to its members using
the loyalty survey tool and associated loyalty index are important for
organizational learning. They are also important in promoting the
changes that are necessary for these co-operatives to continue to meet
their members’ most important needs. 

Conclusions

A member loyalty strategy and the process to measure member loyalty
is proving to be a powerful tool for Scottish agricultural co-operatives.
The timing of its development has been significant, coinciding with
agriculture and food supply chains working within an environment of
increasing uncertainty and complexity caused by climate change, glob-
alism, technology, and increasing bureaucracy. The connectedness be-
tween these components further increases complexity, meaning that
calculating predictability and risk factors for any forthcoming event be-
comes impossible. What has become apparent is that co-ops with a high
loyalty index are very capable of adapting to changing member needs,
able to develop new strategy or update existing strategies very quickly
with the full understanding of members and co-operative staff. In
essence, co-operatives with a high loyalty index are highly resilient.

A loyalty strategy is the business of everyone connected to the co-
operative; it cannot be developed in isolation by a single group within
a co-operative. It starts by analyzing a co-operative’s management prac-
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tices to identify processes that need improvement, then working with
everyone to make the changes that need to happen. 

The biggest barrier to developing member loyalty is an ineffective
management that works to retain its own influence. In this case the
board must be empowered to take control initially, which in most cases
will require the support of a third party development organization or
consultancy such as SAOS, who understand the process and can improve
the effectiveness of the process to engender confidence.

A measurement of loyalty on its own cannot make change happen;
at most, it provides the primary benchmark for a change programme
from which to measure future development. Measurement of loyalty
alone is a wasted opportunity to develop broader engagement with
members, their board, and staff. Free-text member feedback can state
the brutal truth of the change that needs to happen and can shock man-
agement into action, but the co-operative requires a supportive, com-
mitted, and critical board to make sure they do.
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Reporting Practices:
Co-operative Identity and Sustainability
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Chapter 17

LEADERSHIP IN HEGEMONY:
SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING AND CO-OPERATIVES

YUILL HERBERT 1

TH E B L U E P R I N T  F O R  A  C O - O P E R A T I V E  D E C A D E outlines an
ambitious vision for the development of co-operatives internation-

ally. One aspect of this vision is that co-operatives become the acknowl-
edged leader in economic, social, and environmental sustainability
(Davies and Mills 2013). 

In order to understand if co-operatives are indeed the leader, com-
parison with other forms of enterprise is required, and the obvious
method of assessment is the rapidly growing field of sustainability re-
porting. As I will illustrate, the terrain selected for this comparison gives
rise to a fundamental question for the co-operative movement: are the
intrinsic characteristics of co-operatives, which can be of the greatest
value to the sustainable development agenda, enhanced or undermined
if co-operatives seek to demonstrate their contribution to sustainability
in frameworks conceived within an ideology that is incompatible with
a substantive definition of sustainability?

This question gives rise to four tasks. First, I will consider the notion
of sustainability (note: for the purposes of this paper, I use sustainability
and sustainable development interchangeably); second, I will provide
an overview of sustainability reporting; third, I will describe the value
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proposition of co-operatives for the sustainable development agenda;
and fourth, I will identify foundational principles or concepts against
which co-operatives can substantively measure their contribution to sus-
tainable development. 

Prior to embarking on these tasks, there are two terms that I will
draw upon in subsequent arguments that are worthy of clarification up
front. Hegemony is “[a] social condition in which all aspects of social re-
ality are … supportive of a single class or group” (Livingstone 1976, 235).
In these times, that social condition is neoliberalism, “a theory of political
economic practices that proposes that human well-being can best be
advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills
within an institutional framework characterized by strong private prop-
erty rights, free markets, and free trade” (Harvey 2005, 2). 

What Is Sustainability?

The World Commission on Environment and Development produced
the Brundtland Report (1987), which defined sustainable development
as “development that meets the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future
generations to meet their
own needs.” This defini-
tion is ambiguous, and has
been subject to consider-
able debate; at its core,
however, is the premise
that the circumstances of
those who are in need can
be improved without fur-
ther degradation of the vi-
tality and resilience of the
ecosystem.

A focal point in the
debate on the definition of
sustainable development is
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whether or not human capital can be substituted for natural capital and
whether or not there are limits to growth (Jackson 2009). Many ecolo-
gists and a few economists argue that natural capital is not infinitely
substitutable — this is sometimes termed strong sustainability (Ekins
et al. 2003). Weak sustainability, on the other hand, maintains that the
aggregate stock of capital can be maintained by substituting human cap-
ital for depleted natural capital; one is substitutable for the other.

From the co-joined premise of limits and non-substitution, the con-
cept of sustainable development can then be represented as three com-
ponents or imperatives in a series of circles, or nests (figure 1), with each
senior level transcending but embracing its junior. In this description,
the economy is embedded within a society or cultural sphere, which,
in turn, is embedded within the ecological or ecosystem sphere, the ul-
timate limiting factor for all human activities. The ecosystem is the all-
encompassing sphere, of which human society is but a subset. In its turn,
the economy is a subset of society, a sub-subset of the ecosystem. This
framework coalesces with our understanding, for example, of climatic
limits, or a limited global forest area from which only so much wood
can be extracted.

The idea of limits does not, however, mean that the economy can-
not change or evolve. As Daly (1990) argues, the word “development”
is an intrinsic partner to “sustainable” in the idea of sustainable de-
velopment. Without the concept of development, there is a tendency
to couple sustainable with growth, giving rise to the imaginary and
dangerous pretence of a world without limits. Development is, then,
an alternative and equally viable pathway to growth. As Daly writes,
“In short, growth is quantitative increase in physical scale, while de-
velopment is qualitative improvement or unfolding of potentialities”
(1990, 1).

Sustainable development is then a paradigm with the goal of im-
proving the quality of life of people while recognizing physical limits of
the ecosystem, as well as cultural and societal limits in a framework of
development and not necessarily of growth. 
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The History of Sustainability Reporting

Sustainability reporting began as a genuine effort in the 1990s to inform
stakeholders of the environmental impact of businesses such as the Body
Shop (Ioannou and Serafeim 2014), as an attempt to reflect on and ac-
knowledge the fraying ecosystems. Sustainability reporting represented
a fresh approach to engaging with and informing stakeholders of large
enterprises in a parallel and voluntary effort to financial reporting, in
effect economic agents recognizing a world outside the economic
sphere. With that recognition came significant differences in approach
to reporting, as the tentacles of information reached beyond the tangible
financial metrics into the intangible complexity of the social and eco-
logical spheres (see table 1). 

Table 1: Differences between sustainability reporting and financial reporting

Emphasis in Emphasis in
financial reporting sustainability reporting

Time-scale The reported year Future orientation

Focus Issues that organization Wider sustainability impacts
directly controls

Economic view Material Intangible

Data Financial Non-financial

Materiality Financial significance Any information that is
significant to readers

Users Investors Stakeholders

Source: Karis and Pöysti 2013, 10

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reporting gained traction
around the same time due to concerns about labour impacts in supply
chains and human rights abuses, particularly child labour. Triple bottom
line reporting was the next significant trend, in which social, environ-
mental, and economic pillars were tracked independently in annual re-
ports that paralleled legally required financial reports (Mitchell et al.
2012). As these trends emerged and evolved, various standards and
frameworks were created, including; ISO 14001 (1996), an environmental
management standard in 1996; the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) in
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1997; ISO 26000 on social responsibility in 2004; and the International
Integrated Reporting Framework (IIRC) in 2013. While the GRI is the
most widely used framework, the IIRC represents the latest development
in sustainability reporting, combining financial and non-financial as-
pects in a single report, with the aim of embedding sustainability issues
in the mainstream performance of an organization. 

There are also developments in the regulatory requirements for non-
financial reporting, either by governments or stock exchanges, as gov-
ernments provide a legal mandate for the provision of non-financial
information. An analysis of the legal framework of thirty nations for
the United Nations Environment Program found 142 requirements and
guidelines for reporting on different laws and regulations for sustain-
ability (KPMG Advisory 2010). In a recent development, the EU passed
a directive that will require companies with more than five hundred em-
ployees (approximately six thousand companies) to disclose information
concerning their policies on environmental, social, employee, human
rights, anti-corruption, and bribery matters, as well as information on
the outcomes of their policies (European Union 2014). 

Beyond organization-wide approaches to sustainability, certification
systems have developed within specific sectors, with examples such as
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) primarily for
the building sector in North America, Forest Stewardship Council for
forest products, Marine Stewardship Council for fisheries products, and
Sustainability Tracking, Assessment and Rating System (STARS) for col-
leges and universities. Table 2 describes different approaches to engaging
in sustainability management. 

This varied and complex landscape of reporting frameworks and
methods has given rise to confusion about which is the preferable frame-
work or approach (Leinaweaver 2015) and many large organizations are
currently using multiple systems or frameworks for different audiences
or regulatory environments.

In general, co-operatives have not embraced sustainability reporting
to the same extent as investor-owned companies. An analysis of the ex-
tent of sustainability reporting in the largest 300 co-operatives found
that the total increased from one report in 2001 to twenty-two reports
in 2010, but dropped drastically in the past two years. Of those co-op-
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Table 2: Different approaches to sustainability management

Management Reporting framework Certification system
system and guidance

Purpose Support con- Ensure transparency Achieve a standard
tinuous im- of impacts of performance
provement

Approach Policies Indicators Credits

Performance None Determined by app- Established by
standards licant organization certifying body

against indicators

Recognition Certification Certification not Certification of per-
of process necessary formance level (Silver,

Gold, Platinum, etc).

Flexibility of Broad based Broad based Applies to specific
application sectors or industries

External Of policies Of transparency Of performance
validation and processes

Examples ISO 14001 GRI LEED, STARS
FSC, MSC

eratives that issued a sustainability report, only 5 percent commissioned
external assurance to validate the results (Segui-Mas and Bollas-Araya
2012). In contrast, the GRI sustainability reporting framework has been
adopted extensively by conventional business, with 82 percent of the
top 250 companies of the Fortune 500 Index reporting and 71 percent
of National 100, the top 100 companies in sixteen countries where KPMG

operates reporting (KPMG International 2013). A study of European
banks also found that a low percentage of co-operative banks prepared
sustainability reports, but those that were published were of high quality
(Bollas-Araya et al. 2014). In some cases, co-operatives have helped lead
the development of sustainability frameworks or standards; for example,
the Co-operative Bank in the UK was the first organization to use Ac-
countAbility AA1000, and Vancity Credit Union in Canada has helped
pioneer integrated reporting. 
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Sustainability Reporting as an Instrument of Hegemony

“Did you ever expect a corporation to have a conscience,
when it has no soul to be damned and no body to be kicked?

(And by God, it ought to have both!)”

— The First Baron Thurlow (1731–1806)
Lord Chancellor of England (Banerjee 2008, 51)

Sustainability reporting has emerged as a distinguished aspect in the
countenance of the investor-owned corporation. However, there is a
profound disconnect between the business practices of investor-owned
corporations and the magnitude of environmental and social challenges
facing society. This disconnect appears intransigent, derived from the
resilience of the dominant narrative of neoliberalism. As an ideology,
neoliberalism hungers after growth, and, through accumulation by dis-
possession, neoliberal markets have claimed and conquered realms such
as public utilities, social welfare provisions, public institutions, and even
warfare (Harvey 2005). This process of creative destruction has not only
devastated the livelihood and dignity of millions around the world, but
has brought about the destruction of the environment (Ivanovski 2012),
a direct contradiction of the aims and objectives of sustainable devel-
opment.

What is the role of sustainability reporting in this context? Sustain-
ability reporting, one can argue, has provided cover, as an allowance
from social movements that request accommodations rather than chal-
lenge the power alignment — what is called the “compromise equilib-
rium” (Kebede 2005, 84). This is one strategy that has enabled an
economic ideology to secure the consent and loyalty of people whose
individual and common interests it frequently undermines or contra-
dicts, a situation that Gramsci described as hegemony (1971). 

Gramsci describes civil society, for example, organizations like GRI

and other sustainability frameworks, as a “powerful system of earth-
works” (Hoare and Smith 1971, 238) that buttress an ideology against
any challengers. While the intention of sustainability reporting was to
bring clarity to the relationship between firms and society and the en-
vironment, the opposite may be occurring, as the appearance of trans-
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parency dulls the desire for real transparency. As Mitchell et al. describe,
“Organisations wishing to be seen as socially responsible have tried to
synthesise these irreconcilable opposites by creating discourses within a
broad and ineffectual middle ground that only serve to reinforce the
status quo of business as usual, and avoid — even distract attention
away from — the unsustainable scale of current growth trajectories”
(2012, 3). The GRI founders, for example, took “efforts to shape GRI as
complementary to corporate and financial market needs. The strategic
risk, of course, is that GRI would be co-opted and assimilated within
these structures rather than transform them. This does appear to be the
emerging outcome” (Levy et al. 2010, 34).

It is not only the obfuscation of cause and effect that has sustained
the power of neoliberalism, but also the dissipation of alternatives, a
“hegemony by pulverisation,” which is partially captured by the ideas
of cultural fragmentation and “consent without consensus” (Carroll
2006, 12). A solid substance becomes a jumble of tiny loose particles,
each clamouring for attention in a sea of particles clamouring for at-
tention, so that it is only possible to hear those in immediate proximity.
Co-operatives consist of a few of those marginalized particles, charac-
terized as appropriate for “farmers (at least they used to be), cohesive
religious-ideological communities and for developing countries” (Fair-
bairn 2003, 13), but not for university economic text books (Kalmi 2006).
This tyranny by oblivion has been reinforced by political pressure ex-
pressed in the form of a hostile legal environment, the rise of a mana-
gerial class with a neoliberal orientation, and a de-emphasis on collective
or common endeavour (Diamantopoulos 2011).

In summary, there is a hegemony of neoliberalism, which, because
of its dedication to, and reliance upon, growth, is incompatible with
sustainable development. The hegemony is sustained by accommoda-
tion at the margins and by distributing sufficient self-interest and cul-
tivating individualism so as to dissipate any cohesive and alternative
world views. In this world, co-operatives survive in niches or by playing
the game. Meanwhile, in the clouds at the margins, there are growing
and increasingly desperate calls for substantial change, which echo more
or less loudly with events such as the financial crisis and climate change.
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Another World Is Possible: Co-operatives as Counter-Hegemony

The vision of the Blueprint for a Co-operative Decade is that co-operatives
will become the acknowledged leader in social, economic, and environ-
mental sustainability. The temptation for the co-operative movement
is to engage with neoliberalism on its own terms, to participate and
excel in applying frameworks such as the GRI and Integrated Report-
ing. But by doing so, co-operatives inevitably reformulate their strategy
and structures into a framework designed for an investor-owned cor-
poration. 

Co-operative leadership on sustainability or sustainable develop-
ment must employ another strategy — namely, differentiation — and
part of the leadership is turning away from existing sustainability frame-
works. Neoliberalism is unable to substantively reconcile its existence
with sustainable development; its emphasis on economic growth is in-
compatible with ecological limits, yet this ideology has a stranglehold
on the imagination of society. The critical role for co-operatives is to
extend and capture the imagination of society as an alternative. A pow-
erful aspect of hegemony by dissipation is the inability of those who
would counter the hegemony to articulate an alternative, to reassert the
social flow, when the ideas they envision, the language they speak, and
the activities they engage in are captured within the ideology of neo-
liberalism. 

One conception of counter-hegemony inspired by the Zapatistas,
an indigenous movement in Mexico, is: “the struggle for the reassertion
of social flow of doing, against its fragmentation and denial” (Holloway
2005, 36). Holloway envisioned doing as the source of power of creation,
describing the construction of a chair. The chair, when it is sat upon, is
part of the social flow and derives meaning, and power, from that in-
teraction. 

Co-operatives are indeed doing and, as such, have a unique offering
in a time of profound societal challenges on inequality, social exclusion,
and fraying ecological systems: “Instead of affirming the social Darwin-
ian prescriptions of greed and individual gain in the market place, which
is at the heart of neoliberal ideology, genuine co-operatives affirm the
opposite norms; human solidarity, economic democracy and collective
endeavor” (Satgar 2007, 47).
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Co-operatives have been a powerful movement against similar eco-
nomic ideologies in the past. In the late 1800s, two significant move-
ments emerged in the US to confront a regime of corporate
consolidation, rate discrimination, and credit restrictions — namely,
the Grange, or Patrons of Husbandry, and the Farmers Alliance
(Schneiberg et al. 2008). The movements united agrarians and farmers
in the Midwest, the Plains, and the South under a banner of regional
republicanism that included a political program of anti-trust laws, fi-
nancial regulations, and economic self-organization in the form of co-
operatives, mutuals, and state exchanges. The movements represented
a significant economic and political force, with the Grange securing
railroad regulation and the Alliance generating a membership that
reached one million members by 1890. 

In the context of the neoliberal hegemony, it is simply by existing
as a living and breathing alternative that co-operatives are doing, as Hol-
loway imagined. It is their existence that represents “one no and many
yeses” in the face of neoliberalism, to quote the slogan of the Zapatistas
(Kingsnorth 2003). The subsequent task is then to illustrate and call at-
tention to what they are doing. Employing sustainability frameworks
conceptualized within a neoliberal hegemony, however, is likely to un-
dermine this differentiation and thus the ability of co-operatives to ar-
ticulate an alternative to neoliberalism.  

A Co-operative Framework for Sustainability

“Remedies for social justice that merely affirm a group’s status
or entitlements within an existing order must be distinguished
from remedies that transform the world in ways that abolish

underlying generative mechanisms of injustice.”

— Fraser cited in Carroll (2006,19)

Co-operatives exist within the neoliberal economy and, as such, are
“sites of contestation, power structures and multiple, competing logics”
(Schneiberg 2013, 655), as the battle between difference and sameness,
collective and individual, profit and non-profit rages. The existence of
co-operatives provides the opportunity for the construction of a post-
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capitalist economy in the present that directly responds to sustainable
development; this is the leadership that, while perhaps not envisioned
by the Blueprint for a Co-operative Decade, is what the world critically
needs. Such an effort would consist of the following three pillars. 

Prioritize People, Not Profits

The first aspect of a sustainability framework: the co-operative principles
can serve as a foundation of sustainability. Both the literature and prac-
tice on sustainable development have struggled with the intangible na-
ture of the social dimensions of sustainable development. Again,
co-operatives have novel contributions to offer. In a study that explored
the relationship between co-operatives and sustainability, mathematical
strategies were used to identify the dominant concepts in the social, eco-
logical, and economic domains of fifty key papers on sustainability and
sustainable development (Dale et al. 2013). Strong overlap was found
between the seven co-operative principles and the social concepts of the
sustainability literature, while less overlap was encountered with key
concepts in the environmental and economic groupings of literature.
In other words, we can simply look to co-operatives as a practical man-
ifestation of the social dimensions of sustainability. 

Embrace Development, Not Growth

The second aspect of a sustainability framework: the contribution to
development as opposed to economic growth. Returning to the defini-
tion of sustainable development, as I described earlier, sustainability
without development fails to articulate an alternative to growth and fails
to acknowledge limits. Co-operatives offer insight into a pathway of de-
velopment that is not dependent on growth. Fundamentally, co-opera-
tives exist to serve their members by providing goods or services or other
purposes, in contrast to investor-owned corporations that seek to max-
imize profit. As Zamagni (2005) points out, it is counter-intuitive that
an organization that has voluntarily elected to self-govern according to
seven principles is as free to pursue financial gain as an organization
that is not constrained by a set of principles. These principles are in-
compatible with the economic notion of rational choice, as economic
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efficiency rationality does not include social and ethical motivations. If
efficiency were to encapsulate notions of “the valorization of subjectiv-
ity; the psychological advantage of not suffering alienation; the sharing
of the results of a common activity; [and] the sense of equity” (Zamagni
2005, 21), it is likely that co-operatives would be considered extremely
efficient. 

Acknowledge Limits

The third aspect of a sustainability framework: an explicit acknowledge-
ment and response to limits. Study after study and report after report
document the fraying of the ecosystem, yet the sphere of the economy
is unable to come to terms with ecological limits, owing in part to the
dominance of the neoliberal hegemony. Co-operatives, on the other
hand, are unafraid of limits, because growth is not fundamental to their
purpose, and because they tend to be place-based and the reality of con-
straints when one is constrained to a particular place are more apparent.
As co-operatives lack the primary need of providing a return to in-
vestors, they are free to take a long-term view of the interests of their
stakeholders, be they customers, employees, or the wider community
(European Commission 2002). 

A Collective Effort

In the past, others have attempted to develop sustainability frameworks
for co-operatives, but these have languished in the margins, adopted at
most by a handful of co-operatives. A condition of a co-operative sus-
tainability framework is therefore that it is well-resourced, has extensive
buy-in by co-operatives everywhere, and is relatively easy to communi-
cate. As a marginal or marginalized voice, any collective effort is sus-
ceptible to hegemony by dissipation, and authentic and sustained
communication will be required to capture the attention of people
above the noise. 

Conclusion

As liminal organizations (Fairbairn 2003), co-operatives occupy the space
in between. They simultaneously deny the inevitability of Adam Smith’s
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invisible hand, yet they fully engage in the markets, on the terms and
conditions of the markets, and they succeed in a myriad of sectors,
forms, and cultures, defying categorization and confounding economic
theorists. Co-operatives contain modern principles — open and volun-
tary membership is premised on rational individualism and free choice,
and their notion of democracy reflects a modern understanding (Fair-
bairn 2003). As manifestations of “what should and can be” (Mayo 2003,
42), co-operatives have the potential to guide us through a time of ex-
ceptional social, ecological, economic, and political difficulty (Jo-
hanisova et al. 2013), and in order to do so, they must fully embrace
their own identity as co-operatives. The battle sign of co-operativeness,
the last line of defence, are the seven co-operative principles. The prin-
ciples are the essential foundation on which an alternative to neoliber-
alism is constructed and equally are the starting point for a co-operative
sustainability reporting framework. The principles partnered with key
aspects from the sustainable development agenda include an under-
standing and acknowledgement of ecological limits and a commitment
to defining and measuring a pathway based on development, not
growth. With this framework, co-operatives will be able to demonstrate
their leadership.
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Chapter 18

THE CO-OP CERTIFICATION PROCESS:
CO-OPERATIVES OF THE AMERICAS

MANUEL MARIÑO 1

Social Responsibility and the Co-operative Social Audit

TH I S  C H A P T E R addresses the question: is there a particular kind
of social responsibility for co-operatives? If so, a co-operative social

audit 2 can be used to assess to what extent co-operatives are socially re-
sponsible organizations.

To begin with, we need to recognize a common basis for all organ-
izations and institutions that want to carry out a social audit. This com-
mon basis arises from the word “responsibility” (or accountability); an
act an organization is obliging itself to undertake in relation to someone
else (“the stakeholders”). Responsibility within co-operatives includes
an adjective that clearly states a distinctive characteristic of our solidarity
system: social responsibility.

There is no doubt that, in the case of investor-owned enterprises,
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been clearly defined for a
long time, with interesting advances under different regulations and for-
mulas to measure it. It is also important to remember why and for what
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purpose the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility was developed.
During the second half of the sixties and the first half of the seventies,
the corporate world faced different pressures regarding its social respon-
sibility. Two different schools of thought emerged depending on the dif-
ferent demands and pressures that companies faced. In the US, the
corporate world faced huge pressures, especially from environmental
advocacy groups, in defence of minorities and consumers. Thus, CSR
appeared in the US as an answer to external consumer pressures.

In Western Europe, companies started to face pressures and de-
mands from internal groups, particularly trade unions. In this way, CSR
was originally focused on providing answers to internal labour demands.

Today, we refer to Corporate Social Responsibility as “the ability of
an enterprise to listen, assist, understand and meet the legitimized ex-
pectations of different stakeholders, which contribute to the develop-
ment of the enterprise” (Valdemar de Oliveira Neto, Director of ETHOS
Institute).

The Argentinian Institute of Corporate Social Responsibility states
that Corporate Social Responsibility implies an ongoing process, which
includes

•     an integral vision, since it comprises a complex number of
dimensions

•     a gradual approach, since it is a path of excellence to follow

•     a proportional notion, since the expectations generated when it
is put into practice are directly related to the size of the enter-
prise and its corresponding power or influence in the market

•     a holistic perspective, since, in fact, it is an idea that must in-
clude all enterprises, regardless of their kind or size

To be effective, Corporate Social Responsibility or Co-operative So-
cial Responsibility — measured and assessed by the Social Audit — can-
not be realized sporadically.

Co-operative Social Responsibility

Corporate Social Responsibility is not a new discovery for co-operatives.
Since their beginning, co-operatives have taken into account that their
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actions affect their members, including their workers and the commu-
nity where the organizations operate. In different ways, the co-operative
movement has been the pioneer in the development of Corporate Social
Responsibility.

Co-operatives, with their democratic structures based on members,
have always looked beyond financial profit. Co-operative values and
principles have been at the heart of the co-operative business model for
150 years. Co-operative values include: self-help, self-responsibility,
democracy, equality, equity, and solidarity. According to the tradition
of the pioneers, the co-operative movement believes in the ethical values
of honesty, transparency, social responsibility, and care for others. These
values are the basic elements of any genuine long-term commitment of
Co-operative Social Responsibility.

The growing recognition of the value of co-operatives, which are
seriously committed to socially responsible business, has meant that en-
terprises of all kinds have started to adhere to this essential co-operative
concept, establishing policies or reports regarding their actions. Co-op-
eratives are increasingly standing out since social responsibility is at the
heart of their daily businesses.

It is in this context that it is necessary to return to the true essence
of this kind of solidary organizations to discuss the significance of these
concepts. We need to be clear about some conceptualizations that are
at the core of the distinction between Co-operative Social Responsibility
and Corporate Social Responsibility. Co-operative Social Responsibility
defines the essential and genuine values of co-operatives and co-opera-
tive doctrine. Social responsibility is not an add-on: it is the essence of
the co-operative business. 

The Co-operative Social Audit

The Co-operative Social Audit emerges as a new tool for socioeconomic
management that enables co-operatives to evaluate themselves and to
be accountable to their member-owners and other groups influenced
by their actions. The co-op social audit rests on the co-operative values
and principles as a measure of fulfillment of co-operative identity.

The model proposed by Co-operatives of the Americas implements
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a set of dimensions and indicators. The process of compilation of indi-
cators and their systematic presentation in the Co-operative Social Audit
makes it possible for co-operatives to have

•     a measuring instrument concerning the social impact of a
co-operative in its community

•     an evaluation of the relationship between social benefits and
business success

•     a strategic tool for systematic evaluation

Additionally, the Co-operative Social Audit allows co-operatives to

•     quantify the qualitative side of co-operative management

•     make visible the invisible side of services

•     systematically weight the commitment of a co-operative to
its community

•     measure co-operative social responsibility and social policy

•     undertake, if necessary, the needed changes to fulfil its
mission

The Co-operative Social Audit facilitates

•     the sensitization of the co-operative movement in terms of the
responsibility they need to have as enterprises embedded in
the Social Economy

•     the dissemination of responsible and transparent practices

•     the articulation of the co-operative movement with public-
policymakers, opening advocacy spaces

•     the production of information that ensures an educational
process in the community

•     the influence over markets and over social and political
stakeholders to help create a favourable environment for
the Social Economy

The Co-operative Social Audit aims to

•     strengthen co-operative identity

•     provide objective data for advocacy of the co-op movement
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•     have an influence on public policies, making it clear that co-
operatives are not only efficient enterprises but also organiza-
tions built on solidarity

The Co-operative Social Audit: Model and Process

The objectives of the Co-operative Social Audit are to evaluate the man-
agement regarding the co-operative compliance with Co-operative So-
cial Responsibility built on the principles and values of co-operation
over a certain period of time. This makes it possible to redefine policies,
draw up programs, and make social investments more efficient. This
results in an improvement in the relation to cost/benefit for its inter-
locutors.

As a management tool, the Co-operative Social Audit allows the Ex-
ecutive Board and Management to plan actions aimed at increasing pro-
ductivity and workers’ efficiency, and follow these actions up with a
co-operative approach. Co-operatives can have access to information
about their human resources and about the co-operative relationships
with the sectors of the community it is linked to, so as to adequately
inform the public about its social performance. This exercise allows co-
operatives to update policies and programs since the Co-operative Social
Audit is an effective instrument to measure and control outcomes, costs,
and benefits derived from the enterprise actions.

When a co-operative systematically has information about its suc-
cesses and failures — in the frame of co-operative principles and values
— it can face its weaknesses, understand its problems, and better define
the path to follow.

To put it simply, the objectives of the Co-operative Social Audit are
the planning, evaluation, control, and distribution of resources, and the
agreement on policies based on accurate information. We must remem-
ber that the primary motivation to undertake the Co-operative Social
Audit is to improve integral management. On its own, the Co-operative
Social Audit cannot transform a co-operative, but if it is used in a
favourable environment it will be an extremely useful tool.

The Co-operative Social Audit ensures the development of a vol-
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untary social policy (not compulsory), since it is a tool for decision mak-
ing. It contributes to an improvement in the relationships with internal
and external sectors, since the information it renders can be used to
make suitable and timely decisions. Thus, it promotes dialogue and con-
ciliation, which is valuable in itself.

Requirements

There are certain conditions necessary to implement the Co-operative
Social Audit.

1. The Existence of a Social Policy

Recognition of social responsibility as the fundamental basis for co-op-
erative identity leads to structuring integral programs, which establish
parameters to develop actions, both internally and externally.

2. Support from Management

The recognition that co-operative identity and the co-operative differ-
ence must be an integral part of the organization management that re-
quires support and commitment from the executive board, the top
management level, and all the direction bodies.

3. Existence of an Integral Co-operative Strategy

The Co-operative Social Audit must be integrated to the business strat-
egy, considering objectives, plans, and budget, so that it doesn’t become
an isolated action but an integral part of the activities of the co-opera-
tive, which represents the commitment of the organization.

4. Understanding the Concept and Content of the
Social Balance

It is necessary to socialize the importance of the Co-operative Social
Audit so that it is undertaken by conviction and not as a matter of
image.

5. Definition of Objectives and Aims

By understanding the co-operative reality, we can define the objectives
and aims of the co-operative strategy.
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Methodology

To carry out the Co-operative Social Audit, we need to define the dif-
ferent methodological and practical stages; for example:

1. Appointment of the Co-ordinator and Responsible Area

It is necessary to designate the department or division that will be in
charge of realizing the report and assigning the corresponding respon-
sibilities.

The co-ordinator will be in charge of the management of the mul-
tidisciplinary work team. He/she will also co-ordinate the different areas
of the enterprise, lead the activities, plan the execution stages, and eval-
uate the fulfillment of requirements of the audit. He/she will report to
the board.

2. Definition of the Work Plan

The department responsible for the elaboration of the plan must man-
age resources, set an activity schedule, and define work strategies. It will
be fully supported and backed by the enterprise management. At this
stage, it is important to define what is going to be evaluated, within the
different fields and activities analyzed by the Co-operative Social Audit,
and also the means that will be used for gathering the required infor-
mation.

3. Training

Training of all the members of the team is important to be able to “speak
the same language” and to have unified criteria. Also, it is necessary to
provide all the personnel with information regarding the meaning of
the Co-operative Social Audit, the enterprise philosophy, and its interest
in the development of the program.

The contents of the training must: 

•     have an integral approach in the application of the concept of
Co-operative Social Responsibility

•     include the recognition of the existing resources (human,
financial, technical)

•     have a complete understanding of the mission and vision
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of the co-operative and the different implementation stages
of the audit

•     include the understanding of the operative tool and its
practical implementation

4. Adaptation of the Model

The Co-operative Social Audit must include, for each co-operative prin-
ciple, a definition of the dimensions, the indicators, and the variables
upon which the Co-operative Social Audit will be supported. Dimen-
sions are the different aspects that the tool measures.

The indicators provide a diagnosis of the situation in internal and
external areas and consider the aggregated values of the organization’s
management. Variables are “those areas of activity that can vary in the
content. The indicators show this variation.” Measuring standards can
be real numbers, currency/money, indexes, percentages, etc.

The results will be obtained by means of recent historical data and
by analyzing the reality of the period chosen. The Co-operative Social
Audit consists of the detailed description and quantification of the ac-
tions that the organization has developed in a particular period of time
within the co-operative doctrine.

5. Information Gathering

This stage is fundamental, since it is when the different surveys to be
used are elaborated. They must be clear and coherent so as to cover all
the required data, but they also need to be easy to understand by the
people who are supposed to answer them. Besides, the Co-operative So-
cial Audit analyses the extent to which the management provides useful
information for this process.

The department in charge of the Co-operative Social Audit — based
on the information received — will plan and define the way in which
the data and statistics will be presented and used, using the methodology
proposed by Co-operatives of the Americas.

6. Information Analysis

In the Co-operative Social Audit data is analyzed and the most relevant
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figures are studied to understand their true meaning for the organiza-
tion. Following this analysis, suitable recommendations are made, and
aims for the next period are set.

7. Presentation of Results

The results are formally presented to the executive board, the manage-
ment, and the assembly as part of the co-operative’s annual report.

8. Evaluation

After accomplishing the Co-operative Social Audit, the management
and the Co-operative Social Audit team evaluate the whole process, the
results and problems faced, in order to take corrective measures to fa-
cilitate the process and to lead to ideal results.

9. Setting Goals for the Next Period

From the obtained results and the identified priorities, new aims are
set, which must be valid and reliable.

Structure of the Co-operative Social Audit

Mission

Analysis of compliance with co-operative principles and their main
dimensions to ponder.

1st Principle: Voluntary and Open Membership

•     Dimension 1: Co-operative openness

•     Dimension 2: Co-operative identity

•     Dimension 3: Voluntary disaffiliation from the co-operative

•     Dimension 4: Non-discrimination

2nd Principle: Democratic Member Control

•     Dimension 1: Participation in assemblies

•     Dimension 2: Accessibility to social positions

•     Dimension 3: Real balance of power among members

•     Dimension 4: Work democracy (working environment —
human potential)
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3rd Principle: Member Economic Participation

•     Dimension 1: Capital as mutual property

•     Dimension 2: Limited compensation to capital

•     Dimension 3: Surplus allocation

•     Dimension 4: Co-operative added value

•     Visible co-operative added value

•     Invisible co-operative added value

4th Principle: Autonomy and Independence

•     Dimension 1: Economic and financial independence

•     Dimension 2: Autonomy of non-members

•     Dimension 3: Policy of prevention of money-laundering
and financing of terrorism

5th Principle: Education, Training and Information

•     Dimension 1: Investment in education

•     Dimension 2: Education and training activities

•     Dimension 3: Contribution to development through
education and training processes

•     Dimension 4: Investment in communications

•     Dimension 5: Channels for communication

6th Principle: Co-operation among Co-operatives

•     Dimension 1: Representative integration

•     Dimension 2: Business integration

•     Dimension 3: Collaborations given and received from
other co-operatives

7th Principle: Concern for Community

•     Dimension: Co-operative Concern for Community

•     Environment

•     Cultural and sporting themes

•     Health
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•     Improvement of the living standards of members and their
families

•     Presence in the community

•     Other commitments to the community

Apart from the analysis of compliance with the Co-operative Prin-
ciples, the Co-operative Social Audit devised by the Co-operatives of
the Americas includes additional information according to the particular
characteristics of each organization.

•     Surveys and their results (if they are requested and approved
by the corresponding governing bodies)

•     Member satisfaction indicators

•     Organizational co-operative development 

•     Women’s participation 

•     Youth participation 

•     Special actions with the community

•     Other types of information depending on the characteristics of
the organizations

An example of the Social Audit resulting in certification by the Co-
operatives of the Americas is provided for a consumer co-operative Co-
operativa Obrera in Argentina in the next chapter.
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Chapter 19

THE CO-OPERATIVE SOCIAL AUDIT IN COOPERATIVA OBRERA 1

MARIANO GLAS 2

The Context

WI T H  M O R E  T H A N  1 . 4 M I L L I O N  M E M B E R S as of January
2015, Cooperativa Obrera (www.cooperativaobrera.coop) is the

largest consumer co-operative in Argentina, and the second largest in
Latin America, behind Co-op in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 

Originally established as a bakery in Bahía Blanca on 31 October
1920 by 173 workers, its first principles were “quality, exact weight and
fair price.”

Its mission is to “satisfy economic, social and cultural needs of the
population, ensuring an appropriate balance between service, quality
and affordable prices.”

In January 2015, it operated more than one hundred stores located
in fifty-three cities in four provinces of Argentina. The average popula-
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1. This chapter is a case study of Cooperativa Obrera, a consumer co-operative in
Bahía Blanca, Argentina. Cooperativa Obrera is certified by Co-operatives of the
Americas for co-operative social responsibility.

2. Manager, Cooperativa Obrera Ltda.; professor, Managing Nonprofit Organizations,
Universidad Nacional del Sur, Argentina; director, GIDECOOP (university research
centre on co-operatives and social economy organizations, Universidad Nacional
del Sur, Argentina).
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tion of the cities where the co-operative has stores is 33,000 people, so
its stores are located close to consumers in both the urban areas and
small rural towns. 

The Co-operative Group (supermarket chain, Bahía Blanca Plaza
Shopping — the major shopping centre in the south of Argentina —
and a travel agency) has 4,400 employees in 2015.

Annual sales of the fiscal year ending in February 2014 reached
AR$3,714 million, equivalent to $US 614.9 million.

In 2014, 1.3 million member-owners shared AR$ 84.52 million (US$

14 million) in member refunds and interests on their member capital.

This information was available at www.cooperativaobrera.coop. In
addition, customer receipts show information about the members’ pa-
tronage dividend, minimum capital requirement, and the status of their
individual capital account. Cooperativa Obrera thus provides informa-
tion to customers in a transparent and direct way, when people make
their purchases.

In Argentina, 80 percent of the distribution is concentrated in six
groups with a national presence (Carrefour, Jumbo Retail, Coto, Wal-
Mart, La Anónima, DIA). Cooperativa Obrera has a national market
share of 2.71 percent, not being in the main urban centres but by serving
in medium-sized and small cities. In Bahía Blanca, home to the co-op’s
original store, and competing against Wal-Mart, Carrefour, and Jumbo
Retail, the co-op holds 66 percent market share, which shows the high
degree of loyalty of its consumer-members.

The co-operative has developed its own brand products as a business
strategy under the names “Cooperativa,” “Ecop,” “Sombra de Toro,”
and “First Price,” the latter brand through a strategic alliance with an-
other Argentinian regional supermarket chain.

The co-operative also developed “Coopeplus,” an open credit card
like Visa or MasterCard. Ten thousand businesses in the region where
the co-operative has supermarkets accept the credit card, and it has more
than 112,000 active accounts.

In response to International Co-operative Alliance recommenda-
tions to attract young people to the co-operative movement, Coopera-
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tiva Obrera has made an agreement with a public and prestigious uni-
versity in Bahía Blanca, Universidad Nacional del Sur, to provide special
benefits and discounts to its students. Other universities were asked to
sign similar agreements in cities where the co-operative also has stores.

The objective of that action is to educate young students, who will
be professionals and decision makers in the future, about economic co-
operation, specifically a consumer co-operative, with the intention to
awaken the interest of being employees or leaders of a co-operative in
the future.

Cooperativa Obrera conducts many activities that fulfill the Co-op-
erative Principles. The 7th Co-operative Principle is “Concern for Com-
munity.” One of Cooperativa Obrera’s eight departmental areas is the
“Cultural and community relationship area.” It is organized into three
main areas: nutrition and health; the environment; and community par-
ticipation, education, and culture.

The co-operative has a community centre in Bahía Blanca with an
auditorium for 156 people and many rooms for different activities. In
addition to the events that Cooperativa Obrera organizes, the audito-
rium is available to community groups to use free of charge.

Among the main activities in nutrition and health, Cooperativa
Obrera was the first supermarket in Argentina to

•     establish a quality control laboratory (1988)

•     sign a Low Environmental Impact Program with the Province
of Buenos Aires to improve the production quality of the
farmers

•     lead a campaign to prevent illness and addictions

•     develop a program for Food and Health in agreement with
the National University of La Plata and the Cecilia Grierson
Medical Foundation, including the development of “Healthy
Kiosks” in primary schools in Bahía Blanca for children to
find nutritious food in schools instead of goodies that con-
tribute to childhood obesity

The co-op also promotes conferences and workshops for health
education.
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The co-op promotes healthy habits. It organized walks and meetings
in collaboration with local authorities in the cities where the co-opera-
tive has stores. It developed a campaign for the consumption of fruits
called “5 a day” to encourage the intake of fruits and vegetables. It or-
ganized diabetes screening campaigns and another for the prevention
of hemolytic uremic syndrome. The co-op also develops healthy foods
such as “Pan ECOP,” the first bread in Argentina with Omega 3,6,9 and
phytosterols, which is the same price as common types of bread, and
“Sunflower Oil High Oleic ECOP,” which has similar properties to olive
oil but sells at the price of corn oil, which is five times cheaper.

Activities under the environment focus include a Green Points pro-
gram, encompassing the collection of waste paper, glass, and cardboard
for reprocessing in an ecoplant that employs previously unemployed
people, and the creation of the first Eco Bag in Argentina, reinforcing
the principles of the 3 Rs: reduce, recycle, reuse. The Eco Bag is pro-
duced by a worker co-operative formed by former employees of an in-
solvent company. Obrera also supports the Ecoclubes movement; runs
a battery-collection program; and encourages the recycling of kitchen
oil for the production of biodiesel (the first project of its kind in the
country, undertaken in partnership with the Agricultural School of Tres
Arroyos). In addition, the co-op runs environmental symposia, is in-
volved in health protection, and supports recycling programs from other
nonprofit institutions and local governments.

Within the community participation, education, and culture file,
the co-operative developed the Consumers’ Circle in 1996. It is a space
for democratic participation in which, between the months of March
and November, members meet at venues spread across the cities where
the co-operative has stores, giving the consumers-members an oppor-
tunity to engage directly with key officials and leaders in the organiza-
tion. Various topics are discussed, contributing to member education.
The co-operative organizes conferences in co-ordination with leading
experts from universities and government agencies, who provide lectures
and presentations on themes established at the beginning of each year.

As an example of these activities, some of the proposals originated
there were then transferred to legislators and turned into laws. One such
law enforced adding folic acid to wheat flour and corn for human con-
sumption in Argentina.
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These Consumers Circle groups democratically elect representatives
to participate in the “Solidarity” campaign, which is giving cents back
at cash registers by consumers to donate to charitable organizations in
need of support.

For several years during the months of January and February, a cam-
paign called the “Safe Maternity Project” developed in all the stores in
support of the United Nations International Children’s Fund.

Other contributions to community and education include partner-
ship agreements with universities and educational institutions to pro-
mote internships; solidarity contributions; support for regional
producers supplying to the co-operative; and discounts and benefits to-
ward social programs of national, regional, and local governments.

Activities of community participation, education, and culture in-
clude training courses for teachers in co-operative values and principles;
guided visits for primary students; free distribution of the journal Co-
operative Family (eighty thousand copies monthly); language courses;
documentaries and feature films in the auditorium of the community
centre; crafts courses; gymnastics courses for seniors; pre-natal courses;
a childrens choir formed in 1978; school competitions; and photography
exhibitions — all provided with free access to consumers.

All these activities were reported over a number of years in Coop-
erativa Obrera’s financial report, but they deserve special treatment and
wider dissemination as an illustration of accountability to members and
society, as well as a contribution to the co-op movement’s clarity on its
social contributions. To better reflect these initiatives, the Co-operative
social audit report (Balance Social Cooperativo) shows members and
the rest of society why a consumer co-op is much more than a retailer,
with numbers and indicators that support the theoretical concepts.

The Co-operative Social Audit — Balance Social Cooperativo

According to Co-operatives of the Americas (www.aciamericas.coop),
the regional office for the Americas of the International Co-operative
Alliance, the Balance Social Cooperativo (BSCo-op) is a management
tool, useful to measuring the social impact of co-operatives in their com-
munities. 
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BSCo-op allows a systematic evaluation and measurement of non-
economic actions and helps to disseminate the responsible and trans-
parent practices of the co-operatives. BSCo-op allows a co-operative to
quantify qualitative co-operative management and make visible the in-
visible services. It also helps to systematically weigh the commitment
of co-operatives to their communities and measure co-operative social
responsibility and social policy in order to fulfill its mission. The audit
further helps raise awareness of the co-operative movement towards
the responsibility they bear as social and solidarity economy enterprises,
and their influence on markets and social and political decision
makers.

The BSCo-op meets the following objectives:

•     presents a strong co-operative identity

•     provides objective data for the policy advocacy movement

•     influences public policy by showing that co-operatives are
companies of people

Why Cooperativa Obrera Decided to Use
the Co-operative Social Audit Report 

Obrera’s first social report was published in 2011 as a response to the
ICA recommendation to increase the visibility of the co-operatives and
the activities they undertake to fulfil their mission that exceed simply
economic operations. 

For decades Cooperativa Obrera has presented its financial report
in accordance with the national co-operative law requirements, with a
chapter including its “Memories,” which describes the social and cul-
tural activities the co-operative engaged in over the previous year as the
board decided that all social, cultural, and environmental activities de-
served special highlights.

Stages in the Process of Adopting the Social Audit

1. Awareness of the importance of developing the co-operative social
report. Without this political support, the process of developing,
measuring, and monitoring could be seriously affected. In Co-
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operativa Obrera, the board committed itself to putting the re-
sources into the development of a BSCo-op to reflect all its activ-
ities. 

2. Training leaders and senior managers in the development of the
BSCo-op tool, certified by Co-operatives of the Americas. The
training mainly creates awareness and develops consciousness
about the importance and relevance of the tool.

3. Project approval by the board of the co-operative.

4. Forming a team dedicated to the BSCo-op development. In gen-
eral there are two alternatives: the establishment of a specific area
within the organization to produce the co-operative social report
that has exclusive involvement in this task; or the establishment
of a team with a temporary task to develop BSCo-op. In Cooper-
ativa Obrera, we decided to use the latter option because we be-
lieve that the sum of visions of people from different areas in a
multidisciplinary team could enhance the final result. 

5. Development of the BSCo-op.

6. Approval process by Co-operative of the Americas, through its
auditors.

7. Reporting of results, through the internal and external commu-
nication. First, it has to be accepted by the board and then com-
municated to delegates, employees, members, and externally to
leaders such as local, regional, and national authorities, and a
strong communication to the rest of society.

Our first document, which was published in our one hundredth fis-
cal year in 2011, was developed following the format prescribed by the
Co-operatives of the Americas, but without being certified by the
Alliance. 

Obrera accomplished the social audit with a team of five members
(one co-ordinator and four people from different functional areas in the
co-op). The objective was to summarize and measure the actions taken
and to start with the exercise of collecting data and presenting it
methodologically. In our first BSCo-op, many indicators were specifically
developed and served as a pilot project. The report was published in
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2011 and the board of Cooperativa Obrera decided to extend the Co-
operative Social Report of 2012 with the audit and certification from
the Co-operatives of the Americas.

Improvement over the Years

Cooperativa Obrera’s Co-operative Social Audit has improved each year.
We extended the base of the indicators and the number of people ded-
icated to developing them.

The original team of five members was expanded to include repre-
sentatives from each area of Cooperativa Obrera; in 2014 there were fif-
teen members. The team has a co-ordinator and it works under the
supervision of the general manager.

The social, cultural, and environmental activities of the co-operative
have been reflected in the financial report for many years. The Social
Audit allows us to compare ourselves over time and, most importantly,
to develop and introduce some tools to measure the co-operative dif-
ference in the day-to-day operations.

Message from the Board in BSCo-op 2014

Below is a copy of the introductory letter from the board of director in
Cooperativa Obrera’s 2014 Social Audit report. This note reflects the
aim of co-operative leaders and explains why Cooperativa Obrera gives
strategic importance to the BSCo-op.

Dear members:

For some years there has been an increase in the interest of people
for companies’ actions beyond the strict delivery of the economic
functions that constitute its specific purpose, which has resulted
in increased exposure of “social responsibility.” It is quite com-
mon now for investor-owned companies to develop a corporate
social report to show mainly the actions they take on behalf of
their employees and the environment.

Co-operatives, which by definition of the International Co-opera-
tive Alliance are “autonomous associations of persons united vol-
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untarily to meet their common needs and economic, social and
cultural aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically
controlled enterprise” also present their “co-operative social bal-
ance.”

The substantial difference that should be especially evident is that
the social responsibility of co-operatives is not just a creation of
the past few decades and is not the result of the need to improve
the corporate image in society. By contrast, the Principles and
Values that govern its operation are rooted in the co-operative
Rochdale Pioneers created in 1844, considered the starting point
of modern co-operatives. Through compliance with co-operative
values, it becomes evident that the social responsibility of co-oper-
atives is implicit in their nature.

This Co-operative Social Balance that we offer for consideration
by our members is a report not only on compliance of Coopera-
tiva Obrera with co-operative Principles, but also on the actions
taken in the promotion of health, the environment, education,
culture and general issues involving the interests of the commu-
nity, specified through an ethical and transparent conduct.

To ensure that the content of this Co-operative Social Audit re-
sponds strictly to the actions of Cooperativa Obrera and in no
way constitutes purely a marketing strategy, it has been submitted
for consideration to the auditors of the International Co-operative
Alliance, who have given the respective Certificate of Quality.

Raúl Oscar Gouarnalusse Mónica Elsa Giambelluca
Secretary President

Goals of Cooperativa Obrera’s Social Audit BSCo-op, 2014

1. Continue to develop and maintain this strategic tool for system-
atic evaluation that allows us to analyze the performance of Co-
operativa Obrera in relation to compliance with co-operative
values and principles and developments concerning the results
achieved in previous periods.

2. Consolidate co-operative identity in our members, consumers,
and human capital, through the communication of the results.
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3. Assume, according to the provisions of the International Co-op-
erative Alliance (ICA), and in line with the strategy of the Blue-
print for the Co-operative Decade, political advocacy, showing
actions and results that go beyond the merely economic.

4. Get quality certification from Co-operatives of the Americas for
our BSCo-op.

5. Encourage reading of the report through a more visually attractive
and user-friendly design.

How We Measure Internal and External Activities

Obrera’s BSCo-op lists a set of indicators to measure the various activi-
ties, and it tracks the contribution of managers of different areas and
each of our stores to reaching the goals in non-economic spheres of op-
eration. 

We are building a scorecard to include about twenty of the most
relevant indicators distributed in all departmental areas. 

The main indicators are:

•     Members

•   percent member consumer over total population

•   percent member operations

•   percent member with activity

•     New job sources

•   new jobs by acquisitions 

•   new jobs created by increased activity

•     Internal staff development 

•     Percent staff by responsibility and gender

•     Co-operative added value 

•     External financing — grants and subsidies received

•     Activities, participants, and hours of training

•   Co-operative staff professional development

•     Operations of sales and purchases with co-operatives and mu-
tuals (quantity and value)
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•     Purchases from local and regional suppliers and small
companies

•     Product sales to sheltered workshops

•     Value and quantity of sales of private (co-op) labels

•     New private label development 

•     Contributions made to the community, donations, discounts

•     Health — quantity of healthy products sales

•     Development of new products

•     Environment — biodiesel, compost, waste collection points,
Eco Bag, batteries

•     Education and culture — number of people attending the
various activities Cooperativa Obrera offers totally free

•     Community participation — number of participants at the
Consumers’ Circle meetings and events

Our goal is to internalize the indicators on social, cultural, and en-
vironmental activities in the same way that our managers follow budgets
and economic indicators, and in the near future to evaluate the per-
formance of our teams in an integrated way, including economic and
non-economic indicators.

The aim is to measure the performance of the organization aligned
with the accomplishment of the mission and co-operative principles,
and not just economic performance, because we are a consumer co-op-
erative, not just a supermarket.

Certification Process with Co-operatives of the Americas

The social audit is certified by Co-operatives of the Americas, following
the certification steps. The process is simple.

First is to request certification from Co-operatives of the Americas.
The regional organization determines the cost and, once accepted by
Cooperativa Obrera, the person who will be in charge of the audit
process. 

Second, the auditor visits the co-operative on site and gathers the
information that supports the BSCo-op report. S/he also conducts in-
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terviews with members of the
team and with staff to discuss the
way the BSCo-op was put together
and to assess whether the guide-
lines of the Co-operatives of the
Americas were followed. 

The third step involves an
audit of the information and vali-
dation of the model followed by
the co-operative, and it also gives
recommendations for the present
BSCo-op and for future reporting.

The final step of the evalua-
tion process is the final report of
the Co-operatives of the Americas
auditor and a quality certificate to
the co-operative.

Usefulness of the Information and the Reporting of Results

The social audit process and report has a feedback impact on the co-
operative in a number of ways. The process of co-operative staff training
(for example, three hundred people were trained in 2014) includes a
practical learning activity of the social audit that takes place over a full
day, analyzing the specific results of the BSCo-op and understanding its
importance and nature. 

In 2013, Cooperativa Obrera conducted a seven-week campaign de-
voting each week to explaining one of the co-operative principles and
describing an indicator for each one.

When a new supermarket opens in a new city, Obrera develops an
institutional prospectus including the main indicators of BSCo-op. 

The co-operative distributes the BSCo-op to public authorities at
local, regional, and national levels and for all of Cooperativa Obrera’s
delegates.

Information in the Co-operative social report is used to demonstrate
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to the public that a consumer co-operative is much more than a retail
business. Advertisements to this effect have been publicized in regional
newspapers.

We at Cooperativa Obrera also want to directly reach our members.
Considering that we are a consumer co-operative and members come
often to our stores, we published a summary of the BSCo-op to distrib-
ute to members. In 2014, Cooperativa Obrera distributed two hundred
thousand copies of a four-page summary of our social balance (see
below). The copies were available in each of our 109 stores in fifty-three
cities. The same summary is also available at www.cooperativaobrera
.coop.

Public Commitment Reflected in Co-operative Social Audit Report

In 1996, Cooperativa Obrera made a public commitment to put in prac-
tice co-operative principles applied to a consumer co-operative. 

The BSCo-op linked the ten points of the public commitment with
indicators of the BSCo-op. The last page of the prospectus (see overleaf )
that summarizes the BSCo-op explains clearly those ten points, adding
information about activities that Cooperativa Obrera engaged in and
the indicator used to measure them.

Obrera’s Public Commitment Reflected in the Social Audit 2014:

•     Ensure a fair price for the benefit of consumers and against unfair
trade actions. Members refund: $71,648,402. Savings for mem-
bers through differential prices: $221,221,398.
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•     Develop private label
products to favour the fam-
ily economy. 948 private-
label products; 6.2 percent
of total sales came from
our private label.

•     Bring branches to places
where people live, facilitat-
ing purchases in different
neighbourhoods and towns
of the region to respect the
ownership of the neigh-
bours. We are in fifty-two
cities. Forty percent of lo-
calities have fewer than
10,000 habitants.

•     Control the quality of
the products we sell and
prioritize the preservation
of the environment,

thereby contributing to the health of the population. Controls of
the Quality Control Laboratory: 1,400 swabs, 27 actions, and
support for environmental activities.

•     Address the warmth and genuine interest in the needs and aspira-
tions of consumers. 1,169 calls received; 2,830 e-mails; Con-
sumers Circle: 2,602 suggestions.

•     Reaffirm our identity as a national company in the hands of con-
sumers themselves and encourage the entry of new members as a
stimulus to democratic participation. 100,270 new members.

•     Reinvest in the region and give preference for local producers. We
made operations with regional suppliers for $604,120,118 (VAT
net). Operations with seven sheltered workshops.

•     Observe transparent and ethical conduct, complying with all tax,
trade, and customs work liabilities. Every member has the right
and opportunity to access information, lead the co-operative,
and be elected to the board. The balance sheet shows the eco-
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nomic, social, and cultural reality of services, tax contribu-
tions, results, and members’ refund. 

•     Promote and conduct social, educational, and cultural activities.
392 activities with 19,963 participants.

•     Defend consumer rights, holding the human being as the centre of
economic activity. By the nature of the co-operative, everyone
has the dual identity of a user/owner; exercises their rights as a
consumer; engages in auto-self-help without intermediation;
and practises nonprofit activities that have a specific and
legally distinct identity in a co-operative.

Conclusion

Cooperativa Obrera undertakes a lot of activities in fulfillment of its
co-operative identity and its mission. The co-operative introduced these
activities decades ago to put its principles into practice, long before the
concept of Corporate Social Responsibility arose,  noting the difference
between a co-operative and an investor-owned business. In fact, co-op-
eratives have developed social responsibility because of their nature and
the purpose of the co-operative movement.

The activities of Cooperativa Obrera include social, cultural, and
environmental actions that clearly benefit the society where it operates.
Those actions need to be measured and reported to its members and
society as a whole. For several years the activities were mentioned in the
financial report in the “Memories” chapter, but they deserve a special
report to highlight this aspect of the co-operative.

Since 2011, Cooperativa Obrera has been developing its co-operative
social audit as a tool to show the co-operative difference, to reflect the
social, cultural, and environmental actions it was involved in during the
previous year, and to introduce it as a management tool, to plan, or-
ganize, and evaluate the co-operative’s activities not simply by economic
indicators.

The first BSCo-op was applied as a pilot project and served for train-
ing. Since its second year, the BSCo-op has been audited and certified
by the Co-operatives of the Americas to ensure the board, members,
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and society that the measurement process follows the guidelines of the
International Co-operative Alliance.

The BSCo-op has improved each year, including the auditors’ rec-
ommendations in each new edition and the experience of the team from
the previous year.

For Cooperativa Obrera it is important not just to produce the re-
port and leave it on a shelf but to distribute it to members and con-
sumers, and to learn from it. In 2014, in part from information on the
website, we distributed two hundred thousand copies of a summary
from the Co-operative Social Audit in the 109 stores of the co-opera-
tive.

Surely the tool will improve in the future, with contributions from
researchers and practitioners, but it is a remarkable tool to measure the
co-operative difference and to reflect how co-operatives put their prin-
ciples and values into practice. 
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Chapter 20

INTEGRATED REPORTING FOR CO-OPERATIVES:
A CASE STUDY OF VANCITY CREDIT UNION

DAPHNE RIXON 1 AND LOUIS BEAUBIEN 2

Introduction

TH I S  C H A P T E R examines a relatively new non-financial reporting
framework known as integrated reporting and its application for

co-operatives. There is a paucity of research on co-operative reporting
in general, and very little on the impact of integrated reporting on co-
operatives. A case study of Vancity Credit Union’s experience in adopt-
ing integrated reporting is presented, since Vancity is the first Canadian
enterprise and the only co-operative to contribute to the development
of this new reporting framework.

Co-operatives are organizations that operate in a number of indus-
tries such as banking, insurance, agriculture, consumer goods, utilities,
and others, where the investor-owned companies (IOC) are the domi-
nant organizational form in the marketplace. One differing element of
co-operatives is the existence of a social purpose in addition to the fi-
nancial one (of profit or sustainability) that motivates their operations.
The seven co-operative principles 3 often influence the nature of this
prerogative; for example, a worker co-op may be concerned with
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employment, another co-operative may be interested in training and
education. 

Beaubien and Rixon (2014; see also Rixon and Ellwood 2011) argue
there are inconsistencies with the best practices and means of perform-
ance analysis and the means by which these results are reported. Many
co-operatives state they find value in the co-operative principles, how-
ever, they choose to analyze their performance against IOC measures
and ignore these same principles when judging their success. Institu-
tional influences of significant participants in the field, i.e., the largest
competitors (Beaubien 2008; Moerman and Van der Laan 2005), often
shape the direction of how reporting evolves in organizations and in-
dustries. An alternate argument suggests that a subjective judgement of
the useful information is a potent influence in the development and use
of reporting (Lipe and Salterio 2002; 2000). Despite a bias toward eco-
nomic and financial data (Lambert 2001; Liang 2010), considerations on
the character of the organization also affect the decision on measures
and reporting (Ittner et al. 2003).

Birchall and Simmons (2004; see also Brown and Hicks 2007) note
that many co-ops utilize the co-operative principles as part of their mis-
sion, vision, and values statements; but there is little evidence these sen-
timents are prescriptive in the operationalization of strategy. Given this
variation in business practices, it is worthwhile asking, How do co-op-
eratives integrate non-co-operative focused measures into their own re-
porting?

This paper will take a perspective of learning as the integrative
mechanism for co-operatives to integrate non-co-op focused measures
into their own analysis. It is based on Crossan et al.’s (1999) 4i Frame-
work, and applies this analytic framework to the practices at Vancity
Credit Union as instructive of the integration of “main stream” report-
ing guidelines into the practice of co-operatives.
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Theory of Dynamic Capabilities 

The Theory of Dynamic Capabilities (DC) is used to examine the tran-
sition of Vancity to the adoption of integrated reporting processes.
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000; see also Helfat and Peteraf 2003) describe
DC as an evolution of the resource-based view of the firm (Barney 1991;
1986) — to accommodate the ability to seek and integrate new re-
sources, and to provide a better conceptualization of knowledge-based
resources. Rather than focusing on an entrenching view of resources,
DC approaches resources as something that must be developed, inte-
grated, and used as a source of renewal for the firm, not a means to
maintain a status quo. 

The perspective of DC suggests an inter-connected set of processes;
integration, learning, and reconfiguration are key to the ability to mo-
bilize a resource to enhance the sustainability and success of a firm. A
resource in this instance can be conceived as something as tangible as a
physical object, such as a metal ore, to something more ephemeral or
intangible, such as knowledge and expertise (Teece et al. 1997). Integra-
tion is the process of incorporating the resource into the operations of
the organization, and requires recognition that the resource brings some-
thing new to the firm’s operations. This is true in the instance that the
resource itself is not “new,” in that this form of recognition identifies
new value, or a new use of the existing resource.

Learning is a reflexive process that reflects, that is iterative with the
notion of integration. As new uses of the resource are exploited, new
learning emerges, which, in turn, may stimulate another process of in-
tegration. This is importantly linked to the notion of reconfiguration,
where the organization is able to sustainably renew the organization and
its direction in favour of the new stable learning(s) that have emerged.

The Focal Organization: Vancity Credit Union

Vancity is a co-operative and a full-service financial institution with
fifty-seven branches located throughout the province of British Colum-
bia. It has approximately $17.5 billion in assets, twenty-five hundred
employees, and half a million members. Vancity is guided by a vision
to redefine wealth, is a living wage employer, carbon neutral, and a
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member of the Global Alliance for Banking on Values (GABV). This al-
liance is a network of values-based financial institutions using finance
to deliver sustainable development for underserved people, communi-
ties, and the environment (Westwood 2014a). Vancity is recognized glob-
ally for its transparent reporting practices and was the first Canadian
organization to join the International Integrated Reporting Council’s
pilot program.

Reporting Frameworks

This section examines three reporting frameworks that focus on non-
financial performance that are employed by Vancity: AccountAbility
1000 (AA1000), Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), and Integrated Re-
porting.

AA1000

AccountAbility 1000 (AA1000 1999) is a reporting framework that may
be utilized by organizations for their social and ethical accounting and
reporting. It encompasses standards for accounting, auditing, reporting,
and stakeholder engagement. Stakeholder consultation is central under
the AA1000 framework. AA1000 provides a tool to guide dialogue, ques-
tion assumptions, and identify areas of interest regarding measurement
and performance.

AA1000 principles are based on inclusivity, materiality, and respon-
siveness. These principles are not only about reporting; rather, they
speak to how an organization includes, prioritizes, and responds to le-
gitimate stakeholder needs and expectations. This is, in fact, true of all
the reporting guidelines, and the misperception that they are just about
disclosure is perhaps one of the biggest challenges reporters face (West-
wood 2014b). 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

GRI is a framework that can be used by organizations to guide the prepa-
ration of their sustainability reports. The most recent version of the
Guidelines — G4 — requires that organizations focus their reporting
(and therefore management) efforts on the material aspects of their sus-
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tainability performance (GRI 2014). It is also expected that this should
lead to more relevant, focused, and shorter reports. It ensures the or-
ganization understands the sustainability risks and opportunities that
are of most interest to key stakeholders, and/or are of most importance
to an organization’s success, in the short, medium, and long term (West-
wood 2014b). 

The GRI Guidelines provide a good foundation for social and envi-
ronmental responsibility and minimizing negative externalities. The GRI

Guidelines were recently updated, and GRI reports are now intended to
focus on “material aspects.” The GRI defines these as “an organization’s
significant economic, environmental, and social impacts, or those as-
pects that influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders.” Or-
ganizations are expected to be transparent about how they decided what
to report, the process they use to engage stakeholders and results, and
to explain the boundaries of where material impacts occur (e.g., inside
or outside the organization) (Westwood 2014b).

Integrated Reporting

The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) is an interna-
tional cross-section of leaders from the corporate, investment, account-
ing, academics, and standard setters. Its mission is to create a voluntary,
globally acceptable integrated reporting framework that incorporates fi-
nancial, environmental, social, and governance information (Integrated
Reporting, the IIRC). Integrated reporting is defined as a way to provide
information about an organization’s strategy, governance, performance,
and prospects in a manner that reflects the commercial, social, and en-
vironmental context in which it operates (IIRC 2011, 2). 

Integrated reporting was established to provide information that is
broader in scope than that provided by traditional reporting. It is un-
derpinned by five guiding principles (IIRC 2011, 13):

1. Strategic focus

•     Includes strategic objectives, the strategies the organization has
to achieve their objectives, and how the objectives relate to
other components of their business model
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•     Highlights new opportunities, risks, and dependencies
associated with the organization’s market position and
business model

2. Connectivity of information

•     How strategies link to key performance indicators (KPIs)
and remuneration

•     Disclosure of how changes in the market would impact
strategy

3. Future orientation

•     How the organization balances short-term and long-term
interests

•     Where the organization expects to go over time
•     How it plans to get there
•     Key enablers and barriers

4. Responsiveness and stakeholder inclusiveness

•     Provides insight into the organization’s relationships with
its key stakeholders, and how their needs are considered

•     Discloses the nature and quality of the organization’s
relationships with key stakeholders such as customers,
suppliers, employees, and local communities

5. Conciseness, reliability, and materiality

•     Distinguishes between information that is material and
should be disclosed, and other information that is static,
or only of interest to some users

•     Conciseness is enhanced when other information is included
separately on the organization’s website or in other forms
rather than in the annual report

The integrated report is envisioned to be composed of the following
key elements (IIRC 2011, 14–15):

1. Organizational overview

•     Includes mission, principal activities, markets, products,
and services
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•     Business model, value drivers, and critical stakeholder
dependencies

2. Operating context, including risks and opportunities
•     Commercial, social, and environmental context
•     Resources and relationships that are key to the organization’s

success, including key stakeholders and their needs, interests,
and expectations

3. Strategic objectives and strategies to achieve the objectives
•     Describes strategic objectives and strategies to achieve them
•     Sets out how the organization will measure achievement and

target outcomes for the short, medium, and long term
•     Identifies risk management related to key resources and

relationships
•     Specifies what makes the organization unique and able to

realize value in the future

4. Governance and remuneration
•     Identifies the governance structure, how it supports the

strategic objectives, and how this relates to remuneration
•     Skill set of those charged with governance
•     Actions of those charged with governance to influence the

strategy direction of the organization
•     How remuneration of executives and those charged with

governance is linked to performance in the short, medium,
and long term

5. Performance
•     How the organization performs against its strategic objectives

and related strategies as identified in KPIs
•     How the organization has performed relative to its targets
•     Significant external factors impacting performance

6. Future outlook
•     Opportunities, challenges, and uncertainties likely to be

encountered in achieving strategic objectives
•     How short-term and long-term interests are balanced
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Methodology

The methodology for this case study is comprised of a comprehensive
documentary review of Vancity’s website and annual reports. In addi-
tion, an in-depth semi-structured interview was held with a Manager
from Vancity’s reporting departments. The interview was utilized to
probe for additional information regarding Vancity’s participation in
the International Integrated Reporting Project and its subsequent adop-
tion of Integrated Reporting. Case studies are defined by Yin (1994) as
a multi-faceted research strategy that typically involves an in-depth ex-
amination of one organization, situation, or community. While case
studies yield greater realism than quantitative methodologies, it must
be recognized that they are time consuming, their findings cannot be
generalized, and their lack of rigorous control compromises validity
(Bennett 1991; Hill 1993).

Vancity’s Reporting Journey

Vancity first began reporting social and environmental information in
its annual reports in 1992. It was triggered by a survey that ranked
Vancity poorly in terms of its disclosures. The board felt that as a com-
munity-owned and operated organization, Vancity needed to be ac-
countable to its members for its social, environmental, and economic
performance and impact, as well as for its financial results. In 1996, the
board committed to issuing an externally verified “social report.”
Vancity worked closely with an organization called AccountAbility in
the UK, which was a pioneer of a stakeholder-informed social audit
(Westwood 2014b).

Two years later, when the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines
and the AA1000 Framework were introduced, Vancity became an early
adopter and was one of the first organizations in the world to release a
sustainability report informed by both these guidelines (Westwood
2014a).

Over the next few years, Vancity continued to produce sustainability
reports, which they entitled Accountability Reports. Since they were so
onerous to produce, however, they were produced only every two years.
During this period, Vancity received international recognition for its
reporting practices and won several awards (Westwood 2014a).
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Long before the launch of integrated reporting, Vancity had started
to consider producing an integrated report as far back as 2005 in order
to accommodate their incorporation of sustainability factors into deci-
sion making (Westwood 2014a). 

According to Westwood (2014), the AA1000 principles and the co-
operative model, which by its nature is inclusive, are aligned. The main
reason Vancity uses the AA1000 principles is to provide a basis for an ex-
ternal audit opinion that goes beyond data reliability. The external audit
provides report users with confidence in the following two areas.

Data Validity and Accuracy

The key data and information in the report should be accurate and re-
liable, and should be the same data and information that management
is using to make decisions. Data accuracy is important both to man-
agement and to users who form opinions and make decisions based on
what they read in the report (Westwood 2014a). 

Relevant Information

This focuses on determining if the right information is provided in the
report. The report covers the things that are the most relevant and im-
portant — including both good news and bad news (Westwood 2014a).

The GRI Guidelines add credibility to reports and provide a stan-
dard to guide what and how Vancity reports. Determining what is
“truly” material remains an ongoing challenge. In its latest report,
Vancity included a list of twenty-five material topics (Westwood 2014a).

According to Westwood (2014b), Vancity officials quickly realized
that they needed to streamline their sustainability data collection, veri-
fication processes, supporting documentation, and explanations for
changes in data over time. Other changes included making sure the var-
ious departments across Vancity took full ownership for their data —
both in terms of data quality and managing performance. In this way,
they were able to meet a much-condensed annual reporting timeline. 

In 2011, a select international group of seventy-five businesses and
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twenty-five institutional investors began voluntary participation in a
pilot project sponsored by the IIRC that ran for two years and was com-
pleted in October 2013. The objective was to develop a framework that
demonstrates linkages between an organization’s strategy, governance,
and financial performance, and the social, environmental, and economic
context within which it operates. The final version of the integrated re-
porting model was released in December 2013. 

Through its application of the integrated reporting framework,
Vancity believed it had improved specific areas of its reports. For exam-
ple, they strengthened the discussion of external trends and develop-
ments that could materially impact the organization, including
stakeholder insights. Furthermore, they strengthened how they com-
municated the links between strategy, governance, risk, remuneration,
and KPIs. Finally, Vancity continues to produce shorter, more focused
reports by elevating the conversation to a more strategic level (West-
wood 2014a). 

Vancity attributes the biggest driver of integrated reporting to the
launch of its bold vision to redefine wealth in 2008. This vision included
supporting members and communities in new and innovative ways —
ways that create long-term blended value to members and society as a
whole. This vision is reflected in its business strategy. While many or-
ganizations have separate business and sustainability strategies, Vancity
has just one business strategy that incorporates sustainability factors. It
is also reflected in organizational targets, remuneration and governance
practices (Westwood 2014a). 

Discussion and Analysis

Despite Vancity’s enthusiasm for adoption of these various reporting
frameworks, they also acknowledge there are areas where these frame-
works do not meet the reporting needs of co-operatives. This is the in-
stance of recognition in terms of DC, as it positions the organization to
seek new resources (Barney 1991; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). Once
identified, the resources may be mobilized to improve the organization’s
overall performance. In the instance of Vancity, the deficiency relates to
the way it collects, uses, and communicates information; a new resource
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is needed to provide the information that Vancity needs, and the tool
chosen is the concept of integrated reporting.

One area where the AA1000 principles and the co-operative model
might be interpreted differently is stakeholder engagement. While co-
operatives are participatory in nature, many tend to focus primarily on
member needs and expectations, especially as members are both owners
and customers of the credit union. The AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement
Standard 2011 encourages a multi-stakeholder approach. It defines stake-
holders as “those groups who affect and/or could be affected by an or-
ganization’s activities, products or services and associated performance.”
It goes on to note that organizations “will have many stakeholders, each
with distinct types and levels of involvement, and often with diverse
and sometimes conflicting interests and concerns.” Identifying and en-
gaging a broader set of key stakeholders and understanding their prior-
ities and where opinions differ — both between the groups and between
stakeholders and the organization — can be an extremely valuable gov-
ernance tool. On the other hand, an engagement approach that focuses
solely or primarily on members may be to the detriment of others, in-
novation, or long-term value creation. A narrow understanding of its
service to members also implies that a co-operative is not living up to
its principles — in particular Principle 7, “Concern for Community”
(Westwood 2014b).

The process of engagement is one that Vancity may be striving to-
ward, but it also reflects a perspective on reconfiguration. In the light
of the perceived gap, as noted above, in capabilities, Vancity seeks to
mobilize new and old resources — and reorder some existing ones —
in an effort to effect a reconfiguration to meet its needs. However, while
reconfiguration is something that is a target, it is not necessarily possible
to achieve without going through the processes of integration of new
resources and the completion of a learning cycle(s) to understand what
that reconfiguration should be.

Westwood (2014a) points out that Vancity believes reporting in ac-
cordance with these frameworks and guidelines is not sufficient to
clearly differentiate it from conventional financial institutions. Another
area of concern with the GRI reporting requirements is the lack of em-
phasis on the co-operative nature, the extent to which sustainability fac-
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tors are factored into decision making across the organization, or how
its activities result in positive community impact. 

A key challenge when applying the GRI’s G4 Guidelines is language.
Vancity believes it is important that its annual reports mirror the lan-
guage, key data, and information it uses in its internal management re-
ports (Westwood 2014b). The aspect of language is key to the ability to
integration (Chalmers 2004) that goes hand-in-hand with learning. The
ability to take and use language is inherently an experimental process
when incorporating this new resource and the discourse around it, as
the initiator must wait to see if the desired communication (within a
tolerable variance) is achieved. Vancity believes the key measures and
targets used internally to measure success inform decision making and
reward management and employees should be consistent with those
presented to members in its annual reports. Thus, the organization
chose to translate the sustainability aspects included in the GRI’s G4

Guidelines into Vancity priority (material) topics that make sense to
the organization (Westwood 2014a).

The GRI Guidelines are not designed to rate an organization’s sus-
tainability performance. Rather, they relate to the level of disclosure on
an organization’s governance approach and on its material environmen-
tal, social, and economic performance and impacts. It is left up to report
users and readers to make up their minds on how sustainable the or-
ganization is. In this way, a report from a large bank, tobacco, or mining
organization with risk-driven sustainability practices might receive as
high, or higher, accolades than a report from a leader in sustainable busi-
ness practices (Westwood 2014b).

Similarly, there are also aspects of integrated reporting that are not
suitable for a co-operative. According to Westwood (2014a), a key area
where Vancity has not applied the framework is the six types of capital.
These six capital types are: financial, manufactured, intellectual, natural,
human, and social or relationship capital. The Framework suggests or-
ganizations look at each of the six capitals in terms of both the inputs
and outputs of their business models. Since Vancity does not use this
framework or the language of the capitals internally, they don’t include
it in their annual reports. Importantly, this failure to adapt fully to the
integrative reporting scheme is not a failure of the dynamic capability
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Vancity is seeking to develop, but rather demonstrates how the new re-
source (integrated reporting) is integrated into the system, and learning
occurs to determine what will better the organization, and what aspects
of the resource are ill suited to Vancity. The final “loop” in the process
of reconfiguration takes up the applicable practices of the integrated re-
porting, and sets aside those processes that are less useful — reflecting
the development and renewal of the capabilities of Vancity.

Although the various reporting frameworks (AA1000, GRI, and in-
tegrated reporting) all play a key role in Vancity’s reporting, they admit
they do not fully meet their needs with respect to co-operative values
and values-based banking. To address this gap, Vancity develops and re-
ports additional metrics and information related to its co-operative na-
ture, its business strategy, and values-based banking (Westwood 2014b).
These metrics are:

•     Number of people assisted though financial education 
•     Number of people assisted in poverty reduction, access to

credit, and credit repair 
•     Estimated greenhouse gas emission reductions funded through

loans 
•     Percentage of suppliers that are locally based/purchases made

from locally based suppliers 
•     Growth in member deposits as a percentage of growth in

member loans 
•     Number of living wage campaign information sessions hosted 
•     Tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions from operations 

Vancity’s adoption of integrative reporting can be explained in terms
of the 4i Framework. It can be argued that Vancity’s reporting journey
has involved all four processes.

Conclusions

While Vancity’s efforts to continually improve its non-financial report-
ing is commendable, there is a risk that in adopting reporting models
that were intended for investor-owned companies may result in Vancity
becoming more like an investor-owned financial institution, particularly
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since these models were not designed to reflect co-operative principles,
values, and differences.

While many co-operatives are already reporting some of the ele-
ments of integrated reporting, particularly with respect to organizational
overview, operating context, governance, and performance, some may
find it challenging to publicly disclose their specific strategic objectives
and how to achieve them. This could be considered confidential infor-
mation, and its publication could negatively impact a co-operative’s
competitive advantage. However, it is likely that those who choose to
adhere to the integrated reporting standard will be required to disclose
their strategic objectives, but not necessarily how the organization will
achieve the objectives. Disclosure of the remuneration of senior execu-
tives might also be difficult for some co-operatives. In addition, co-op-
eratives might experience difficulty with respect to stakeholder
inclusiveness, particularly if it entails inviting members to participate
in developing strategic plans.

It remains to be seen whether integrated reporting will become
widely accepted in the business community. For organizations such as
Vancity that are already reporting in accordance with the Global Re-
porting Initiative, Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, and the Ac-
countAbility Standards, adopting the integrated reporting standards
likely just represents the next step on a continuum of comprehensive
performance reporting. Conversely, for those organizations not cur-
rently engaged in GRI or AA1000 initiatives, the move to integrated re-
porting may be a significant challenge. If this new comprehensive
reporting framework becomes the accepted practice, co-operatives will
need to determine if it is suitable in its present form or if it needs to be
modified to reflect the co-operative business model.
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Chapter 21

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING:
A CASE STUDY OF THE CO-OPERATORS

DAPHNE RIXON 1 AND LOUIS BEAUBIEN 2

Introduction

TH E  P U R P O S E  O F  T H I S  C H A P T E R is to examine The Co-opera-
tors Group Ltd.’s (The Co-operators) sustainability reporting.

Given that one of the seven principles of co-operatives is concern for
community, there is a natural alignment for co-operatives to be leaders
in sustainability initiatives and reporting on those initiatives.

The Co-operators is a leading Canadian-owned, multi-product in-
surance and financial services co-operative with over $35.5 billion in as-
sets. Its operations are comprised of property and casualty insurance,
life insurance, and institutional investments. The Co-operators has 4,567
employees throughout Canada. Under its property and casualty divi-
sion, it insures over 728,000 homes and 1 million vehicles and provides
coverage to more than 36,000 farms and 145,000 businesses. It protects
more than 642,000 lives, insures more than 188,000 employees through
group benefits, and offers a wide range of wealth management
products.3
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The Co-operators is regarded as a leader in social responsibility and
has been recognized for its sustainability efforts. In 2013 and 2014, The
Co-operators ranked on Maclean’s Top 50 Socially Responsible Corpo-
rations in Canada. It is noteworthy that 2013 was the first time co-op-
eratives and credit unions were considered for the ranking — a change
advocated for by The Co-operators. The Co-operators has also been
ranked since 2010 among the top ten on Corporate Knight’s 50 Best
Corporate Citizens listing, and in 2013 they were named as the number
one Most Sustainable Co-operative in the World on Corporate Knight’s
inaugural ranking of global co-operatives. The Co-operators has been
named to The Green 30 list of Canada’s greenest employers annually
since 2010. In 2014, The Co-operators was ranked number one of 143
global insurers and reinsurers by Sustainalytics for their environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) performance. Finally, the Corporate Reg-
istrar (which conducts random reviews and critiques of sustainability
reporting) gave a very favourable analysis of The Co-operators reporting
— ahead of many of its competitors.

Methodology

The methodology for this case study is comprised of a comprehensive
documentary review of The Co-operators website and its 2013 sustain-
ability report. In addition, an in-depth semi-structured interview was
conducted with the senior director of Sustainability and Citizenship at
The Co-operators, who is responsible for the organization’s sustainabil-
ity reporting. The interview was utilized to probe for additional infor-
mation regarding The Co-operators sustainability reporting in an effort
to gain an understanding of their motivation for undertaking sustain-
ability initiatives, and the benefits it has yielded. Case studies are defined
by Yin (1994) as a multi-faceted research strategy that typically involves
an in-depth examination of one organization, situation, or community.
While case studies yield greater realism than quantitative methodologies,
it must be recognized that they are time-consuming, their findings can-
not be generalized, and their lack of rigorous control compromises va-
lidity (Bennett 1991; Hill 1993).

Research Findings

This section provides an overview of The Co-operators sustainability
strategy and reporting. It is organized as follows: The Co-operators Sus-
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tainability Journey, Governance, Internalization of Sustainability (how
well it has been accepted and incorporated into its operations), The Sus-
tainability Report, Report Preparation and Audit, Reporting Framework,
Reporting Challenges, and Next Steps in The Co-operators journey.

The Co-operators Sustainability Journey

The Co-operators first sustainability strategy (themed “Getting Our
Own House in Order”) covered the period 2008–2010 and focused pri-
marily on introducing sustainable practices into its operations, setting
goals, engaging stakeholders, and developing plans and measures. The
Co-operators has now completed its second sustainability strategy that
covered the period 2011–2014 (themed “Becoming a Catalyst for a Sus-
tainable Society”). This phase concentrated on moving from plans to
actions and ensuring its corporate strategy and sustainability strategy
were aligned.4 The Co-operators sustainability strategy is summarized
in figure 1.

With the next planning cycle covering 2015–2018, the respondent
indicated that there will be one corporate strategy, and sustainability
will be embedded throughout it. The overall objective of this third phase
of The Co-operators sustainability journey is to embed sustainability
throughout the organization.

Figure 1: The Co-operators Sustainability Strategy 
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The Co-operators provides the following description of each of the
elements of its strategy: 5

•     Our People: We attract and develop personal champions of
sustainability through our dynamic, progressive workplace.

•     Our Clients and Member Owners: We enable and encourage
our clients to contribute to a sustainable future through our
products and services.

•     Our Governance and Operations: We model responsible,
accountable, and transparent governance. Our operations
help foster a more sustainable society and economy and are
a source of pride for our people. Others seek to follow our
example.

•     Our Investments: We are responsible investors and build on
our assets to contribute to a more sustainable future.

•     Our Relationships: We are advancing sustainability through
collaboration with industry partners, the co-operative sector,
business partners, communities, governments, and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs).

•     Our Public Voice: We are strong and effective public advocates
for sustainability and inspire others to take action.

Over the past decade, The Co-operators has collaborated with a
number of organizations as it developed its sustainability strategy. Un-
doubtedly, these liaisons helped shape its overall sustainability strategy
and reporting. A brief description of some of the organizations that The
Co-operators worked with is described in the following sections.

The Natural Step Canada (TNS)

TNS is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to education, advisory
work, and research in sustainable development. They work with corpo-
rations, municipalities, academic institutions, and not-for-profit organ-
izations to help them move toward new opportunities, reduced costs,
and dramatically reduced ecological and social impacts.
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The Co-operators partnership with The Natural Step Canada began
after The Co-operators President and CEO Kathy Bardswick and other
senior management members heard Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt, founder
of The Natural Step speak at the International Co-operative and Mutual
Insurance Federation (ICMIF) annual conference in 2005. Dr. Robèrt’s
message inspired The Co-operators to investigate a move toward sus-
tainability and, by 2007, The Co-operators board of directors had ap-
proved a sustainability policy and strategy.6

CERES 7

The Co-operators is a member of CERES (Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies), a non-profit that provides expert advice, ac-
cess, and support for companies’ sustainability needs. Its members in-
clude organizations from a wide array of sectors: technology, food and
beverage, oil and gas, footwear and apparel, and financial services. Ap-
proximately one third of CERES members are Fortune 500 companies.
Members of the CERES network are expected to commit to public re-
lease of their sustainability mission or principles; in-depth engagement
with stakeholders and shareholders; public disclosure of environmental
and social commitments and results; and continuous performance im-
provement.

According to the respondent, CERES is a predominantly US-based
organization and has only three members in Canada: The Co-operators,
Vancity, and Suncor. In 2015, CERES convened a stakeholder panel com-
prised of eleven people from various industries to review The Co-oper-
ators sustainability report.

United Nations Environment Program —
Financial Initiative (UNEP-FI)

UNEP-FI, is a partnership between UNEP and three business sectors —
banking, asset management, and insurance. This program has led to the
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development of a set of guidelines,  Principles for Sustainable Insurance
(PSI), which outlines how sustainability can be embedded across the in-
surance industry. 

In 2012, The Co-operators was a founding signatory to PSI. In fact,
The Co-operators is the first and only insurer in North America to sign
on to these principles, which provide a framework for insurance com-
panies to better manage environmental, social, and governance risks and
opportunities in their core business strategies and operations.

Figure 2: The Co-operators Sustainability Policy
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As an insurer, employer, investor, community partner, and a co-opera-
tive, The Co-operators believes that we can and must lead the way in
ensuring a sustainable future. To us, sustainability is about balancing
economic, social, and environmental priorities as a responsible
corporate citizen.

We are committed to developing our business in a way that builds on
our financial strength and seeks both to minimize any negative effects
that our activities could have on the environment and society and, fur-
ther, to perform a restorative function through innovation in business
practices, product development, public engagement, and partnerships
with our stakeholders.

We commit ourselves to the ongoing pursuit of alignment with these
four sustainability principles:

1. In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically in-
creasing concentrations of substances extracted from the earth’s crust.

2. In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing concentrations of substances produced by society.

3. In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing degradation by physical means.

4. In a sustainable society, people are not subject to conditions that
systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs.

Step by step, The Co-operators will strive to align our business opera-
tions, products and services, and stakeholder relationships with these
fundamental sustainability principles in ways that advance our long-
term financial objectives.

Source: http://www.cooperators.ca/en/About-Us/about-sustainability.aspx
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Council for Clean Capitalism

In 2012, The Co-operators became a founding member of the Corporate
Knights Council for Clean Capitalism, which is a group comprised of
influential CEOs interested in making a strong impact on sustainability
issues in Canada. Interestingly, four of the founding member organiza-
tions were co-operatives and credit unions. Clean Capitalism is defined
as an economic system whose prices fully incorporate social, economic,
and ecological benefits and costs, and whose actors know the impacts
of their marketplace actions. By advocating for policy changes, the
council seeks to advance an economic model that recognizes that what
can also be good for business is good for the environment and society.
The Co-operators journey has been guided by its sustainability policy
as depicted in figure 2.

Governance

The Co-operators board of directors established a board Sustainability
and Citizenship Committee (BSCC) to provide guidance and advice on
sustainability and citizenship issues to the board of directors and senior
management. The BSCC oversees the development and execution of The
Co-operators Sustainability Policy and Strategy, reporting regularly to
the board on progress achieved.

In addition, The Co-operators formed a Sustainability Steering
Committee comprised of senior leaders from across the group of com-
panies. The Committee is responsible for ensuring the effective imple-
mentation of the Sustainability Policy and recommending sustainability
goals, strategies, and operational plans. The Committee updates the full
board of directors on the company’s performance against its sustainabil-
ity objectives. The president and CEO regularly reports on sustainability
to the board, and an annual presentation from the senior director of
Sustainability and Citizenship provides additional information and con-
text (Sustainability Report 2013, 21).

Internalization of Sustainability

According to the respondent, The Co-operators has several initiatives
to ensure its staff embraces its sustainability strategy. The Co-operators
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developed online courses for staff, which cover sustainability and the
co-operative identity, and each take about one hour to complete. In ad-
dition, the Sustainability and Citizenship Department occasionally con-
ducts two-hour workshops for staff on sustainability and co-operative
identity.

The respondent indicated that The Co-operators 2014 annual AON

Hewitt employee survey found that 93 percent of employees believed
“we are a socially and environmentally responsible organization.” Fur-
thermore, anecdotal evidence has suggested that 80 percent of employees
who are new to the organization say they were drawn to the organization
due to its adherence to co-operative principles and its sustainability
focus. In fact, the respondent attributed The Co-operators high reten-
tion rate to its adherence to co-operative values and its sustainability
reputation. She also believed that staff members were proud to work
for an organization that is differentiated based on co-operative identity
and sound sustainability practices. 

The respondent indicated that staff members were highly engaged
in The Co-operators sustainability initiatives. She noted that staff often
make suggestions that are adopted. At the suggestion of a staff member,
The Co-operators introduced an initiative with Habitat for Humanity
ReStores to donate salvageable material following a claims event, rather
than sending it to landfills. For example, in a situation where kitchen
cabinets sustain water damage to the lower units, typically both the
upper and lower cabinets are replaced to ensure they match. In that sit-
uation, The Co-operators could donate the upper cabinets to Habitat
for Humanity ReStores.

The Sustainability Report

The Co-operators sustainability report contains sustainability informa-
tion along with other operational results. Selected components of the
report are described below:

1. Incorporation of sustainability into insurance products/
services offered

The Co-operators has introduced many sustainable insurance products
since 2011. In an effort to market these products, in 2013 they were pack-
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aged together in a campaign called the “Better Place Suite.” This cam-
paign is largely a marketing/branching effort to make people more aware
of the various sustainability products offered by The Co-operators. This
package includes, among others, the following products/services:

Figure 3: The Better Place Suite
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The Better Place Suite includes products and services that promote
environmental, social, and economic responsibility.

•    If you drive a hybrid or electric vehicle, you’ll receive an automatic
5% discount on your Auto policy premiums.

•    With Enviroguard®, if you have a claim, you can replace damaged
property with more eco-friendly and sustainable products. For exam-
ple, for a flat fee of only $40 per year, Enviroguard will pay an addi-
tional 10% above the claim amount up to a maximum of $50,000.

•    The Envirowise® discount saves you 10% for eligible Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified dwellings, includ-
ing residences, seasonal and mobile homes, farm dwellings and
hobby farms, and revenue dwellings with up to six units.

•    Windsurance®, Solar Panel Installation insurance, and the Alternative
Energy Business Interruption option provide specialized, one-stop
coverage for solar and wind energy projects for individuals and busi-
nesses.

•    By choosing our Socially Responsible Investments (SRI), you can bring
your investment portfolio in line with your personal values by sup-
porting companies that share your ethical values concerning environ-
mental protection, climate change, human rights, and product safety.

•    If you’re part of a voluntary/non-profit organization, find out how
Community Guard® can provide your group with affordable and sta-
ble coverage for liability, property damage, group benefits and more
so that you can keep providing much-needed services in your com-
munity.

Source: http://www.cooperators.ca/en/About-Us/about-sustainability/better-
place-suite.aspx
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2. Initiatives undertaken by The Co-operators within its operations to
improve sustainability

The Co-operators introduced several operational initiatives to improve
sustainability that are described in its 2013 Sustainability Report (24).
Some of its key initiatives are described in the following sections (a com-
plete description of sustainability initiatives is described in the 2013 Sus-
tainability Report).

•     Reduction of carbon omissions with a goal to reduce net car-
bon emissions by 50 percent by the end of 2014. Reductions
were achieved by increasing the use of video and web confer-
encing instead of air travel. The Co-operators also encouraged
carpooling and provided discounts for public transit tickets for
its employees. For further reductions, The Co-operators pur-
chased renewable power for its corporate offices in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and New Brunswick.

•     Sustainable buildings were a focus in 2013 as The Co-operators
reduced the amount of office space occupied.

•     Paper consumption was reduced in 2013 by 30 percent through
reduction in marketing material and policy-related documents
sent to clients.

•     Sustainable purchasing was targeted toward those organiza-
tions with whom The Co-operators did more than $1 million
of business. These suppliers were required to provide answers
to The Co-operators sustainability questionnaire and were
rated on a scale of 0–3. Suppliers were required to commit to
The Co-operators code of conduct as specified in its Sustain-
ability Purchasing Policy.

•     The Co-operators investment company, Addenda Capital,
adopted a sustainable investment policy. Addenda continues
to deepen its integration of environmental, social, and gover-
nance considerations into its investment decisions. Addition-
ally, Addenda has signed the following commitments:
– UN Principles for Responsible Investment
– Montreal Carbon Pledge
– Carbon Disclosure Project
– CDP Forest Footprint Disclosure Report
– Canadian Coalition for Good Governance
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3. Have an impact on sustainability in Canada

In addition to its sustainability-focused products and services as well as
its own internal initiatives, The Co-operators strives to increase focus
on sustainability through its participation in initiatives that aim to create
resilient communities for Canadians. The Co-operators developed and
led a project regarding overland flood in partnership with leading pro-
fessors at the University of Waterloo, Ontario. The project involved in-
terviewing leading Canadian insurance executives to investigate the
barriers and opportunities in addressing overland flood insurance in
Canada. The purpose of this project is to drive collaboration in the
Canadian insurance industry to address this serious gap in coverage for
Canadians. The research produced a report entitled “Assessing the Via-
bility of Overland Flood Insurance: The Canadian Residential Property
Market.”

The theme of The Co-operators 2011–14 sustainability strategy is
to “catalyze a sustainable society.” This theme is reflected through its
various initiatives (refer to the 2013 Sustainability Report for more in-
formation). One example of how The Co-operators is extending its
reach on sustainability to the broader community is through its “Mak-
ing an Impact!” initiative. As part of its 2011–2014 Sustainability Strat-
egy, an objective was established to develop and inspire a network of
young people across Canada to become sustainability champions. IM-

PACT! The Co-operators Youth Program for Sustainability Leadership,
is a unique initiative that empowers college and university students to
be sustainability change agents in their communities. IMPACT! Sustain-
ability Champions Training sessions are regional workshops that build
the capacity of young leaders to act strategically to address the environ-
mental, social, and economic challenges in their communities.8

Report Preparation and Audit

Responsibility for The Co-operators sustainability strategy rests with
the Sustainability and Citizenship Department. The respondent indi-
cated that approximately 1.5 full-time equivalents are utilized to gather
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data and prepare the annual sustainability report. She also noted that
one hundred people from across The Co-operators various divisions
provide data to the Project Manager for inclusion in the report. In ad-
dition, the Sustainability and Citizenship Department draws on re-
sources from the Communications and Graphic Design Departments
to assist in completing the report.

Overall, The Co-operators did not need to develop costly systems
to gather its sustainability data. For example, the respondent explained
that to capture data on travel, the expense claim forms were modified
to include questions on the number of legs of the journey and the num-
ber of kilometres flown.

To ensure the validity of the data, the sustainability report is audited
by The Co-operators Internal Audit Department. The audit concen-
trates on accuracy and processes. The internal auditor’s report is sub-
mitted to the Sustainability Department, senior management, and the
Audit Committee of the board of directors. The respondent indicated
that The Co-operators opted for an internal versus an external audit of
the sustainability report since an external audit was expected to cost ap-
proximately $100,000.

Reporting Frameworks

Aligning Reporting with GRI

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines help to structure the
content of The Co-operators sustainability reporting. The Co-operators
adhered to the GRI-G3 guidelines and self-declared its application to be
in accordance with GRI Application Level “B.”

The GRI9 is a leading organization in the sustainability field. GRI

promotes the use of sustainability reporting as a way for organizations
to become more sustainable and contribute to sustainable development.
It is an NFP organization that was started in 1997 in Boston.

Sustainability reporting is often viewed as synonymous with triple-
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bottom-line reporting and corporate social responsibility (CSR) report-
ing. Moreover, it is an intrinsic element of integrated reporting, which
is a recent framework that combines the analysis of financial and non-
financial performance. Sustainability reporting can help organizations to
measure, understand, and communicate their economic, environmental,
social, and governance performance.10

The Co-operators 2013 Sustainability Report included information
on the company’s GRI reporting for the following categories. It should
be noted that there are several measures under each main category; these
can be found at the link listed below (note 11).

GRI Indicator Categories Reported by The Co-operators in its 2013
Sustainability Report:

•     Strategy and Analysis
•     Organizational Profile
•     Report Parameters
•     Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
•     Economic Performance Indicators
•     Environmental Performance Indicators
•     Labour Practices and Decent Work Performance Indicators
•     Human Rights Performance Indicators
•     Society Performance Indicators
•     Product Responsibility Performance Indicators
•     Financial Services Sector Supplement
•     Disclosures: Management Approach

Public Accountability Statement (PAS)

Canadian insurance organizations’ reporting is also influenced by gov-
ernment regulations. All financial institutions (FIs) in Canada that have
in excess of $1 billion in equity are required by the federal government
to complete the PAS reporting requirements. The Co-operators respon-
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dent noted that for many FIs, this was the beginning of their environ-
mental and social reporting. However, she explained that The Co-op-
erators report significantly exceeds the minimum required standards.

Reporting Challenges

The respondent indicated that one of the key challenges of sustainability
reporting relates to lack of comparable industry data. Therefore, The
Co-operators tends to compare its results to leaders in sustainability re-
porting such as TD Bank (which provides both banking and insurance),
Vancity, and Mountain Equipment Co-op. The respondent also pointed
out that while comparison with other co-operatives is beneficial, it is
equally important not to concentrate solely on co-operatives when it
comes to comparison and benchmarking. She indicated that it is im-
portant to compare within and outside the insurance sector and to non-
co-operatives. In general, The Co-operators strives to identify and com-
pare to best practices. Due to the lack of an industry benchmark, The
Co-operators places emphasis on trend analysis of its own performance
over the three- to four-year measurement period, in the context of its
guiding sustainability principles and long-term sustainability goals.

Another challenge identified by the respondent relates to the broad
array of tools available to measure performance. In spite of so many
measurement mechanisms, there is no one reporting tool that will meet
the needs of all stakeholders. In addition, the respondent commented
about the cost of producing sustainability reports when there are very
few readers of them. The Co-operators identified the main users of the
reports as The Co-operators’ people. Furthermore, members and staff
have indicated that they find the report too long and difficult to find
information of interest to them.

Next Steps in The Co-operators Sustainability Journey

The respondent indicated that the next major new initiative in The Co-
operators sustainability journey will be the adoption of integrated re-
porting. She expects that this will entail a significant level of work and
would represent another journey of discovery. Given the scope of inte-
grated reporting, she estimates that The Co-operators first report will
be issued by 2017.
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Discussion and Analysis

The research found that The Co-operators focuses extensively on its de-
sired outcome of being a sustainable organization in the economic, so-
cial, and environmental senses, and the activities The Co-operators has
undertaken and continues to enact in order to come closer to this out-
come. Given this perspective on The Co-operators interventions in its
normal operations to achieve improvements in a target outcome — i.e.,
sustainability — it is appropriate to adopt a theoretical perspective that
is inclined to examine work processes from this “end-point” focus. As
such, Donabedian’s (1980; 1966) perspective of structure-outcome-
process (SPO) is adopted to draw attention to an examination of how
The Co-operators attempts to alter its operational parameters in order
to be sustainable.

Figure 4: The Structure-Process-Outcome (SPO) Framework of
Health System Evaluation

Structure Process Outcome

Organizational Operational Consequences
factors factors factors

Tangible and physical Intangible components of The result of care in terms
components of the the Health System related of patient satisfaction and
Health System to the provision of care the alleviation of symptoms

and return to functionality

Capital cost is easily Operational cost is Measurement of broadscale
measured, ongoing measurable with some data is common and
operational costs accuracy accurate
less so

Example: New Example: Employing/ Example: Mortality rates
operating theatre training a surgical team and/or patient reported
in a hospital with capacity to perform outcomes

a new surgical technique

Source: (Donabedian 1966; 1988)

Donabedian’s (1966; 1988) is an approach designed to quantify and
examine health care outcomes across three domains: structure, process,
and outcome (see figure 4, above). From an analytical perspective, struc-
ture is the initial component of the framework, representing the infra-
structure in a system, both the tangible (e.g., equipment) and intangible
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(e.g., organizational knowledge). Structure is a baseline from which
work towards achieving and outcome can be realized. However, the
most robust structure does not guarantee success, and imperfect struc-
tures can be compensated for with particularly stout processes (Murray
and Frenk 2000; Campbell et al. 2000).

Processes are interactions and networks of relations that exist within
the context of a system or organization (Donabedian 1988). These in-
teractions are more encompassing in scope than the evaluation of the
success (e.g., was a transaction successful enough to sell to a customer?),
and also include the “character” of the interaction (e.g., was the cus-
tomer happy with the transaction, or did they feel cheated?) (Murray
and Frenk 2000; Campbell et al. 2000).

Table 1: Elements of SPR strategy and the SPO framework

Strategic Activity SPO Element 

People: We attract and develop personal champions of sustainability
through our dynamic, progressive workplace. Structure

Clients: We enable and encourage our clients to contribute to a
sustainable future through our products and services. Process

Governance and Operations: We model responsible, accountable,
and transparent governance. Our operations help foster a more
sustainable society and economy, and are a source of pride for our
people. Others seek to follow our example. Structure

Investments: We are responsible investors and build on our assets
to contribute to a more sustainable future. Process

Public Voice: We are strong and effective public advocates for
sustainability, and inspire others to take action. Process

Relationships: We are advancing sustainability through collaboration
with industry partners, the co-operative sector, business partners,
communities, governments, and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). Process

Source: SPR Activity: A timeline of evolution and development, and http://www.
cooperators.ca/en/About-Us/about-sustainability/strategy.aspx

The effective enactment of processes within the boundaries estab-
lished by the structure lead to the outcome. Campbell et al. (2000) suggest
the structure-process-outcome framework might be better examined by
acknowledging the difference between the interaction with the system
(structure and process) and the consequence of that interaction (out-
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come). Further, they argue that this gives rise to the possibility of a feed-
back loop — where the consequences may change, strengthen, or main-
tain the nature of the system. In the case of The Co-operators, this might
be imagined as a successful program to promote sustainability leading to
new and improved approaches to further enhance future efforts to im-
prove the sustainable operations and reporting.

As the SPR program evolves, it is evident that structures have been
established upon which to build and adapt processes to be effective in
achieving the optimum SPR outcome. These activities are portrayed,
alongside the element of the SPO framework of which they are a part,
in table 1.

Conclusions

This chapter provided an overview of sustainability reporting using a
case study of The Co-operators, a large insurance co-operative in
Canada. It traces The Co-operators journey as the organization devel-
oped and refined its sustainability strategy. The Co-operators provide
an excellent example of not only improving its internal sustainability
practices, but has also taken steps to impact the community at large in
Canada.

The elements of structure-process-outcome framework has been ap-
plied to The Co-operators to illustrate how its strategy aligns to the SPO
model. The SPO framework demonstrates that, as the Co-operators
evolved in its sustainability strategy, it established structures and
processes to have an optimal outcome.

The case study of The Co-operators approach to sustainability de-
scribed in this chapter lays a solid foundation that can be utilized by
other co-operatives, irrespective of their industrial co-operative sector.
The research has illustrated that co-operatives can have a significant im-
pact not only on their own operations, but also on the broader com-
munity. The research found that sustainability reporting must reflect a
sound sustainability strategy. Ultimately, to be truly effective, co-oper-
atives need to embed sustainability practices in their strategic plans, op-
erations, and corporate culture.
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Co-operatives for Sustainable Communities: 
Tools to Measure Co-operative Impact and Performance 
The Measuring the Co-operative Difference Research Network (MCDRN; 
cooperativedifference.coop) and the Centre of Excellence in Accounting 
and Reporting for Co-operatives (CEARC at Saint Mary’s University) joined 
forces to organize an international conference, focused on how and why 
co-operatives assess their performance and their impacts on society. 

Academics and practitioners gathered to share their research and experiences 
with a variety of accounting and reporting tools and practices. The event 
offered an unprecedented opportunity to recognize and debate various 

reporting needs and practices, to hear from practitioners regarding the 
purpose and methods of reporting in their co-operatives, and to 

identify the building blocks for the establishment of key 
supports for co-operatives engaged in performance 
measuring and reporting.  

The conference was exploring five  
interconnected themes:

1. Statistics and data collection 
2. Putting co-operative principles into practice
3. Community impact 
4. Member and stakeholder engagement
5. Reporting practices (co-operative 

identity and sustainability)

The chapters in this book are organized 
according to these five themes. They offer an 

international snapshot of the work being 
undertaken in these areas, with the intention of 
sharing the knowledge and experience obtained 
thus far. The authors advocate a critical analysis 
of these materials, and suggest ways forward 

as practitioners and researchers address the 
reporting and dissemination challenges identified  

during the conference.
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